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Ph.D. Date: October 1971*
Acts of the Apostles: Edifying
discourse or historical narrative?
Intro, and : The reputation of Luke-Acts has varied 
Chapter 1. . greatiy. bas been acclaimed as a work 
of the highest historical value by some, 
and dismissed as tendentious and unreliable 
by others. Recent study has emphasised that 
the author was an original theologian, and 
has suggested that his theological concerns 
meant more to him than the recording of 
historical facts.
Chapter 2. : J.C. O'Neill has claimed that Luke was a
contemporary of Justin martyr, and the first 
of the Christian apologists. We dissent from 
this late dating, but find value in his 
comparison of Acts with Hellenistic Jewish 
missionary literature.
Chapter 3* *• The book of Acts is compared and contrasted 
with the books of Maccabees, the letter of 
Aristeas, and certain writings of Philo.
The author, while holding to theological 
principles, is found to be concerned to 





: We consider traditions about the earliest 
church recorded in Acts 1 - 5 »  with conflict­
ing estimates of their reliability. Adopting 
Erich Auerbach's distinction between saga 
and history, we conclude that the author has 
attempted to deal, as an historian, with 
material some of which reached him in the 
form of saga.
: The enigmatic figure of Stephen is studied, 
together with the Hellenists who appear in 
chapter 6 . We conclude that Stephen was a 
real historical figure and that the speech 
in Acts 7 reflects something of his views.
We consider attempts to link Stephen with 
the Samaritans and the community at Qumran.
: Paul is a key figure in Acts. Should the 
Paul of Acts be compared or contrasted with 
the Paul we meet in his letters? We argue , 
against Professor J. Knox, that Acts is a 
source of much reliable information about 
Paul, and that Acts and the Pauline letters 
are complementary to each other.
: Recent study has tended to the conclusion 
that the author of Acts had few, if any, 
written sources. We consider the 'Itinerary' 
theory - that he used a travel-document 




8 . : We consider various forms of the 'Antioch
source' theory - that the author made use 
of a written record produced within the 
church at Antioch. It is argued that if 
written sources cannot be precisely 
identified, this does not mean that the 
author had none at all.
9. : The speeches of the books of Acts are
considered. We discuss the attitude of 
ancient authors to the composition of 
speeches in historical writing. The speeche 
attributed to Peter and Paul are considered 
It is concluded that they do not simply 
represent the theological views of the 
author. He has used source material of 
various kinds to present the thoughts, if 
not the precise words, of the apostles.
10.: In conclusion it is argued that current 
emphasis on Luke as theologian has gone too 
far. Neglect of the historical and 'human 
interest' side of his work is a symptom of 
a failure of nerve, for his writings offer 
a valuable corrective to the inhumanity of 
much contemporary literature and art.
Prologue.
The monk Muirchu did for St.Patrick what Luke did 
for St.Paul,ana has been criticised (by N.J.White,
St.Patrick,his writings and life,p.5) for portraying 
the historical Patrick as a 'somewhat vindictive saint.' 
But his Preface shows that he had 'the root of the 
matter in him,'and offers good guidance to students of 
the past in general and of the Lucan writings in part­
icular. It may stand as prologue to the present work.
' 'Forasmuch as many,my Lord Aedh,have taken in 
hand to set forth in order a declaration according to 
that which their fathers and those who from the beg­
inning were ministers of the word delivered to them- 
but these writers never attained to one sure track of 
history,on account of the extreme difficulty of the 
task of story telling,and because of conflicting opin­
ions, and the very many surmises of very many persons. 
Therefore,if I mistake not,as our popular proverb has 
it,'Like bringing boys into a council meeting1,I have 
brought the infantile rowboat of my brain into this 
most dangerous and deep ocean of sacred story,where 
mountainous seas rage and swell,amidst sharpest rocks 
lying in unknown seas,an ocean on which no boat has 
yet ventured,save only that f my father Cogitosus. 
However,that I seem not to make a great thing out of 
what is small,I shall assay,in obedience to the 
command of thy holiness and authority,to unfold, 
piecemeal and with difficulty,these few out of the 
many actions of St.Patrick.My skill is small;my
Prologue (cont.) 
authorities are uncertain;my memory is treacherous;my 
intelligence is worn out;my style is poor;yet the 
feeling of my love is most pious'. (White,p.7 2).
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Introduction 
Critics past and critics present.
In the year- 1735 Dr.George Benson published a 
handsomely printed work in two volumes,entitled;'A 
history of the first planting of Christianity.'
Dr.Benson's account of Christian origins - 'the study 
and care of some years,as far as health and other 
affairs would permit' - was based on a wide knowledge 
of the literature - notably Acts,the Pauline letters, 
and contemporary secular historians.Like the author to 
Theophilus,on whose work he based so much of his own,
Dr.Benson had various secondary objectives in mind,* 
but his grand design was no less darin than that of 
the author of Acts,and was expressed in one of the 
several appendices attached to his work;'In which it 
is shown that St.Luke wrote the Acts of the Apostles, 
and that as the Acts contain a true history,Christianity 
must be true'.
This rather defensive note,which concluded 
Dr.Benson's double volume,would have seemed strange to 
the author to Theophilus,who left his hero at Rome, 
'teaching about Jesus Christ quite openly and unhind- 
ered,‘(Acts 28:31).Pox- Luke-as we shall henceforth call 
him-'from convention,if not from conviction'-**was pre-
* One of which was'to rectify the mistakes of Dr.
Conyers Middleton’.
* * H.J.Cadbury:'The Book of Acts in History’ p.3.
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-occupied by other challenges and felt other concerns 
than did Dr.Benson.
Yet the Dissenting Divine was not consciously on 
the defensive:1It is not much above two hundred years'
- he wrote -'from the commencement of the glorious 
reformation.Since when the Protestants have not yet 
been able entirely to shake off the spirit of infall­
ibility and persecution.We live,indeed,in a day when 
liberty is in the ascendant;-thanks be to Heaven, for 
the inestimable blessing of the illustrious house of 
Hanover! but it is scarce an age,since liberty,the 
greatest of temporal blessings,was precarious.lt is 
therefore no wonder that the study of the scriptures 
(as well as of other arts and sciences) is capable of 
improvement:and that by free enquiry,some things are 
found to have been mispresented,in the ages of darkness 
and tyranny
Dr.Benson had.put his learning to good use.He was
well aware of the reading of the 'Cambridge Manuscript' 
(Codex Bezae) at Acts 11:28,'which intimates that the 
first time (Luke) is mentioned,in the scripture,he was 
at Antioch in Syria.'But he also relied heavily on the 
traditional argument from prophecy and miracle:'Even 
the miraculous_and__extraordinary facts,there related, 
were not impossible to the divine power to which they 
are universally ascribed.Neither are they improbable:
considering the grand design and occasion of them.1 
■Yet this most venerable argument was already partly 
offset by a tendency to rationalise:the Pythoness at 
Philippi,for example,'was perhaps a lunatic person,and 
was believed by the people to be possessed by the 
spirit of Pythian Apollo or a spirit of divination.'
More modern than ancient,too,is his careful estimate 
of the value of the narrative of Acts:'The planeness 
and simplicity of the narration are strong circumstances 
in its- favour.The writer appeal's to have been very 
honest and impartial,and to have set down,very fairly, 
the objections which were made to Christianity,both 
by Jews and heathens... he has likewise,with a just and 
honest freedom,mentioned the weakness,faults and 
prejudices,both of the APOSTLES and their converts; 
there is a great,and remarkable harmony,between the 
occasional hints dispersed up and down in St.Paul's 
epistles,and the facts recorded in this history.In so 
much,that it is generally acknowledged,that the history 
of the Acts is the best clue,to uide us,in the study­
ing of the Epistles written by that APOSTLE'.
Points like this will be made, and with justice, 
by defenders of the historicity of Acts from Paley to 
Sir William Ramsay.The contrary will be asserted by 
sceptics from Reimarus to Loisy-and by none with more 
vituperative scorn than by Reimarus himselfSuch tales
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can only be believed blindfold by a sanctimonious 
simplicity.To a healthy mind they are a mockery and 
a laughing-stock.And although Luke imagined,thirty 
yes-s aftexwards,when the age allotted to men was 
well-nigh spent,that he could with impunity write 
miracles and unscrupulously- circulate them in the 
woiId, tiiere were then, as thei'e are now, some sensible 
people who could perceive imposition and falsehood 
in 0.11 their nooks and crannies, and who readily knew 
how to distinguish them from truth'.*
No doubt both Benson and Reimarus were correct 
to see a connection of some kind between the Lucan 
authorship of Acts,its historicity,and the eternal 
validity of the Christian faith.But if the malice of 
ueimarus was too cheap,the confidence of Benson was 
too optimistic.Already in 1729 he had lost his 
pastoral charge at Abingdon because of his 'Arminian 
sentiments ,and in spite of his scholarly achievements 
Glasgow refused him an honorary doctorate in 1 7 4 4.
One of the Professors 'spoke with abhorrence of him 
as an avowed Socinian'.Clearly the Protestants had not 
been able to shake off entirely the spirit of 
infallibility and persecution.Whose version of the faith,
fragments from heimarus;ed.C.Voysey : London 1879,p ¡/S'
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after all 'must be true'?*
Up to the present day the critical pendulum has 
continued to swing,if a little less violently.An 
anthology of comments will make this clear:
* Information on Benson is found in the, DHB Vol.
IV,pp255-6.He was an interesting example of those 
English Dissenting thinkers,of whom Joseph Priestley 
was the most distinguished,who moved from strict 
Calvinism via Arminianism into Unitarianism and beyond.
He seems,however,not to have reached the further 
stations on the line.He combated the Deists to the 
left,while maintaining the 'reasonableness of the 
Christian religion' in the style of John Locke.Hewas 
a man of profound piety,even if his via media turned 
our to be a dead end.The titles of his tracts and 
sermoné give us a glimpse of his mind:
'A brief account of Archbishop Laud's cruel treatment 
of Dr.Leighton'.
'A brief account of Calvin's causing Servetus to be 
burned for an heretic'.
'The gospel,a revealed mystery'.
'A summary view of the evidences of Christ's resurrection'. 
'The necessity and advantages of universal liberty 
and free enquiry'.
'A thanksgiving sermon,upon account of the suppression 
of the rebellion,17461.
As to the date of Acts,Harnack was able to write,
'In the use of ' ta ethne' and 'ha-laos' St. Luke, the 
Gentile Christian,has kept quite closely to the idiom 
of the Septuagint.The fact that in the book the Christ­
ians are never called 'ho laos' is a strong argument 
for itfe high antiquity.*
According to baenchen,on the other hand,the word 
'kardiognostes'-God-the knower of Jebrts-'is a 
favourite expression of post-apostolic Christianity.** 
Overbeck, who was much influenced by the Tubingen 
school,was able to say that,in Acts,the church's 
attitude to home 'brings it with great probability into 
the age of Trajan, (obit A..D. 117) and lends the Acts the 
character of an immediate forerunner of the so-called 
apologetic.literature which flourished in the age of 
tie Antonines.lo the same date are we perhaps led by 
the dogmatic point of view of the Acts generally'.***
But 1.11'.Bruce feels led to no such conclusion: 
'Artistic and powerful as the conclusion is,it is strange 
thar Luke has not told us what the result of Paul's 
appeal was...it would be satisfactory to say that he
* Harnack:Acts of the Apostles p.51.
* * Kaenchen: Apost.e * geschichte p. 127 •
*** Zeller and Overbeck:Acts of the Apostles:Vol.I.p272.
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wrote no more-beeause he completed his book at the end 
of the two years-probably in A.I.62.*
And as a spokesman for the middle-of-the-road 
position on date,we may take R.P.C.Hanson.**'It is 
highly likely that the Church-State relationship 
reflected in the affairs of Ignatius and Pliny had 
developed by the year 90 A.D.It is not one which is 
compatible with the language of Acts about the Roman 
government...in the author of Acts we are dealing with 
somebody who lived during the first century and not 
the second...'
Historicity: Thus,while critics vary in their choice
of date from A.D.62 to the middle of the second century, 
they differ just as widely in their estimate of the 
book's histoi’ical reliability:here for example,is the 
great champion of the historicity of Acts,Sir William 
Ramsay.
'Our hypothesis is that Acts was written by a 
great historian, a writer who set himself out to recor'd 
the facts as they actually occurred:a strong partisan 
indeed,but raised above partiality by his perfect 
confidence that he had only to describe the facts as 
they occurred, in order to melee the truth of Christianity 
and the honour of Paul apparent.'***
* P.P.Bruce:Acts of the Apostles p.481.
** R.P.C.Hanson:Acts of the Apostles$Iew Clarendon Bible
PP • £ ., 11 )
*** Ramsay:Paul the -Traveller;p.14.
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But very different is the view taken by S.G.F. 
Brandon:
'The clearly tendentious nature of the narrative 
of Acts strongly suggests a clue to understanding the 
motive which actuated its author in composing it.
As we have seen,he was concerned to depict the evolut­
ion of primitive Christianity under a very special 
guise,which meant that probably many formative factors 
were deliberately ignored'.*
Here Luke can hardly escape the charge of bad 
faithlHis honest intention,if not his historical reli­
ability, is rescued by Haenchen,who sees him as making 
good quality bricks with a minimal quantity of straw.
'Already in these few verses we see Luke's 
literary artistry.From the comparatively limited material 
which he possesses he creates scenes of greet vividness 
and lively activity.He arranges them skilfully and 
links them together.But in recounting this. story' (the 
replacement of Judas: Acts 1; I'y: 26)'Luke was not concerned 
with wiat people try in parr to extract from it now- 
-adays:information about the organisation of the 
primitive church'.**
And as a curious example of a moderate position 
we note this remark by Harnack;'! owe an explanation
* Brandon: The fall of Jerusalem p.208.
** HaenchenjApg.p.12 9.
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to Prof.Blass,and to Prof.Ramsay,Weiss and Zahn.The 
results at which I have arrived not only approach 
very nearly to,but are often coincident with,the 
results of their own research...But the case presents 
points of difference.These scholars are influenced . 
partly by presuppositions in reference to the Canon 
of the New Testament,partly by the conviction that 
miracles really happened,and partly by both these 
prejudices'.(!)
The puroose of Acts
Lastly we note that scholars have differed just 
as widely in their estimate of the aims and interests 
of Luke,the man,the historian,and the theologian. 
Conzelmann,for example,nails his colours to the mast 
and writes;'This study of St.Luke's theology is,for 
the most part,not dependent on any particular theories 
about St.Luke's Gospel,and the Acts of the Apostles, 
for it is concerned with the whole of Luke's writings 
as they stand'.*
Such a judgement takes us a long way from C.C.Torrey, 
who could write:'Luke seems to have been singularly 
free from any personal interest in theological matters, 
and apparently had no considerable aptitude for studies 
in that field...His own interests were mainly practical
* Theology of St.Luke p.9*
and humanitarian. . ' *
Opinions therefore continue to differ about the 
purpose of Acts.Prof.Ernst Haenchen,for example sees 
it as an 'edifying work'(Erbauungsbuch)designed to 
uplift and inspire the second generation of Christians. 
Conzelmann declaresOur aim is to elucidate Luke's 
work as it stands in its present form,not to enquire 
into possible sources or into the historical facts 
which provide the material'.**The effect of this 'self- 
denying ordinance' would seem to be to cast doubt on 
the reliability of Luke the historian.'Luke's whole 
account of the primitive community and law,'he writes, 
'proves to be something composed in the light of red­
emptive history,and not a historical record in the 
modern sense'.***
The current trend was thus summarised by Bishop 
J.W.C.hand: 1 (Luke's)reputation as a historian is fast 
being overtaken by his new renown as a theologian.lt 
has been a matter of surprise that the writer who was
accepted as the most objective of the evangelists is
*
now seen as a teacher with definite views of his own'.
On the other hand,the reliability of Luke still 
has many defenders:the mantle of Sir Wil~iam hamsay
- 12 -
* The composition and date of Acts p.57:58.
* * TSL p.o.
*** TSL p.161.
rests on Prof.P.F.Bruce,while the late Arnold Ehrhardt, 
who agreed thar Luke had his own axe to grind,was
*'Confident that he recorded events which really happened1. 
A recent study of the Lucan writings,by Ur.1.1 .liarshall 
makes a point on the same side of the question:'It is 
our contention that a proper balance needs to be 
achieved in the study of Luke...(who)is both historian 
and theologian...the best term to describe him is 
'evangelist',a term which,we believe,includes both 
the others1.**
Thus a further study of the Books of Acts may be 
worthwhile.The swing of the critical pendulum can indeed 
be parallelled in other branches of hew Testament 
studies and elsewhere in the literary field.We shall 
follow Dr.Marshall in arguing that Luke was much more 
of a historian than recent work has allowed,and we shall 
put in a plea for the practical and humanitarian,if 
non-theological Luke,for we believe that those Lucan
arc.
values of particular interest at the present time both 
in the church and throughout the 'oikoumene'.To quote
* Framework of the Pew Testament stories,.p.101.
Ehrhardt noted that the historian,Ed.Meyer,was much 
more ready to give an answer,if a qualified one,in the 
affirmative,than many theologians.
•che Church Times of October 16 1970: 'Humanism in the 
best sense of this much misused word,coupled with an 
appreciation of the reality of what is more than human, 
is the hallmark of this apostle and evangelist who so 
marvellously delivered the true doctrine of the Saviour 
for the healing of the soulsi of men'.*
Our point has been trenchantly put,with reference 
to the study of the gospels,by Dame Helen Gardner:'Much 
of the literary criticism of the gospels in the nine­
teenth century may be justly charged with sentimentality1. 
Its authors might retort upon some of their successors 
the countercharge of inhumanity.lt Is a charge which 
can be brought against much of the art and literature 
of this age'.**
- 14 -
* A splendid example of the ' Erbauungsstil1 of the 
Church Times.
** Helen Gardner: The business of Criticism.p.16?.
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ChiLr'i.'—il~l 1.
Some recent escimates of Luke - Acts.
In 1965 Dr .L.L.Mascall published his book 
'The secularisation of Christianity'-a critique of 
Dx̂. I. V an Bur en' s work ' The Secular he ailing of the 
Gospel' and of Dr.J.A.T.Robinson's 'Honest to God' .
In his preface* Dr. Mascall placed side by side two 
extended quotations:the first is from Dr.M.D.Goulder's 
'Type and History in Acts;'among other things Dr.Mascall
quotes the following:
'factual integrity was not the only standard that 
St. Luke set himself.lt is not,or not only,as the 
liberal and form critics supposed,that St.Luke intended 
to write a 'true' account,but was hindered by his 
limitations of knowledge.lt is that St.Luke never 
intended to write a 'true' account of the church's 
early years at all,in the sense that his book should 
exclude any story for which he had no evidence in 
Christian tradition.Symbol was a factor of weight at 
least comparable to fact with him.St.Matthew believed 
that things for which he had no evidence and which were 
in fact untrue, came to pass,that it might be fulfilled 
which was spoken by the prophets.St.Luke believed this 
too,but he was not concent to write about them in two 
or three lines as did his predecessor...It is the myths 
of St.Luke which dominate the Christian calender'.**
* p.XII
** Type and History in Acts p.179:205
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As against this Dr.Mascall quotes Mr, A.N.Sherwin-White: 
'However1 one accepts form-cxâticism,its principles do not 
inevitably contradict the notion of the basic historicity 
of the particular stories of which the Gospel narratives 
are composed,even if these were not shored up by the 
external guarantee of their fabric and setting.For Acts 
the confirmation of historicity is overwhelming;any 
attempt to reject its basic historicity,even in matters 
of detail,must now be regarded as absurd.Roman histor­
ians have long: taken it for granted.'*
Dr. Mascall goes on to make clear that he is on the side, 
if not of the angels, then of Mr .Sherwin-V/hite .He 
writes;'It is only right to add that Goulder recognises 
the need for the typological method to be kept under 
some form of control...Nevertheless many of his typo­
logical identifications seem to be extremely speculative 
...One is left with the feeling that with sufficient 
in enuity,the method could be used to reach any conclus­
ions that one wished.And the general conclusion,that 
Luke abandons factual narrations altogether when he 
sees he can make a te ling theological point, even to 
the extent of fabricating completely the stories of 
Ascencion Day and i’entecost, strains credulity to the 
utmost.As Goulder himself asserts,it means that Luke 
was both a fundamentalist and a poet,and that he did
* Roman Society and Roman Law p.188:189.
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not realise that there was any contradiction between 
the two.(p.204)And in view of the words with which he 
begins his gospel,it would also mean that he was a 
liar of no mean order.1*
Now the conflict between the literalist and the 
symbolist is no new one.It can be traced as far back 
as the dispute about Biblical interpretation between 
the schools of Antioch and Alexandria.'We do not forbid* 
-said Diodore-'the higher interpretation or 'theoria', 
for the historical narrative does not exclude it...
We must,however,be op our guard against letting the 
'theoria' do away with the historical basis...'**
-‘his seems apposite as a criticism of M.D.Goulder 
and of his master,the late Dr.A.M.Parrer.In like manner 
nustathius of Antioch attacked the methods of Origen 
in .L.iblica.1 studies, ana maintained,for example, that
* Mascall, op cit^p.281.
** Quoted in J.b.D.Kelly:Parly Christian Doctrines, 
p.76:77•Or.Kelly thus summarises the Antiochene idea 
of theoria :a)the literal sense of the sacred narrative 
should not be abolished, b)there should be a real 
correspondence between the historical fact and the 
j-urther spiritual object discerned, and c) that the two 
objects should be apprehended together,though of course 
in different ways.
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the Medium at Endor really did tiring up the spirit of 
Samuel from the dead as is reported by lSam.26.*
ho doubt psychological attitudes and the cultural 
climate predispose critics to take an Alexand.rian 
or** Antiochene view;all who study the past do well 
to remember the parable of the Mote and the Beam,and 
I t, may be that consideration of the text should be 
preceded by psychoanalysis of the critics.Yet if 
objectivity will always remain an ideal on the critical 
horizon,that is no reason for abandoning the search 
for it.
What then of the views of Mr.Sherwin-White?His 
Sarum lectures came as a relief to students who wished 
to maintain that the synoptic gospels and Acts are 
reasonably close to the historical events which they
* Origen had offered a rationalisation:the woman was 
really a ventriloquist.That this is still a live issue 
in some parts of the world may be seen from J.V.Taylor's 
account of his visit to a medium in Uganda.(The Primal 
vision:p.145:150)
** Let us entertain a pleasing conjecture:might not 
Luke himself-or the author of the 'Antioch source'- 
be the first 'Antiochene' opposing the wild speculations 
of Alexandrians in general - the spiritual sons of Philo 
- and Apollos in particular'? (Acts lb:25) Unfortunately 
St.I; natius will hardly fit inro our chain or theory.
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claim to describe.Summoned as a witness by Dr.Kascall, 
he is also frequently quoted by another recent critic,
Prof.k.P.O.Hanson:* For is this surprising,when Mr.Sherwin- 
White declares:'It is astonishing that while Greco- 
Roman historians have been growing in confidence,the 
twentieth century study of the gospel narratives, 
starting from no less promising material,has taken so 
gloomy a turn in the development of form criticism 
that the most advanced exponents of it apparently 
maintain- so far as an amateur can understand the matter 
- that the historical Christ is unknowable and the 
history of his mission cannot be writtenCompare^ 
on the other hand,the attitude of Roman scholars towards 
Tiberius or the Gracchi!The sources are as fragmentary 
and divergent as in the Few Testament material,but none 
has regarded the figure of Tiberius Caesar as forever 
lost to us or abandoned the quest for the historical 
Gracchi!
Mr.Sherwin-White1s method,is basically,to show 
that the trials of Paul and of Christ tally with the 
known practise of Roman law.It is conceded that the 
gospels are less circumstantial than Acts,and that 
Acts offers more significant detail in the latter 
part of the book.This is due to geography however:
* In the Few Clarendon Bible edition of Acts.
** Roman Society and Roman Law p.187(in future cited
as * S•rf.')
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'that the degree of confirmation in Greco-Roman terms 
is less for the gospels than Acts is due to the diff­
erences in their regional setting.As soon as Christ 
enters the Roman orbit in Jerusalem,the confirmation 
begins...Yet Acts,is,in simple terms and judged extern­
ally, no less a propaganda narrative than the gospels, 
and liable to similar distortions'.
Much of this argument has been familiar since the 
time of Sir William Ramsay.Luke has got his local 
colour rightpolitarchs1 and the 'demos' at Thessal- 
onica (Acts 1?;5>6):Asiarchs at Ephesus(l9;3l)and 
Publius the 'Chief Man'(Protos) of Malta(Acts 2S;7)- 
a title which has been confirmed by the discovery of 
an inscription with the words Primus Melitensium ..*
*The present writer has always found the title ascribed 
to Publius a most striking proof of accuracy,and good 
evidence for thepresence of an eye-witness on Malta.It 
is extraordinary difficult to get chieftancy titles correct 
if one is not closely acquainted with the chief or his 
people.The same point is made by S.C.Neill:The inter- 
pretebion of the New Testament 1&61-1961,pl4p.What out­
sider can explain the precise significance of the Alafin 
of Oyo,the Alake of Abeokuta,or Sir Ian Moncrieffe of 
that ilk?The latter has described how his ancestor, 
prisoner in the Tower of London in 1542,described himself 
as 'Muncreff of the Same'for the benefit of the English.
But is accurate circumstantial detail a sign of 
sthand knowledge 02 f n; cct - earch?
Are 'vivid touches' proof of an eye-witness or the sign 
of a lively imagination? A second-century Luke, working 
v.ith a minimal quantity of tradition, could nave been 
ri hi about the Asiarchs and politarchs. nut Sherwin 
- hito argues that the various points 01 legal proced­
ure that are evidenced in the trials of raul Delong to 
the Rlavian period and not later.
One pro Diem, it would seem, is that recorus are 
scanty 2.or this period and a major source is the do ok of 
Acts itself! but it is ar uecl that the attitude to Roman 
citizenship seen in Acts 'breathes the climate of she 
earlier phase' - when citizenship was still the precious 
privilege of a few. 1’hus raul's claim at rhilippi -'They 
nave beaten us ,uolicly, unconaemnea men wno are Roman 
citizens 1^16;¿7) strik< s the same chord as aos the 
corn lclnt of oice.ro; ' iim crosses tir.-t verres set up 
lor CQnaenmeu slaves he kept in hand for Romar citizens 
who naa 0 :en ;iven no trial'. It does not lit in so well 
it! 1 3n< ch c £ PI 3 1; , wfcei. citizenshij hae n
: ■ ' ' delj 1' ■ ;eded tc > rf provi] cic Is.
Pliny complains of it le ■ fcment given to a
  ■ , wl as beaten, coin d the mine and
allj man . * Nev ocia 1 s at were beir fo mied,
* unius equitis Romani. , era' enin fustibu cat;:; s,• . 1 1 > .
in meteHum, strengulatus in carcere.Ep.11;11;6.
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and Paul's claim fits in well with the period of 
Nero,rather than with the second century.
So too with the famous appeal to Caesar:'In its 
reference to1Provocatio' it is in accord with what is 
otherwise known of the practice in the first century 
A.D.'Just as Acts knows nothing of the class distin­
ctions of the later empire,in which Roman citizen­
ship was common and the 'honestiores'(middle class) 
were the privileged group, so it knov/s nothing of the 
later system of 'appellatio' under which 'appeal to 
the emperor is universally allowed - except in the 
case of notable brigands... and ringleaders of sedition 
...The judge now tries the case and gives his sentence, 
and then the condemned party appeals,whereas in the 
earlier period the judge either did not try the case 
at all,or at most maae a preliminary investigation 
and left the issue to be decided by the emperor'.
Paul's appeal fits in with the earlier procedure,while 
the development of the later system can be seen in 
Pliny's handling of the Christians.He refers promptly, 
and without prompting,to Trajan for advice.Furthermore, 
the trial of Paul contrasts interestingly with that 
of the martyrs of Lyons and Vienne.Here Attalus of 
Pergamum..."was actually being marched round the amphi­
theatre when the legate was informed that he was a 
Roman.He was forthwith removed and put into custody
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in the company of others about whom the legate had 
written to the emperor and was awaiting his reply.** 
This procedure,says Sherwin-White,is half-way between 
the old 'provocatio' system and the later 'appellatio 
system which came in after’ 212 A.D. ,when all except 
slaves had become Romans,but some Romans were very 
definitely more equal than others.'In Acts we have a 
procedure that fits neatly into an early place in a 
developing historical series that advances from the 
Augustan phase,through examples in Pliny and Eusebius 
drawn from the second century,towards the system of 
the late Empire'.
Comparing the work of Sherwin-White with that of 
Goulder,we find ourselves in different worlds.The 
former links the I ew Testament documents with their 
contemporary secular setting:Paul's appeal to Caesar 
is related to the requirements of the Lex Julia.The 
publicans of the Galilean narrative are similarly 
compared and contrasted with the 'many Italian money­
lenders who harried Asia in the age of Sulla and 
Mithridates,and who repeated the performance in the 
lifetime of Christ in Gaul,and later in Britain'.**
* Alx.h. Jones, ' I appeal to Caesar' papers presented
to D.M.Robinson. p.918ff R hpvre.̂
± p Si fF.
** S.W. p.141.
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Goulder,on the other hand, looks to the Old. Testament
scriptures,as well as to the Rabbinic tradition,for
\possible parallels: consider the 'cause celebre' of ^ 
Ananias and 3apphira.lt is a difficult story on any 
view, and presents moral as well as historical problems. 
In his 'Penguin' translation of Acts E.V. Rieu was 
upset because Peter seemed to be deliberately 
trying to strike Sapphi.ra dead.Various rationalisations 
have been suggested-for example,it may be that the 
unhappy couple died sudd.enly and in mysterious circum­
stances, and that their unexpected end,especially if 
they had defrauded the church,was seen as the Lord's 
doing.P.H.Menoud has suggested that the unhappy pair 
were in fact the first believers to die,and so to
shake the idea that all would survive to the parousia. 
All these theories are possible;our own view is that 
while oral tradition can both simplify and adorn a 
tale,it rarely creates one 'ex nihilo.'
But Mr. Goulder's method, is different.Lor him the 
important point is that Ananias is the same namo.as 
Hananiah^who died because he opposed the prophet 
Jeremiah(Jeremiah 28).Similarly the Ethiopian eunuch 
is the anti-type of that ccher African,Ebed Melech, 
also a eunuch,who drew Jeremiah up from the pit. 
'Esjjecially relevant is the discourse in Luke 12,which 
was written' (presumably by Luke,not by Jesus?)'partly
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with Ananias in mind.'*
But we have not finished with Ananias yet:'Ananias 
is,outside the book 01 Jeremiah,an honourable name like 
Judah,and St.Luke is concerned to show that the place 
of the false Ananias is filled as well as the place 
of Judas Iscariot.We find Saul accordingly visited and 
baptised by a true Ananias,and that we may not miss
l-Sthe overtone,this done in the house of a third Judas'.
Until we read 'Type and History in Acts'we had, 
alas,missed the overtone.Interest in hosts and lodgings 
is one of the characteristics of Luke:we had supposed 
that Judas who lived in the street called Straight was
Y\included,like Mason the Cypriot,Simon the Tanner,
Martha,Lydia the Seller of Purple,and Philip the Evan­
gelist and his four unmarried daughters,for the sake 
of local colour and human interest.Our Luke had been 
the old-fashioned,non-theological,'Antiochene',and 
' liberal-Protestant'Luke. ":,ut more important than the 
reactions of modern readers is this question:Would the 
'Most Excellent Theophilus' have noticed 'che point 
which Luke (or Mr.Goulder)was making about Ananias?
Would he have perceived the overtone?If lie was a high 
koman official,we doubt it.And even if we regard 
Theophilus as a catechumen or friendly enquirer we
* Goulder p.2f>2
must still say no:what new recruit would have been so 
well read in the scriptures as Goulder's theory pre­
supposes?^ is in the fantasies of' apocalyptic, and not 
in Luke-Acts,that the symbolic meaning jjrevails over 
the literal.
We suspect that to resort to typology in the 
twentieth century is to betray a failure of nerve.
A profoundly original and creative mind, such as Mr. 
Goulder1s teacher ,the late Dr.A.M.Farrer ,possessed may 
not find its. best outlet in New Testament criticism: 
the 'shaping spirit of imagination' may see more in 
another man's work than was intended.Gould it be that 
Biblical scholars who turn to typology are really 
making a virtue out of necessity?The quest for1 the 
historical Jesus having failed,there is nothing left 
to do except to rely on the church and its liturgy 
(Is this the view of Prof.John Knox?),or to make an 
act of existential commitment (Bultmann)or resoi’t to 
typology (Dr.Farrer and Mr. Gouldex^Yet it may be 
doubted whether Heidegger ox* the historic liturgy 
will prove an adequate substitute for the friend of 
publicans and sinners.
'For this relief,much thanks',then,was the reaction 
of several moderate students of the New Testament to 
the work of Mr.Sherwin-White.'Roman historians have 
long taken it for granted'is indeed music in the ears
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of those who defend the general reliability of Acts.
But exactly how much is being claimed?
In his Essay 'I appeal to Caesar' Prof.A.H.w.
Jones does indeed seem to take Acts for granted.*
Thus he writes:'The scanty evidence of this right of 
appeal is conflicting...the most famous case is that 
of Paul...When Festus,the procurator*,proposed to try 
him on the charges made .by the Jews,he appealed to 
Caesar,and Pestus,having consulted his consilium, 
pllowed the appeal to go forward, and after investigat­
ing the case sent him under military escort to Rome, 
where he was handed over to the Praetorian Prefect.
‘ rorn these facts, (our italics) it would seem that a 
Roman citizen was protected against arbitrary flogging 
without trial,and could,if accused,refuse to submit 
to trial by appealing to Caesar*.If,however,he consented 
to be tried and was condemned,it would appear that he 
could lawfully be flogged and executed'.
This judgement arouses mixed feelings.Clearly 
Prof.Jones thinks highly of the later chapters of Acts 
as a historical source.The book is used to reconstruct 
historical events along with Josephus,Pliny and the 
'Res Gestae'.But is this because confirmation of 
historicity is overwhelming?Or is he simply ignoring
* Jones:Studies in Roman Government and Law :5 1_f f,
the latest edition of the Meyer Komrnentar?
Consider,therefore,how Prof.Jones handles the 
Lew Testament traditions in his book:'The Herods of 
Judea': 'Of the loyalty of the asses Antipas was less
sure.His reign was troubled by two religious revivals.
One was headed by John,the son of a priest named 
Zacharias,who went about Peraea proclaiming the imminent 
arrival of the Kingdom of God.His doctrine was to all 
appearances harmless:he only told thepeople to repent 
of their sins and be washed in the Jordan in token of 
their change of heart, wherre he was popularly nicknamed 
John the Dipper.'
Here the Lucan tradition about Zachariah is 
accepted,and Prof.Jones further accepts the Markan account 
of the oeath of John,('Salome had been coached what 
to say be her mother,and asked for John's head on a 
dish') as against that of Josephus,who links John's 
death with the defeat of Antipas by the Arabs.Here, 
furthermore,is the account of Jesus:
'John was followed by another revivalist,in Galilee 
this time,Jesus of 1 azareth.Antipas did not interfere 
with him.According to the gospels he was filled with 
a superstitious fear that Jesus was John come back 
to life..More probably he was putting off the evil 
day...In the event his procrastination was justified.
Jesus was arrested at Jerusalem,where he had gone to
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celebrate the passover,and Antipas was spared the 
unpopular task of dealing with him.The procurator,
Pontius Pilate,..tried to fob off the responsibility 
on to Antipas,..(who)wisely refused to have anything 
to do with the case..There can be little doubt that 
he was relieved at the death of his troublesome 
subject.He showed his gratitude to Pilate by abandon­
ing the hostile attitude which he had hitherto,ever 
since the incident of the shields,adopted towards him'.
It is clear that Prof.Jones accepts the general 
historicity of the trials of Jesus before Antipas and 
Pilate.A synthesis is constructed from Joeephus(the 
shields) and the gospel tradition,which is not,however, 
accepted uncritically.The same general method is followed 
when Paul appears on the scene:Acts and Josephus are 
woven together:
'The accused w&s a Jew of Tarsus:his cognomen was Paulus, 
and it is curious that,much as we are told of the man, 
and proud though he was of his Roman citizenship,we are 
left in ignorance of his full Roman name'.
The Roman historian seems to 'take Acts for granted' m, 
Van account of the trials of Paul:
'Festus thought the man,a harmless crank:too much study 
has addled your* brain,Paulus,he remarked genially at 
the conclusion of the speech.'*
* The Kerods of Judaea: p.231-3.
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The book then switches back to the Joseyhan 
account,and proceeds to deal with Agrippa's troubles 
in Jerusalem over the hi.;;: priesthood.
In his preface,Prof.Jones discusses the various 
sources for Herodian history.Relying to a great extent 
on Josephus,whose divided loyalties and dubious 
motivations,must>he says,be carefully allowed for, 
he thus estimates the value of the New Testament tradition; 
'The Gospels and Acts px-ovide some specific historical 
information and a most illuminating picture of social 
conditions in the first century A.D.'
This estimate will command general agreement:but 
how much of the material is 'specifically historical'?
It certainly seems that Prof.Jones is more optimistic 
than many New Testament specialists.Could this be set 
down-if with some impertinence in referring to Prof. 
Jones-to an amateur's lack of familiarity with the 
material?Sherwin-White justly observes:"Scholars attempt­
ing to deal with two worlds of this magnitude require 
two lives.We must appear as amateurs in each other's 
fields."Or could it be that hew Testament scholars are 
prone to 'falling over backwards',and favouring the 
sceptical side,out of misplaced chivalry?Has too much 
study of a limited body of material,not addled their 
brain,but led them to Doubting Castle if not to Giant 
Despair?One admires the masterly and balanced suspension
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of judgement which characterises Prof.D.E.Nineham's 
commentary on I ark,but wonders whether,if these methods 
were applied to all ancient sources,any positive 
reconstruction of ancient history could be made at all?
Consider Haenchen's treatment of the stoning of 
Stephen:'Luke did not know how a legal stoning was 
carried out- we know it from the Tractate Sanhedrin: 
the first witness struck the condemned...down from the 
edge of a steep precipice.If he did not hereby lose 
his life,the second witness dropped a block of stone 
onto his chest...Luke is thinking of quite another 
method.*In reality (In Wirklichkeit!)the condemned man 
had to take off his clothes... but Luke thought that 
the witnesses had to remove their outer garments so 
that they would be better able to throw stones at 
Stephen'.
Now this simply assumes that,against the account 
in Acts,the method prescribed in Sanhedrin is the only 
correct one!But the Rabbinic tract may only be 
describing the 'ideal'(!)way of doing it.What happened 
if there was no steep precipice nearby?That there were 
exceptions to the Rabbinic rule appears from the 
tradition that Simeon Ben Shetali hanged forty witches 
in one day 'because the time demanded it.'**
* H. p. 24-7
** B.J. 2:234-260
Haenchen further finds it incredible that Peter 
could have addressed three thousand people on the 
Day of Pentecost-and without a microphone!But he has 
taken no account of Whitefield's exploits on Kennington 
Common,or John Wesley's preaching at Gwennap pit.
One further example of this tendency may be 
looked at:the incident of the Egyptian who allegedly 
led four thousand men of the Sicarri out into the 
wilderness.Here,says Haenchen,Luke has confused three 
separate incidents reported by Josephus:'The Egyptian 
led 3 0j000 men round about from the wilderness to the 
Mount which was called the Mount of Olives,and was 
ready to break into Jerusalem by force from that place.' 
The group who went out into the wilderness were not 
recruits to the guerilla cause,however,they were deluded 
enthusiasts waiting for the appearanc of the Messiah.* 
These should be sharply distinguished from the real 
fr^edom-fighters or terrorists.According to Kaenchen, 
Luke has confused all three groups,and what is more, 
the 30,000 who were led by the Egyptian had no military 
intentions.Josephus,in the War,ha : turned an unarmed
* Ant 20;B;6 Accordin to Haenchen the mob exi; ected 
the Messiah to appear on the Mount of Olives.Josephus 
may have had good reason to play down the Messianic 
and military side when he wrote the 'War',but Ant 
2 0;S;6 makes it clear that a fight took place.
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Messianic rabble into an Army.
It seems clear that whoever is allowed to be 
right,it will not be Luke.The tradition of Josephus 
is preferred even though the latter contradicts 
himself.The coincidence of the traditions is ignored, 
and so is another point in Luke's favour-his much 
more reasonable statistics (4,000 as against 3 0,000)*
It is not our intention to argue for the entire 
accuracy of Luke-or even,on this point,of Claudius 
the Tribune.We wish to query a method which seems to
* One further note on Luke and Josephus.lt has often 
been noted that the story of the boy Jesus in the temple 
(Lk.2;21-50)parallels an account which Josephus gives 
of his own boyhood.The gospel says that Jesus was 
'found sitting among the teachers and asking them 
questions'.He was not,as some popular hymns imply, 
giving all the answers!It is Josephus who declares;
'When I was a child,and about fourteen years of age,
I was commended by all for the love I had to learning; 
on which account the high priests and principal men 
of the city came then frequently to me together, 
in order to know my opinion about the accurate 
understanding of points of the law'.(Life;1;2)lt is 
the young Josephus,and not the Lucan Jesus,who lays 
claim to have been a theological prodigy!
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assume that wherever the New Testament overlaps with 
other ancient records,the New Testament must always 
be wrong.
There seems to be a prima facie case for thinking 
that the scepticism of Prof.Haenchen is exaggerated; 
the non-theological historian,as represented by 
A.h.fo.Jones or A.N.Sherwin-White does 5 ’• seem to be
more optimistic about the value of New Testament 
evidence than is the theologian.On the other hand, 
Sherwin-White finds it necessary to make certain 
disclaimersActs'he declares,'is not a police-court 
record':Let us note, however, some other close and 
interesting linguistic parallels between Acts and first 
century documents:Claudius complains,in his letter to 
the Alexandrians, that some of the Jews are ' k h v w
> it
/ -«i 3 ic o  'o jV/pírV>j -í V  o  c r  CT Cj £- y  £tlO ó v  7
*The same accusation is levelled at Paul':
' 'T c “T - n  ̂ sK. I W o  o ( 7 7 ° i í  O lí  M oC. <j 0 \ / U « i  l o o  u W-1-ü h f / 0 I £ ><L c* ~i<u T  /IV
Olli u v; V TJ . 'ActshA;5*
It is evident says Sherwin-White,that the narrative 
of Acts is using contemporary language.*To this perhaps 
an. even more interesting parallel may be added.The Jews
t \ s> /at Thessalonica complain that ^ — rjv cuco u^ev^v'
i / t \ ? . ' 0  ✓°V- V occr \J Tti’ ©VvTOC VccXC tVuS-O fc / I OC jOíx en V , Acts If} I 0
This remark closely resembles the complaint which the
* S.W.p.5 1 .
Alexandrian leader Isodore makes about the Jews them­
selves. 'rhe text as reconstructed by Musurillo reads:
v ' K ' v 0 > n  ̂T n
CTy v 6 fc n  V  p  i T i TT T T p  O S  <3- t-i y  f t  " n f p  ^ i ov^ O cm Vk s v
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Y (J> I I  ̂ Q S W c r  y  -  f t  T T fj ; ’ v-
xx a r/ S - Q_
T
y  - X ’ ’ ^  ' '  '  x  -X
ot. v -p*- * t n v  tj T o t i  'o~r* i tmcnc. O T  vi \/
T w  m.lcou jvjxtv y xí (Jt Xo^í >■ ~rc<p ctcr o trt_V . *
Yet the historian has critics from his own side 
of the fence. Thus Prof .IT. 1.1'inley of Cambridge has 
written:'An Oxford historian,Mr. A. r..Sherwin-White, 
has recently insisted that the life of Christ as told 
in the gospels and the life of Tiberius as related by 
Tacitus,or the account of the Persian Wars in Herodotus,
are all of a kind,subject to the same tests and having
u  ̂ uthe same general aims.Not - he adds - that one imagines
that the authors of the gospels set to work precisely
like either Thucydides or Herodotus.1'Not precisely -
not at all! He has forgotten that the Greek word at
the root of history is 'historein1 - to enquire - which
is what the writers of the gospels..did not set out to
do.The latter bore witness - an activity of an altogether
different order. Thus in K.G.Collingwood1s justly famous
dictum: ' theocratic history is not hisuory proper..but a
statement of known facts for the information of persons
to whom they are not known,but who,as worshippers of
the God in question,ought to know the deeds whereby
♦Acts of the Pagan 1 artyrs, ed Musurillo p.23-
- y<0 —
he has made himself manifest. 1 *
Prof.Finley concluded that the hew Testament 
writers sought to bear' witness, and not to enquire, 
and that their writings are 1historiographically 
unpromising'.
The verb 'historein' is certainly not common 
in the Few Testament; - in fact it appears only 
once, in a crucial passage in Galatians:
T 'j "jp Ci. w \ 5:15 po G t'v w pod-
(Gai
What did Paul mean when he said that he went to 
Jerusalem to 'historein' Peter?They must have 
talked,as C.H.bodd remarked,about something more 
than the weather.Was it then that Peter told Paul 
what he knew of the sayings-tradition of Jesus? 
and if so,were the two apostles within the meaning 
of Collingwood's 'theocratic history - a statement 
of known facts for the information of worshippers
* h.l.Pinley : 'Aspects of Antiquity':his comments 
occur in a sympathetic review of M.Gcgjel's 'The 
Primitive Church'. Collingwood ' s '¿justly famous 
dictum' occurs in 'The Idea of History' p.14.
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to whom they are not known?*
* Elo'i'OxuiSAtilhiPHAN is the title of an interesting 
essay by G.D.K ilpatrick (1.. f. assays ed.A. J.b.Hig; ins, 
p. 14-3-149).It is really curious that the Fathers reject 
the usual meaning; of 1historein' - to seek information 
from.'Paul was not learning from him or1 receiving any 
correction from him',declared John Chrysostom;and.
Theodoret said:'Not as though he needed human teaching- 
for he had received all this from God- he offered fitting 
honour to the chief apostle'.(loc.cit.p.144-5).However, 
Prof.Kilpatrick prefers Liddell and Scott to Chrysostom 
and Theodoret,and concludes,against the fathers,that 
Paul did 'get information a,bout Jesus from St.Peter' .
'We know then of one kind of information for which St.
Paul would go to St.Peter rather than St.James:infor­
mation about the teaching of Jesus and his ministry Paul
r\
6' 6 ov — - Ujj/P'ov' tov oi isfcX ̂>c>v l c (Ga.1 1 ; 20) but
he did not'historein'him,What then of Paul's gospel, 
received not irom men by revelation?(Gal.1;12)It was to 
preserve the uniqueness of%this,says Kilpatrick,that the 
Greek fathers denied the plain meaning of 'historein'.
Bur 'euaggelion' in Galatians does not mean simply 
information about Jesus:it means the good news of the 
facts and their interpretation.If Prof.Kilpatrick is 
ri ;ht about the meaning of 'historein' in Galatians 
then both Peter and Paul were as well aware as Collingwood 
of the distinction between witness and enquiry-a point 
of some interest to historians and theologians alike!
Prof.Finley1s point needs careful consideration. 
Clearly much of the Few Testament does not consist of 
straightforward historical narration.Unlike the 
younger Pliny,Paul did not prepare his letters for 
publication - a fact which we mi, ht think makes them 
more 1historiographically promising',not less,since 
the apostle took no trouble to conceal from posterity 
what he did not want posterity to know:'For my part- 
'he told the Corinthians'- if I am called to account 
by you or any human court,it does no matter in the 
least...My judge is the Lord.So pass no premature 
judgement. .**Pliny,on the other hand,was anxious that 
posterity should think well of him,and thought it 
worthy of note that his writings could be mentioned 
along with those of Tacitus.
If then the epistles are not history proper,they 
are pure raw material for history.But what of the 
gospels,and what,in particular,of Luke-Acts?Is the
* % Cor.4;4-4.Contrast here the younger Pliny,with his 
deli ht in legal questions and his discrê efcr admiration 
for the stoic opposition to Bomitian which he had never 
publicly joined!The Roman administrator and the apostle
to the Gentiles present a fascinating contrast, in what 
current jar on calls 'life-styles'.It recalls the contrast 
between David I ume and Dr.Johnson,or Pascal and Volttire.
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blunt 'not at all' of Prof.Finley justified?V/as the 
intention of the evangelists to enquire,or to bear 
witness?are these activities mutually exclusive?-
Surely Luke at least - whatever one thinks of 
Matthew, Mark and John - must be exempted irom Prof. 
Finley's generalisation! 'It seemed good to me,having 
followed all things closely for some time past,to 
write an account for you,most excellent Theophilus.' 
The prologue to the third gospel reveals an author 
who aspires,however imperfectly,to be numbered among 
the Hellenistic historians.Claims to 'autopsia'may be 
exaggerated or conventional; the 'orderly account' 
which is offered may present a theological rather than 
a historical order,but the writer clearly shows him­
self aware of the need for enquiry.He could not bear 
witness if he had not first enquired.
And here one takes issue with Prof.Finley.To bear 
witness and to enquire are not of necessity self- 
contradictory .Clearly,Luke, as a believer,writes from 
the standpoint of faith.Clearly too his reconstruction 
of the career of Jesus was,like that of any other 
historian,affected by his presuppositions of faith or 
unfaith.But to concede this,is not to deny all 
reliability to the tale he tells.Consider the famous 
account of Christian origins which Tacitus gives in 
laconic Latin proseChristus, from whom the name had
its origin suffered the extreme penalty during the 
reign of Tiberius Caesar at the hands of one of our 
procurators,Pontius Pilate,and the deadly superstition, 
thus checked for the moment,broke out again,not only 
in Judaea,the first source of the evil,but also in the 
city,where all things hideous and shameful from every 
part of the world meet and become popular.'1*
This,as has beei noted before,is a succinct 
account of the story told in Luke-Acts,with value 
judgements reversed;nor is it clear that the distin­
guished Roman with his loaded language (execrabilis 
superstitic - omnia atrocia)has achieved any greater 
objectivity than the third evangelist.Tacitus may well 
have enquired (historein!) into the beliefs of the 
Christians,just as Pliny felt it necessary to use 
torture to enquire into the 'perverse and extravagant 
superstition' that he encountered in Bithynia.But his 
verdict seems to be the one given at the trial of the 
Mad Hatter:sentence first,verdict afterwards'.
Certainly many writers on the Christian side 
were equally bias,.-. .The nasty exultation of Lactantius 
over the deaths of pagan emperors comes to mind.How 
then does one approach any historical figure with whose 
claims or philosophical presuppositions one disagrees?
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* Ann 15:44
Surely there must be empathy - 'a willing suspension 
ox disbelief - a readiness to see the point of view 
of the other fellow.Such reatness of mind was 
manifested by Aeschylus when he wrote 'The Persians'.
:One would like to concede it also to Tacitus,when 
he praises the German virtues and puts his great 
indictment of Rome into the mouth of a Caledonian 
chief (solitudinem faciunt-pacem appellant).But did 
Tacitus really sympathise with the brave barbax'ians, 
or was he only setting up a 'noble savage' for 
propaganda jurpose£ That sympathy with the human 
condition, rather than any particular ideological 
presupposition is a first requirement of any historian, 
and surely the author of Luke-Acts did not lack it!
He too had his blind spots - notoriously towards 
'the Jews' - but even here his animus lacks the 
cutting edge which is found,for example, in the fourth 
gospel.
Having surveyed some views of theologians and 
historians, let us in conclusion Hook at the opinions 
of a literary critic: here is the verdict of P.A.Wright: 
'St. Luke,the author of the gospel, which bears his name 
and also of the Acts of the Apostles,is a writer of a 
different kind from Mark and Matthew. He is by way of 
being a professional, and his preface has a distinct 
literary flavour... This preface is, perhaps, a concession 
to the weakness of some wealthy convert, and the rest
of the gospel is written in a much more natural style.
But Luke is always an a r t i s t a n d  like all artists, 
reveals himself in his book. It is to thepoet in him 
that we owe the Magnificat and the Kune Dimittis: the 
physician is revealed in his intense sympathy with the 
poor and suffering; the imaginative writer in the 
wonderful episode of the pilgrims at Emmaus.
In the gospel the nature of his material and the 
example given by Matthew and Mark more or less fixed 
the character of Luke's account;but in the Acts he was 
his own master, anc we have a book, which compared with 
profane histories even in a literary sense holds its 
own. The narrative,with it's mixture of the real and 
the miraculous, is a very subtle blend of simplicity 
and art, while the speeches, undoubtedly composed by 
Luke himself,like that of Peter after Pentecost,that 
of Stephen before his martyrdom, and above all that 
of Paul on the Areopagus, serve to sum up a period or 
a personage as well as does the funeral oration of Pericles I* 
The literary critic gives high praise to 
Acts, and while he offers no detailed estimate of its 
historical reliability, he clearly regards it as 
comparable to secular or 'profane' histories. He also 
observes the unique quality which distinguishes
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Luke-Acts from other hew Testament documents and indeed 
from early Christian literature as a whole - that the 
two volume work does indeed attempt to tell the story 
of the be; innings of Christianity. It is to the credit 
of Luke, at least, that experts in various disciplines 
recognise in him a kindred spirit. The literary critic 
sees in his work 'a mixture of the real and the 
miraculous... a subtle blend of simplicity and art'.
Some historians,on theother hand, are impressed by his 
accurate range of historical reference, which argues, 
in their opinion, a clo-.-e acquaintance with the period 
it purports to describe. Some contemporary theologians, 
on the other hand, have come to see in Luke a fellow- 
theologian of no mean ability. This has been the dom­
inant trend in much recent Lucan study, and so it is 
to so^recent estimates of Luke as a theologian that 
we will turn next.
V;as Luke a .Second Century Apologist?
e have noted Bishop Wand's comment on recent 
Lucan study - that 'the third evangelist's reputation 
as a historian is fast being overtaken by his new 
renown as a theologian'.* A similar point was made by 
A.h.C.Leaney, who in a chapter entitled 'New Interpr­
etations: Luke-Acts - a Theological history:**concisely 
summarising the ourse of recent critical study, he 
emphasises the importance of the work of Dibelius and 
his followers: the effect of which was 'to emphasise 
the theological character of Luke's writing, suggesting 
that he wrote to convey a picture of the early church 
which inevitably reflected the state of affairs when 
he was writing in about A.D.90'. The works of other 
critics along the same line of advance, notably 
Conzelmann and Haenchen, has done much to bring out
the theological character of Acts, largely conveyed
cfc-in the s' eeches given 00 authorative figures such asa .
Peter and Paul, which are generally regarded as Lucan 
compositions1.***
* The Church Times Oct.16 197Q*
** The Pelican guide to modern theology:Vol.3,p.298
*** ibid p.3 0 3.
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This change of emphasis can be illustrated by 
comparing the change in titles of boohs on the subject:
It is a Ion,; way from 'Luke the Physician' by A.von 
barnacle,to 'St.Luke the Theologian of Redemptive 
history', by Helmut'' blender. A title like 'The 
Theology of Acts (o'.0.O'Neill) would have seemed odd 
to the generation of Sir William Ramsay, and 'The 
Theology of St.Luke (H.Conzelmann) contrasts strangely 
with even a fairly recent work like 'The Book of Acts 
in History', which Henry J.Cadbury brought out in
1951.
The rapid growth in Luke's theological reputation 
is certainly of great interest. Nobody had ever doubted 
that he had some religious or theological ideals, and
H.J.Cadbury had included a chapter on 'Theological
Attitudes' on 'The making of Luke-Acts', first published 
in 1927. This section, however, came as the last of 
four chapters which discussed 'The personality of the 
author1: the others bein 'Language and style','Some 
secular interests',and'Social and religious attitudes'. 
Contrast the approach of Can bury with that of Conzelinann, 
who declares: 'our aim is to elucidate Luke's work in 
its present form, not to enquire into possible sources 
or into the historical facts which provide the material 
...our aim is not to investigate the models or sources' 
(used by Luke) 'as such, nor is it to reconstruct the
historical events. This is oi course an indispensable 
task, but first of all the meaning of the text before 
us must be investigated regardless oi our idea of the 
probable course of historical events - regardless, 
that is, of the picture which Luke gives of the 
latter.'*
It is interesting to note the rise of eminence 
of Luke the theologian, -which has been accompanied by 
some decline in the fortunes of Luke the historian, 
and considerable loss of faith in his identity with 
Luke the Beloved Physician, has taken place in an 
era of scepticism abouu Christian origins in general. 
It runs parallel to the apparent failure of the nine­
teenth ana early twentieth century quest for the 
historical Jesus. The Jesus of History, as presented 
by a scholar like T.H.Glover,was vay much the Lucan 
Jesus, and Luke the companion of Paul, as pictured 
in popular writing of the early post-IIarnack period, 
was not unlike a scholar of the school of T.R.Glover. 
And why not? it is precisely our contention that 
theological study and interpretation of Luke-Acts has 
been carried to extremes, and that a balance must be 
recovered between the Luke of eschatology and dark 
sayings, and the Luke of humanitarian and social
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interests. It has already been noted that the shift 
in interest in Lucan studies runs sice by side with 
a similar shift of interest is Luke's master.
Again one wonders whether recent interpreters of 
Luke are not making a theological virtue out of a 
historical necessity? Since the attempt to penetrate 
behind the gosioels to the historical Jesus has failed, 
cai: we do better than to interpret the gospels as 
they stand, using them as theological pamphlets which 
witness to the faith of the earliest Christians?
Attribution of subconcious motivation,however, 
is no substitute for careful analysis of a writer's 
work! Before this is attempted, however, let us make 
a preliminary observation: none of the recent 
'theological' interpreters of Luke seems to accept 
the tradition that he was a companion of Paul.* The
* A post-apostolic Luke could still have been a 
companion of Paul. If he was born in A.D.25 he would 
have been a young idealist of 26 when Gallio became 
proconsul of Achaia. In 59 A.D. he could have gone to 
Rome with Paul, at the age of 34, and lived on until 
the end of the century. Church hiscory knows numerous 
revivalists who were compelled to adapt to a second 
generation situation. Many a Methodist who knew John 
Wesley also saw the reign of Jabez Bunting.
The traaitio, is explicitly rejected by Haenchen in 
his commentary, and is not discu sed by Conzelmann in 
'Tie heolo,j of St.Luke'.* So too Elender does not 
discuss the early c. urci. tradition about the 'Beloved 
Physician' but begins at once to 'elucidate structures 
of Lucan theology, which have theological validity 
beyond the temporally conditioned situation of the 
time'** Flender's Luke is clearly 'a man of the post- 
apostolic peiiod, which corresponds much more closely 
to our own today than does the apostolic age (Paul) 
with its" immediate expectation of the Lord' . Blender 
also quotes the dictum of Bultmann - that Luke 'has 
abandoned the originally kerygmatic meaning of the 
Jesus tradition and has ' historicised' it.'
* See Conzelmann in HHT,p.6.'So bleibt das Rätsel des
I IWir-Berichtes nach wie vor ungelöst. Sicher ist nur, 
dass durch das 'Wir' der Eindruck der Augenzeugenschaft 
Erweckt werden soll'.
** Elender,op.cit p. . 'Struktaren der lukanischen
Tf
Theologie herauszuarbeiten,die über die damaliges 
zeitgeschichtlich bedingte Situation hinaus theologische 
Verbindlichkeit haben' .**' den ursprünglichen kerygmat-
I Iischen Sinn der Jesus-Uberlieferung preisgeg-ben und 
sie historisiert hat'.
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Le-;s austerely theological and more traditional 
is the approach of J.C.O'Neill. He too is clear, however, 
that no personal friend of Paul wrote Acts. Indeed the 
author was a contemporary and kindred spirit to Justin 
Martyr and wrote in the second century. He was in- 
fact an apologist: 'Luke was writing a history for the 
general reading public in order to convert them to 
Christianity'.
In order to bring Luke into line with Justin,
O'Neill has to date Justin rather early in the 
second century. But is O'Neill's second century date, 
on which his whole argument turns, ¿justified by the 
evidence? Could not' a history for the general reading 
public...(written) in order to convert them to 
Christianity, 'have been produced even in the Plavian 
period?• Is it not possible that some rethinking and 
re-presentation of the faith was done in the relative 
calm that followed the fall of Nero?
has Luke a contemporary of Justin Martyr?
The heart of O'Neill's argument is cleai’ly stated 
thus: 'The attempt will be made..to date Acts by dis­
covering positive theological parallels between 
Luke-Acts and other early Christian writers. It depends 
on the presupposition that if it can be shown that two
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writers shared a whole range of presuppositions and 
were concerned about many of the same questions, 
then we may conclude that they belonged to the same 
generation, provided that they did not employ each 
other's writings. If this assumption is accepted, 
the discovex'y of close kinship between Luke-Acts and 
some other theologian's* work, without literary 
dependence, will enable us to suggest the period in 
whic. Luke-Acts was composed'.**
To this statement of principle it is essential 
to add one rider; 'provided that we can rebut any 
other evidence which might point to a different date'. 
For in fact O'Neill does nou rebut any such evidence 
and makes no attempt to refute the arguments fox* an 
early date put forward by Sherwin-Vhite. These are 
simply ignored. O'Neill ■ oes on to argue that 'the 
first writer, apart from Luke, to assume that the 
world mission of the apostles should be told in the 
same breach as the history of Jesus' death, resurrection 
and ascension is Justin Martyr'.* There are indeed 
parallels in 1 Clement, who holds up Peter and Paul 
as shining examplesto his own generation; both these
* Some other 'theologian' - indeed!
** O'Neill p.5 .
*** O'Neill p.10.
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heroic figures suffered because of jealousy,made their 
witness and were martyred in Rome. The theme of 
persecution by the Jews is common to both 1 Clement 
andActs, but wonderful results flowed from this
'jealousy'. 'Luke simply ignores Peter's fate, though 
he must have been aware of the circumstances of his 
martyrdom, and puts all the emphasis on Paul's 
arrival in Rome. He would agree with Clement that Paul's 
universal preaching,(of Acts 19;10;2c;26) his arrival 
in Rome to be martyred, and his witness to the rulers 
(of 9 ;1 5 and passim) were the most important features 
of his life. As Clement never quotes or alludes to 
Acts in his epistle, these affinities may be important 
for dating Acts.'
The next parallel ro Acts which O'Neill perceives 
is found in the Pastoral epistles. 'The Pastoral 
epistles..share with Luke-Acts something of the same 
atmosphere (for instance in the use of eschatology to 
inculcate a morality of steadfastness and temperance, 
in emphasising the importance of being in good standing 
with rulers...Paul is again pictured as the model of 
perseverance and endurance (2 Tim 5:10-12) and his 
arrival at Rome to defend himself before the Roman 
authorities, marks in some sense, the completion of 
his preaching to the Gentiles. 'However, it is unlikely 
that the 'Pastor' knew and used Luke-Acts. te did, 
however, know and use the Pauline collection of letters
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of which Luke was apparently ignorant'. All that 
may be concluded concerning the date of Acts from the 
theological affinity between the two books is that Luke 
-Acts can hardly have been written long before the Paul­
ine collection was published (if that is the right 
way to describe what happened,*since it has in common 
with the Pastorals, which were written after that 
publication, both a general theological point of view 
and an estimation of the significance of Luke’s work.** 
O'Neill proceeds to ar ue that 'Clement, Luke 
and the author of the pastorals agree in assuming a 
certain significance in the history of salvation for 
Paul's martyrdom in Rome. Bui, neither Clement nor the 
Pastor did what Luke has done, and made the story of 
Paul an integral part of the central event - the life, 
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ...'The first 
writer to do this was Justin, who declared, 'After 
his crucifixion even all his friends deserted and denied 
him...but later when he rose from the dead and appeared
* Surely it is not! The work of H .1.Marrow. on the 
letters of Augustine shows that the ancient world was 
not familiar v/ith the idea of the simultaneous release 
of a large number of copies onto the market.Permission 
was rather given to borrow,copy and return, a'master- 
copy1. (Vigiliae Christianse: 3 :19^9-p*208) .
** V/hie i; are taken to be non-Pauline .The 'fragment 
theory' is dismissed in a footnote.
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to them, he taught them to read, all the prophecies 
in which all these things which had happened were 
foretold. They saw him return to heaven, and believed, 
and when they had received power which he sent from 
heaven to them, they went to every nation of men. and 
taught these things and were called apostles.'
According to O'Neill, Luke agrees with Justin 
on six points:'First... that the chief business of the 
risen Messiah was to persuade the Apostles that his 
sufferin: was foretold...Second, they both greatly
elaborate and illustrate the primitive statement that 
all that had happened was 'accordin,: to the scriptures'.
'Third, they both state that during the resurrection 
discussion Jesus referred back to his own predictions 
of suffering. Fourth, booh explicitly record Jesus' 
ascension. Fifth, both state th t after the ascension 
the apostles received power from above. ixth, in both 
it is said that the apostles went out into all the world 
to teach what Jesus had persuaded them was true'.'hone 
of these points, taken sin ly, 'says O'Neill, 'is 
exactly paralleled elsewhere in the hew Testament'.
Having thus noted six theological agreements 
between Luke and Justin, O'Neill proceeds to distinguish 
six more coincidences in detail between Justin's work 
and Acts: First, Justin argues from a Psalm of David 
to Jesus in the same way as Peter argues at Pentecost.
(acts 2:25-32,. compare Apol 35:5-6)Second, both note 
that the apostles were 1 iciiotai. (Acts 4:13 and Apol. 
39:3). Third, 'both employ the common idea, probably 
.going back to Socrates: 'It is necessary to obey God 
rather than men'. (Acts 5¡29-Dial 80;3) Fourth, in 
Justin and in Acts (and in Ignatius) we find it 
explicitly stated that Jesus 'both ate and drank' 
with his disciples after his resurrection1. (Acts 
10:41-Dial 51:2. Ignatius ad Smyrn 3:5)
Fifthly, Justin provides a clue to the riddle 
of the unknown God in Acts 17:23* 'It is doubtful 
whether there was an actual inscription in Athens in 
the singular, but whatever the historical facts, the 
widespread literary tradition was that there was an 
altar in Athens dedicated to the 'Unknown God'.
Justin quoted Plato's report of Socrates, who exhorted 
the Athenians to turn' 5 (^eou § t t-̂ x)
5\ oy ^ -y t  ij <Ttn f 2 Apol 10:8 
Lastly, in the Dialogue with Trypho (39:4) 'there 
appears a similar dramatic device to the one used in 
the scene before Agrippa: Justin tells Trypho 'Listen 
my friend, I am not mad or beside myself,' before 
continuing his ar; ument' .
It would appear that the six points of contact 
alleged by O'Neill are by no means as close as he 
maintains, To take them in the reverse order:Tke'I am no
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mad1 motif occurs in Philo, where the writer begins 
his denunciation of Placcus by recounting his ood 
administration in the early part of his governorship. 
'Perhaps someone will say..are you out of your sense 
or mad? I am not mad, my dear sir, nor am I a simpleton 
...1 am praising: Placcus...in oraer to present his 
villainy more conspicuously'.*
One might as well a'r, ue that the 'Are you mad?' 
motif indicates an early first-century date for Acts! 
However, it would appear to be a figure common in 
diatribe, and no doubt frequent enough in the speech 
of everyday life as well.
I.or does it seem that the point about the 'Unknown 
God' can prove anything about Acts. There is evidence 
to show that altars to 'Unknown Gods'( (Tfoa » y v w ) 
existed at Olympia and elsewhere. The dedication in 
Acts is certainly in the singular, but Lake writes 'the 
singular may have been used in the formula' 77po<r\ojv«km
' meaning 'to the Unknow: God who is'concerned
In ilacc. 6 — 7 Icro s 5 oov tu e<
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in the natter': 1 Ayvwcr^ . v,ouid be a i00se
but not very inaccurate paraphrase.' Nothing is proved 
by saying that 'both Luke and Justin appeal to an 
Athenian belief in the 'Unknown God', when a similar 
belief is reported in Pausanias, Diogenes Laertius, 
and Philostratus.*
O'Neill's fourth argument is that Justin,Acts and 
Ignatius all state that Jesus both 'ate and drank' with 
his disciples after the resurrection. ri'he reference 
in Justin is to Dial.51? where Justin offers fox’ Trypho's 
benefit a concise account of John the Baptist's 
prophecies of Jesus, including the statement that Jesus 
v/ould 'eat and drink with his disciples'. Ignatius 
also tells uhe Smyrnaeans(3;3) : that Jesus 'after his 
resurrection. ... ate and drank with them as. a being of 
flesh, although he was united in spirit to the father.'
Similarly Peter declares in Acts 10;41, that he and 
other disciples 'ate and drank with him after he rose 
from the dead'.
In Ignatius the anti-docetic attitude is quite 
explicit. Like the author of 3 John, he tells his readers 
that they should avoid even meeting the 'beasts in 





Now anti-docetic motives seem to underly the 
story of the Lord's eating fish at Luke 24;40.They 
may well also be present in the quotation from Acts 
10:41 and also in the quotation from Justin. But 
unfortunately we know too little about the church's 
early history to say with certainty when and where 
docetic or gnostic views prevailed. Paul had already 
found it necessary to make to the Corinthians, though 
less intemperately, the same point that Ignatius 
made to the Smyrnaeans: if there is no resurrection, 
then 'we are of all men most to be pitied'.
Surely nothing precise about the date of Acts can 
be deducted from this alleged parallel between A.cts 
and Justin! If the docetic movement is though: to 
appear at the end of the first century, then such a 
date might be thought possible for the Lucan writings: 
although Luke does not find it necessary to launch a 
heavy attack on docetism. Nor does he display the 
anxieties of Ignatius and the author of the Johannine 
letters. He feels secure enough in his own position 
to state it simply.
Neither’ can anything be deduct from the statement; 
'We ought to obey God rather than man' (Acts 5;29) 
which is also found in Justin (Dial.80;3), as well as 
in 1 and 2 Clement. The idea is a commonplace one which 
goes back at least as far as Plato (Apol 29D). The thought 
if not the wording, is that of the Hebrew boys when
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faced with the fiery furnace. (Dan 3:16-18).
A much closef coincidence is provided by the 
statement that the apostles were uneducated ( -
Acts 4:13): Justin writes 'For from Jerusalem there 
went out into the world twelve in number, and these
7  rilliterate ( <«1L -*-«• v ) and of no ability in speaking'.
According to Lampe's Patristic Greek Lexicon 
the apostles are also called 'idiotai' in 2 Apol.
10;8 - the passage in which Socrates refers to 'Unknown 
Gods'. The word also occurs in Athenagoras 'among us 
you will find 'idiotai' and artisans and old women'; 
it then turns up also in Clement and Origen. Again 
nothing can be proved by such an argument as this.
If Justin and his successors knew and used Acts, then 
the verbal echo needs no explaining.
The same applies to O'Neill's first and str’ongest 
point: In Peter's Pentecost address we read:
'For David says concerning him, 'I saw the Lord always 
before me...etc.' This is a quotation from Psalm 
16;8-11, and Peter concludes: 'I may say to you
confidently of the Patriarch David that he both died 
and was buried...'therefore the psalm is to be applied 
to the Christ.
Justin declares: 'And indeed David the King and 
prophet who uttei'ed these things suffered none of them; 
but Jesus Christ stretched forth his hands, being
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crucified by the Jews speaking against him and denying 
that he was the Christ'. (Apol.35:5)
However, even here the parallel is slender enough, 
and becomes almost unrecognisable v/hen it is seen that 
Justin is not quoting Psalm 16 but Psalm 22;16.('for 
my vesture they cast lots') What is more, the applic­
ation of Davidic psalms to Jesus was an early Christian 
commonplace.
Thus the six coincidences turn out to be slight 
indeed, but the six theological agreements seem to be 
a little stronger. Luke and Justin certainly share a 
common apologetic purpose. Yet of the three passages 
referred to by O'Neill (Apol;50;12- Dial.53:5»Dial 
106:1) only the first offers a really close parallel 
to Luke-Acts. There is also the reference to Bethphage 
(Dial.53=5) at the start of the triumphal entry, and 
the passage in Dial.106:1; which is part of a long 
exegesis of Psalm 22 that begins at ch.98- seems nothing 
to the purpose. Most extraordinary is that nowhere 
does O'Neill, in his attempt to prove that Justin did 
not use Luke's gospel, refer to the statement of 
Justin himself: ©I y^.^ <tv Twj y oij
\  I > -z ev > 6 - ’<* a <r  ̂~oix . Apol.6 6:l
Again, what do we suppose Trypho to have read, 
when he objected to Justin that an impossible ethical
ideal could not be relevant? 'I am aware that your 
precepts in the so-called gospel are so wonderful 
and great that I suspect that none can keep them, for 
I have carefully read them*.
All this presupposes the existence of written 
gospels regarded as authoritative. It is incorrect to 
say that 'the case for literary dependence rests on 
an examination of Apol.50;12'. It rests also on the 
words of Justin himself. If the ’memoirs which are 
called gospels' were not at least the three synoptics 
in some form or other, then what did they consist of? 
Justin's position was summarised by Hans Lietzsmann 
thus: 'The process by which the gospels became canon­
ical may be clearly observed in its preliminary 
stages in Justin, shortly after 150 A.D.,and it was 
completed at the time of Irenaeus - i.e.a generation 
later.' And to Irenaeus the four gospels were as self- 
evident as the four winds or the four points of the 
compass.
There has certainly been much critical debate 
about the form of the gospel quotations found in 
Justin. Semisch suggested, in 1848, that he relied 
on his own inaccurate memory. Bousset considered that 
he used 'Q'. In a convenient presentation of the 
data, William Sanday listed various features in Justin's 
writings which repeat statements found in Matthew,
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Mark and Luke.* Mark is little represented, as most 
of his material is repeated by the other two synoptics, 
except for the statement that Jesus was a carpenter 
and that James and John were called Boanerges - the 
'sons of thunder' (Mk.J;17). On this Sanday commented: 
'If such be the outline of Justin's gospel, it appears 
to be really a question of small importance whether or 
not he made use of our present gospels in their present 
form. If he did not use the gospels he used documents 
which contained substantially the same matter'. Sanday 
inclined to the view that Justin used a gospel harmony, 
but pointed out that if this was so, the synoptics 
came first, the harmony second and Justin third. 'In 
order to reach the state in which it is found in 
Justin, the road lies through our gospels and not 
outside them.' Sanday was prepared to grant that Justin 
knew and occasionally quoted from non-canonical gospels, 
as in the statement that at the baptism 'a fire was 
kindled on the Jordan', but basically - and a study 
of Justin's writings confirms this - the first apologist 
was a synoptic man.
In order to escape the conclusion that Justin 
used Luke's gospel, if not directly then at one remove,
* The Gospels in the Second Century - published as 
a reply to 'Supernatural Religion', in 1878.
O'Neill is obliged to argue that Luke and Justin 
both used a common source, and shared a number of 
unwritten traditions. To support this the sayings 
of Jesus are set out, as Justin quotes them, in a 
series of tables: from these O'Neill seeks to show 
that where Justin is not following Matthew, he 
depends, not on Luke, but on a special source. These 
refer in particular to Chapters 15-17 of the first 
apology, where Justin decides to 'cite a few precepts 
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On this O'Neill writes: 'Justin's wording follows 
Matthew exactly, except at one point. He used the
i c  ̂ ^word for Matthews S while Luke
uses both verbs. The alternatives are either that 
Justin, using Matthew^ decided to avoid Matthew's 
verb here in favour of Luke's verbs, or that Luke 
has harmonised with the independent form of the saying 
preserved in Justin.’
On this H.F.F.Sparks commented: 'What Mr.O' Neill 
omits to mention is that- St.Luke at this point is 
rewriting Mark, as also is St.Matthew, that in the 
previous verse in Mark \\ is used in
conjunction with twice, and that both these
usages are reproduced verbatim in both Matthew and 
Luke - quite apart from the identical usages of
with at Matthew 10:39 and Luke
(Q)• The number of possible explanations of 
Justin's ĉt t o is consequently very great, and to 
reduce them to two is an unwarrantable oversimplification'.* 
The fact that Jjstin quotes the sayings of Jesus 
loosely, or from an extracanonical version, cannot of 
itself prove that he did not know Luke's gospel, and 
as is pointed out by Sparks, it comes up against the 
great difficulty of Justin's two references to the 
Annunciation.
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On this Sparks remarks'that it presupposes a 
knowledge, if not of Luke, then of something very like 
Luke', as does the passage. 1 .Apol;>33;4-5*.
'The power of God having come upon the virgin 
overshadowed her, and caused her while yet a virgin 
to conceive. Andthe angel of God who was sent to the 
same virgin at that time brought her good news saying: 
'Behold thou shalt conceive of the Holy Ghost and bear 
a son, and he shall be called the son of the highest, 
for he shall save his people from their sins.'
Sparks might well have quoted the very next words
_ C r 'A /   ̂ v Nof JUStin: ~ ; • . . r c . . .  _  TTtp
Justin here speaks onĉ more of those who made 
'memoirs' - 'apomnemoneumata' - of the gospel stories - 
which he regards as sufficiently authoritative to quote
r - ) V' C  z ‘ "To Sj Tw OJ Ooi^V J 01 f ^ OcAA/... e ?
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in the same breath as the beloved Old Testament prophets 
to whose utterances he gave so much weight. One of 
these authoritative memoirs contained the story of the 
annunciation in a form virtually identical to that which 
appears in Luke's gospel. The natural assumption is 
that in fact it was Luke's gospel. Certainly the onus 
of proof is on anyone who wishes to prove the contrary, 
and the linguistic parallels set out by O'Neill are far 
too ambiguous to do any such thing.
Sparks lists other parallels between Luke and 
Justin: They both record the last word of Jesus: 'Father 
into thy hands I commend my spirit.' - and Justin adds 
once again - 'as I have learned from the memoirs'
;  * 1 f
(  (zr ~C s/ °  L̂/\ V  J o  V C  vJ JV/v )  *  • T i l  6
same revealing phrase occurs in Dial.l06;l;Psalm 2 2, 
says Justin makes it clear that'he stood in the midst 
of his brethren the apostles, who repented oF their 
flight from him when he was crucified, after he rose 
from the dead, and after they were persuaded by him­
self, that before this passion he had mentioned to them 
that he must suffer these things, and that they were 
announced beforehand by the prophets, and when living 
with them sang praises to God, as is made evident in
c N i ^the memoirs of the apostles' ( -n?
5 — t f \  ̂ \ ̂ vt rWV '=̂TTois--r O KouV « ̂ y
* Dial.105;12.
Once again Justin appeals to authoritative written 
tradition about Jesus, worthy to be cited along with 
Old Testament scripture. 'Memoirs' is his word for 
'gospels', and if he was using some otherwise unknown 
source, accepted by the early church, then what has 
become of it? O'Neill's theory is a case of 'obscurum 
per obscurius'.
These references, together with others listed by 
Sparks, make it infinitely more probable that Justin 
knew Luke in some form or other. If he had studied as 
carefully as he claims, he could have read all three 
synoptics and used a harmony for personal reference. His 
own writings show that Justin was a keen if not always 
careful, scholar and exegete.*
* But did Justin know the Fourth Gospel? Two quotations 
suggest that he did. One is the reply of the Baptist:
0 o  1c. < c T L O i  i o f  oO  hOX (j) o~W  rj p Ol/o v  - r o j
(Dial 88) which seems to be an echo of John 1;19;20;25.
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x 1 ^ ’ y\ (l , y  N
\ r A r I ■> I i c'L I r) ,  ̂ v- / / o
'XV u-J v/ ' ~ L . V“ ol U vj \/ t j-
o c i  ^  ^ T jp oc J i v o V  ' f  T o o l  Cw!. 11 i
C- ^  ^ ^ ^  V e-poV T U ir  tV £ ctt<.
Sanday observed(p.2$4)that this was a clear,if peri­
phrastic reference to the dialogue between Jesus and 
Nicodemus in John 3; while further consideration of 
Justin's Logos doctrine led Sanday to conclude that 
he did in fact know the Fourth Gospel.
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This makes it more likely than ever that Apol. 
50;12, is a reference to Acts. Such is the view of 
Haenchen, who writes:
‘(a) The statement in Apol.1;39;3 that the twelve
But by itself this reference would not be decisive.
(b) In the same way it seems that 1 Apol. 1;49;5 (the 
gentiles who hear the gospel are said to be filled with 
joy) echoes Acts 13;48- 'When the gentiles heard this 
they rejoiced')
(c) The decisive passage is 1 Apol. 50;12. In the account 
of the passion narrative, the substance of Luke 23;49 is 
quoted, and in the continuation of the story there is
a clear quotation of Luke 24;44f; finally the ascension 
and the gift of the spirit are reported with a verbal 
echo of Acts;l;8 '.*
O'Neill denies this and argues: 'First Luke 23;49 
apart from the fact that it u s e s ^ ^ L  and not 
for Jesus' followers, does not say or imply that the 
disciples deserted him as Justin does. Second, the only
pair of words common to Luke-Acts and Justin in this
^ ^  \ T> fpassage is <3 o ̂  «¿yw<.✓ A^jlo^re/ . In Acts these words
are spoken by Jesus, and it is incredible that Justin
recalls Acts
apostles were
* H. p.7 .
should reproduce as his own comment, words which were 
attributed to the Lord in his source. Finally it is 
surprising, if Justin knew Acts 2, that he neglected 
to say that the 'power' was the power of the Holy Spirit. 
There is no evidence that Justin cited Acts or knew 
of its existence.'*
It would seem we are in danger of not seeing the 
wood for the trees; any decision about Justin's use 
of the present canonical writings must be based on an 
overall impression of his work. In 1 Apol.50 it cert­
ainly looks as if we have an echo of the Emmaus 
incident: ('he taught them to read the prophecies in 
which all these things were foretold as coming to pass') 
as well as the ascension story. ('When they had seen 
him ascending into heaven and had believed and had 
received power- sent thence from him upon them, they 
taught these things and were called 'Apostles'). The 
points made by O'Neill about what is 'surprising' 
ofr 'incredible' are simply subjective, and the use of 
yvwvro<_ for yvtv,|3î o(/ proves nothing. There is 
here a strongapriori probabl ility that Justin knew 
Luke-Acts, and it is made certain by Justin's quoting 
the annunciation story (Ap.33;5) as coming from the 




is that Justin's main interest is in his beloved 
argument from prophecy, which by his own account 
played a major part in his conversion to Christianity.* 
Nov/ if O'Neill has failed to prove that Justin 
did not use Luke-Acts, what happens to the argument 
for a second century Luke? Surprisingly enough, O'Neill 
puts forward no other evidence at all! He is indeed 
willing to bring Justin forward to A.D. 1 38-9, in 
order to make him a contemporary of Luke, who he 
believes, wrote at some time between A.D. 1 1 5 and 1?0, 
but no argument is put forward for this late dating 
except the apparently fallacious one of theological 
similarities (p.53 above). Against these alleged 
similarities one must set numerous dissimilarities.
1) The writings of Justin Martyr are quite different 
in form from those of Luke. The latter wrote what 
purports to be, and indeed looks like, an orderly
* Dial 8 ;2. 'But straightway a flame was kindled 
in my soul, and a love of the prophets, and of those 
men who are friends of Christ, possessed me'. 
Significantly, he links the prophets with the words 
of Christ, which'possess a terrible power in them­
selves, and are sufficient to inspire those who turn 
aside from the paths of rectitude with awe'.
historical account. His declared intention was '
>■ yj y-yjcr ».* Justin on the other hand composed
apologetical works as such. He sets out explicitly 
to refute false charges against the Christians and 
to show that they are loyal and peaceable citizens.
He vehemently rebuts the charge of atheism. His method 
is to look for analogies - positive and negative - in 
classical and pagan mythology. Christ was partially 
known even by Socrates,** but as for the Christian 
eucharist 'the wicked devils have imitated (it) in 
the mysteries of Mithras, commanding the same thing
to be donel*** The apologetic points made by Justin 
could have b:een relevant at any time from Claudius 
to Constantine, and the precise grounds for dating 
Justin are not theological bt4~historical. He addresses 
the Emperor Antoninus Pius (L.Ap.l;!) and refers to 
the heretic Marcion as still living (1.Ap.26;3).
* We do not deny all apologetic motives to Luke 
the historian. His positive attitude to Rome is a clear 
one. What we assert here is that the form of Luke's 
work differs widely from that of Justins.
** 2. Apol. 10.
*** Paul made a similar point - what the pagans 
sacrifice they sacrifice to demons and not to God 
(1 Cor.10;20) - which is no reason to regard him as 
a contemporary of Justin Mar-tyr.
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He also mentions the recent revolt of the Jews under 
Bar Kochba (1.Ap.31;6).*
Again, Justin spends much time and ingenuity on 
the argument from prophecy and attached great weight 
to it. Much of his dialogue with Trypho consists of 
learned exegesis of scripture. Luke-Acts does indeed 
assume that the whole story of redemption took place 
’according to the scriptures', but so did Paul and 
the Christian movement as a whole. Nor is there any 
explicit pleading in Luke-Acts against the popular 
charges of incest and cannibalism: nothing about
One point in favour of Justin is that he finds it poss­
ible, even after the'atrocities' of Bar Kochba, to 
carry on a dialogue of some sort with the Jews, 
which while polemical in form, is outwardly polite, 
though indeed Justin, like Dr.Johnson, 'took care that 
the Whig dogs did not get the best of it.'
Much of this could perhaps be due to Justin's 
Samaritan background, but even more to his own eirenic 
personality: and surely it is here, rather than in 
any close conjunction of date, that the parallel with 
the writer to Theophilus is to be found. Justin is 
prepared to admit that Christians who observe the law 
may be saved, so long as they do not try to impose
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their principles on other Gentiles (Dial 47), though 
he concedes that some of his co-religionists deny this. 
He is aware of Hebrew Christianity: 'Some,* through 
weak-mindedness, wish to observe such customs as were 
given by Moses' - but for him they are a dwindling 
old guard of misguided people. The Jewish Christians 
who appear in Justin's writings are a long way from 
the 'Many thousands among the Jews of those who have 
believed' who confronted Paul in Jerusalem (Acts 21;20).
Thus the theological parallels between Luke and 
Justin, perceived by O'Neill, are far from convincing. 
Moreover, Justin has other theological interests which 
are lacking in Luke: most notable is his doctrine of 
the Logos: 'We have been taught that Christ is the 
first-born of God, and we have declared that he is
the Word of whom every race of men were partakers:
and those who have lived /_a<c-t U  X\<j you are Christians- 
as among the Greeks, Socrates and Heraclitus..' (1 Ap. 
46:7-8). The ancient stoics and poets and historians'
* / , N
G  I’C c G 0  T O i  o t y> T " l  £  o t  r p O  o v j j  •V'avj CTI i Lrj-3 y v  C j-T  v [C u  \J
Q'e-oo X o  y UU ~ro <Tvyy V. ^
(2 Ap.lj)
Luke-Acts shows no sign of any Logos doctrine, 
nor does it engage in theological argument as such,
* 1 Ap. 26:8.
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whereas Justin carries on theological debate on 
two fronts, against Jew .and Greek as well; '
\
 ̂ A - p . ■ 7  -  &
It seems therefore that the similarities between Luke 
and Justin do not exceed the dissimilarities, and 
that O'Neill's attempt to date Luke-Acts in the 
second century does not succeed. H.F.&.Sparks commented: 
'Mr. O'Neill clearly does not think it a side-issue, 
for he devotes nearly a third of his own space to the 
question of date...It is therefore all the more necess­
ary to examine carefully theicritical framework. . . 
within which..treatment of the theology is set... 
otherwise the recognition of their merits in one field 
will only promote a general atmosphere of uncertainty 
in the other...Mr.0'Neill has (not) in fact advanced 
a single argument for making a second century date
* This passage illustrates the difficulty of trying 
to date passages on grounds of theological resemblance :
the word '̂rftrr'r°r foreshadows the age of Arius, while 
the reference to the mystery not understood recalls 
Paul's words in 1 Cor. 2:6-10.
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for Luke-Acts any more acceptable now than it was a 
hundred years ago.'*
O'Neill's argument seems circular. Analysis of 
Luke's theology is used to indicate a late date for 
his work, and this late dating is then used in turn 
to analyse his theology. 'We have used' claims O'Neill 
'a preliminary analysis of Luke's theology to help
* JTS Vol.14 p.466. O'Neill in the second edition of 
his book does not appear to answer Spark'si argument 
about Justin's references to the annunciation^(Apol. 
23:4-5 and Dial.5) which seems decisive. He does deal 
with the argument that the D text of Acts was inter­
polated by an anti-Judaic scribe in the middle of 
the second century, and that the original of Acts was 
therefore much earlier. (K.J.Epp - The Theological 
tendencies of the Codex Bezae Cantabrigie3~i sis in
Acts', and also R.P.C.Hanson The Ideology of Codex 
Bezae in Acts: NTS,14,p.282-6). O'Neill concludes that 
'the results of study of the question do not rule out 
the hypothesis that Acts was published early in the 
second century'. Maybe not, but they do nothing to 
confirm the theory that 'The terminus a quo for Luke- 
Acts is about A.D.115 and the terminus ad quem is 
about A.D.13O.'
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fix the date of the composition of his writings. Our 
conclusion must be tested by further discussion of 
the theology, and by comparing it with the writings 
of those who, we now have reason to believe, were 
Luke's contemporaries'.
But if the attempt to link Luke with Justin has 
failed, what then happens to the rest of the analysis 
of the theology? We have noted that earlier generations 
did not think of writing books entitled 'The theology 
of St. Luke' or 'The theology of Acts'. Luke did not 
after all compose theological works in the formal sense 
at all. He left, so far as we know, neither a Church 
Dogmatics nor a childrens' catechism. Unlike Justin, 
he has no Apology or Dialogue attributed to him. Nor 
did he leave behind him pastoral letters containing 
theological or ethical instruction, like Paul,Ignatius, 
or Clement of Rome. His two volume work is in the 
form of a narrative, a record of events which are 
alleged to have happened, however incompetent or 
inaccurate. If Luke had been a theologian first and 
foremost, he might have been expected to express 
himself, in the composition o£ more explicitly
theological works.*
* It is of course much debated whether1, when Luke 
promised Theophilus an 'Orderly account' he had in 
mind theological or historical order. But in form at 
least his order is historical and chronological - 
even if wrong. Why else does he refer to Quirinius - 
(LK. 2:1) the fifteenth year of Tiberius (3:1), the 
famine 'under Claudius' (Acts 11:28) and Gallio's 
proconsulship (18:12)? Harnack claimed that 'the 
names are mentioned in the natural course of the 
narrative: there is nothing intentionally chronol­
ogical', but added, 'such a passage as LK.3:1> where 
the chronological situation is scientifically 
determined, is to be found nowhere in the Acts of 
the Apostles' (A.A.p.5-6) But is it not precisely 
the detailed synchronism of Lk.3:l that sets the time 
scale for all the rest? Luke was not obsessed with 
dates - indeed he may have got them wrong, but the 
names of Claudius and Gallio are mentioned 'in the 
natural course of the narrative' precisely because Luke 
was interested in linking his story with the wider 
contemporary world. We do not wish to discredit 
the enterprise of redaction-criticism. Marxsen has 
noted (Mark the Evangelist p.25) that the ox in 
Matt 1:1 and the of Luke 1:1 correspond to the
j_n pjapk i;i. \./e plead only that students 
should not lose their way through the wider historical 




Thus Cadbury, writing 'The making of Luke-Acts1, 
studied the religious and theological attitudes of 
the author after secular and social ones. 'Theological 
attitudes' occupied 25 pages, while 'social and 
religious attitudes' received twenty pages and 'secular 
interests' six. The largest share of Cadbury's space 
went to 'Language and style' which was allotted 26 
pages.
One wonders whether this shift of interest from the 
more secular, social and human side of the Lucan 
writings is not really a symptom of a profounder change 
in attitudes which could be paralleled on other fields 
of religious and secular writing. Each age tends to 
find its., own values mirrored in the classical works 
of bygone times: the value of Cadbury's work is that 
he holds a balance between secular and theological 
interests with the same delicacy as did - we think - 
the author to Theophilus himself.
'At a late hour yesterday the sixth, while a 
festival was talcing place at Sarepta, and the clapper 
players were giving their usual performance at the 
house of Plution, my son in lav;., his slave Epaphrod- 
itus, aged about eight years, wishing to lean over 
the roof to watch the said clapper players, fell and 
was killed'.
On this incident from the papyri Cadbury comments;
Unfortunately, Epaphroditus at Sarepta had not, like 
Eutychus at Troas - whose very name means 'Lucky' - 
a wonder-worker to bring him to life'. We may compare 
rather an inscription about another mishap in the 
fourth century B.C., at Epidaurus in Greece at the 
shrine of Aesculapius, the God of healing: 'When the 
suppliants were already asleep in the temple, Aeschines 
climbing a tree peered into the sacred yard. So 
falling down from the tree on the pickets of the fence 
he spiked his eyes. But being in a sorry plight and 
having become blind he supplicated the God and slept 
in the temple and became well.'*
This balanced all-round interest in the Lucan 
writings has certainly given place in recent years to 
a strong, if not exclusive, emphasis on Lucan theology. 
Thus Conzelmann has said that his purpose is 'not 
to reconstruct the historical events. This is of course 
an indispensable task, but first of all the meaning 
of the text before us must be investigated regardless 
of our idea of the probable course of the historical 
events - regardless, that is, of the picture which 
Luke gives of the latter.' **
* The Book of Acts in History: p. 8-9-




O'Neill is of course aware, that Luke-Acts 
is not a tineatise in dogmatics: 'It has seen
agreed that the theology of Acts consists, not 
so much in the doctrines, which are put into the 
mouths of the chief Historical characters, as in 
the movement of the history. God was leading the 
Uhurch to understand his will in its historical 
experience, as it was driven out of Jerusalem 
and towards Rome...This theology is not a 
propositional theology, but a theology of history 
which has room for certain divergencies and even 
disagreements, provided that they all contribute 
to showing how God's purpose for the church is 
worked out in the end.'*
'Theology', then, in O'Neill's understanding, 
means what is often called in modern jargon 
'ideology'. It refers to the underlying pre­
suppositions about the world and its ways, which 
can be found in Marxist Fascist, and secular
* O'Neill p.100.
historians.* Thus, for Luke, Paul about to cross over 
to Macedonia was the equivalent of Lenin at the 
Finland Station in 1917*
* And those who point out the presuppositions of others 
often turn out to be unaware of the implications of 
their own; thus for example Prof.J.H.Plumb concludes 
'The Death of the Past' with a fine peroration: 'The
old past is dying: itb force weakening,and indeed it 
should,. Indeed the historian should speed it on its 
way, for it was compounded of bigotry,of national vanity, 
of class domination. It was as absurd as that narrow 
Christian interpretation which Gibbon rightly scorned.
May history step into its shoes, help to sustain 
man's confidence in his destiny, and create for us a. new past- 
true, as exact as we can make it: that will help us to 
achieve our identity, not as Americans or Russians,
Chinese or Britons, black or white, rich or poor, but 
as men'. (The Death of the Past p. 144-145)
But whence did Prof.Plumb derive his metaphysic of 
the unity of all mankind? Not surely, from the empir­
ical study of history alone. At the end of Prof.Plumb's 
lectures we find that 'Geschichte' has been transformed 
into 'Heilsgeschichte'. Why the ecstatic personification 
(May history step into its shoes...help to sustain 
man's confidence in his destiny)? For this writer, as 
for Luke - 'the theology consists..in the movement of 
the history', and at the close of the book we are con­
fronted by an evangelist as earnest as Dr.Billy Graham.
It is indeed poor sport to make fun of a man's confession 
of faith, provided that he recognises it for what it is.
Lid not Saul of Tarsus say something similar in Gal.
3;28, and grapple just as desperately as Prof.Plumb with 
the demons of race, tribe and class conflict?
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As already noted, the general historicity of the 
Luke-Acts narrative is confirmed in outline by the 
hostile testimony of Tacitus,* and O'Neill considers 
that Luke has made a serious attempt to describe what 
actually happened: thus he has schematised his story 
into five parts, both in the Gospel and in Acts.:
'It is possible to justify a fivefold division of the 
gospel:
1) 1:5-5:38. Jesus comes to fulfill all the O.T.
expectations.
2) 4:1-9:50. He preaches in the whole of Judaea
and Galilee and gathers his disciples.
3) 9:51-13:35» He begins his journey to Jerusalem
and teaches the nature of discipleship.
4) 14:1-19:27» He concludes his journey to Jerusalem 
and prepares his disciples for the passion.
5) 19:28-24:53»He reigns in Jerusalem by dying and 
rising again'.
O'Neill claims that each of these parts is 
governed by some soit.of geographical factor, and that 
always the geographical movement has significance for 
the history of salvation. 'Jerusalem plays a key role 
in the story. The last temptation takes place there. 
Jesus steadfastly sets his face to go there at 9:51»
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* Ann 15:44.
In the fourth section Jesus enters Jerusalem to die, 
'having warned his disciples that Jerusalem cannot 
be the scene of the Kingdom's coming until it has 
been the scene of his death'.
'The corresponding fivefold division of Acts is this:
(1) 1;9-8;3 (2) 8;4-11;18 (3) 11;19-15;35 W  15;
36-1920 (5) 19;21-28;31'-and O'Neill claims that 
Jerusalem plays an equally important part here too: 
thus, for example: 'at the beginning of the second 
and third sections the Jerusalem church specifically 
approves and watches over the new missionary efforts, 
by sending Peter and John to Samaria (8:14-25) and by 
sending Barnabas to Antioch (11;22)...The final 
section begins with Paul's making his fateful decision 
to return to Jerusalem and to go from there to Rome... 
In the whole of Luke-Acts Jerusalem controls the 
history...'*
Now these proposed fivefold divisions are not 
self-evident from the text. 'Other principles of 
division' - as O'Neill concedes - 'have had their 
vogue'. Thus C.H.Turner isolated six generalising 
summaries which, he claimed, divided Acts into six 
panels, three for Peter and three for Paul. Turner 
may well have been wrong - but the very fact that
- 82 -
* O'Neill p. 71-2.
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there is no general agreement about how precisely the 
Book of Acts should be divided must make us hesitate 
to accept any theology deduced from such hypothetical 
divisions.
Moreover, what is meant by saying that Jerusalem 
'controls the history?' Jerusalem has been charged 
with emotional and theological force for much of its 
long history. It had a special significance to Isaiah, 
to Titus, to Simon Bar Kochba, to Richard Coeur de 
Lion, and to Arabs and Israelis today. If his recorded 
sayings are any adequate guide, it was a profoundly 
emotional symbol for Jesus of Nazareth himself. O'Neill 
does not mean to make the prosaic observation that the
Jerusalem church acted as a kind of mission head­
quarters, sending out evangelists and having difficulty 
with 'far-flung' and independent-minded missionaries 
like Paul. Rather does he imply that for Luke's story 
Jerusalem represents both the heavenly and the earthly 
city.
But precise divisions in Luke's work are as hard 
to discern as the 'seams' in his sources, and this 
suggests that as he did not intend his readers to
perceive exactly what his sources had been, so he did
not wish to indicate his precise plan and purpose in 
such a way. Clearly there is movement in both parts of 
his work - towards Jerusalem in the gospel and towards
Rome in Acts; but if he intended his reader's to 
notice the sixfold panels perceived by Turner, or the 
fivefold division uncovered by O'Neill, why was he 
not more explicit about it? Would an educated Gentile 
reader have noticed these stages in the narrative?
8 ;A and 1 1 ; 1 9 a^e probably milestones of some kind: 
they are regarded by Jeremias as new sections in the 
Antioch source*. 15;36 would also seem to indicate a 
new departure, though Jeremias again suspects that 
in what follows (the second missionary journey) the 
Antioch source is continued. And would the 'general 
reader'^ having noticed Luke's milestones, have read 
on their faces the theological messages perceived by 
O'Neill?
Now it is true that any literary work can exist 
at more than one level. Luke could weave into his work 
archetypal patterns of meaning, vast images dimly 
perceived, references to Old Testament story, which 
might be appreciated by the judicious but missed by 
other readers who would nevertheless understand the 
plain meaning of the tale. Paul's treatment of poor 
Eutychus could well be intended to remind us of the 
raising of the widow's son at Shunem. The parallel 
could well have been in the mind of Luke or even of
- 84 -
* See chapter 8 .
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Taul! Yet O'Neill himself indicates the need for caution. 
Of Stephan's speech he writes :'There is not enough 
evidence to prove that Luke held some rudimentary 
theory of Biblical 'couples': Moses-Aaron, David-Solomon; 
nor is Stephen re arded as a typologist except in so 
far as he takes Moses' words about ' a prophet like 
unto me' to refer to Jesus, and regards the way the Jews 
treated Jesus as typical . Nor has O'Neill acceded to 
the'self-denying ordinance' of Conzelmann; he is quite 
prepared to try to penetrate behind the Lucan story 
and decide what actually happened. Thus he considers 
that the story told in Acts is in broad outline true. 
Christianity did spread from Jerusalem to Rome. Luke 
tells this story in terms of his own presuppositions, 
which lead to some minor dislocations and inaccuracies. 
His chief presupposition is that the whole movement 
took place by divine providence.
One major theological concern of Luke, as seen by 
O'Neill, was his attitude to the Jews. He wrote in the 
early second century when the split between Judaism 
and the new faith was complete. After A.D. 7 0 the 'test 
benediction'* had been introduced into the synagogue 
to drive out Hebrew Christians, while the Christians
* See J. Jocz: The Jewish People and Jesus Christ
Ch.2.
looked at the Jews as Justin looked at Trypho: at least 
misguided and probably worse.
Luke shared this attitude with Justin and Ignatius! 
Hps book traces back the rejection of the gospel by the 
Jews. It shows how the people, despite all the efforts 
of the early Christian preachers and the persuasiveness 
of their arguments from scripture, rejected the 
gospel! *
Luke's presuppositions about the church and Judaism 
are worked out in various ways: and most notably 
through his insistence that Paul always went to the 
Jewish synagogue first and only after rejection there 
proceeded to establish gentile churches.** 'From now on 
I will go to the Gentiles' (Acts 1S;G) is one of the 
key themes of the book, repeated with grave emphasis 
at the very end: 'Let it be known to you that this 
salvation of God has been sent to the Gentiles: they 
will listen' (28:28)
To what extent, then, has Luke's theology distorted 
his history? O'Neill pronounces him right on two points
* O'Neill p.98.
** This, says O'Neill is unhistorical. We rather think 
it is an over-simplification by Luke. O'Neill's view 
that Paul wanted to set up purely gentile churches is 
an over-simplification too.
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and wrong on two others:
'First Luke was correct in saying that the church 
authorities never at any time demanded that Gentiles 
who believed in Jesus Christ should be circumcised.
In this they were following a possible, if disputed, 
contemporary Jewish practise regarding proselytes'.*
This is confirmed by Paul's letters: Gal.2;5 - a 
notorious crux - means that Titus was not circumcised. 
'In other words, Paul recognised the jurisdiction of 
Jerusalem, at least in Jerusalem, and regarded the 
issue as in princijile open - though he would hardly 
have taken Titus with him if he had had any reason 
to doubt what the attitude of the Jerusalem authorities 
would be'.* *
Luke's claim that Timothy was circumcised is 
also credible: while Paul 'opposed agitators who tried
* O'Neill p.lOJ; He refers to Ant.20;41 (Loeb Ed. 
p.409-41©) where King Izates was told that he could 
'worship God even without being circumcised if indeed 
he had decided to be a devoted adherent to Judaism, 
for it was this that counted, more than circumcision. ' 
But was this not a concession for kings only, made on 
grounds of political expediency, and rather like the 
bigamy of Philip of Hesse?
** O'Neill p.104.
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to persuade Gentile Christians to be circumcised... 
Timothy was a legitimate exception, being by Jewish 
law a Jew...he could have been circumcised, before 
becoming a partner in Paul's mission to the Gentiles; 
'for' the sake of the Jews' - as Luke's source said.*
Thus Acts is broadly rigjht about the circumcision 
controversy. There was indeed an agitation against 
Paul, and it is credible that 'believing Pharisees'
Acts 15;5 were at the back of it. They may be the 
'false brethren' of Gal.2;4, 'but the mysterious 
vagueness of the whole episode makes this a difficult 
piece of evidence to handle.'
Secondly, O'Neill thinks that Luke was right about 
the decree allegedly made by the Council of Jerusalem. 
Paul's letters show that the question of table 
fellowship between Jews and Gentiles was a burning 
one-»n.this very issue he withstood Peter to his face 
(Gal. 2;11).
Luke deals with the problem firstly in the 
Cornelius incident, and then in the Council of 
Jerusalem, where James proposes a compromise in the 
form of the decree. 'The questions now arise' - says
* O'Neill, 2nd. ed. p.105- In this edition source 
criticism is used to 'get at the facts' - as it was 
in the days of Harnack.
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O'Neill - are both these accounts accurate historical 
reports of the positions held by Peter and James...?'
He concludes that'Peter's vision confirming that God 
made no distinction between clean and unclean meat, 
represents a reliable tradition,* which probably 
goes back to Jesus himself. So much is implied by 
Mark 7;19> and moreover Paul was himself persuaded
' J Tfcv -LvjcrofO that nothing was common in itself.
However, something like the decree was observed in 
parts of the church at least, as is made clear by 
Revelation 2;14—20,** by Irenaeus and the pseudo- 
Clementines. 'There is no reason to doubt that the 
three terms of the decree go back to the earliest 
days of the church...it is never suggested in any of 
the second century evidence that any of them is an
* There is some ambiguity here; it may well be that 
the tradition 'nothing is common in itself', goes 
back to Jesus of Nazareth. The insistence of Mark 
7 : 1 9 makes this highly likely: but this does not entail 
that Peter, in historical fact, saw a vision at Joppa 
which convinced him of the truth of his master's 
principle.
** At Pergamum'the disciples of Balaam' taught the
faithful to eat idol-meat and practise immorality,
while the followers of 'Jezebel' did the same at Thyatira,
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innovation...not all are mentioned together...but 
the decree was specifically directed to Antioch and 
Syria and Cilicia...the Jerusalem authorities did not 
think of themselves as making canon law for a 
Catholic church...The circumstances that led James 
to suggest his working arrangement did not last very 
long...There is a prima facie case for allowing that 
reports both of Peter's vision and of the Jerusalem 
decree are accurate.'
Now for the two points on which O'Neill thinks 
that Luke was wrong:
He was mistaken in claiming that Paul and his 
party promulgated the decree outside Antioch, oyria 
and Cilicia. Paul's own letters show that he told the 
Christians at Corinth that they could eat sacrificial 
meat as long as they did not upset weaker bretnern.
Cl dor.8 .; They make no mention of the decree, 
oecondly, when Paul got back to Jerusalem ^Acts 21;25) 
he was told of the decree by James as if it were 
something entirely new,T O'Neill believes that the 
minority uewish church were pleading for a compromise
* The remark made by James at acts 21;25 is seen uy 
some critics as a sure indication of a written source 
and oy others ^Loisy and haenchen; as an 'aside' to 
the reader. ro each nis own predilections.
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under which they would continue to observe the law 
of Moses ww e dentiles would simply keep the 
provisions of the Apostolic Decree. This compromise 
resembled the one favoured by Justin Martyr, who 
allowed that a Hebrew Christian who observed the 
law might be saved so long as he did not impose tne 
law on Gentiles as necessary to Salvation.* However, 
Justin has to admit that not all Gentiles Cnristians 
take this liberal line, and some refuse communion 
with Jewish Christians altogether. ''Justin would 
scarcely have admitted that the other view existed 
if his own view hadnot been..at least under heavy 
fire. 'The Bar Kochba1 revolt came in between the 
time of Acts and that of justin, and the modus 
vivendi which was established in Luke's time, or 
which he believed should have been established, may 
well have been challenged when the Jewish people fell 
into deeper disgrace after the revolt uad failed.
Hut what does O'Neill mean by'Luke's time'?
Does he mean the time of Paul and of nuke his travell­
ing companion? Or does he mean the time before A.D.70  
which Luke was writing about in the second century'?
For Justin the Jewish Christians are a small dwindling
* O'Neill p.116.
group whom he can afford to patronise* whereas in the 
Acts story the balance of power is quite different.
Is iit the jjar Kochba revolt, or the War of n.D.66-70 
that lies between Luke and Justin?
O'Neill believes that a source was used by the 
author at Acts 21;25, and that this shows that raul 
was not bound by the Decree. This only applied to a 
limited area, while 'Luke possibly took his source 
in a different sense in order to apply it to his own 
situation, but the wording of his report indicates 
that the source supports the picture of Paul's relation
\ r  ̂ s’ "n _^
*  c* n - r  ox. <=) t v d  c i  CT d p  S / V  |C=i. x i >=<
o (Tot o u v<^roi.x v o v <̂rx_ iM ux> xj
** 'Such Jewish Christians...were a small body in 
comparison with the Christian community as a wnole, 
and the very indifference of Justin to their maintenance 
of the traditional usages shows of itself how small 
their number really was.' G.T.Purves: The testimony 
of Justin Martyr to ĵarly Christianity; p.107•
' We note too that nuke shows no knowledge of 
Ebionitism as a theological problem. Justin on the 
other hand, dissociates himself from those who ‘admit 
that he is the Christ, while holding him to be man 
of men.' (Dial 48).
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to the decrees that we gather from his own epistles.'
Paul's attitude to the Apostolic tecree is 
certainly difficult to decide. f‘he evidence of the 
Koman and Corintnian letters haraly seems to show 
that he accepted its provisions ex animo. Acts 16;3-3> 
which comes at the crucial point when the apostles 
are led by the opirit towards Europe, looks like a 
piece of 'idealising' and inspirational comment. The 
autnor is determined to show the hara-won unity of 
the church, preserved and strengthened at Jerusalem, 
in active operation.*
O'Neill also believes that nuke is wrong to 
maintain that raul preached first in the synagogue
* u i s ¿ c -  c o  iT O p e ^ o n ro  rrvTXfct.j rr<x peo't T oxj v
tp Hi A  (X  <T O T L '\/ ~ T  ̂  o  O y ^ r ^  T o o  1C ^  id  p  v /p^e-y ^
K̂-' ? /.  ̂ j f I *
vn n~u c / A r r u o - T o X u v  v -r p  e  <r D ̂  T(py? w v  - r C g n  &-V
cTr _ \  / * - *5 - 1 x r ✓ 1  >
l e  Q ^  / \ , f |  |j^  N ^  e ^v_Qr\y \y Q r KL vc ^XV j O^c k^ Q  <r  / t j p  f o u  ^ 7
T n T F T  T  O t  ''c -©C c  Or T r  e p  c f fC T  o ~ v  —c p  T / n v  w
, *' U '  <- r> i ' f t ,ICoC U W Cry) c-
The passage is far from specific both as to the
cities and the 'dogmata' that were promulgated in them. 
It comes at the end of o.H.Turner s'fourth panel, and
the ' cCv ' is seen as a sign of a'landmark' by
Trocme.' Our thesis is that nuke is generally trust- 
wortny in his specific assertions about people and 
places, he is far from specific here.
0
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as a matter of principle. 'Luke..oould ot imagine 
raul, the ever-faithful jew, as voluntarily leaving 
the synagogue to live and preach in a Gentile's house, 
unless official Judaism had compelled him to leave... 
but raul's strategy was the entirely new one of setting 
up purely uentile churches to be representatives of 
the great return of the Gentiles, promised in Scripture.1* 
O'Neill seeks to show this by critical analysis of 
the story of raul's stay at oorinth (.Acts 18; 1-18)
Verses 5d and 6, which include the crucial words 
‘from now on I will go to the Gentiles,' are held to 
be an interpolation into a written source. Omit them 
and we ar“e left with a plain narrative: 'Paul wanted 
to gather Gentiles as Gentiles without their having 
to become adherents of a Jewish synagogue... A further 
example where Luke's source preserves the true nature 
of Paul's missionary strategy occurs in the speecn 
from the temple steps, (.Acts 22; 17;21) in which Paul 
implies that he was sent only to the dentiles.'* *
* Such is the view of Johannes Munck: Paul and the 
salvation of mankind. But if 'purely gentile churches'
means ‘churches from which Jewish Christians were ex­
cluded', then Paul must have withstood Peter at Antioch 
in vain. He would be practising 'apartheid in reverse'.
** O'Neill p.120.
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But the picture which our evidence presents is 
more complicated than this. Granted that the Paul of
(17;2; as indeed Jesus had done LLk.4;16). Granted 
too that 'we turn to the Gentiles' is one of the key 
themes of Acts (13:46,18:6, 28:28); yet mission work 
also takes place beside.the river at Philippi, on 
the Areopagus, and before the upcountry crowd of 
pagans at Lystra. Moreover Paul himself insisted 
that the gospel brought salvation.' rJ- ̂
" fw ‘ Rom 1;16. He was heartbroken
over the rejection of Israel, and found consolation
The greetings which conclude his letters are sent 
to uentiles and Jew ¿Like, rriscilla and Aquila are 
found togetber with fryphaena (Rom 16,3 and 12;. 
Aristarchus, Mark and Jesus called Justus were 'the 
only men of the cVrcumcision among my fellow-workers 
for the Kingdom of God, and they have been a great 
comfort to me'. (Col.4;ll) The letters show us a 
Paul profoundly wounded by his failure to win Jewish 
converts and rejoicing in those he had. moreover he 
treated his people, Jew end Gentile alike, as 'fellow- 
members of the Kingdom of God'. 'Thus we cannot accept 
O'Neill's view that raul deliberately chose, as his 
God-given vocation, to preach only to the Gentiles.
Acts goes to the synagogue ' ic.<~=< o c- oa
in the presence of an '
1 No douot be looked 1'or his first Gentile converts in synagogues 
in the towns he visited, but his own aim was to set 
up purely Gentile congregations.'* It is one thing 
to say that Paul felt called to preach to the Gentiles, 
and another to say that he had no interest in saving 
Jews. If he went to the Jewish synagogue with the 
sole aim of drawing away its/ Gentile adherents then 
he was a mere ecclesiastical 'poacher': probably some 
of the synagogue authorities regarded him as simply 
that, but they were hardly able to do justice to the 
motives of a man who continued to maintain, against 
the force of his own logic, that the Jew had much 
advantage in every way.**
We conclude that Luke has certainly selected 
and emphasised 'We go now to the Gentiles'*** as one 
of his theological themes, but his presentation in 
Acts is a fair attempt at accuracy by a Gentile writer
O'Neill p. 117-8.
* * Rom 3;1•
*** Luke's attitude to Jewry is - to use contemporary 
jargon'-'ambivalent' . On the one hand he portrays the 
ideal figure of 'the noble Jew1:- Anne and bimeon 
(Lk. 2; 22-38; . On the other hand ''the <J ews1 aog raul's 
footsteps to the end: but even at the last there are 
a few Jewish converts: (Acts 28;24).
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who saw in thegrowth of the Gentile church a triumph 
of grace, and felt little personal involvement in 
the rejection of Israel.* To explain Luke's douole 
mistake - about the Apostolic decree and Paul's 
missionary tactics - O'Neill proceeds boldly against 
the tide of much recent criticism and argues that 
Luke has misunderstood his sources.
Consider, for example, the famous crux at Acts 
15:16, where James quotes from Amos 9:11 in what 
appears to be the Greek (LXX) translation. This is 
regarded by naenchen as proof that Luke composed the 
speech of James himself, not so, replies O'Neill:
'The citation from Amos is not uniformly from the nXX, 
but the first part, a rendering of Amos 9:11 in Acts 
1 5:1 6, is a free and independent translation from 
the Hebrew. This must indicate that a citation, 
originally wholly independent of the LXX, was partly 
'corrected'by reierence to the LXX...What naenchen 
takes to be a clinching argument that Luke who Lit is
* The difference between Acts and Komans9-H is that 
one was written by a Gentile and the other by a jew.
The latter is emotionally engaged at a far deeper 
level than the former. One might compare a sympathetic 
analysis of racial conflict by a well-informed out­
sider with an account by someone who has had to live 
through it. In other words 'We can't all be martin Lutner 
King'.
assumed) knew only the LXX, turns out to be fairly 
strong evidence that Luke used a source.
Two events, says O'Neill - have been telescoped 
in the story told in Acts 15: One is a visit by a 
delegation from Antioch to Jerusalem, which included 
Barnabas and Paul. This corresponds to the second visit 
of Galatians 2, (while the second visit of Acts - the 
'famine relief visit' of 11;20 and 12:24 - is unlixely 
to nave taken place).* Paul and narnabas are rhus 
deleted from Acts 15, and we are left with a Jerusalem 
source, describing a compromise between Peter and the 
Jerusalem church about table fellowship with Gentiles, 
which had been agreed on long before Paul's visit in 
Galatians 2.
This theory seems as likely - or as unlikely - as 
most others about the ‘Council of Jerusalem', but if 
source criticism of Acts is to become a respectable
* We will argue (ch.6) that it is unreasonable to 
dismiss the famine relief visit in this way. The 
correspondence with the account of Jewish famine 
relief efforts given by Josephus in Ant.20:2,togetner 
with the people and places named (Claudius, Agabus, 
Antioch, Jerusalem) make it reasonable to suppose 
that we have a report of fact. It could be of course 




discipline once more, it will have to be extended 
beyond the confines of Acts 15. O'Neill's Antioch 
source theory is not that of Jeremias, which offers 
at least a clear and consistent explanation of the 
material before us.
O'Neill also argues that Luke, misunderstanding Paul, 
thought that there was one straight pressure that 
led from Jerusalem, the capital of Judaism, to Rome, 
the capital of the Gentiles. . .Luke was writing at 
a time when events hadmade it clear that the church's 
future lay principally with the Gentiles...(But)
Luke was not the heir of Pauline theology. Luke has 
not inherited the Pauline epistles.'
On the otner hand Luke was greatly influenced 
by Hellenistic Jewish missionary literature - this 
is one of O'Neill's most interesting points-and that 
literature had already chosen the medium of sacred 
history for evangelism. 'Demetrius (Artapanos) and 
Eupolemus simply recounted the history of the 
patriarchs with more or less elaboration, the writer 
of the wisdom of Solomon meditated on the Lxodus... 
Philo, though eager to put the discussion into a 
philosophical plane, started from the history and 
character of Moses...Ezekiel the tragedian wrote 'The
* O'Neill p.1 3 3,1 3 4.
Exodus' - a historical drama...The lesson in all these 
works was that God had manifestly worked in the 
history ox xsrael. xt has required the essays of 
Dibelius to drive home the simple fact that Acts is 
designed to show the same thing for the early history 
of the church'.* Thus the grand apologetic purpose of 
Acts was to commend the faith to thoughtful Gentiles.
hour points of contact between Acts and Hellen­
istic Jewish literature are suggested: Firstly there 
is the way in which the heroes of the faith are 
commended. Moses, for example, taught Orpheus, invented 
ships and philosophy, and escaped miraculously from 
prison: or at least, Artapanos said he did. This seems 
to parallel the various miraculous escapes in Acts, 
and the apotheiosis of Paul and Barnabas at Lystra.
Secondly, Philo and cosephus both claim for their 
faith tne protection of the Fioman state, just as Luke 
does. Thirdly, Jewish missionary literature adopted 
a philosophical tone in preaching to the Gentiles: 
tne appeal to natural revelation, made in simple terms 
to the 'natives' at xjystra and in 'highbrow' terms to 
the philosophers at Athens**can also oe found in the 




latter goes so far as to claim that the <jews worship 
'God the guaraian ana creator of all, whom all men, 
including ourselves,o ning, call by different names, 
such as Zeus or Dis.' (Aristeas 15;16) Lastly, Luke 
uses the term 'metanoia' in a sense familiar in 
Hellenistic Judaism, where it refers to the conversion 
of Gentiles to true religion. Thus when raul spoke to
; j -> r
Felix and Drusilla 1 TTtiX o uccno<rwvyji )<oie e
rovj (wfcAXws; this recalls
Aristeas, in whoso letter Pharaoh is told that God 
commends 'temperance and righteousness' O'Neill 
concludes that 'the summary of Paul's preaching 
given here is typical of a certain approach to Gentiles 
which was made by Jews of the Dispersion'.*
Two cautionary points must be made before this
* And raul was himself a jew of the Dispersion. Why 
should he not deliver a lecture on the subject of
' 0 y icpoc'rezcc •? The 'historical' explanation of
the text - tnat it was a shrewd reference to the 
marital irregularities of Felix - is rejected by 
O'Neill in a footnote on p.158. It hardly seems poss­
ible to prove a link with Hellenistic Judaism on>
the Dasis of this word, when ' d y ic^<x.-rei• 
was one of the qualifications required by Plato's 
Guardians, (republic Hk.4)
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valuable suggestion is explored further, firstly, by 
the beginning of the Christian era, the Jews already 
regarded their own past, at least from Abraham to 
the return from exile, as a sacred history. When Philo 
wrote the 'Life of Moses' he was telling the 'old old 
story' in a vivid and contemporary way. So too was 
Ezekiel the Tragedian when ne produced 'The nxoaus: 
an historical drama'. Luke, on the other hand, was 
not telling an old story when he wrote Acts: rather 
was it a new account of the Acts of God on behalf of 
those who followed 'the way'. Thus it also needs to 
be compared with other edifying Jewish works - 
like 3 Maccabees, Aristeas, Philo's 'Legatio ' and 
'in Placcum' - which saw the hand of God in more 
recent events.
Secondly, if Acts can be linked with Jewish 
religious works of this kind, what happens to the 
case lor a second century date based on parallels 
with oustin Martyr? Philo wrote in ti e forties of 
the first; century, and Aristeas was composed it seems, 
not later than 100 jj.C. The links which see. to 
exist between Acts and Hellenistic Jewish writings 
only serve to cast doubt on the case for a second 
century date!
In conclusion we agree with O'Neill that one 
of Luke's major concerns was to win educated Gentiles
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to tne new religion.*We agree too that when he wrote, 
Gentile Christianity was the faith of the future and 
Jewish Christianity was under a cloud, nut we do not 
need to look beyond car Kochba's revolt to find a ■ 
suitable date. The first Jewish "War, which brought 
fame to <Josephus in the literary if not military 
field, may have helped to impel the pen 01 Luke as 
well.1-' Much of O'Neill's argument about Luke's 
theological purpose would still be valid if he wrote 
in the seventies of the first century.
* This much is claimed by the preface (Lk l;l-4; and 
Luke's apologetic aim is made even clearer if the word
implies that xheopnilus had received hostile reports 
about the Christians.
, as has been argued by H.J.Cadbury,
CHAPTER 3.
Jewish Balvation-history: some contrasts and comparisons.
If recent study of the Lucan writings has tended 
to emphasise- and perhaps overemphasise - the importance 
on theological motives and interests - there have also 
been signs of a counter-movement aimed at redressing
r* Ithe balance, rhe periodical ‘Ephemerides Theological 
Lovanienses' for nov. 1970 contained two articles: one 
by W.g.Kummel entitled 'Luke under fire in contemporary 
theology'. Another was by W.C.Van unnik: 'Artistic
elements in the gospel of Luke1* Kummel's article deals 
indeed with Luke's theology (or religious teaching?) 
and defends him against attempts to downgrade his work 
as a specimen of'early Catholicism' who nad lapsed 
from the pure gospel, van Unnik takes another direction: 
'Luke has become a key-figure in New Testament studies; 
a theologian in his own right'. 'Not without reason 
did I write, some years ago, that Luke-Acts had 
become a storm-centre in the course of contemporary 
research. But it is a curious fact that hardly any 
attention has been given to the artistic aspect of 
his literary activity. In the collection in which my
*'Luc en accusation dans la theologie contemporaine'. 
'Elements artistiques dans l'Evangile de fuc'.
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article appeared, 'Studies in Luke Acts.nobody dealt 
with this theme. 'Van unnik then proceeds to investigate 
the artistic value of Luke's work in comparison with 
other ancient historians. 'I must profess the greatest 
possible respect'...he says...'for the work of 
Formgeschichte and Redaktionsgeschichte, but it is 
also necessary to study the gospels in their entirety 
and not in broken fragments'.*
Van Unnikr also defends Luke against the charge 
of vague geography, which plays so large a part in 
the analysis of conzelmann. nuke was no vaguer in 
his statements about geography than were other ancient 
historians. Of Sallust, .for example, it has been said 
that 'His chronology is careless and confused. His 
topographical data in the Helium Jugurthinum are in­
adequate, although his ofiicial sojourn in Africa 
must have given him the opportunity to gather more 
accurate information had he desired to do so. Even 
Tacitus does not escape: 'The topographical information
y
* II faut aussi avoir le desir d'etudier les evangiles 
et leurs recits globalement et non seulement en 
miettes ecrasees'. See also R.Morgenthaler: Lie 
Lukanische Geschichtsschreibung als Zeugnis rart 2:
Ch.3 p. 96 - 105.
and the data provided about important campaigns are 
insufficient.'* So insufficient are they that Celtic 
scholars are still searching for the site of the inons 
uraupius, where the Caledonians made their last stana 
against Agricola!
A similar line had already been taken in an 
essay by W. den_Boer of Leyden: 'Some remarks on the 
beginnings of Christian historiography' which was 
published in 1958»** In "the field of history, he 
wrote, 'one of the most important subjects of contro­
versy is still the relation of secular and sacred 
history, whether they are affiliated or alien to one 
another. 'Den ^oer proceeds to argue, like ¡an unnik, 
that nuke is much closer" in method and intention 
to ancient Greek and noman historians than is gener­
ally alnoweu. nis purpose is to give xheophilus 
' ■ _ anG that means 'exact information'
* Laistner: The Greater Roman historians: Berkeley,Los
Angeles.p.58. If Luke's poor geography proves that he 
had never been to Palestine, would the equally poor 
geography of ballust show that he had never been to 
Africa?
* * Texte and untersuchungen:no.79:Studia Patristica:
Vol.ivp.348 ff.
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in a historical sense; not, as Ed.Meyer thought, 
religious truth.
Den noer argues that if we compare Luke with 
classical historians, there is, for example, no 
difference of principle in the treatment of speeches.
'Thucydides...tried to preserve as faithfully as 
possiDle the general sense of the speech as actually 
delivered; which is more than can be said for most 
historians of the imperial period. Tacitus, for exam­
ple sometimes took the wildest liberties when report­
ing speeches of senators and emperors' To insert 
speeches in an historical work is a special device 
of antiquity... which is not only a way of making a 
conscious approach to the past, but also a means of 
introducing the personal views and comments of the 
author himself. In this respect there is no difference 
at all between Luke and his pagan contemporaries.'
So too with the insertion of speeches at key 
points in the narrative: 'The Melian Dialogue implies 
a formidable warning, a lesson taught by history 
itself, right on the threshold of the turning point 
of the Peloponnesian war, the fatal Athenian expedit­
ion to Sicily. The iunction of the dialogue in the 
composition of Thucydides' work is just the same, 
for example, as St.Haul's last words at Ephesus (Acts20) 
...in the composition of Acts.'
So too with the use of speeches to provide a 
running commentary on events: 'The dëbates in the
Athenian Assembly and in the Roman Senate are re­
corded in the same way as, say, those of the Council 
of the Apostles at Jerusalem (Acts 15)« As far as the 
mode of expression is concerned, there is no 
difference whatever to be observed between the 
Biblical and the Greco-Roman type of historical report.'
So too with the alleged impersonality of ancient 
speeches. Tacitus rewrote the speech made by Claudius 
when he admitted cauls to senatorial rank. In the 
words of air Ronald Syme: 'Tacitus is ruthless 
towards Claudius Ceasar. Next to nothing is left of 
the imperial orator. The reason is not far to seek.
The theme was solemn and majestic- nothing less than 
eight centuries of Roman history - and not to be 
spoiled by the Claudius whom men knew, and the docum­
ent revealed - trivial, inept, wantonly impairing 
the validity of his own argumentation. Instead of 
Claudius a depersonalised imperator must speak for Rome.
* R. Syme: Tacitus; p.319» The speech on the 
admission of the 'Tres Galliae' to the Senate is 
one which, by good fortune, has survived in its. 





jjen noer argues that allowances made ior 
Tacitus must be conceaed to Luke as well.: 'It is
a pure anachronism to measure both by the standards 
of modern historiography. Both' did their best to 
obtain information about the arguments and the 
character of the speeches' but 'there must have 
been wioe differences between the material they 
were able to collect for one speech and for another.1
Yet, is there not a deeper difference - much 
superiicial resemolance being conceded - between 
the Christian and the pagan historian? Does not 
the former chronicle the Acts of God, while the 
latter write history in purely human terms: Not so, 
says den noer: Arrian could declare that 'what is 
unbelievable to the historian who relies on prob­
ability, will appear not to be quite unbelievable 
when divine interference with history is taken 
into account.* Moreover, the ancient historians 
showed great interest in exorcism and miracles. They 
believed in a divine power which revealed itself
* Arrian: Anabasis: VI:2.
in human behaviour'.* In considering the circumcision
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* Den Boer p.35^* i'hus for example, Dio Cassius declares 
'I had previously written and published a book on the 
dreams and portents which inspired Severus with the 
hope of attaining the imperial office. This work was 
read by the Emperor himself in a copy presented to 
him by me, and he was gracious enough to reward 
me with a long and complimentary letter. This reached 
me in the evening before I went to bed, and in my 
sleep the composition of an historical work was 
enjoined on me by a supernatural power. 1 (
v " T (  l I " TO
^ o \  j p  j j  V j
Dio: Book LXXIII;23: Loeb Ed.vol.9p*118) Nothing 
inspires an author like recognition by Top People, 
and it is not difficult to rationalise Dio's 
inspiration in terms of Freudian dream psychology!
Nor is it necessary to do this, to concede to Freud
_> c~- 'that ^  j_s pure illusion. The portents
seen by Severus were, it seems, dreams as well, nio 
records them in Bk.LXXV:3 (Loeb Ed.Vol.9*P*166-7)
'These things he had learned from dreams: but also 
when awake he had, while yet a youth, seated himself 
on the imperial throne.'
debate,' for example, we ought not to decide quickly 
between Luke and Paul before remembering the dictum 
of Thucydides: 'The task has been laborious, for 
witnesses of the same particular events have given 
versions that have varied according to their 
sympathies or retentive powers'.*
Den Boer sums up: 'In the work of the first 
Christian historian, the preface, the speeches, and 
the recording of the supernatural have their 
parallels in the pagan historiography of the age... 
His scientific intention does not differ from that 
of others: of Herodotus, Thucydides or Polybius'.
Two comments may De made on these acute 
ooservations: firstly by demonstrating that Luke 
did not diifer from other ancient historians in 
his treatment of the speeches, we do not thereby 
prove the entire authenticity of the speeches as 
verbatim reports, nuke turns out to be no worse 
and no better than his contemporaries, a second 
doubt could concern the supernatural: is there 
really as high a proportion of signs and wonders in 
Tacitus and Polybius as we find in Luke-Acts'i 
Is there as much supernatural, and is it the same
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* 1 :22 :3 .
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kind of supernatural: *■
Den noer argues that ancient historians - and 
it seems the later ones in particular, were familiar 
with the idea of divine action in history. They 
spoke of the deeds of emperors as the deeds of Gods?*
* Scholars of the vintage of Dr. George Benson, with 
whom we began this study, would have answered, 'Of 
course not! There are fewer miracles recorded in 
rolybius because fewer miracles were in fact taking 
place'. The tenor of Den ^oer's argument - and our 
own - is a measure of the degree to which the category 
of the miraculous - at least in it&" traditional i'orm - 
has become an embarrsaBment in the last two hundred 
years, mere are two miracles on the iriumphal 
column of Marcus Aurelius, both of which, intervention 
of the rain - god and lightning flash - can be 
rationalised as natural, events.
** Den Boer quotes txie interesting case of Arrian., 
who based his account of Alexander's expedition on 
the report given oy Ptolemy, who was the most reliable 
source because'kings do not lie'. 'Personally I regard 
rtolemy and Aristobolus as more trustworthy authorities 
than the rest - nristobalus because he was King Alexander's 
companion in arms: Ptolemy for the additional reason 
that he was a king and would therefore nave been more 
deeply disgraced than ordinary mortals by failing to 
tell the truth'. (.Anabasis Bk.l:3)
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For them the vox Augusti became the Vox Dei. In tne 
end 'Christian historiography was unable to escape 
the influence of the emperor worship.' This can be 
clearly seen in the writings of nusebius of Caesarea, 
whom den noer rates much lower as a historian than 
Luke. 'St. Luke who is rarely included among the 
historians, portrays the life of the first Christians 
for us more as history than does Eusebius with the 
church history of the first centuries. Theophilus' 
informant was much more strongly influenced by the 
tradition of Greek historiography than the learned 
scholar Eusebius... (.who) remains in some aspects 
small, an apologist and a pedant.'* Thus, according 
to den noer, it is in the fourth century that Christian 
historiography deteriorates into propaganda.1 If the 
admirable attitude of the last great historiographer 
of Rome, Ammianus marcellinus, towards Christendom 
is. considered, it can only be said that the attempt 
to be objective, even towards an opponent - this 
heritage of classical historiography is preserved 
not by the Christian of the fourth century, but by 
the pagans.'
Den Boer's high estimate of the historical value 
of Luke's work is a valuable corrective to som.e recent
* Den noer p. 361.
writing on the subject: the intention of the dedic­
ation to Tneophilus must be taken seriously.* Yet 
clearly honourable intentions may not be enough. Luke's 
life of Jesus - the first and no doubt the best - is 
clearly a simplification. His geography is no vaguer 
perhaps than that of the ngricola, but it is by no 
means as accurate as we' would desire - even if one 
queries the theological motivations that Conzelmann 
is able to discover in it.** Something must also be 
gratefully conceded to form-critical analysis, even 
if we resist the temptation to abandon written 
sources altogether. Again, some of the stories told 
in Acts - and notably in the first five chapters - 
have the appearance of venerable folk tradition; 
this does not compel us to dismiss them as unhistorical 
legend: the general picture may be accurate enough 
and the incidents recorded - Ananias ardSapphira and 
the apostles before tire Larhedrin - are we think, memories 
of real events, ft is good, in studying the lucan 
writings, to recall the dictum of Erich Auerbach:
* As den noer points out, n.J.Toynbee took the preface 
seriously enough to include it in his anthology:'Greek 
Historical Thought' between nionysius of nalicarnassus
and Josephus. (.p.49j
** T.S.L. p .  18-94.
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’to write history is so difficult that most historians 
are compelled to make concessions to the saga 
technique.1 - It could be that Luke has produced a 
xiistory not unmixed with saga.* It may be worthwhile 
therefore, to follow up the suggestion made by 
J.C.O' Neill** and compare his work with other ancient 
writers, in particular with Jewish exponents of 
'theological nistory1. We propose to consider in 
turn the Letter of Aristeas, the Books of Maccabees, 
and Philo's 'In Flaccum'.
* Clearly we must define our terms carefully. The 
word 'saga' has itself been borrowed from Norse 
tradition, and implies a lengthy period of trans­
mission of material by oral means, 'I heard men say' 
is a standard opening formula in Germanic verse.
There is a big difference between what Acts tells us 
about reter and what we learn from 'Beowulf' about 
the deeds of Germanic warlords of the dark ages. But 
tnere was a period of oral tradition, and form- 
criticism has taught us something about how the deeds 
of Jesus - and perhaps of some of his followers - 
were recalled and commended.
** See the previous chapter.
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THE LETTER OF ARISTEAS
The letter of Aristeas appears to be a first­
hand account of the translation of the Hebrew Old 
Testament into Greek. Aristeas, who claims to nave 
been a member of an Alexandrian delegation sent to 
oerusalem to obtain a copy of the law and to recruit 
a team of translators, writes to his brother 
Philocrates, who is 'anxious to hear whatever makes 
for the soul's edification'.* The work of Aristeas 
(or Pseuao-Aristeas as Swete calls him) was clearly 
a success, for- Josephus** reproduced two fifths of
Greek text in H.B.Swete:Intro.to the Old Testament in 
Greek:pp.519-574 English Text in H.St.J.Thackeray:
The Letter of Aristeas: SPG K.1918.
** Swete sums up oosephus thus: 'He gives in the 
twelfth book of the Jewish Antiquities a paraphrase of 
about two fifths of the letter..he has taken the 
trouole to reshape every sentence, while retaining 
many of the characteristic words of Aristeas. under 
the circumstances it is not always possible no recon­
struct nis text, and at some of uhe most difficult 
passages his evidence is uncertain: in some cases tne 
text was certainly unintelligible no him.' Does not 
this cast an indirect light on Luke's handling of his 
sources?
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his work in paraphrase form in the twelfth oook of 
his Antiquities, while suseoius the church historian 
included about a quarrer of the letter verbatim in 
books 8 and 9 of his Praeparatio evangélica. He was 
popular because he gave a readable account of an 
important event - the making of the Septuagint trans­
lation of the Old Testament. This great literary 
effort was of high importance to Jews and Christians 
alike, and the story of.its completion was further 
embellished with the passage of time, so that by the 
time of Irenaeus we reach the report that the trans­
lator's worked in isolation and were divinely guided 
to produce identical versions, "so that even the 
Gentiles who were present perceived that the script­
ures had been translated through the inspiration of 
God."*
Aristeas presents, at least on the surface, some 
interesting resemblances to the Acts of the Apostles: 
Its contents may be summarised as iollows:
1) Aristeas' introductory address to Philocrates - 
which is considerably longer than that of Luke to
*Irenaeus: 'Against all heresies: 1 3:2:2. A handy 
collection of later traditions about the Greek Old 
Testament can be found in the Appendix to Thackeray’s 
edition.
Theopnilus (1-8).
2) Tne origin of the translation scheme: a proposal 
by Demetrius* of Phalerum, the king's librarian, to 
have the Jewish law translated into Greek. This is 
followed by a decision on the king, Jrtolemy rhilad- 
elphus, (285-24-7 b.C.) to set- free all Jewish slaves. 
The king then writes to the Jewish High Priest asking 
for the appointment of a team of translators. This
is done, and the names of the translators are recorded, 
together with the memorandum submitted by Demetrius 
the librarian, the king's decree liberating Jewish 
slaves, and his letter to the High Priest. There are 
six translators from each of the twelve tribes, making 
seventy-two in all. (9-5 1)
3) The third section is taken up with a long descrip­
tion of the royal presents sent to Jerusalem.(51-82) 
These included a table which was intended to be 'of' 
gigantic proportions' : finding this impracticable, 
however, the king ordered that it should surpass in 
artistic quality rather than in quantity.
4; Tnere follows a description of Jerusalem and the 
surrounding countryside. The temple comes first, 
followed by the citadel which guards it - no more
* Demetrius ruled Athens in the Macedonian interest 
after the death of Alexander.
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than five sightseers being admitted at one time - and 
after that the city and the surrounding countryside. 
( 83- 120)
5) The nigh Priest jfleazar bids farewell to the team 
of translators (1 2 1-1 2 7).
6) He delivers a long apology for the Jewish law, 
contrasting the religion of Israel with that of Egypt 
in terms far^from flattering to the latter. (128-171)
7) The translators go down to Alexandria and are 
welcomed with great enthusiasm by trie king:'For the 
strain upon the high-strung soul and the overwhelming 
sense of honour where our achievments are successful 
constrain to -Gears' (1 7 2 - 181)
8) A splendid banquet is held in honour of the visit­
ing scholars, and turns out to be a great success. 
Instead of sacred heralds and sacrifices, the king 
requests “Eleazar, the oldest of the Jewish priests, 
to offer a prayer."(182 - 186;
9) During thegreat feast, which lasts no less than 
seven days, the king puts difficult questions to the 
translators, all of which are satisfactorily answered. 




Answer: (from scholar no.68; 'In reading and in the 
study of the records of official journeys, which are 
drawn up lor him with a view to the amelioration 
and preservation of his subjects.1*
10) The translation is done, on the island of Pharos 
connected to the mainland by a causeway. The completed 
translation is read to the Jewish people and a copy 
presented to the king.
The latter enquires why so noule a task had not 
been attempted before, and is reminded of the fate 
of Theopompus the historian and Tneodectes the tragic 
poet. The former became temporarily mao, and the 
latter was afflicted with cataract of the eyes,because 
they attempted to introduce into their works material 
irom the dewish scriptures.
) p. > —    o,
are named in section 2, their names are not connected 
with tne seventy two correct answers.
(Swete p.568:8-10.; Though the seventy two translators
11; Having finished, their work, the translators 
return to uudaea, each having received ‘three of the 
finest changes of raiment, and two talents of gold, 
and a side-board of a talent in weight, and all the 
furniture for the three couches of a dining room.' 
bleazar the High rriest receives even larger bounties.
(317 - 321)
12) On a concluding note, to khilocrates, Aristeas 
declares: 'I believe that thou findest greater pleasure 
in these matters than in the books of the romancers.*(32 2) 
But it looks, alas, as if Aristeas is less than 
candid, and that I e is to be numbered among the 
‘romancers' himself. He has produced no f but
'Jewish propaganda in a heathen mask'. Such was the
liverdict of Schurer,* * who added that 'the object of 
the narrative is by no means that of relating the 
history in the abstract, but the history so far as 
it shows what esteem and admiration were felt for the 
Jewish law and for Judaism in general by even heathen 
authorities, such as King Htolemy and his Ambassador 
Aristeas. '
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* * The Jewish people in the time of Jesus Christ
(Mv. 11, Vol. Ill: p.308)
The shortcomings of Pseudo-Aristeas (as it seems he 
must be called) were listed with some severity by 
R.H.Charles:*
1) The author hes given himself away by commenting 
that all business 'used to be transacted by means of 
decrees (28) and that arrangements made for conduct­
ing feasts' may still be seen to this day(182). In 
other words, he lived later than the time of Phila- 
delphus.* *
2) Worse still, he has committed notorious historical 
blunders. Demetrius of rhalerum was never the royal 
librarian, and was never in favour with Ptolemy 
Philadeljjhus. Nor did that king ever gain 'a naval 
victory over Antigonus' as specified by Aristeas (18U) 
Menedemus the philosopher, who allegedly took part
in ethical dialogue with the king and the seventy two
* Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapna Vol II p.68.
** 'The (Jananite was then in the land' : anachronisms 
like this were observed as early as the time of Moses 
Maimonides to indicate that the Pentateuch in its
f
present form could not be the work of Moses. However, 
he 'prudently refrained from drawing any conclusion,' 
but remarked 'If you penetrate the secret of...'The 
oanaaoite was then in the land...'you will discover the 




translators, lived in rretria and almost certainly 
died before the time alleged by ^risteas. rhe 
anecuores about rheopompus and uheodectes are nighly 
unlikely.
Most extraordinary of all, the description of 
the beautiful table sent by the Egyptian King to 
Jerusalem (57-58) is taken xrom the LXX translation 
which had not been undertaken at tnat time! The 
writer refers to the Law as 'Scripture* (168) and 
his efforts may be compared to 'a modern historical 
novel with a purpose'; their chief value is to show 
what was believed at that time about the origins of 
the LXX.
(To these negative points made by Charles we 
add the following: Aristeas is very vague when it 
comes to reporting actions: his account of the journey 
of the translation team gives no details and no 
itinerary: in spite of the circumstantial account of 
the names of the seventy-two scholars, these names 
are not linked with the seventy-two correct answers 
given to the king: he also spends much of his time 
in describing the king's gifts to the nigh Priest 
Eleazar, the city of Jerusalem and itb surroundixigs, 
together with themoral superiority of the Jewish law: 
and while he insists on the excellence of the trans­
lator' s work, he gives no specimen of it whatsoever.)
If then it is conceded that Aristeas is fiction 
and not fact, of what relevance is it to the study 
of Acts?*
1) Date: Firstly its date is as problematical as the 
date of the Lucan writings, if not more so. Estimates 
vary from about 200 E.C. to the time of Caligula. In
• Ifavour of an early date - were the arguments of Schurer: 
the Jews garrison the temple and are ruled by their 
own High Priest under a moderate Egyptian protectorate. 
This implies a period before the conquest of Palestine 
by the Seleucids. As against this, the seventy two 
(imaginary; translators include a number of famous 
haccabeen names: a Matthias, 3 Simons, 3 Judases and 
3 Jonathans. The evidence of the papyri - much of it
* According to Charles: 'The genuineness and authen­
ticity of the letter were first questioned by 
Ludovico de vives in his commentary on Augustine de 
Civ.Dei.xvlll:4 (1522) and subsequently by Scaliger. 
Ussher and Voss defended the letter, but its claim 
to belong to the time of Philadelphus was finally 
destroyed by Humphrey Hody (,1684-1705; though 
unsuccessful attempts were made later on by Grinfield 
in his apology for the LXX(1855) &nd by Oeconomius
 \  — r  Cm  his 7T\|?v t-ujo o cj> y\ ' lov (̂ Athens 1844-49)
to rescuseitate its reputation.
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/'e silentiov' argues for a later date. The use of the 
title 'king's friends' is not found there till the 
time of Ptolemy V (205-182 u.C.) On the other hand, 
it is unreasonable to date the letter as late as the 
reign of Caligula because this would hardly allow 
enough time for it to be cited as authorfetive by 
Josephus, moreover, contrary to the testimony of 
Aristeas, the island of Pharos was uninnabited after 
the conquest of Egypt by Julius Caesar.
A precise date - 98-93 Jo.C. - was proposed by
Wendland on the grounds that Gaza is said to be Jewish
territory, and it fell to the Hasmonaeans in 98 u.C. 
Against this, however, Charles notes: 'Thrice in the 
epistle the law is spoken of as scripture. There 
seems to be no trace of the application of the term
'scripture' to the Old Testament before the Christian
era. We have no evidence either of the application 
of the allegorical method in the manner in which 
Aristeas used it before that date.'
'...We seem to have therefore one set of facts - 
e.g. the Ptolemaic background and the absence of any 
reference to the woman occupation of Palestine, which 
compel us to date the epistle before 70 B.C., and 
another set of facts which suggest it may not have 
originated till the Christian era.'
A similar problem arises with Acts: one set of
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data - as put forward, by A.N.Sherwin-V/hite-seem to 
imply a first century date - a .D .8 0  or even before, 
while another set, as is claimed by f.C.O'Neill, 
take us into the second century and the time of Justin 
Martyr.*
Charles proposes a solution to the Aristeas 
problem that will hardly do for Acts: that of part­
ition. 'The epistle was issued in its'* present form 
at the commencement of the Christian era...but a 
large part of it - possibly the whole except the law 
section (158-171) was in existence before and belongs 
to the period 130-70 B.C.'
One reason xor the difficulty in dating the work 
is that the pseudonymous author, while making enough 
slips to give himself away, did not make enough to 
give himself away completely, his account of the 
preparation 01 the LXX translation passed as accurate 
for centuries, no doubt people, as usual, believed 
what they wanted to be'!ieve, but another reason for 
the considerable success of pseudo-Aristeas was his 
accuracy in local colour.
focal colour: As a measure of the difficulty of 
disengaging fact from fiction consider the description
* Even then, however, the limits remain much narrower 
in the case of Acts.
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of Jerusalem and Palestine as Aristeas gives it 
(̂in sections 83-120; This completely failed to 
impress the late Johannes nunck, who useu the work 
of Aristeas to emphasise by contrast the reliability 
of Luke. 'When Luke's work is compared with that of 
Aristeas, the difference between an account of events 
and an edifying story can be clearly seen. The author 
of Aristeas speaks of Jerusalem and Palestine in such 
a way that it must be assumed that ne had never been 
there or read descriptions of the conditions thereof. 
Apart from the fact that he seems to have acquired 
some of his incorrect information from the Uld 
Testament, he is describing an ideal country and an 
ideal city. With regard to Egypt it is a different 
matter, for he did know the conditions there. One 
must suppose that he had looked into the archives 
in order to write the edict of liberation of the 
Jewish slaves (Aristeas 22-28) as convincingly as 
possible, but its content is freely invented and itt 
form shows characteristics which do not belong to a 
Ptolemaic edict.*
Thus Munck thought- that Aristeas knew a lot 
about Egypt but little about Palestine. Quite another 
was the impression he made on Thackeray. 'Quaint as
Acts (Anchor rd'ble p.XLl)
may his iaeas De on - e.g. the course of the Jordan - 
his description of Jerusalem itself has the vivid 
touch of an eyewitness. Surely, we are inclined to 
say, this man was a spectator at the waving curtain 
or veil at the entrance to the temple (86) or was 
given proof on the spot of the existence of the 
underground cistens beneath and around the temple 
area. (86-91; of which we learn from other sources.1 
Sir George Adam Smith, indeed, regards the letter 'as 
the work, perhaps about 200 B.C. of a Jewish writer, 
well acquainted with the city and the land'...' standing 
on the Akra, this observer had the bulk of the town 
before him on the south-west and north-west hills'.
Thus the description which struck Munck as fantastic 
was seen by Thackeray and G.A.Smith as strong evidence 
of an eyewitness!
One thing is clear: eyewitness or not, Aristeas 
was certainly concerned to present an ideal picture 
of ralestine: His description of the country is an 
eulogy throughout. The temple water supply, for example, 
includes 'wonderful underground reservoirs passing 
description'. The work of the priests 'in its silent 
and orderly performance could in no way be surpassed.'
On seeing the High Priest in his robes, the author 
was'struck with amazement'. Palestine as seen by 
Aristeas was 'God's own country' and included the
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river Jordan which never runs dry'. On the river 
Jordan, indeed, it must be doubted whether the author 
was accurately informed, because he declares that 
'over against the district of the people of Ptolemac.s 
it issues into another river and blows out into the 
sea!!! This 'quaint' statement (as Thackeray terms 
it) certainly seerns to impair his credibility, and 
the question of his personal knowledge of Palestine 
had better be left open.*
* His description of the nigh Priest's garments 
concludes with a fine example of 'edifying language' 
or 'Erbauungsstil'„ Aristeas, who loves resounding
liturgical and 'numinous' words, never uses one where
c/ >he can employ two! u> c-—t v ^  qxs
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'Awe-discomfort-amazement-wonder indescribable'; ev­
ocative words like this are used by Aristeas for their 
'incantation value'. Luke's own'edifying style' as seen 
for example in Acts 18:22-23- is moderate and much 
less verbose. So is that of Maccabees.
It seems to be agreed, however, that Aristeas was 
much better informed about Egypt. In 1870 Lumbroso 
wrote: 'There is not a court title, an institution,
a law, a magistracy, an office, a technical term, a
formula, a remarkable turn of language in this letter, 
there is no piece of evidence concerning the civil 
history of the epoch, which is not found registered
in the papyri and the inscriptions and confirmed by
them. 'On this Thackeray commented: 'The author.... 
is thoroughly conversant with the technical and 
official language of Alexandria and the court, and 
it is probable that his interesting allusions to 
Alexandrian life and customs are equally trustworthy 
, ..In these matters the information he supplies may 
be used to supplement, where it is not confirmed,
by that o± the papyri.'
Thus, in sum, the Egyptian 'local colour1 of 
Aristeas is found 00 be so accurate when comxjared
with the papyri that it may be used as evidence
even when there is no other confirmation available.
This seems relevant, to nucan studies in that one 
of the main supports of the claim to accuracy made 
for Luke-Acts and Acts in particular - is accuracy 
in local detail: thus we have the Asiarchs at Epnesus, 
the kolitarchs at Thessalonica, Publius the correctly 
named 'Pirst In an' of Malta and so forth. Will the
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accuracy of trie (pseuedpigraphical) Aristeas turn 
out to confirm the historical reliability of Acts or 
to discredit it? A second century author, writing a 
historical novel, could if so minded, have taken 
pains to get his local details right: Asiarchs, 
bolitarchs, and all.
There seems to be evidence that the local colour 
of Aristeas dates him to the later, rather than to 
the earlier Ptolemaic age,. Thus, for example, the 
author goes to Jerusalem accompanied by Andreas 'chief 
of the bodyguards' ( 7~uO v/  ̂p «. cni ̂vcA-ro )
Strack has shown* that this latter compound word of 
byzantine length does not occur in the papyri till 
145 b . C .
The logical conclusion to be drawn is that the 
author was an Alexandrian Jew, anxious to make 
propaganda on behalf of his faith, with its temple
* So says R.H.Charles: Vol lip 99n. The same point 
is made about the use of the term 'King's Friends'. 
Eleazar tells the king that he has offered sacrifice'
(Swete p 528 Charles p 86)
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and scripture.* The lesson for Lucan studies is that 
accurate local colour cannot of itself guarantee the 
historicity of a narrative in detail. It links an 
author with a locality and not necessarily with the 
tale he tells.**
On the other narid, even the letter of Aristeas 
is not found entirely worthless as a source of 
nistorical knowledge. Thackeray concludes (p.XV) that 
'the following statements in the letter appear 
deserving of credit:
1) The Pentateuch forms a distinct corpus within the 
Greek bible: it was translated first and as a whole.
2) The translation was produced at Alexandria.
* S. Jellicoe suggested (J.T.S.,New beries,14,1964 ) 
that Aristeas was addressed to the Jewish community 
in Alexandria at the time when Antiochus Epiphanes 
was advancing on Egypt, reminding them of the benefits 
they had received from the rtolemies and urging them 
to stand steadfastly by the Law. (In a review of 
Lettre d'Aristee,ed.Andre Pelletier: sources Chreti-
ennes W0.98J But as with Acts, so with Aristeas - 
precise historical links are lacking.
** The whole point about the legal situation in Acts 
is this: does it describe the system as it was before 
Domitian or not?
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5) The Greek Pentateuch goes back at least as far as 
the middle of the 3rd century B.C...the style is akin 
to that of the earlier papyri, and reflects the period 
of the dawn of the Koine.
4) It is not unlikely that the task was undertaken 
by a company of translators, though the traditional 
number (seventy or seventy two) is certainly legendary.
5) The Hebrew rolls were not improbably imported from 
Palestine.
6) Possibly Philadelphus, the patron of literature, 
with his 1 known tastes and syncretistic temperament' 
(Swete) may have countenanced the work.'
But there can be no doubt that the main details 
of the story are fictitious. Demetrius of Phalerum 
was not the king's librarian and the style of the 
LXX is too popular for a work produced under royal 
patronage. "Dr.bwete acutely observes that Aristeas, 
in relating that the translation was read to and 
welcomed by the Jewish community before being 
presented to tne king, (Swete P.3O8PF) unconciously 
betrays its origin. It was produced...to meet their 
own needs by the large Greek-speaking Jewish colony 
at Alexandria
Thus the letter of Aristeas turns out to be a
* Thackeray y XVI.
fictional work, intended, vo glorify tne institutions 
of the Jewish faith and to commend that faith to 
interested uentiles.* For such we imagine, was the 
reauership the author aimed at. comparison with Acts 
shows that the latter work is far superior both as 
nistory and as literature. The concluding address of 
fhilocrates is somewhat lame: 'I shall moreover 
attempt to put on record whatever else is worthy of 
narration, that by the perusal thereof thou mayest 
win the fairest reward for thy zealous desire.1 
Moreover the tale he tells nas a decidedly we a..». rJ.ot: 
Tne translation is called for, the translators are 
selected, the work is done and the translators go 
home. All the characters in the story are blanks, 
and the author fills in his account with 'padding' - 
the edifying description of Palestine and the eulogy 
by Eleazar of the Jewish law, and the dialogue between 
the translators and the king at the great banquet. 
Maybe, however, the author regarded the 'padding' as 
the main part of his message. Thackeray quotes Prof. 
Andrews: 'It is not too much to say that the writer's
* Jellicoe quotes with approval the statement that 
'Aristeas is not claiming to write history'.(JTS vol 
l£,p 109) But it was precisely as history that his 
work was accepted for many centuries.
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one object is to demonstrate the supremacy of the 
Jewish people - the Jewish priesthood, the Jewish 
law, the Jewish philosophy and the Jewish Bible.'*
Thus far Johannes r-:unck is right. There can be 
no comparison between Aristeas and the nook of Acts 
as historical works. 'When Luke's work is compared 
with Aristeas, the difference between an account of 
events and an edifying story is clearly seen.'(In 
the former)‘the historical events related may be 
influenced by the author's purpose in writing his 
work: but on the whole they bear the stamp of reality 
which is the mark of history, rather than a 
historical novel.'
Certainly, if Aristeas is taken as an example 
of an 'edifying' author, then Acts is in a different 
class entirely! on the other hand, if the claim of 
Judaism and Christianity to be historical religions 
means anything at all, truth ought in the last resort 
to be more edifying than fiction! We have no means of 
knowing to what extent the author of A.risteas really 
believed the story he told - that Ptolemy Philadelphus 
ordered tne Greek translation of the law of Moses on 
the advice of Demetrius of rhelerum. The device of 
pseudepigraphy, however, which gained him so much
* Thackeray p. X
iniluence in the ancient world, did not save him irom 
discredit in tne long run. He shares with the author 
of Luke-Acts a common missionary purpose, if on 
behalf of another faith, but he lacked the serious 
commit'ment to fact which is the strength of the latter.
Two questions of continuing worth are raised by 
the comparison of Acts and Aristeas: Firstly, did 
their respective authors have first-hand knowledge 
of Palestine? Opposing answers have been given in both 
cases. Secondly, to what extenr does accurate local 
colour vindicate an author's claim to integrity and 
veracity? The 'Local colour' element in Aristeas 
seems to point to a dew of the second century B.C.
Does that of Luke indicate a companion of Paul, who 
shared the shipwreck on nalta and wrote his two-volume 
work as a historical labour of love? Or could it be 
equally well ascrihea to an author of the second 
generation?
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I f id i 'ii tpine« t! g t it w; 
to ard an *Srba\ ngsbuch’ or 'edifyi
story'. To show this, one had only to look at other 
' h is tc 'ice 1 mateo -al oi bij inve bi ve
narrative technique of e.n edifyin; author of tl 
ime . As examples of 'edifying mireclc etories...
€ erved within Greek-spe lei Jewry' he a ned 
the letter of Aristeas and 3 Maccabees. It may be 
worthwl ale to foil ow up this hint and consider tl o 
ks of i c 1 ees in relation to those of the 
author to Theophilus.
' • ■ - ■ 1 ■ ks of Maccabees (traditionally so-
called) seei. to be correctly numbered in descendin 
order of historical reliability. 1 Macc is e well 
written account of the holy war ccf liberation fou hi 
e Je : against the House of Seleucus. On all 
it X, hi hly re ard 1 as a piece of 1 i fcoric 
- •  -C Oesterley’s verdict aa;. 1 t c  < a. i
c; 1 : 1 Tl narral ive is written in s sin; 1c
straightforward manner...the reader s interest is en­
gaged throughout... the author writes as an historian, 
whose duty it is to record tne facts without colour­
ing them with personal Observations: he is impartial, 
but this does not prevent him from bursting out into 
a poetic strain.*..From the religious standpoint..the 
most striking characteristics here are:-
1) That the direct divine intervention in the nations 
affairs is not nearly so prominently expressed as in 
the Books of the Old Testament.
2) That God is not mentioned by name in tne whole book.
The writer is far from being wanting in religious 
belief and feeling; his conviction of the existence 
of an all-seeing providence who helps those who are 
worthy cornes out strongly... but he evidently had an 
almost equally strong belief in the truth expressed 
in the modern proverb, that God helps those who help 
themselves! This very sensible religious attitude,
* Here is a point of contact with the praise-poems 
of Luxe 1-2, though those of 1 Macc are mostly psalms 
of lamentation. : e.g.l Maccd; 25-28,37-40. 'Impartial' 
seems an odd word to decribe an author so wholely 
committed to one side of the question!
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which is as far removed* from scepticism as it is 
from fatalism, fully corresponds to the writer's 
sober impartiality as a historian. The author is 
thought to have been a Palestinian Jew, proDably a 
Sadducee, who wrote towards the end of the first 
century B.C. His Sadducean position seems to be 
indicated by nis theology of history: for the 
Sadducees say that there is no resurrection, nor
* Far removed too from the attitude of Luxe! 
Indeed the view of the author of 1 Macc approaches 
that of the school of nippocrates: ' I too take 
the view that these phenomena come from God, but 
I take the same view in regard to all phenomena 
and look upon no given phenomenon as more divine 
or more human than any other. All, in my opinion 
are uniform and all are divine...natural law 
knows no exceptions.' (Quoted in Toynbee: Greek 
historical thought, p. 163: Also- in Hippocrates, 
Loeb.ed. vol.l, p 129)
angel, nor spirit.'*
A strong point in favour of 1 Maccabees is its 
chronology: 'All the more important events are duly 
fixed in accordance with a definite era: namely tne
MSeleucid era of the year 312 B.C.' So wrote bchurer, 
who also declared that the writer's style is the 
plain narrative style, being that similarly adopted 
in Old Testament historiograpny. 1 The author has at 
his disposal such a fund of details that it is 
impossible to entertain any doubt as to the credibility
* With this verdict ox Oesterley we may compare that 
of Schurer: "trie standpoint of the author is that of 
orthodox, rigidly legal Judaism. But it is somewhat 
remarkable that the successes with which the Maccabeen 
enterprises were crowned are almost nowhere attributed 
to any immediate supernatural intervention on the part 
of (iod, but are represented throughout as the result 
of the military skill and wisdom of the Maccabean Princes. 
Of course these Princes act always with an unshaken 
trust in the powerful protection and help of God.
It would be a mistake to suppose that the author is 
not animated by a religious spirit(Schurer Div.2,
Vol 3, p 8).
The author of 1 Macc.is also generally favourable 
to the Hasmonaean High Priesthood.
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of his narrative as a whole. 'There is no doubt that 
1 i.acc is a remarkable piece of work, certainly for 
Its accuracy if not (with respect to Oesterley) for 
its impartiality.lt was much used, by Josephus, 
either in the Hebrew original or in our present Greek 
version.
for what readership was it intended? The answer 
can only be: for Jews. There are certainly'good Gent­
iles'* in the bock-like Demetrius Sidetes (16:36-40) 
as weLl as the Spartans and b, a sad historical irony, 
the Romans! But noone, intending to persuade non-Jews 
to accept the faith of Israel would have begun nis 
tale like this:
'There appeared in Israel a group of renegade Jews 
who incited the people: 'Let us make a covenant with 
the Gentile-s round about... someftf them in their 
enthusiasm went to the king and received authority 
to introduce non-Jewish laws and customs. They built 
a sports staaium in the gentile style of Jerusalem. 
They intermarried with Gentiles and abandoned them­
selves to evil ways.' (1 Macc.l; 1 1-1 5» 1 «E.B.)
The purpose of 1 Macc was therefore to inspire
* Antiochus Epiphanes is 'that wicked man' anc; the 
hellenising Jews are 'renegades' (1 i.acc 1; 10-11)
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Israelites by preserving an account of the winning 
of their national independence, it Ls a1 triumphalist* 
work by an author who was sincere in his blend of 
political and religious zeal, he foresaw neither the 
atrocities of Alexander Jannaeus nor the inevitability 
of Roman colonialism.
2 Macc is not, as is often supposed, a contin­
uation of 1 nacc. it covers roughly the same ground 
and is a popular abridgement of a history of the 
naccabees in five books by oason of uyrene. The letter's 
lost work vie 'have no means of ¿judging, but the author 
of 2 nacc tells us 'I was struck by the mass of 
statistics and the difficulty which the bulk of trie 
material causes to those wishing to 0xasp the narrat­
ive of the history. I have tried to provide for the 
entertainment of those who read for pleasure, the 
convenience of students who must commit the facts to 
memory, and the profit even of the casual reader.'* 
Neither Jason or the author of the abridgement 
produced as fine a work as 1 Macc. ‘There can be no 
doubt, 'wrote Sc hiker' that on the whole, the simple 
narrative of 1 Macc, based as it is on good narrative
  ~ O   2 /* / 1 oco-̂  <o c fucr y  u utiv 2 Mac c 2; 25 •
It is worth noting that the general reader - that 
elusive figure - was believed to exist in antiquity.
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sources, deserves the preference over the rhetorical 
narrative of the second., the second book is very 
unlike the first in another respect also: It aims 
directly at edification by the narrative of the heroic 
faith of the Maccabees, and of the marvellous events 
by which bod preserved the continuance of the Jewish 
religion, and worship.*
2 Macc, then, is more of an 'Erbauungsbuuhk1 
than the first book. A different attitude to the 
supernatural also appears: most notably when Helio- 
dorus attempts to loot the temple treasury: "The 
Ruler of all Spirits. ** and powers produced a mighty 
apparition, so that all who had the audacity to 
accompany Helidorus were faint with terror, stricken 
with panic at the power1 of God \V A horse with a rider
* Schurer p 212-213.
* * 2 Macc *£ .12 OL oroik ^ v-'~t0 a- v, ̂ -r Hi’
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The incanfabry style is notable, and the motif of
_  Xdumbness and the Quo have obvious
parallels with the gospel tradition.
in golden armour attacked the Seleucid chief minister, 
and he was scourged by two young men. Struck dumb, 
he received back the power of speech as a result of 
tne intercession of Onias the High Priest. Helidorus 
was glad to offer a sacrifice and depart, playing a 
role which is familiar from many a wonder-story in 
the New Testament: £ ft w p ̂  ̂  -n^a-iv ntp
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How does Acts compare with the first two books 
of Maccabees? It might seem fair to place it 
somewhere between the two. There is no doubt that 
Acts, like 2 Macc, aims directly at edification 
'Thus for example, Sergius Paulus the proconsul 
'believed' - when he saw what happened to Elymas 
the magician - 'for he was astonished at the teaching 
of the Lord*.' Again the people who saw the miracle 
at the Gate Beautiful of the temple were 'filled 
with wonder and amazement' (3;10 orX 1 ^ cr̂ \y
* Acts 13:12. But was the proconsul converted to 
Christianity or only impressed? Our view is that he was
not converted, and that Luke the historian, while anxious
ax poxx-LUto get as much'edification' out of the incident, is
careful not to claim too much. The ambiguity could be 
deliberate, as also perhaps in the Eutychus incident.
)
On the other hand, leaving aside any philos­
ophical discussion of miracle.the signs and wonders 
of 2 Macc are of a kind familiar in popular folk­
lore. Thus when Epiphanes undertook his second 
invasion of Egypt 'apparitions were seen in the sky 
all over Jerusalem for nearly forty days: galloping 
horsemen in golden armour, companies of spearmen 
standing to .arms, swords unsheathed; cavalry divisions 
in battle orcier. Charges and Counter-charges were made 
on each side, shields were shaken,... breast plates and 
golden ornaments of every kind shone brightly.' Not 
surprisingly "all men prayed that this apparition 
might portend gooa." (2 inacc 5:1-4) Here, as in the 
Helidorus incident, the supernatural is 'materialised' 
in such detail as must have aroused some doubts even 
in the minds of some ancient readers.
Another key passage in 2 Macc. is the martyrdom 
of the seven brothers (ch 7)• Jh this gruesome and 
popular incident - which was to have wide influence 
on Christian as well as Jewish martyr literature - 
there is much very circumstantial detail as to 
methods of torture, but little as to names, places 
and dates. The story is clearly one in which folk­
lore motifs are prominentias is that of the heroism 
of the 'good old priest' Eleazar which, precedes it.
Our conclusion is that we have heard a folk memory
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of the horrors of the Seleucid persecution: a stylised 
edifying tale which bear's only the most general 
similarity to what actually happened.
two other points of resemblance are worth noting;
1) Antiochus Epiphanes dies the proper death of a 
persecutor - he is eaten by worms; which process the 
author describes with relish (1 the whole army was 
disgusted by the stench of his decay') (2 Macc 9:9)* 
There is an obvious parallel with the Lucan account 
of the deatn of Herod Agrippa I (Acts 12;20-24) but 
the nucan account is very restraixied in comparison.
Is it unfair to conclude that Luke - whether1 a 
physician or not - did not find pain and physical 
suffering an 'edifying* subject, even when it happened 
to 'bad people'? Tnoseawful warnings, Ananias and 
bapphira die instantaneously( TTo(jo 4 ̂  p (j Acts5;10)„*
* A closer parallel with the death of Epiphanes is the 
gnastly end of the persecuting Emperor Galerius as 
described by Lactantius in ' de Morte persecutorum'.
Both tyrants are eaten by worms and both are forced 
to recant and confess the power of God,before the end.
It is worth noting too that the letter quoted in 2 Macc 
9,19-20, in which Antiochus commends his son and heir 
to the (Hellenistic?)Jews in Jerusalem, was defended 
as historical by Edwyn Sevan (The nouse of Seleucus, 
II,177)on the grounds of its- neutral style. K.H.Charles 
commented:'lt h ■ very discrepancies with the present 
setting tell in favour of the hypothesis that it re­
presents some independent document.'(Charles,Apoc,pl44)
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a second parallel with Acts is found in the 
vision seen by Judas Maccabaeus before the decisive 
battle with bicanor: "The former High Priest Onias 
appeared to him - that great gentleman of modest 
bearing and mild disposition, an exponent from child­
hood of the good life. With outstretched hands he was 
praying earnestly lor the whole Jewish community.
Next there appeared in the same attitude a figure 
of great age and dignity, whose wonderful air of 
authority marked him as a man of the utmost distinction.
ThaiOnias said 'This is God's prophet Jeremiah, who 
loves his fellow Jews and offers many prayers for our 
people and the Holy City.' Jeremiah extended his right 
hand and delivered to Judas a golden sword, saying,
'Take this holy sword, the gift of God, and with it 
crush your enemies.'" This remarkable experience was 
described - either by Judas Maccabaeus, or by Jason 
of Cyrene, or by the author of the abridgement - as 
'a trustworthy dream, a sort of waking vision'(2Macc 1 5;llX*
the force of ' 1 is to affirm the veridical
nature of the event. The NEB with its reference 
to ' a vision of a waking dream' has a happy remin­
iscence of Keats : Ode to a Grecian urni
Parallels with the Lucan writings occur to 
mind: there is the transfiguration narrative 
(Luke 9:28-37) the vision of the man from Macedonia 
(Acts 16;9) Paul's trance - ns - in
the temple, and his call to the Gentiles ( Acts 
22:17 - 21) as well as his vision of the angel 
during the storm at sea ( Acts 21;23) which helped 
to inspire passengers and crew in much the same way 
as Jeremiah inspired Judas and the Jews. *
There would also seem to be a definite 
resemblance between Luke and the author of 2 macc 
( or Jason of Cyrene?) in their apprehension and 
presentation of religious experience and the super­
natural. It is fair to claim, however, that Luke 
is the more restrained of the two. He presents no
* It is odd that the non-violent Jeremiah, whose 
theology had little to do with that of the 
Hasmonaeans, should have appeared in the vision. 
'Isaiah of Jerusalem or even Nahum might seem much 
more appropriate! The 'golden' sword may be ascribed 
to the author, for gold frequently appears in his 
presentation of the supernatural.
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heavenly horsemen in golden armour!* If he is less 
profound than Paul, who thought there was nothing 
to be gained by discussing vision and revelations 
of the Lord,** he is more credible in his description 
of mystical and spiritual awareness than was the author 
of 2 Macc. Perhaps those who undertood the least about 
it, wrote the most about it.
If 2 Macc pays more attention to edification 
than to accuracy, the Epitomist's modest disclaimer 
may be taken into account as a plea in extenuation:
* Unless we adopt a 'secular' viewpoint and consider 
all religious experience as illusory, we need not 
deny that genuine intuitions were alluded to by Paul, 
Luke, Jason and the epitomist. The angelic visitant 
is but the form-vision as well as the audition - in 
which the ancient world sought to clothe the ineffable. 
This will not seem strange to societies outside the 
west: 'A Congo pastor made a useful distinction: there 
are two kinds of dreams: first, dreams about things 
and conditions of which the author has prior knowledge; 
secondly, exceptional dreams, about things and cond - 
itions on which he has no knowledge. The latter are 
inspired by God' (B, Sundkler: The Christian Ministry 
in Africa; p24)
** 2 Cor 12; 1-5.
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'If it is found well-written and aptly composed, that 
is what I myself hoped for; if cheap and mediocre, I 
could only do my best; for ¿just as it is disagreeable 
to drink wine alone or water alone, whereas the mixing 
of the two gives a pleasant and a delightful taste, 
so too variety in style in a literary work charms the 
ear of the reader. Let this be my final word. ' (2 Place 
15:38-39)
Our author has certainly mixed wine and water 
in the matter of his style* - here again Luke showed 
himself the better man, with his classical prologue 
and Biblical nativity story - but what of his history? 
The verdict of Oesterley is relevant to the study of 
Acts in particular: 'The sources (i.e. especially
Jason) used by the epitomist, evince a knowledge which 
is hardly likely to have been possessed by a Jewish 
writer after the second century B.C. There are vivid 
touches which are more than circumstantial, and
* His mixture did not please Edw.yn Sevan, who wrote 
of 'that stifled literary ¿argon, which was the curse 
of third-rate authors in the Hellenistic world: but 
if you can penetrate through this repellant medium, 
you can still touch an anguish that was once real and 
quivering.' This was Bevan's verdict on the martyrdom 
of the seven brothers,(Jerusalem under the High Priests 
P 83).
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independent notices which point upon the whole to 
the information of eyewitnesses and contemporaries 
behind some of Jason's narratives. Upon the other 
hand 2 Maccabees exaggerates numbers generally, and 
horrors invariably,... the'epitomist, in fact, has 
the artistic temperament as well"as the pious aim of 
edification: on both grounds he is naturally careless 
of the exact accuracy which an historian pursues, 
and satisfied if he can produce his effects in a 
picturesque manner.1*
Could the same verdict be passed on Luke? He 
certainly does not exaggerate horrors, and is not 
too wild about numbers.** He likes picturesque and 
interesting anecdotes; he clearly aims to edify and 
he has an artistic temperament. Bu% is he 'careless 
of exact accuracy'? More careful, in our opinion, than 
was theepitomist, if not as careful as modern 
historical scholarship would require. If the work 
of Jason of Cyi’ene had survived, we could compare it 
with 2 Maccabees in much the same way as Mark can be 
compared with Luke. But, as Moffatt noted, the method
* Apoc. ed Charles p.128 - 129«
** In Acts 21:28 he gives the Egyptian 4000 dissident 
followers, as against the 30,00)0 allowed by Josephus'.
( B.J.11:13:4), Bruce (p308) suggests that Z\ =4000 
could be confused with /\ = 3 0»0 0 0.
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of the epitomist seems to have been different: 'He 
must have omitted large sections of Jason's treatise 
and summarised even what he took over, but instead 
of preserving either the language or the shape of 
his selections, he embellished the former to suit 
the popular taste and enlarged the latter, for the 
sake of edification, with pious amplifications of the 
miraculous element.1* He was essentially a populariser, 
who intruded his own personality into his narrative 
in a way which Luke avoid.s even in his preface. His 
intention must have been to edify Hellenistic Jews!:
'I beg my readers not to be disheartened by these 
calamities... the Lord does not deal with us as he 
deals with other nations... though he disciplines his 
people by calamity, he never deserts them.' (2 Macc 6: 
12,15,16) This is popular Jewish salvation-history 
(Heilsgeschichte) and at no very profound or original 
level.
* Moffatt writes further (Charles p 125) 'Upon the 
whole, the materials, the contents and the style of 
the book answer fairly well to the writer's account 
of his own method and aims (2 Macc.2:19-31»6:12-17» 
15:37-49).'
MACCABEES:
Although 3 Macc. is included in Charles' great 
collection among the 'Historical Books', one feels 
that it was fortunate to escape relegation to the 
lower division: "Quasi-historical books written with 
a moral purpose," which consists of 'Tobit' and 
'Judith'. The plot of 3 Maccabees may be summarised 
thus:
1: Ptolemy IV Philopator wins the battle of Raphia 
against Antiochus the Great (217 B.C.) On his march 
after the battle he visits Jerusalem and wishes to 
enter the temple. He is prevented by Jewish opposition 
and divine intervention, and leaves in a rage.(1-2:24) . 
2: He tried to force the Jews to renounce their 
religion, and orders that all Jews should be sent tc 
Alexandria as prisoners, where they are to be confined 
in the hippodrome.(2:25-421) Attempted registration 
of all Jews is, however, a failure: 'This was the 
working of the invincible providence of him who was 
aiding the Jews from heaven.'
3: Hermon the royal elephant-master is ordered to drug 
the elephants so that they will trample all the Jews 
to death. After various d.elays the elephants and the 
royal army enter the stadium. An old Jewish Priest 
named Eleazar (again!) prays eloquently for deliverance. 
'The greatly glorious, almighty and true God, making
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manifest his holy face, opened the gates of heaven, 
from which two angels of holy aspect descended, inv­
isible to all but the Jews, and filled the army of 
the adversaries with confusion!1 The elephants began 
to trample on the royal army instead of the Jews 
(5:1-6:21).
4: The king repents of his wicked plan. He organises 
a banquet for the Jews, and decrees that in future 
they should receive privileged treatment. The Jews 
further request that renegades from their own people 
should be put to death: "On that day they slew over 
' three hundred men, and they kept it as a joyful 
festival, having destroyed the impious"(7:1 5)'And 
they recovered the whole of their property according 
to the registration, so that those who held it 
returned it with great fear, the great God having 
perfectly wrought great things for their salvation'(7:22) 
Clearly 3 Maccabees, (6:22-7:23) as a piece of 
Jewish salvation-history, contains much morfe salvation 
than history. Since this work, together with Aristeas, 
was selected by Johannes Munck as an example of an 
'edifying story' to contrast with the 'historical book 
of Acts', it is worth enquiring what facts, if any, 
may lie behind it.
Obviously any really historical events lie quite 
far behind the account given in 3 Maccabees as wre now 
have it. The most exciting episode - the attempted use
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of drunken elephants to exterminate the Jews-can 
be paralleled in Josephus. According to him, another 
Ptolemy, Physcon (146-117 B.C.) was responsible. "God 
gave a remarkable attestation of his righteous 
procedure: for when Ptolemy Physcon had the presump­
tion to fight against Ohias' army, and had caught all 
the Jews who were in that city (Alexandria) with their 
children and wives, and had exposed them naked and in 
bonds to his elephants, that they might be trodden 
underfoot and destroyed, and when they had made the 
elephants drunk for that purpose, the event proved 
contrary to their expectations: for those elephants 
left the Jews who were exposed to them and fell 
violently on Physcon's friends, and slew a great 
number of them; nay, after this P.tolemy saw a terrible 
ghost, which prohibited his hurting those men... 
when it is well known that the Alexandrian Jews do 
with good reason celebrate this day.'*
The style of Josephus is deplorably verbose, 
but his version of the elephant-story seems much less 
unlikely than the one given in 3 Maccabees, and its 
persistence in popular folk-lore suggest that it may 
well have been founded in fact. But which Ptolemy was 
guilty of attempted genocide? Emmet concluded that the
* Contra Apion 2:5.
elephant incident probably took place when Josephus 
says it did - during the reign of Physcon - while it 
is quite likely that Philopator would have attempted 
to enter the temple in his triumphal progress after 
the battle of Raphia: "his superstitious fears may 
well have worked on him in some such manner as to 
give rise to the highly coloured narrative of our book."*
* 'The God who beholds all, the father of all holy 
among the holy ones, scourged him who was greatly 
uplifted in violence and insolence, shaking him 
to and fro as a reed by the wind, so that lying on 
the ground powerless and paralysed in body he could 
not so much as speak, being smitten by a righteous 
judgement.'(3 Macc 2:21) Emmet compares this with the 
repulse of Helidorus in 2 Macc 3:22-30» 'where the 
resemblance in language is great', and the punishment 
of Antiochus in 2 Macc.9:4, While the correspondence 
in languâ  e is certainly close, the theology is quite 
different. For instead of the very splendid angels 
who chastise HelixLorus in 2 Macc, we are presented 
with a tyrant shaken by the power of God - a phen­
omenon much less difficult to 'psychologise'- if 
'psychologising' be permitted. As Emmet notes: apart 
from the 'two glorious angels' who repulse the elephants 
at 6:18, 'there are no other references to angels in 
the book,...the writer did not belong to the school 
which delighted in them, and he makes as little of 
their appearance as he can.' (Charles p 171) Here he 
certainly differed from Luke, who often explained 
religious phenomena in terms of angelic appearances.
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The suggestion is then made that in 3 Macc. two 
stories have been combined: firstly the attempt to 
enter the temple made by Philadelphus, and secondly 
the projected genocide by drunken elephants which took 
place probably under Physcon. 'It is at any rate clear 
that the aim of the writer was to combine in a single 
picture as many features as possible, all tending to 
the glorification of the faithful Jew. We have thus 
brought together in a single canvas the frustrated 
attempt to enter the temple, the saving of the king's 
life by a Jew, the attacks on religion and the attempts 
to Hellenise, affecting both the Jews in Alexandria 
and in Egypt as a whole, the testimonies of their 
great influence and unswerving loyalty, the marvels 
of divine intervention and the vengeance on renegades., 
each feature taken by itself and stripped of its. 
sensational colouring, is entirely credible and prob­
ably has some foundation in fact...the papyri confirm 
in various ways the general accuracy of the writer and 
we shall probably be justified in giving his work a 
somewhat higher historical value than has previously 
been assigned to iti*
Such was the verdict of Emmet. Yet 3 Macc can 
only be assigned 'historical value' in the sense that
* Charles p.161.
it records incidents which probably happened some­
where at some time. It is certainly an'edifying tale' 
in the sense defined by Johannes Munck. Once again it 
would seem that the intended readership must have been 
Hellenistic Jews; one cannot imagine many thoughtful 
Gentiles or 'God-fearers' being attracted by the 
narrow religious nationalism of 3 Macc. Genuine anguish 
is heard in the story of the projected massacre of 
the Jews, but it is emotion recollected in tranquility 
if not in self-satisfaction, and the book would seem 
to date from a time when the Jewish position was 
relatively secure.*
Comparison with Acts soon shows that we are deal­
ing with two kinds of writing. In 3 Macc the margin 
of error recalls that of radio-carbon dating - plus 
or minus a century or more. In Acts the chronology, 
if not strictly exact, is precise enough to provide 
material for scholarly debate. The famine occurred 
'under Claudius' (11;28) who also expelled the Jews 
from Rome (18;2)fPaul was in Corinth when C-allio was 
proconsul of Achhea (18;12). Harnack considered that 
'the names are mentioned in the natural course of 
the narrative; there is nothing that is intentionally 
chronological.' If this is correct it still shows 
that Luke was a writer who related his narrative 
naturally to contemporary events: the author of 3 Macc-
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-abees certainly was not.*
Like 2 Macc and Aristeas, 3 Macc offers correct
local colour in so far as it can be checked from the
(papyri. The phrase in Ptolemy's letter: ' l pti u
1 r*GjppvAicrw.v. ' 3; 12 seems to 'point to a date at the end of 
the second or the beginning of the third century B.C.'** 
So does the use of Egyptian months, noticeable at 
6; 38: these occur already during the reign of Ptolemy 
Physcon.* * *
As with 2 Maccabees, the coincidence between our 
book and the papyri implies that the author wrote in 
Egypt in the first century B.C. It Cannot, of course, 
guarantee the historicity of his narrative as such.
Our conclusion must be that there is less to 
compare and more to contrast between Acts and 3 Macc­
abees. Both are, in a sense, essays in theocratic hist­
ory, (one Jewish and the other Christian), and both 
celebrate the working of God in judgement and deliver­
ance. But the crudity and fictional nature of 3 Macc
is well illustrated in the incident where the
Acts of the Apostles:(Harnack)p.5«Chapter 1 gives 
a very handy summary of the chronological data in Acts.
** Thackeray, quoted by Charles, Vol p.157*
*** Charles p.l5L
compulsory registration of the Jews cones to a 
halt/'After the king had threatened them fiercely, 
as having been bribed to contrive their escape, he 
was at length clearly convinced on that point, when 
they told him and proved that the paper manufactory 
and the pens which they used for writing had already 
given out. But this was the working of the invincible 
providence of him who was aiding the Jews from 
heaven.1' (4:20-21)
Johannes Munck was certainly right to argue that 
Acts was not 'an edifying story' like 3 Maccabees or 
Aristeas. For in these works edification has over­
come history. In Acts, on the ether hand, the author 
is concerned to recount what, in his own opinion, 
or according to his own presuppositions, actually 
took place. 'The historical events may be influenced 
by the author's purpose in writing his work; but on 
the whole they bear the stamp of reality which is 
the property of history rather than of the historical 
novel.'* In other words, in the Lucan writings^dogma
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* Acts (Munck) p XLI.
has not overcome history.*
(A note on 4 Maccabees):
The fourth book of Maccabees covers much the same 
ground as the other three. It is however, 'a sermon 
or homily, which enlists the Stoic virtues in the cause 
of Jewish orthodoxy'** The writer aims to show the 
power of inspired 'reason' over the passions, and he 
takes as his grand example, Eleazar, the seven brothers, 
and their mother, who were martyred by Antiochus 
Epiphanes. His work offers no extra historical infor­
mation, and is of interest chiefly because of its_ 
influence on Christian Martyrology. The Greek fathers
* 'Dogma must overcome history' was the notorious 
epigram attributed to Cardinal Manning at the time of 
the second Vatican Council of 1870. The relation bet­
ween dogma and history is of course, the great conun­
drum of the four gospels. It is worth remembering, 
with due respect to redaction critics, that they are 
not the only documents, ancient and modern, to be 
influenced by some kind of ideology. Nor do we wish 
to claim that Luke was that impossible figure - the 
completely impartial writer. One suspects in particular 
that in his guarded reference to the great collection 
('I came to my people bringing alms and offerings') 
there is more than meets the eye. See Chapter 9*
** ^,B-Townshend in Charles II, p 653•
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were proud to see in the Maccabeean martyrs true 
athletes of the spirit. Chrysostom advised his 
hearers to 'engrave their contests and their 
strugi les on your heart as on a tablet,'* and 
Erasmus wrote an inaccurate paraphrase of their 
story, which got him into very hot water indeed.** 
The other point is that the author admires 
the Maccabaean martyrs and not the Maccabeean 
conquerors. His was a quietist theology, and the 
values he stood for did far more to preserve 
Judaism for the ages to come than did those of 
Josephus and Simon bar Giora.)
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PHILO OF ALEXANDRIA:_IN FLACCUM.
To the student of Christian origins the writings 
of Philo present many points of interest. Not only 
does the theology of the Jewish leader offer a 
possible point of contact with early Christian belief, 
but his methods of Biblical exegesis are also relev­
ant to the historian of Christianity. Our concern here 
is with his extant 'historical' writings, in which 
he throws a brilliant light on the history of the 
turbulent times in which he lived. There are the 
'Embassy to Gaius' and 'In Flaccum'.(Against Flaccus)
Here we meet several of the characters who play 
an important part in the New Testament story:
Pontius Pilate, for example, 'a man of inflexible, 
stubborn and cruel disposition\ outraged Jewish 
opinion by setting up 'gilded shields in Herod's 
palace in the Holy City.' King Agrippa I also appears, 
and plays a crucial role in the story told in the 
'Embassy'. In 'Against Flaccius' there occurs the 
strange Carabas incident, in which the Alexandrian 
mob salute a mental-defective as king - using the 
Aramaic title 'Marin' (Lord) - in order to insult 
Agrippa and the Alexandrian Jews. This episode, 
with it$' weird resemblance to the mockery of Jesus 
and possible link between Barabbas and Carabas, 
excited the myth-hunting curiosity of Sir James 
Frazer in 'the Golden Bough' - though he was careful
to note that any link was 'highly speculative'.*
The interpretation of Philo and his writings 
presents many problems similar to those which, are 
found in studying the New Testament documents.
Thus critics are not agreed as ..to the precise 
purpose and original form of the 'Embassy' and 'In 
Flaccum'. The latter work describes the career and 
deserved downfall of Aulus Avillius Elaccus, prefect 
of Alexandria and Egypt, who 'went to the bad' after 
the accession of the Emperca? Gaius.Siding with the 
anti-Semitic Alexandrian Greeks, he allowed them 
to launch a great pogrom against the Jews. This 
cruelty did not save Flaccus, however, for he was 
deposed, banished to an island, and finally put to 
death.
The 'Embassy' describes the megalomania of the
* Prof D.E.Nineham writes, in his commentary on Mark: 
"Such an attitude of suspended judgement seems 
preferable to that of most recent commentators who 
dismiss the parallels as pure coincidence, or as at 
most suggesting that 'the mock homage...may have been 
determined by some hazy notion of imitating a bit of 
pagan ritual.' The parallels are more striking than 
he (Moffat^ allows...but (Mark) was no doubt quite 
unaware of any such pagan parallels..." So it seems, 




Emperor Gaius (Caligula) and his attempt to place
a statue of himself in the temple at Jerusalem.
Its main topic, however, is a description of the
fortunes of a delegation of Alexandrian Jews, led
by Philo himself, who went to Pome to plead their
cause before the Emperor. A rival delegation of
Greeks went also, and Philo describes in graphic
detail how his delegation danced attendance at
the heels of Gaius, while the latter inspected
building operations, and asked irrelevant questions
such as: 'Why do you Jews not eat pork?' On one
occasion the blasphemer dared to pronounce the
unspeakable Name of God Himself.
According to Eusebius* Philo'related in 5 books
what has happened to the Jews in the time of Gaius.'
There is some doubt, however, as to what connection
existed between the five books and his extant
• 1writings as we now have them. Schurer suggested that 
the 'In Placcum' was book three, and the 'Embassy' 
book four of the series. Cn the other hand Colson 
conjectured that the 'Embassy' itself, divided into 
five, represented the five books. On all this 
E.M.Smallwood comments: 'The problem of the structure
* H.E. 2:5:1.
of Philo's historical works and his 'five' books is 
one for which a certain solution is probably 
unattainable.'*
Philo's ability as an historian was thus estim­
ated by H. Idris Bell in his preface to the edition 
of 'In Flaccum' published by H.Box.
' 'Though an experienced writer, Philo was by 
no means a good historian: indeed he hardly claimed 
to be so. He was writing not so much a history in 
the proper sense as an exemplary or didactic treatise 
designed to illustrate, for Jew and Gentile alike 
God's mercies towards his people and the retribution 
which, sooner or later, was bound.to fall upon their 
enemies. Hence such considerations as the clear 
arrangement of his material, strict observance of 
chronology, the impartial chronicling of events 
whether favourable or unfavourable to the Jews, did 
not enter his scheme.1** If his narrative is to yield 
its full value for historical knov/ledge, some 
interpretation, some reconstruction is necessary: 
isolated details must be mutually related, single 
events be set in their context.'
This paragraph is obviously of much interest to
* Legatio ed. E.M. Smallwood, p37 - 43.
** Box p viii.
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the studentof Acts. For 'Phiilo' read 'Luke' and for 
'Jews' read 'Christians'! 'Mot so much a history as 
an exemplary or didactic treatise' is a good 
definition of Acts as understood by Haenchen, for 
example: he sees it as primarily an 'Erbauungsbuch' 
designed to uplift and edify believers. So it may be 
worthwhile to compare 'In Flaccum' with the Book of 
Acts. One curious feature is that both books end 
with a sea voyage involving a prisoner.
Much of the speculation about Philo's work
I
closely parallels some of the speculations about Act 
E.E.Goodenough, for example, thinks that 'In Flaccum 
was written as an'awful warning' and presented to 
the Prefect who succeeded Flaccus by Philo himself. 
The 'Embassy' on the other hand, was composed for 
the edification of no less a person than Emperor 
Claudius! The former 'is full of suggestions for 
the proper* conduct of the Prefect's office, as well 
as warnings for one who would abuse his privileges. 
The same is true of Legatio for the Emperor.'* A 
suggestion like this recalls the idea favoured by 
Streeter - that Acts was written specifically as 
part of the defender's brief for use at the trial 
of Paul.
* The politics of Philo Judaeus: E.R.Goodenough;pl9
A further possible parallel with Paul may be 
found in our estimate of the character of Philo.
The popular impression of the Alexandrian Jew is 
that he was a dreamer of di'eams, so wrapped in 
heavenly allegorisings that he was 'no earthly good'.
Not so, declares Goodenough!' In Rome the embassy 
had to trail the mad emperor month after month, 
stomaching his gibes, holding their peace and keeping 
their dignity in the face of unceasing abuse and 
insult...Eventually he accomplished the impossible: 
he won from Gaius a niggardly toleration for the Jews: 
the most remarkable part of this story is the sequel: 
the man who had this commission is now universally 
represented as one so wrapt up in metaphysics that 
he had no practical sense or interest. This extra­
ordinary verdict of Philo, in spite of the character 
he showed in the one incident we have from his life, 
has been built up from the impression of his writings. 
For his treatises have relatively little to do v/ith 
social matters.'
Again one thinks of Paul; do we build up our 
picture of him from his letters alone - as John Knox 
might seem to suggest? An analogous question would 
apply to St.Patrick: How do we relate his extant
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writings - the Confession, the Breastplate, the letter 
to the soldiers of Coroticus - to the other traditions 
about him and the 'definitive version' of his life 
which the Monk Miirchu produced? Goodenough certainly 
shows that a one-sided view of Philo is obtained by 
studying his theological works in isolation - but 
the 'Embassy' and 'In Flaccum', are after all, still 
writings of Philo himself. What is the testimony of 
Acts wor-th, as compared with that of the Pauline 
lettei-s? And what conclusion can we come to about men 
like Stephen, from whom we have no personal testimony, 
no 'letter to Cor «as ticus' but only the baffling and 
seemingly ambiguous account of Acts itself?
All these speculations and comparisons may seem 
rather irrelevant, but we contend that Biblical studies 
can suffer if carried on in too great isolation from 
other fields of historical enquiry. Those who feel 
that Luke the historian lacks objectivity should try 
listening to some of the government-controlled radio 
stations of the twentieth century, or indeed, 
meditating on much 'missionary literature' produced 
by Christian churches!*
Objectivity is certainly not the strong point of the
* V/e are not of course claiming that Luke had no 
axes to grind.
'In Flaccum'. Philo begins 'in medias res' - though 
no doubt this is an accident in the preservation of 
the teit - with the statement: ' ¿leu Ttp Ui ¿En t<3sVOV
i ' S4. \<u. Vt- C. S’ i f u  I *0 ^  5  (_ c s d  f-y^C- i=X-V T  V  '¡»Of ^  7
, \ /  »7.D v e7=r ( (iw <vA .
Flaccus appears as an anti-Semitic character, intent 
upon evil. Yet Philo begins by conceding that his 
rule began quite well. 'He decided suits of importance 
with the magistrates...put down the overproud...and 
disolved the associations and guilds which were 
continually holding feasts on the pretence of in­
sobriety. ' The guilds were the political clubs of the 
Alexandrian Greeks, and Philo praises Placcus for his 
impartiality when he is being drastic with the other 
side. The impartial man, as usual, turns out to be 
the man I agree with.
The deterioration of Placcus, according to Philo, 
began after the accession of the Emperor Gaius.
Placcus had 'backed the wrong horse' in Rome, and when 
his Patron Macro fell, he began to favour the Greek 
faction in Alexandria. The latter (claims Philo) 
informed him that the new emperor was strongly pro- 
Greek, and that only the city of Alexandria stood 
between him and destruction. Flaccus then began to 
display anti-Jewish bias, and the spark that caused 
the great explosion was the Cartoas incident.
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Herod Agrippa I tactlessly landed in Alexandria 
with an ostentatious bodyguard, and the Greek mob, 
disgusted at this, dressed up a mental defective as 
a king, greeting him as 'Marin' - Lord: Philo calls
n / ~>r __this cry a poy m  utwjox ; they then held 
a mass meeting in the theatre and called on Flaccus 
to demonstrate his loyalty by setting up statues of 
Caesar ( kO v «s ) In the Jewish
houses of prayer.
Once we allow for the emotive and one-sided 
language used by Philo (Flaccus is a rascally megal­
omaniac - o Kpit TToc'i yn.Tr|p(x_ioj ) we have
a scene closely resembling the one at Ephesus 
recorded in Acts 19» c-tJ- -o
^  d V c  \ ^ o v  j  S ' (j T L J v v v O '/  < x (^ N \ .v jO v  y  ̂ vCVoV
• -  . ex. V<c |^o rj cr X v "  “*1̂ <crV O j  V e / V  (7  » jp - oi. T O l  S- '* i i  K p ^ v 7
£ t |b.O\rc<  ̂ Ĉ_ v  OG'T'L ^  V.
Thus did the Alexandrian mob, whom Philo distinguishes
C r *'Si cs /•from the sober citizens - o i<oc (?t crruu Jen QyjA.ornco? 
while at' Ephesus \jjcr-ksy ^ ToVs -¡-,p
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Anti-Jewish feeling appears here as well:'When they
1 x rlearnt that Alexander was a Jew:' oovy Gytv&Tu p-
r /
£ K I I  t f v V T o V  W> i  TTG. 00 I  ¿ > > 0 0  IC JJo .^  o v  T  wO V
^ /HjP'Tfc-jVxOi £  j; t a-»- «xo'-r ,
LCX
The parallel with Acts is close, end while we 
may be grateful that the great race-riot which foll­
owed has no parallel in the New Testament, there are 
several points where Philo's account shows interesting 
points of contact.* Not only the fact, but the method 
of corporal punishment is important: 'It has been the 
custom for the Egyptians to be beaten with one kind 
of scourge and by one kind of executioner, and for 
the Alexandrines to be beaten with blades and by the 
Alexandrian blade-bearers.'**
This custom the deplorable Elaccus chose to 
ignore, with less wisdom than Claudius Lysias the 
tribune, who 'was afraid' for'he realised that Paul
iwas a Roman citizen and that he had bound him.***
Philo makes no attempt to conceal his partial­
ity: he heaps on the Alexandrian leaders Isidore and 
Lampo, all kinds of epithets, which indeed they may
* Perhaps the most striking coincidence is at 64:
'I have known cases before now of persons who had been 
impaled, when a holiday of this kind was at hand, 
being taken down and given to their relatives to 
enjoy the honour of sepulture and the customary rites.' 
Presumably he had not heard of the fairly recent case 
of Jesus of Nazareth?




well have deserved. Lampo was rightly known as 
'pen-butcher' ( <r^KT^r ) by the people,
while Philo on his own account calls the gymnasiarch
Moreover he confesses that he is not writing an 
impartial account in any modern sense: he does not 
recall the misdeeds of Flaccus and the Greeks - he
very Dike (justice) that was seen in operation when 
the snake fastened on the hand of Paul in Malta 
(Acts 28:3) Thus it is clear that Philo is composing 
an exemplary treatise or theological 'cautionary tale' 
on the lines of the medeival 'Fall of Princes' theme.
Two further points of comparison with Acts are 
worth noting.
1• The Jewish prayers of Thanksgiving.
Flaccus was, says Philo, intent on total genocide. 
But his arrest - wonderful coincidence - came right 
at the time of the feast of Tabernacles. He was taken 
into custody by a centurion - Bassus - sent by the 
emperor for the purpose. Moreover, he who had made so 
many homeless was himself most fittingly arrested at
says - 'for the sake of old injuries,' -r<r /Ob «ùLVi U>J
that
City-troubler - Philo gives this as one of the 
chieftancy titles of Isidore: but is it not rather 
a rude epithet of his own?(See Box 137)
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At this the persecuted Jews burst out into songs of
praise which it is interesting to compare with those
of the persecuted Christians in (Acts 4:25-31)
, x '  ^ <• _  '   - ^
f \  a < r n ~ o ~ c - c  . ' T ' - '  o  m o v n c r ^ j  <- o u p ^ v / o v  foo t.v .
-   ̂ '■ (hy \ v ^ •>
T y  y y  X-oCx. T^jV \JJ~. Xoi cror ocy t .  x ¡ToLvTA ire/
Q-vi C>4 ^ / O tj . „
The Christians in Acts pray in Old Testament 
terms - here indeed we meet one of the most famous 
of the alleged Aramaisms.** and the Alexandrians pray 
in language essentially similar, if somewhat more 
long-winded: 1 ô ic o </^<e d Q*.   fej IS t cr n~v i '-y
f * r , f>- \ 'T'"  ̂   A *"* c ^
t- j? l  v. 5, QNJ j  0 C ro c  y  Ck ^ v Q r V 'o  v ^T~^l o  !> TtKi v/ I <rjp <̂ o v
jvxxxjxt .=x \/ Uptxj rno i i on (ler V „ ,. lO*-^ A-oeX tC~nU~o<̂ \/
' /   7 ^
o < t p < x  ( fc k ^ c- c s ^ p < x . \ r o v  j  f V G r y q  v o ^  T T b C v r u i  u_v
*y / n \
U ojv^'m =t v -r / 0 V  too <r yxj^V JĴ  O y <- <3—r t j > ct cr \. \  e
^ o t J A  /Cc<.x  « . f e e t  T h k  p  o (\ c  t 'o '  o^/ f  e h  C a r
v J Cjr 5
L=r/ 1 t /j v/- cr-^ v ^voapvev '
Both prayers are composed in a reverberating and 
liturgical style, but the Christians in A.cts keep 
close to the letter of the Old Testament. Haenchen
* *
Box p.115
O "TV) vj m  as./ foi J t■\ V y. <=J i | XT' Qp\y |Vx c>i O J
y
■ y' l kj\j
/• . x px ' _✓
e r r  upvoxTo^ O w  c 10 T rs^d^A  croxr txTO-ou
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suggests* that Luke would have been familiar with 
communal prayers, repeated aloud, from the liturg­
ical practice of his own time: but he could equally 
well have found it in Philo's Alexandria.
2• the Sea Voyage.
The most interesting parallel between Acts and 
In Flaccum is found in the accounts of the journeys 
of the two prisoners: Flaccus and Paul.
Arrested by the centurion Bassus, Flaccus was 
transported to P.ome at the beginning of the winter- 
Grv/ov/ f0r he must needs taste the
terrors of the sea too, who had filled the elements 
of the universe with transgressions'. Throughout the 
last section of his work Philo is 'piling on the 
agony' to show the end of the persecutor in its 
most gruesome light. Luke's motive is precisely the 
opposite; to show Paul acting 'quite openly and 
unhindered' (Acts 28:3) How far have the two writers 
departed from what actually happened?
Blow follows blow upon the unhappy Flaccus, for 
the two agitators, Isidore and Lampo, arrive in Rome 
to give evidence against him. Then there follows'an 
abundant crop of disasters'. The ex-governor's 
property is confiscated - 'save for some few things' -
* H.p.184.
and he is sentenced to banishment in the wretched 
island of Gyara - a punishment which is commuted, 
oh the intercession of H. Aemilius Lepidus, to that 
of 'relegatio' to the only slightly less uncomfort­
able island of Andros.
We may presume that Philo is sticking fairly 
close to the facts here. He does not omit two details
- that not all the property of Flaccus was forfeited 
and that his sentence was partly commuted - even though 
they do not fit in with his theological scheme of 
crime and punishment. But on the voyage to Andros
he is able to exhibit the wretched Flaccus in real 
trouble: 'The historicity of the narrative in detail'
- wrote Box - ' is thoroughly suspicious. "We are 
justified in concluding that Philo ascertained the 
general circumstances of the exile's habit of life 
and that upon some foundation of fact he built an 
edifice of psychological inference."*
'After he had crossed the Ionian gulf he sailed 
the sea as far as Corinth, a spectacle to the coastal 
towns of the Peloponnese...and after the crossing the 
Isthmus from Lechaeum to the opposite sea, and going 
down to Cenchreae, he was compelled by his warders, 




>|vrl vaoov ev^juirwv ) to embark at once on a small 
merchantman ( \ ) and put to
sea.
Contrast the treatment given to Paul: when they 
got to Sidon, the centurion Julius <Jji\ o<nj Tt
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Paul was granted the very privilege that Flaccus was 
denied!
Both prisoners met with danger and contrary 
winds, but the account in Acts gives a much more 
precisely detailed itinerary.* Of Flaccus we are told, 
vaguely, that "he then crosses the islands that come 
one after another: Helene, Cos, Cynthus and the rest 
...as far as that which was to come last, the island 
of the Andrians,, "On all this Box commented: **'The 
language used of the journey from Attica to Andros 
is certainly inaccurate... the suspicion is aroused 
that the journey is prolonged in order to exhibit 
Flaccus to as many places as possible... Two definite
* e.g. Caesarea-Bihon (next day) Myra.- (slow progress 
for a number of days) Fair Havens(many days lost- 
the Fast already past) attempt to reach Phoenix 
(14 nights at sea) Acts 27:1-17•
** Box xlvll (in,5)
fc T T p  ^  % 7-0 u x
inconsistencies add to this suspicion: In sec.1^4 
Flaccus is an object of curiosity to the coastal 
towns of the Pelopinese as far as Corinth... and in 
Sec.156 he coasts along Attica to Cape Sirmium, yet 
in sec.173 he is made to exclaim: 'I was led in 
procession through all Italy as far as Brundisium 
and through all Peloponnese as far as Corinth and 
through Attica and the islands as far as Andros.1 
The journey is staged as a gauntlet for Placcus to 
run, the divine recompense for the gauntlet which 
the condemned Jews ran to the theatre in Alexandria 
on the Emperor's birthday.'
Reaching Andros, Placcus delivers a long 
soliloquy of despair, and at last acknowledges the 
God of the Jews, just as the persecutor Galerius was 
to acknowledge the God of the Christians several 
centuries later:' (yg-
}  r  o  T o 7  * 1 ,  v
Q U lC »Xjpcx r-cjNj i o A  J i v » v  ' ( 1 7 0 )
His miserable end once again affords a striking con­
trast to that of Paul. Whereas Acts does not tell us 
what became of Paul in the end, but leaves him at 
Rome, preaching 'quite openly and unhindered', the 
end of Flaccus is described in gruesome detail. The 
executioners mangled him, for 'Justice willed to 
perpetrate upon one body wounds equal in number to 
the murders of the Jews who had been unlawfully
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destroyed. ' Finally the body disintegrated on it£r
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way to the grave: <i)V4
oi n/itii t^v 7\ <Tr€<rrePo<r^
x f ^ ' , _ , ' ( 'Ifo ioui  ̂ vusvj t U v  OS .̂Trt "TvSX; y^CiV.
On all this Box comments: ’The mode of behaviour
attributed to Flaccus both in his life and death 
recall Biblical passages... In (his) desire for 
solitude and a life of isolation we may suspect that 
Philo had in mind the story of King Nebuchadnezzar 
in Daniel 4:31-7. He goes so far as to say 'His 
solitude was beastlike' (sec.177) But 'we should not 
be .justified in rejecting the whole story of Flaccus' 
life on a lonely plot as a literary invention.'
Compared with the account in Acts of Paul's 
voyage to Rome, the following points emerge:
1. The voyage is written in 'we-style' as are those 
parts of the 'Legatio' which took place when Philo 
himself was present.
2. The story in Acts contains much circumstantial 
detail. This led Dibelius and Eaenchen to explain it 
as a literary account which the author“ inserted into 
his narrative. Parallels can be found in Lucian and 
Achilles Tatius.* A few of these literary parallels
* They are usefully collected by Conzelmann: 
Appendix to HNT.
also appear in Philo's sea voyage: for example:
/ V J
/) V C rV j^  C V T o  V K  at Toe jn g  ^  ^ t v T O  r
 ̂rr vo p rj ufc'LA /̂p ̂
T o  o 1  ̂ Cr 'JO -=o_ (. w j  K . c( . - t  cx  cT o p e - T  oCi
with which we may compare Lucian: navig 7*
£ * -  V  T v .  r r  V  G - v  < f o » v ,  'o s y  F T r ^ p  v  o .  v
TT  f > c y  C c v i  oC )<  ̂p  x i § u v t ]
and Acts 27:15? after the ship is struck by the
A ^Xnorth-easter: <r^o=ip7T-y<r(7t^^j Qt °
Ti5s x> <- o xi I t  c <- v _ ci oi t  ^Uv t - y • ■SV oc v t-v> j_> {jxsC\  p x - fc \ v
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I 03  «<.. \/ G  A/v 0>J Or / i t O » 0 <o v~ 7 -̂0. J'*
0 vp £ V7 o \[o e Gotf  °\T
Can we say more than that all this is con­
temporary 'seafarers’ language? Certainly no 
theory of literary borrowing will permit us to
bo-deny that Acts story is more 'historical' than 
the account given by Philo in the sense that it 
depends on a genuine eye-witness account and is 
not created or even controlled by apologetic 
motives. One specific detail - that Paul was 
allowed to go ashore and stay with friends in Sidon 
- is confirmed by Philo's statement that the
wretched Flaccus was denied that right.*
The narrative of Acts shows signs of vagueness 
not on the journey to Rome, hut after the Roman 
believers have met the apostle at Appii Forum and 
Three Taverns. The theological dialogues with the 
Jew, leading as usual to deadlock, are stylised in 
form, though less extravagant than the lament of 
Flaccus on Andros. The author's apologetic motive 
is clear - to finalise the rejection of Israel, 
after the flesh, though this need not of course 
imply that no such dialogue took place at all.
Thus a comparison between Acts and Philo 
reveals numerous interesting points of contact in 
language and attitudes. The sea voyage in Acts
* It is not denied that the centurion Julius is a 
'good centurion' — as indeed a.re most centurions in 
the hew Testament. Clearly too, the stress on good 
centurions' is partly apologetic in motive, but 
that does not make the 'good Centurions' fictitious. 
Selection, not invention, is the key to Luke's choice 
of material. In the Nigerian civil war one missionary 
known to the present writer was 'liberated' by a * 
military officer who turned out to be a former pupil 
of one of the missionary‘6 own schools. Was this a 
coincidence, a rumour, or a special providence?
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emerges as a much more accurate account than the last 
journey of Flaccus, and while both works have their 
own theological presuppositions, these are less ex­
plicit in Acts: Philo tends to point out the workings 
of divine justice in a way that seems rather crude, 
at least to modern taste, but he is honest enough to 
make concessions to the other side. Among the Alex­
andrians he distinguishes between the 1 solid democr­
atic element' and the mob. Certainly he writes 
'theocratic history' in that he seeks to show that 
'the Jewish race had not been deprived of the succour 
that comes from God.' But for a man who had been 
through a pogrom, he could even claim to be impartial. 
Minor points of fact which do not help his case, he 
does not stoop to suppress: they lie like erratic 
boulders with no obvious relationship to his scheme 
of 'salvation-history.'* Box was able to write: 'Flaccus 
was a very able governor: the testimony of his great 
enemy, Philo, is conclusive on that point.** For 
several years he had kept the peace between Jew and 
Gentile in Alexandria! Thus Philo, even if no histor­
ian, turns out to provide material for a good, deal of 
history and Luke's writings must surely be regarded as
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* see p . 129
** Box p liv.
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more'historiographically promising' (pace Professor 
Finley) than the 'In Flaccum'. We cannot say of him 
that 'such considerations as the clear arrangement 
of his material, strict observance of his chronology, 
the impartial chronicling of events whether favourable 
or unfavourable... did not enter into his scheme.'*
When we compare Acts with the other examples of 
Jewish 'salvation-history' which we have studied, we 
find that it ranks with 1 Maccabees as a genuine 
historical work. The author has made a serious attempt 
to tell the story "as it really happened" according 
to his own light and understanding. If Luke is no 
Thucydides, he still belongs to the genus 'historian'. 
Mere propaganda will not stand the test of time.**
s '* We agree with the verdict of E.Trocme(p.98.'II est 
en somme aux grands historiens grecs ou Latins ce 
qu'un bon erudit de province est a un professeur de
A /Sorbonne. II connait les bonnes methodes, mais ne les 
applique pas toujours avec toute l'ampleur de vues 
desirable.' )
** Apart from its strikingly modern interest to the 
student of race relations,the 'Embassy' offers one 
other technical point of interest. When the pronoun 
'we' is used, it means what it says;namely,Philo and 
his party. The other side of the question; the point 
of view of the Alexandrian Greeks - can be read in 
'The Acts of the Pagan Martyrs' ed. hi. Musurillo.
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CHAPTER 4-.
BEGINNING FROM JERUSALEM: THE TRADITIONS OP ACTS 1-8 
The early chapters of the Book of Acts are the 
only extant account of the origins of the Christian 
Church in Jerusalem. For that reason they remain of 
perennial interest to the student of the New Testament. 
Few critics would be dogmatic about the role they tell: 
estimates vary from a verdict of complete reliability 
on the one hand, to one of total fiction on the other. 
Between these extremes it may well be that Luke has 
reconstructed the past as best he can with the little 
information he has. Even so, if in the structure of 
Luke's buildings we can discern stones and fragments 
of older buildings, that too will be of value to us 
in our estimate of Christian origins.
It is worth while briefly summarising the story 
as Luke tells it:
1: 1-5 Preface, linking the book with the preceding 
Gospel.
8-12. Return of the disciples to Jerusalem: the comm­
unity consists of the 11 disci; les, 'the women and 
Mary the mother of Jesus, with his brothers' (who 
presumably include James the Just.)
15-26.Selection of a replacement for Judas Iscariot.
-he candidates were Matthias and Joseph called 
Barsabbas: 'and the lot fell on Matthias'.
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2. The Day of Pentecost: The Holy Spirit fell on 
the believers, which amazed the 'devout men from every 
nation under heaven.' Peter's speech followed,(14 - 
40) and 'about three thousand souls' were converted.
There then follows a summary of the communal 
life of the church: 'they sold their possessions and 
goods and distributed them to all, as any had need.' 
They were attending the temple together and breaking 
bread in their homes.
5. 1 - 10. A lame man was healed by Peter, accompanied 
by John, at the gate of the temple which is called 
Beautiful.
11 - 20 Peter delivered another speech, calling the 
people to repentance.
4. 1 - 4 Peter and John were arrested by the 'priests, 
the captain of the temple and the Sadducees,' and kept 
in custody for the night. 'About five thousand' 
believed.
5 - 22 Peter1 and John were brought before the rulers 
and elders and scribes... with Annas the High Priest 
and Caiaphas and John and Alexander. In reply to 
Peter's bold confession (vl2) they could say nothing: 
They decided to 'warn them to speak no more in this 
name.' (vl7) They could do nothing else, for public 
opinion favoured the apostles. The former cripple was 
in fact over forty.
23 - 31 The assembled believers offered a hynn of
praise and thanksgiving1 the place in which they were 
gathered together was shaken, and they were all filled 
with the Holy Spirit and spoke the word of God with 
boldness.'(vpl)
32 - 37 Community living ( ? communism) among the 
believers: 'none said that any of the things he poss­
essed was his own, but- they had everything in common.' 
Joseph, a Levite, from Cyprus, sold his field and 
handed over th&proceeds to the apostles. They gave 
him the surname 'Barnabas' - which, according to Luke, 
meant 'Son of Encouragement.'
5 . 1 - 11 The sad case of Ananias and Sapphira.
Ananias attempted to deceive the apostles - he 'lied 
to the Holy Spirit' (v3) and died. He was buried by 
the 'young men' (v6)„ When his wife Sapphira arrived 
'after an interval of about three hours' Peter spoke 
to her sternly and she also died. 'Great fear came 
upon the whole church'.
12 - 16 (approximately) Another 'progress' report. 
'They were all together in Solomon's portico.' 
'Multitudes were added to the Lord. It was believed 
that Peter's shadow might heal the sick, who were also 
brought in from 'the towns around Jerusalem'.
17 - 21 The apostles were arrested by the High Priest 
...and 'the party of the Sadducees.' They were released 
by an angel and returned at once to preaching in the
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17 - 21 (cont.) Temple.
22 - 26 This caused great confusion to the 'council'
and all the senate of Israel'( 7^ cr ov
V ' 0 c~ > rv y epo 00-c ĉv- 7 vov oibov/ hr̂r̂\) rp̂ g apostles were re­
arrested, 'but without violence, for they were afraid 
of being stoned by the people.'
27 - 39 'Peter and the apostles' continued to main­
tain a bold front. The council was advised to be 
cautious by Gamaliel, 'a Pharisee...a teacher of the 
law, held in honour by all the people.' Gamaliel in 
his speech made the famous comparison with Theudas 
and Judas the Galilean, and advised the Jewish leaders 
to leave the apostles alone. 'Otherwise, you might 
even be found opposing God.' (5:39)
40 - 42 The council accepted this view, but still 
the apostles were beaten and told nor to speak in the 
name of Jesus ( -TTc- y  t ‘ \ A ocv hwXe- iv err1 mj
’ 7 —  " \  -\ 0 ^ 0  jV'- 'a t -T *  ( o  v/ _L 0 c/~ v ¿>4 / I t  ' \  \J cr~ oh \y J
The apostles, however, continued to teach and preach 
'every day in the temple and at home.'
Such is Luke's account of Christian origins. It 
has made a profound impression on the folk memory of 
the Church, and while certainty is no doubt unattain­
able, it is clearly of interest to determine to what 
extent, if any, it is an accurate account of what 
actually happened.
The great effort made by scurce-critics was to 
' si e fct various ources used b; the author end 
thus to estimate, if possible, the value of the sources 
the lve i. '} s it mi; ht be possible to 'get at tie 
facts' and stimate what really 1 pi ;ned.*
. mm; of the efforts of source critics is 
ivei McGiffert** end also by Haenchen***. To ards 
. end of th< 1 9tl century, in this field re in oti:ers, 
some criticism tend; c t run riot, for the Acts thi;
. 1 lusted in the work of Clemen.
history of Peter, in which half i do 
email sources had already beei incorporated, end a 
hi ;ory of Paul, which had the lucres travel docume t 
as its foundation, were combined ]y a -To\ id elites-: 
an anti-Jewish editor then worked over the whole
* And why wot? As P.. Bultmann has written: 'Pie 
Fragestellung der quellenkritisch s. 1 - rschung auch 
ihr heel t hatte, und in gewisser. Weise auch von den 
Acta selbst herausegefordert ssu-d ((hVh.fsrc ys . .
Kl y ins p. 69 )
** Beg: II p.?85 ff.
***H.P.22f.
****'j)er Zusamme] hai ■ von Ap 1-5' (Studiei und Krit­
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iken 1895 - quoted b„ Haenchen i .27)
'document .1
Oneof the last and most influential attempts at 
source analysis was that of Harnack: his works 1 Luke 
the Physician1, and the ’Acts of the Apostles' still 
hayithe great merit of readability and precision. When 
he turned to the eax'ly chapters of Acts he propounded 
with clarity a famous idea - not indeed originated 
by himself: that of parallel sources.*
The theory of parallel sources.
'Everyone', wrote Harnack, 'who carefully reads 
chapters II-V and attempts to realise the connection 
and succession of events recorded in those chapters 
must necessarily recognise that the whole second 
chapter and 5:17-42 are elements which disturb and 
obstruct the flow of the narrative - are, in fact, 
doublets which are in more than one respect liable 
to exception.' (AA pl?9)
The offending incidents, as seen by Harnack, are; 
the account of Pentecost and the address which 
followed it, plus the second arrest of the apostles, 
their examination and the speech by Gamaliel. By 
omitting them, argued Harnack, we would get a coherent 
narrative at once.
1. Healing of the lame man.
2. Missionary sermon by Peter in Solomon's portico.
* Parallel sources were traced by Spitta and Jungst through­
out the book. Harnack confined them to the early chapters.
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3« Conversion of 5,000* people - arrest of Peter 
and John.
4. Examination of the apostles: another missionary 
discourse: release of Peter and John.
5. Return of the apostles: prayer of thanksgiving 
by the believers.
6. Directly afterwards - this still before mid-day, 
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit,** accompanied by
a kind of earthquake: the immediate result:' e X
\ ^ - lev v 'low A oy Uv cOsj \J —
further r-esult; they v/ere all of one mind, 'neither 
said any that aught of the things he possessed was 
his own1 , and —' &v y  s'- rr̂  v
—> /  C i/. '
1 ^  ^ \/ O  ^ gK_ TT"V> <3 r o  A . 'J  *- i O  \J 1 0 ,0  p  o ;  o
 ,  5  —  /  .
I _ < ^ i 3 ' c j 0  i p i  oC V' cx. CT < Ck. <3~ ¿|_ j  3 1 —  3 3  •
7. The church had 'all things common' but there 
followed the Ananias and Sapphire, incident: 'As an 
especially appalling instance of apostolic power it
- 190 -
* Harnack conjectured there might be one figure too 
many here - and so sought to link the story with the 
500 brethren of 1 Cor 19:6.
** It is a key point in Harnack's theory that this 
is the 'more historical' account of the gift of the 
'Holy Spirit', and that Acts 2 is a 'doublet'.
is quite in place in the context.' 4:34-5:11
8. Signs and wonders are done: the believers gather 
in ,olomon's portico and sick folk are brought in from 
outside Jerusalem. 5:12-16.
'Here', concludes Harnack, 'we have a narrative 
marked by consistency, a logical connection in the 
succession of events.' The same could not be said, 
however, for the episodes described in 2 and 5:17-42.
1. In chapter 2 for example, the outpouring of the 
Holy Spirit in visible form is followed by the result
X  o i \ t u v  e - r t r p < s k L S  y  \t*£c^cr oii j -
so as to be understood by all. 2:1-1 7*
2. Peter's great missionary sermon fallowed, presupp- 
osing ' vx-poo-ok ' of which nothing is said in the 
narrative.
3. Success was achieved. There were about 3>000 converts, 
and the believers continued in fellowship. 2:42-47*
4. The apostles were thrown into prison by the 
authorities - especially the Sadducees - but were 
liberated by an angel. 5 : 1 7 - 21.
5* The authorities rearrested the apostles, forbade 
them to preach and had them scourged. 5:21-41.
6. The apostles continued to teach in the temple and 
at home. 5:42.
'It is, in my opinion, so clear that v/e have 
here a second narrative of the same events that one
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can only wonder that the knowledge that this is so 
has not long ago become common property.' Sue! was 
the conclusion of Harnack, though as so often, 
what was quite obvious to him proved less obvious 
to others. The first account, which he called (A), 
was 'far superior to the second recension (B)'.
' V/e may with confidence leave it to the reader to 
test that this is so both on the whole and in 
detail... St.Luke did not perceive that he was re­
producing two traditions concerning the same cir­
cumstances.' Harnack adds an important footnote 
here: 'St. Luke's character as an historian quite
excludes the hypothesis that the recension 'B' is 
a free invention of his; there is, however, no 
doubt that here as elsewhere he had added his own 
touches.'
But while 'B' 'gives an inconsequential account, 
''in'A' everything has hands and feet: the cure of 
the impotent man. . .expjlains everything: the courage 
with which Peter openly proclaims Jesus... the 
imprisonment of St.Peter (and St.John?): his open 
testimony before the Jewish authorities...: his 
dismissal through the fear of the people. And now, 
after the return of the Apostle, the enthusiasm of 
the first believers - the 5>000 - i-e .probably the 500- 
arose into an ecstasy which opened the way to the
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receptio:. of the Spirit - le. what then happened was 
the_actual j__ the_historical_Pentecost^
Version B on the other hand 'is best explained 
as the next stage after A in the process of legendary
development.' 'It is most noteworthy that in B, St.
/Peter, in his discourse, mentions ' — ' which 
were bound up with the'outpouring', though nothing 
had been said of them in the narrative. In 'A' on 
the other hand we find the earthquake!'*
Having thus isolated his sources A and B, Harnack 
felt able to attempt a historical reconstruction:
'After the cure of the lame man, the public witness 
of St.Peter, (before the people and the council) and 
his suffering as a confessor, we learn that the 
resulting ecstasy of the little company of believers 
was confirmed by an earthquake. This created, public 
amazement: St.Peter then delivered a. discourse, 
explaining this ' outpourin ' as being also the initial 
stage of the Day of Judgement. By this the listeners
* This certainly seems rather1 odd. An earthquake 
- in the sense of a real seismic disturbance - is a 
striking coincidence at a time of religious exultation:
s '
Peter's reference to ' 1 which had not
actually occurred might seem a mild error in comparison.
Yet Harnack seems to regard the earthquake as historical.
were cut to the heart: and. under this influence many 
joined the new community. The great majority of them 
were Hellenists, while the natives of Jerusalem held 
aloof.' Harnack p.185.
Here we have a classic example of reconstruction 
or source-icritical presuppositions. The author has 
tried to give a true account of what actually happened. 
Only imperfectly has he succeeded,but it is possible 
with the right methods, to penetrate behind his 
statements, evaluate them, observe a doublet in his 
story which he failed to notice himself, and then to 
reconstruct what actually happened.
Before considering some criticisms of Harnack's 
position, it is worth taking a look at the results 
achieved by another contemporary scholar.*
Johannes Weiss believed that 'the author of the 
Book of Acts gives us an idealised account of the 
origin of the churchS His statement that 'The Twelve' 
were rulers of the primitive community is at variance 
with that of Paul:'the account of the completion of 
the Twelve, by the election of Matthias, is an 
'ecclesiastical legend.'** It arose from the idea 
that twelve, the sacred number, could not be left
* Johannes Weiss in 'Earliest Christianity'
** Earliest Christianity, Vol 1 p 49.
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incomplete by the apostasy of Judas. They therefore 
selected by lot - 'the Lord would decide' - a twelfth 
man to replace the apostate.*
Weiss subjects the statistics of Luke to earnest 
criticism: 'This pictureecf a steady course of growth 
and of a divinely guided if gradual expansion is 
strictly in accordance with the plan of the author, 
who is endeavouring to show the march of the Gospel 
from Jerusalem to Lome to have been a matter of 
divine necessity. But the question is whether or not 
his artistic skill has supplied the lack of concrete 
data. (The statistics) result mainly from conjecture 
and are probably exaggerated.'
Nevertheless, the early chapters of Acts, though 
they paint an idealised picture of the past, are not, 
for Weiss, d_evoid of all value. The statements about 
the women, including Mary** the mother of Jesus, 
and about the brethren of Jesus, are worthy of credit, 
particularly because the brethren of Jesus were 
clearly not among his supporters 'in the days of his
The same idea could of course have occurred to the 
primitive community itself. Here is another argument 
which v/orks both ways.
** Weiss conjectures that the Mother of Jesus has been 
confused wit}. Mary the mother of John Mark.(E.C.p5l)
flesh'. So too are the statements about Barnabas and 
Judas Barsabbas. A good test of credibility is that 
a statement should contradict 'the schematic and. un- 
historical conception of the editor of Acts.'(p52)
But Weiss renounces the approach of Harnack, who 
was prepared to see in the narrative of Acts 1-5 an 
account of events as they actually happened (once the 
doubtful source B has been eliminated). Instead he 
used the general picture given by Luke, and certain 
of his key concepts - the common life and the common 
meal, for example -to reconstruct an interesting 
picture. It is quite credible that the believers 
gathered in Solomon's portico, as muslims gather round 
a learned 'mallam' at the mosque. It is also credible 
that Peter and John went into the temple at the hour 
of prayer (5:1) and shared in the common Jewish prayer. 
Yet their failure to join in sacrificial worship may 
indicate that like their master, and certain other 
Jewish groups,* they were not very interested in the 
cultus as such.
Weiss attempts to throw light on the common meals 
and the communal living of the earliest group. On the 
'breaking of bread' indeed, the Book of A.cts gives




us little tc go on, but by recourse to the Didache, 
Weiss seeks to demonstrate the existence of a fellow­
ship meal, parallel to the Pauline one, in which the 
broken bread had not at first represented the broken 
body of the Lord: Indeed, 'the moment when someone, 
as the red wine was first being poured from the skin 
into the cup, first thought of the outpoured blood of 
Christ,* was one of the greatest importance in every 
respect.'(Weiss p.61)
Luke's account of the community life of the 
earliest church (2:44;4:32-34) 'must precisely on 
account of their summary generalities be accepted with 
great caution.' The statement in 4:32 ('they had all 
things common') echoes still another ideal represent­
ation, the one, namely, that Josephus gives of the 
Essenes.
...They have a rule that whoever joins the sect 
must place his property at the disposal of the society 
for its common use, so that in general one finds 
neither the degradation of poverty nor the distinction 
of wealth: moreover, since all the possessions of
* Lietzmann's 'Messe und Herrenmahl' gave classic 
expression to this view1. And who did first associate 
the wine and the blood? Obviously not Jesus himself, 
on the view taken by Weiss.
individuals are lumped together, they all like brothers 
share only one common property.' (BJ: 11: fa: .3-4)
Weiss comments on this passage: 'Even though the 
author of Acts may not have known (it)., it remains very 
instructive. It shows what a fully developed communism 
looks like.' There was a fixed rule which had to be 
obeyed, whereas Peter's word to Ananias - 'While it 
remained unsold, did it not remain your own'(Acts 5:3)
- shows that there was no compulsion.
The summary in 4:34-35> according to Weiss, 
brings us 'nearer the actual situation'. 'As many as 
were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and 
brought the proceeds of what was sold and laid it at 
the apostle's feet.' 'All the more significant then 
is the fact (our emphasis) ' that the apostles 
administered the gifts: this was the first beginning 
of an ecclesiastical office.' They were not chosen 
by the people, as were the stewards of the Essenes, 
snd the inadequacy of this arrangement led to the dis­
pute between Greek and Aramaic speakers recorded in 
Chapter 6. Finally the misguided enthusiasm of the 
believers in Jerusalem led to their 'speedy impover­
ishment' (Weiss p73). The 'poor among the saints in 
Jerusalem' (Romans 15:26) were in difficulties partly 
because cf their own mismanagement.
Let us sum up the attitude of Johannes Weiss to
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the material found in Acts 1-5: he makes no attempt 
to elucidate from it a connected sequence of events, 
in the manner of Harnack. He does, however, accept 
that certain data may be used: for example, that the 
believers worshipped in the temple, that a number of 
priests and Pharisees joined them, that they observed 
the Jewish hours of prayer, and that they practised 
a form of communal living;, though not with a rigid 
organisation in the Essene manner. Thus Weiss would 
appear to accept the general, while doubting the 
particular.
But if Weiss took a more sceptical view of Acts 
1-5 than did Harnack, a most interesting study has 
been made from another angle, by Joachim Jeremias.*
Noting Harnack's theory that the 'good' source 
A went back to Philip and his daughters, while the 
less valuable 'B' described 'step by sterj the same 
events', Jeremias proceeded to make a list of the 
evidence on which Harnack had based his theory:
a) Both sources report a missionary sermon of Peter 
with great success in conver,sions.
A 3:11-4:4 . - B 2: -14.
(in the ZNW Vol 36:1936) Untersuchungen zum 
Quellenproblem der Apostelgeschichte.
b) Both portray the Pentecost event
A 4:31 B 2:1-13.
c) Both give an account of the (wrongly so-called) 
'community of goods' in the primitive community.
d) Both sources recount the arrest and trial of the 
Apostles and the prohibition of their preaching, with 
their defiance of that prohibition.
Having summarised Harnack's argument in these 
four points, Jeremias roundly dismissed the first two 
of them. There is no close parallel between the two 
sermons by Peter, who must have preached more than 
once! Moreover, 'both the occasion and the content 
of the speeches are fundamentally different.' 'B' 
follows the Pentecost event and 'A' follows the healing 
of the lame man. Moreover, there is no real reason to 
regard the statement of 4:3l( ^ oj^ev'
as another versio of the traditional Pentecost 
account. 'The Pentecost story was not the only 
'pneumatic' experience of the earliest church' says 
Jeremias, who points out that the gift of the spirit 
is regarded as a 'visible event' )*
A 4:32, 34f B 2:44-45
A 4:1-22 B 5:17-42
* We are dealing here with a naive psychology of rel­
igion which Luke shared with most of his contemporarie
by Simon Magus at 8:18, as well as in the Cornelius 
story at 10:44. Harnack's first two points are thus 
disposed of, and there remain the third and fourth 
to be considered.
Jeremias then xoroceeds to a close analysis of" 
the summaries in which Luke refers to a community 
of goods. It is the method of Luke, he declares, to 
construct a summary from an 'Einzelbericht' or 
'individual statement.1 This can be seen from the 
Gospel, where Luke twice makes use of Mark's statement 
at 1:28 ^  j £ g c*' '<o rj uLu (00 £"U (?vr TToCV 0\J
C-tS oX-jv -T^jv IT&p^U3J)0V -rvp H-oX (Vvcfoir .
. t  yThis appears in Luke at 4:14^ u rreT-rp̂ /̂ <cv
- >r ^ 7 „  ' /-> i—1 y >
o  Irjcrovj £-U ~ / j  c w ~ r o u  | I vtv ̂'■u.-rc/r ( ~ i s  tvjy
r~ocX i \ ̂  c v-1 1 -/ ^ O \/jS ~Tŷ '
¡ 6 p e ^ ^ ^ ou TT (rp u I c t o l )  , couTof e-x) t ^  oL cr loS-v




and again at v37 in the same chapter: «.one
6  4  e  / t - o p f e u e — o  *y T T £ p c  < x . u z o  v  Gt l S t T c l v  t<*>-
—•/ —. 1-7 k/o/l0v ~rrjs: *■ )( ̂ p«=>U ,
Jeremias concludes that Luke's summaries have
grown up out of 'Einzelberichte' and are secondary
to them: and that Luke preferred to use them as a
link to connect isolated stories into a continuous
narrative. It is therefore Luke's technique 'to
bind stories together by means of summaries.' This 
can be seen in Acts itself on several occasions 
where the expression ' pr4v c->v ' occurs: for 
example:
y  T o  u  ' - J  Yj
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8:25 Ö«- o v  ̂ 5"». ■j- p-woi j? T«^p oo^tvof 1<_ <*- i pai
V \  ̂ U- rs f   ' / ?
l O v  y  b  v  f  y  0 -  rG_ u p  V j  i I ( :  C T  ,  p  f c r l p ’tfs j ' v j T  f
C ,  ̂X V> U-Ct J / >~>t P o CT̂- \^i V  1 I 0 X X. od_s —7T0 ic uO f— d S 1
X" ' / J \ / f
< _ « <  jp € x  v /  0 X /  Yj y \ €  A (  y  V T o  .
I v 0 ■* V S ,-) C/ » r-
9:51 ii o Gtick-\ rj<r Lck _̂dt? i/j T
)-r ^ / s -x" ' „ ̂ ^_Lou o cClol v, ick'̂-k ¿f_c*.y\_ <x p Q-i ̂  Griy Glc p ̂ v *0 V
0 c hro <$X |̂k.o vx jLx.fcv'̂ *sT > .
r x ' x /  ̂ _ <-«
15; 5  =>cc C y c .y c .X i\o -x c ia ^  GrCT i CrpC uo»^/' i u
r* /* ~ ) Y   ̂_ pi rs
r n  7ncr-rer e/Tep icro-euox/ -ryo cc l bywyo
XoL y  ̂  yj d V  .
(Compare also 12:24 and 19:20)
Jeremias proceeds to argue that the sections which 
refer to primitive communism are to be numbered among 
the summaries of Acts. 'Not only in content, but also 
most closely in the form of words,' and more important 
still, these summaries show clear signs of expansion 
and revision ('einer erweiternden Bearbeitung^ p207)
This is most clear in 4:32-55 (Harnack's A account 
of' Christian beginnings). V33 is an insertion which
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interrupts the sense.* ('And with great power the 
apostles gave their testimony to the resurrection, 
and great grace was upon them all.') Similar signs 
of expansion can be seen in the other summaries.
In 5:11-16, ¥12 'many signs and wonders were done by 
the hands of the apostles...'should really be 
followed by vl5'...so that they even carried the 
sick out into the streets.'
Again, there are signs of expansion in chapter 
2, where we have Harnack's 'less historical' (B) 
version of the Pentecost event. 2:43-47 is a 'later 
continuation of an older summary which concluded the 
Pentecost story: in other words, Puke has added the 
'inspirational comment' " and fear came upon every 
soul, and many wonders were done...etc" to the plain 
statement that three thousand, souls, converted on that 
day, devoted themselves to the apostle's teaching, 
to fellowship, to the breaking of bread, and to 
prayers. (2:41-42)
Jeremias concluded: 'we must distinguish two 
stages within the summaries of Acts 2-5- The older 
stage includes 2:41-42, 4:32 and 4:p4 and 5:H-1G.
* This verse - and the Lucan summaries in general - 
seems to have greatly impressed the imagination of 
George Fox. Over and over again 'the power of God 
was over all' concludes an episode in his journal.
The later stage consists of 2:43-47, 4:33 and 5:15f. 
It therefore follows that thex’e were three stages in 
the development of the tradition about 'community o
Iof goods' (Gütergenrieinschaft)
1) The oldest pieces of tradition are 'die 
kânkretenEinzelberichte ' 4:36 and 5:10» These are 
the traditions about Barnabas and his field, and 
the catastrophe of Ananias and Sapphira.
2) Out of these isolated stories there grew the 
summary which now links them - verses 32 and 3^-5 
which describes in general terms the communal life 
of the believers.
3) Somebody - and probably the author of the book 
- then inserted verse 33 in chapter 4, and repeat­
ed the summary with embellishments in chapter 2
(v 44-47)
From this close exercise in higher criticism 
it follows, argues Jeremias, that there is no 
reason to assume a double tradition in the early 
church about community of goods: Harnack's source
'B' (2:44-45) is simply a copy of his more 'histor­
ical' source A (4:32&34)
All that remains of Harnack's theory now is 
the idea that the two stories of the arrest and 
trial of the apostles are in fact different ver­
sions of the same event. And it is here that Prof. 
Jeremias makes his most interesting and original
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contribution, out of his knowledge of Rabbinic 
Judaism.
Many of the supposed parallels could easily 
arise if in fact the apostles were arrested twice, 
and there are also important discrepancies to be 
noted. In 4:1 Peter and John are arrested, but 
in 5=1? 11 is Peter and the Apostles. The first 
story is closely connected with the healing of the 
lame man, while the second links up with the inters 
vention of Gamaliel. Most important, the first 
trial ends with a prohibition on preaching, while
the second ends with prohibition and a flogging.
_  n This is where Jeremias, following K. Bornhauser,*
turns to Rabbinic law for enlightenment.
Rabbinic law lays down 4 conditions which
must be met before an accused person is condemned:
1) There must be trial 'by due process of law'.
2) The Torah must specifically prescribe a pun­
ishment for the alleged crime.
3) There must be at least two witnesses.
4) The accused must have been warned of the con­
sequence of his act by at least two witnesses before 
it was committed. 'Rone', declared R. Jose, 'may 
be put to death unless he has been warned at the
* Studien zur Apostelgeschichte: Gutersloh 193^:
P 58.
mouth of both his witnesses.' (Makkoth l:7:Danby 
p 403) And according to Tosephta .Sanhedrin 11:2:
'If they warned him and he was silent, or if they 
warned him and he nodded his head, or even if they 
warned him and he said 'I know it' - he is still 
free: unless he said 'I know - nevertheless I will
do it.'
And this condition about previous warning— 771
T
(Aramaic) applied not only in cases of capital 
crime, but also where flogging was proposed. 
Moreover, 'they used to prove witnesses with seven 
enquiries, one of which was: 'Did ye warn him? ' 1
(Sanhedrin 5:1)» so that an offence is only punish­
able after due warning has been given. Only scho­
lars are exempted from the rule about warning - as 
students of the law they ought to know better.
But was the Rabbinic rule about 'warning' in
force in New Testament times? J®einias seeks to 
show that it was by an ingenious exegesis of the 
list of sinners in 1 Tim 1:9*
a) 'Murderers of fathers and mothers' refers to
the 5 1h command rrxent - to honour father and
mother.
b) 'Menslayers' refers to the 6th - 'thou shalt 
not kill'.
c) 'Immoral persons, sodomites' refers to the 





d) 'Kidnappers' refers to the 8th - 'thou shalt 
not steal'.
e) 'Liars and perjurers' refers to the 9th - 'thou 
shalt not bear false witness.
But why the odd limitation of theft to kidnap­
ping? Because the author of 1 Timothy is following 
Rabbinic tradition - whereby it was noted that the 
law stated (Exodus 21:16) 'Whoever kidnaps a man 
shall be put to death.' But where in the law, 
could the previous 'warning' be found? It was 
assumed that the 8th of the ten commandments refer­
red to kidnapping and was in fact the 'warning 
without punishment' which the Rabbinic tradition 
required.
Two Other examples are offered by Prof. 
Jeremias: Luring the Galilean ministry of Jesus,
the disciples pluck ears of grain on the Sabbath 
day o The Pharisees say (Mark 2:24) 'Look, why 
are they doing what is not lawful on the Sabbath?' 
This remark is 'no harmless observation, but a 
warning carried out in due form and in the pre­
sence of witnesses.' Jesus' reply ('Have you 
never read what Lavid did?...) shows that he has 
understood the warning and is determined to persist 
in his conduct. Therefore, at Mark 3:2, 'they 
watched him' ( 7Tt>(p g  r/pou v  qlutov ) 
because ' after due warning every further breach
of the Sabbath in the presence of witnesses is a 
criminal act punishable by death.' That is why, 
at Mark 3:8, and only then - the Pharisees took 
counsel - how to destroy him.
The last example is taken from the career of
Paul. He went to Damascus (Acts 9:1) ¿/̂ ttveoov n̂rei\7js ^  .
'In spite of all his.fanaticism, Saul, the 
persecutor of Christians, held correctly to the 
process, which allowed no death sentence without
f  .  !previous warning.' The word îre-iXq is the equiv­
alent of the Rabbinic term for an
official warning.*
Thus the relation between the two trial 
stories stands revealed: Harnack's doublet-theory
'rests on ignorance of the contemporary legal pro­
cess.' At their first arrest, Peter and John 
receive a solemn warning ( X ̂o-'ixv'rtrf (4:17)
is a technical term) and are then released.
Peter's declaration that he must obey God rather 
than man shows that he has understood the warning 
only too well. But on the second occasion the 
situation is different. The warning has been 
ignored, and the apostles can expect the death 
penalty ;only because of the intervention of
p  ̂  ̂ *\ Z'* So lastly in John 5:10: £.£ecn-v <roL To« î ot̂ co-uv
is another official warning.
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Gamaliel do they escape with a beating - which 
could in any case prove fatal.
Jeremias concludes: "The course of the two
stories corresponds in closest detail to the Jewish 
legal process - and the resemblances between the two 
incidents arises, because on both occasions a legal 
process is described whose course from the arrest to 
the announcement of the verdict is completely cir­
cumstantial. " Thus1 the last and most significant 
argument for the division of Acts 2 - 5  into two 
parallel sources is shown to be untenable.'
The argument of Jeremias closely corresponds 
to that of Sherwin-White: the former tries to show
that the trials in Acts 2-5 are correct in Jewish 
law, just as the latter tries to show that the . 
trials of Paul are correct in Roman law. Unlike 
Harnack, and even more unlike Weiss, Jeremias 
regards the narrative of Acts 2-5 as an account of 
something which really did happen.
Nevertheless, certain doubts remain: firstly
a Rabbinic exegete might observe that in the first 
incident Peter’ and John receive the official warn­
ing, while in the second, Peter and the apostles 
are lucky to escape with the‘40 strokes less one.' 
But who warned the apostles? There may be a dis­
crepancy here which is the fault of Luke or his
source: the 'warning' theory, whereby* ' TTpocr-—
»j CTsipcGA/oo 1 (4:21) refers to a technical 
process of Rabbinic law, may well be right but the 
correspondence is not quite as close as Jeremias 
maintains.* *
* The ' Trjp°-r ' - says Jeremias, 'den Hinweis auf
die durch die Aussage des Petrus geschaffene 
verscharfte Situation im Auge hat.' Unfortunately, 
we do not have access to the work of Bornhauser on
which Jeremias bases his theory.
** Rabbi Dr. J. Weinberg writes; "There is no
doubt that according to Rabbinic tradition, a 
"solemn warning" had to be given in cases of flogg­
ing. This is clear from San. 8b. However, 
there is an opinion expressed! that a scholar is 
held responsible for his crimes even without being 
formally warned, as 'warning' is only a means of 
deciding whether one has committed the crime will­
ingly or not.
Since in Acts 4,13, we are told that the High 
Priest etc regarded Peter and John as "unlearned 
and ignorant men" all would agree that a "solemn 
warning" would be required. However, it should 
be borne in mind that the High Priest, the Priests 
etc. were all Sadducees and did not always accept 
the tradition and teachings of the Rabbis."
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Secondly it must be supposed that Luke him­
self was not aware of the technical meaning of 
; \ ' . He certainly shows no sign of it!
The meaning, therefore, must have come from his 
source, which at some stage, written or oral, 
must have existed in Aramaic. The technical
Aramaic meaning has then been preserved by Luke 
unawares. This could well be true in the two 
Sanhedrin scenes ^ ocurou (4 .1 7)
(4 :20): ar> J ' 1 yt% 7T«*-p̂ yy âij o 1 ratxrt̂triv.,,
The last case indeed looks uncommonly 
like a Semitism - the use of the infinitive 
absolute. There is also a little manuscript 
evidence, the reading L.?TtiX^ *cTTfn\ 
at 4:17. Jeremass would seem to have shown this 
much: that the Sanhedrin procedure did correspond
to what is portrayed here, and if Luke composed 
the whole account with little or no source material, 
then he had certainly 'done his homework' on the 
Mishnah - or the traditions which were collected 
into the Mishnah cSAD 200 - before he started. ■:
The last example - that of Saul going to
2   4 ) .ciDamascus vfuv - is surely weaker.
If it had a technical Rabbinic meaning, and if Saul 
remained a stickler for correct procedure even in 
carrying out a persecution, then it is hardly 
obvious from the text. Hoi) was the death of
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Stephen - as reported by Acts - an execution 
carried out in due form! The phrase seems rather 
to be an example of Septuagintal style - F.F. Bruce
> N '> /compares Ps 28:1b cv!Tr'1 /1 v opy^s cro'-j
It could be a hendia^ys - 'breathing threats of 
slaughter.'
The theory of Jeremias must be surely presupp­
ose the existence of written sources which reflect 
an Aramaic account of events. His reference to 
Mark would also seem to imply that the Marcan order 
has some historical value, for Jesus and his 
followers receive their solemn Rabbinic warning in 
chapter 2, and then, after they have ignored it, 
the death of Jesus is plotted in chapter 3* A 
very different attitude appears with the rise of 
Form-Criticism.
Martin Dibelius
The studies which Martin Dibelius made of the 
Acts of the Apostles have had a decisive effect in
the last twenty-five years. The tendency of his
work, as of form-criticism generally, has been to 
increase scepticism about written sources and to 
increase the importance of oral tradition. While 
Dibelius never offered a detailed analysis of Acts
1-5, it is clear that he did not think it in any
sense a narrative close to events which really
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happened. 'Far more material had been preserved 
about the life of Jesus than about the experiences 
of the early community. The first seven or eight 
chapters of Acts show that comparatively little was 
preserved and handed down on the latter subject.
We have only the stories of the Ascension and the 
Whitsun miracle, the healing of the lame man at the 
gate of the temple, the death of /manias and his 
wife by means of a sort of curse by Peter, and 
finally the martyrdom of Stephen - that is, five 
stories.1
With this minimal quantity of material then, 
Luke did his best. In writing Acts he was not as 
bound to adhere closely to tradition as he was in 
writing the gospel. 'His capabilities and inclin­
ation can this time be employed in a different way, 
because he has to write here without predecessors, 
sometimes probably without written sources, and to 
see how he can make a consecutive account of what 
he knows and what he can discover. The new style 
is conditioned by the new task.1 (Essays p 124) 0
Dibelius made an attempt to classify some of 
the material found in Acts 1-5 on form critical 
principles: the story of the lame man at the gate
of the temple (3:1-10) he regarded ase'Novelle' or 
'Tale'. 'We are struck by the fullness of the 
description; the visit to the temple is made
because it is the hour of prayer. The gate (The 
Nikanor gate) is mentioned by the popular name not 
preserved for us anywhere else: the circumstances
of the miracle is given in detail, including the 
long illness, the fastening of the eyes, the 
formula ('in the name'), the gestures which 
together achieve the miracle and the description of 
the recovery...v.11 provides a link with the liter­
ary composition of the scenes containing the 
speech and the trial, and because the author does 
not know the exact locality, a contradiction is 
found in his account: according to v 8, the
heroes of the story are in the temple, that is, 
in the inner forecourt, but according to v.ll, 
they are in Solomon's porch, that is on the east 
side of the outer forecourt. (Dib. p 14-15)*
Dibelius clearly regards the trial scene as a
composition by Luke. He has received only the
healing in oral form, and he has 'written up' the
trial scene as best he can. The theory that we
have a close and precise reference to Jewish legal 
procedure deriving from events as they happened, 
is quite obviously rejected.
A discrepancy corrected by the Codex Be.iae!
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So too with the Ananiaseand Sapphira incident: 
it shows a 'devotional' interest in subsidiary 
characters. 'Luke has used this story as a case to 
illustrate what he summarised in 4:32-35 (Community 
of goods) and has linked it with the story about 
Barnabas... we are to beware of committing the same 
sin...moreover, the biblical sound of the phrase 
'the feet of them that buried my husband' (Isaiah 
5 2:7) is intended to increase the devotional sense 
of horror. Devotional interest also reveals for 
us the names of the sinners and one or two details 
of the burial.' (Brays p 16)
While Dibelius believed that the 'itinerary' 
formed a guiding thread for Acts 13-21, he con­
sidered that it could not be traced after 2 1:1 7, 
and furthermore, 'It is not difficult to show that 
such a thread was not available in Acts 1-5 also:
For there is no continuous narrative at all the 
fortunes of the community in Jerusalem; on the 
contrary, narratives, speeches and trial scenes 
succeed one another, and it is not clear whether 
or how the conflict in 5 : 1 7 is connected with that 
reported in chapters 3 and 4*....we shall not
* This is precisely the gap which the Rabbinic 
'warning and punishment' theory of Jeremias attempts 
to bridge.
discuss whether it was tradition or composition 
; was responsible for producing the individ 
passe es: at • . . n  te, a continuous account, to 
link then together was neither handed down to the 
writer nor formed to him... His pragmatic endeav­
ours are see. only in the different gener? 1 
summaries which, inter red between the various 
scenes and narratives, provide links and elabor­
ations. In this way individual events reported in 
these stories are made to appear as particular 
instances in those parts of the text which jive 
generalised descriptions of tl . typical circui - 
ces.' (Essays p.9) Dibelius thus agrees with 
Jeremias on the _ urpc e oi 1 ;1 s urn ari< , bu" 
coi aiders that Luke had oulp isolated fragments of 
tradition which he built into the structure of 1 is 
narrative.
The further development of these ideas can be seen 
in the work of : .aencher. He regards the whole 
story of the trial be force the Sanhedrin as highly 
dubious. The earliest church was quite closely 
linked witl Judaism. The members had no idea of 
'■ rtii ; new religion, 'Ti \ only s w i ti e es: ic I 
Jesus the fulfilment of the Jewish hope. But Tuke 
has quite wrongly supposed that only the 
Sanhedrin party was a ainst the new movement....'
Not a tl ■: 1 eg in described ir Cheq ter !' we s in
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reality instigated by the Pharisees. This story 
of the trial is rather one of these lively pictures, 
one of those dramatic scenes, which Luke presents 
to the reader instead of a modest dogmatic presen­
tation of the right and duty of preaching Christ:
He shows how the Christian may follow the example
•v u. -> / / N ->of the apostles - thése “»w t7p<-» *'0< (<ou 101
and may, in the certainty of heavenly support, 
give a fearless testimony for his Lord, unafraid 
of the police, of arrest or of official prohibi­
tions . 1
Luke was indeed convinced that the scene he 
depicted corresponded in essentials (im Kern) to 
the events, for he knew from Mark 13:9 (compare 
Luke 12:11) that the Christians were brought before 
the Sanhédrin. 1 We will not reproach the author 
because he did not miss the opportunity to depict 
this great scene for himself and his readers. But 
Luke the historian also placed value on this scene: 
for only in this way could he depict the growth of 
conflict, that led to the scattering of the church 
in chapter 8, in the form of a historical develop­
ment.' (Haenchen p 183)
This is a good example of much of the exegesis 
of Haenchen: the 'setting in life' of the story is
to be sought in Luke's own time (the late Flavian 
period) and not in Jerusalem in the fourth decade of
the first century. Luke's purpose is to steel the 
resolution of his contemporaries in the face of 
persecution, and his story of a double trial in 
which Peter was involved, has no foundation in 
fact. The 'Urgemeinde' was not persecuted at all.
With this view we reach the opposite pole from 
Harnack and Jeremias: for Haenchen the stories in
Acts 1-5 are reconstructions built out of tiny 
fragments of tradition. Luke knew only odd pieces 
of information - that Barnabas had sold a piece of 
land, for example, - and he made the best of them.
On this 'ultra-sceptical' view the following 
comments may be made.
1) Bultmann's criticism still holds good - that 
the apologetic value of Luke's account would 
lose nothing if it were historically true.1 
'This unity (of a Lucan account) can not there­
fore be a criterion for deciding that the 
author has not included in his composition a 
text* transmitted to him - a piece of a 'sourcèj 
We would add to this that the edifying example 
that Luke describes would be even more edifying 
if historically true - for as noted before -
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fact is the best kind of propaganda.*
2) It is not a priori improbable that the author­
ities who were involved in the execution of 
Jesus of Nazareth also took some steps against 
his followers: the orthodox and established
group never like to see a rival cult emerge on 
their flank. Recent church history in Africa, 
and notably in South Afr'ica and in the Congo5e* 
could provide several examples of this.
3) Haenchen's idea that only the 'Hellenists' were 
persecuted seems to be contradicted by Paul 
himself in 1 Thess 3:14. Here, in quite 
bitter language, Paul tells the Thessalonians:
* There is in Acts little of the wildly miraculous 
which tends to offend the modern reader in so 
honourable an author as Bede (The History of the 
English Church and People). We have the healing 
of the lame man (3:7) and release by an angel (5 :19)«
** See, for example, Messianic Movements in the 
Lower Congo: by E. Anderson (Lund).
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The unusually tense tone of this outr/urst 
surely reflects house divided — is implies that 
in Judea jew has oeen p e r s e c u t in;'■ Jew: there has Deen
i . . .  (  V  ^  r s  / * vcivil strife within the clem — \J~k ^<p~vjpvvnu,\6d'V\}\p
ana this is s logical continuation of the policy
which lecl to the death of Jesus.*
But i—l v.e x'ejî ct the scepticism of na.enchen,
where shall we find resting-ground? barnacle, v.eiss
and numerous other scholars have said their say.
/
:Ie consider one more: Etienne vrocme.
TiiOCliii :
Analysis of Acts 1 - 5 is? says Trocme 'fort 
problématique' because we have no parallel narrative 
to guide us. he therefore makes a few observations 
on 'un problème sans doute insoluble.'
* And here, in this early letter (.unless we deny it 
to haul) responsibility for the dea n of Jesus is 
placed squarely on the Jews. The idee, that it was 
simply apologetic motives that led people to shift 
the blame (,fron Romans to Jews) fines no support 
here.
** Le livre ces Actes et l'histoire: p.191-209.
Firstly it is possible that the traditions 
which Luke used to compose his passion narrative 
also gave him some information which he used in the 
early chapters of Acts.
.Secondly there must be something in the theory 
of Aramaic documents behind these chapters: while
C.C. Torrey failed to make out his case for the 
whole of Acts 1-15» there are enough possible 
mistranslations in these chapters - especially 
2:47, 3:16 and 4:25 ~ to imply that Aramaic
writing in some form lies behind them.
As for the speeches - that of Gamaliel was 
written by Luke himself. But even the blunder 
about Judas and Theudas may not be entirely the 
fault of the author, who perhaps found them 
mentioned side by side in a Jewish or Jewish- 
Christian document.
The prayer of thanksgiving (4:24-30) contains
one of the most notorious Aramaisms - 'who by the
mouth of our father David thy servant didst say by
the Holy Spirit...' side by side with a group of
texts taken directly from the LXX. Could it be
that Luke had a written source which he amplified
with texts from his Greek Bible?
/Trocme has a new idea to offer on Ananias and 
Sapphira: I.uke cannot have invented this incident,
which does not correspond at all with his picture
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of progress in the church. Here Qhmflkn comes to
our aid: there was in the Jerusalem church, as
among the Essenes, an inner group of 'perfect ones' 
A_ -r'S-Afc cm - and the offence of the unhappy
couple lay in the fact that they fraudulently
sought access to this powerful group. The young
. r /men who buried them .( ©i V£gcvign<u> t; were in fact*
'novices who did 'unclean' work, like the b\irial
of dead bodies.'
Whether this theory will be widely accepted
remains to be seen: we are on less uncertain
/ground when Trocme holds, against Dibelius and his 
followers, that there was 'beneath chapters 4 - 5  
a document of a certain extent, which described 
the legal procedures taken against the Jerusalem 
apostles as a result of their activity in the 
temple. This may be linked with the story of the 
lame man in the chapter three, but not with 
chapter two. There is no chronological link 
between chapters two and three, the 'eleven' 
disappear abruptly after 2:14; the temple suddenly 
becomes important (as from the linking summary of
* In this speculation, Trocme follows J. Schmitt 
in 'Les Manuscrits de la Mer Morte: Colloque de
Strasbourg' (1955) bo which we have not had access.
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2:46) and chapters 3-4-5 do not mention the
Pentecost event at all.
/
Trocme concludes: 'In the middle of this
section, the passage 4:32-5:11 appears as a
foreign body. By its subject (community of goods)
it is widely separated from its context, the
preaching and even more the miracles of Peter and
the Apostles. We may suppose that underneath
chapters 3 - 5 lies an account of a miracle
performed by Peter, and of the.persecutions of
, \Peter and 'his own people' (' les siens - °toulS 
4:23) by the Jerusalem authorities. The 
relative length and complexity of this account, 
and the way in which John's name apjjears super­
fluous (3:4, 4:13) suggest a written document.
It may be noted that Peter appears in the role of 
healer ( a u ™ ) 3:4, 5 :1 5 - as he does
at 9: 32-43 and also as a visionary (5: 19 - 20) 
as he does at 1 0: 9-16 and 1 2: 6-1 0.'
Luke added his own minor touches to this 
account, plus the three great summaries and the 
Ananias and Sapphira incident. While the summaries 
are typical of Luke's method they are unusually 
long for him and they contain Semitisms (like
, 0 'sx.o i o = >s! 7 n  V  2:47) and so they
may not be simply editorial additions.
itTrocme's theory about the existence of a group
of 'perfect ones' (parfaits) within the church at 
Jerusalem would seem - as he himself admits - to be 
highly speculative. But he seems to make a valid 
point about the details of chapter 1: while Luke 
has 'written up' the whole in his own style there 
are signs of the use of sources: In the story of
the 'bad end' of Judas for example, 'our author 
would not have transcribed one of those foreign 
words which he avoided (Akeldama) if he had not 
found it in a source.*
* The point about the Aramaic words seems a
• n
'very palpable hit' in favour of a written source.
How then does Haenchen vie® it? In his commentary 
on this passage he notes that 'the author Luke is 
writing 'who did not have the advantage of a foot­
note at his disposal'. Peter - if these were his 
very words - would not need to translate into Greek! 
This too is a valid point. But what about the 
translation itself? Haenchen writes 'Not that 
Luke invented it all! He was surely not the first 
to tell of the divine punishment of Judas! Here 
the effect of Palestinian tradition is seen! He : 
also took over the application of passages from the 
psalms - in fact from Hellenistic Christianity. 
Finally the statement that Matthias and not Barsabbas 
was chosen as an apostle by lot will derive from a
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footnote continued:
tradition!1 The unanswered question is 'was this 
a written or an oral tradition?' The point made
S
by Trocme is surely strong evidence for a written 
tradition at this point«
So it is probable that he Lc be ore him a brief account
o; the death of the traitor, consistin' of several words
of v 16 and the essential p-rts of verses 18 - 20.
/Trocme concludes that the account of the 
organisation of the church given in the first chapter 
of Acts "corresponds in several ways to the rules 
observed in various Jewish groups of the period for 
the selection of leaders and their relationship with 
the community. In particular, the 'Manual of Discipline' 
oi r’uir.ran and the 'Damascus Document', have revealed 
the existence of circles where the division of lembers 
into classes, by means of a quite strict hierarchy, 
recalls the or anisation of the Christian community 
mentioned in Acts 1:13-26. We are dealin witl genera] 
similarities which reveal a similar attitude of mind, 
ther than with £ direct relationship. But these 
lin! at the very Jewish character of the inner 
life of the Jerusalem church which Lube reveals in 
Boc oi Acts. It is therefore ir. Palestinian 
tradition that one must look foi tl orij ii of tl se 
various stories. The problem of their historicity 
remains, out in quite other terms than those imagined 
by someone like Loisy."*
* Trocme: p.200
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Before attempting any summing up of the 
various views discussed, let us take a look at the 
problem of the Day of Pentecost: this is clearly a 
vital question, for the Book of Acts is founded on 
the theme 'You shall receive power....' - and 
clearly Luke believed that the Pentecost event was 
crucial in this process.
We take as our starting point the discussion 
of Trocme: (pp 201-206) He observes that Luke
knew all about 'speaking in tongues' because he 
describes it in the Cornelius story (10:4-6 - also 
19:6) 'We may therefore put on one side the idea 
that he misunderstood a source which described a 
phenomenon of this kind, and clumsily mutilated it 
by giving it the sense of a linguistic miracle.'
Nor is it legitimate to suppose that the
twelve - or the disciples - expressed themselves
in a single language, whose supernatural character
was shown in that it was immediately understood by
everyone, just like their own native languages.
r  ̂ v vThis is contradicted by <Sr-rep-̂ <s yXoocrcr^ig
in v 4-. So Luke is in fact describing a multi-
linguistic miracle.
However, Peter's defence of the believers
* G.L. pLaven in 'The Creator Spirit' speaks of 'a 
wordless cry of exultation. ' £ p
against the charge of drunkenness fits in with 
1 glossolalia' and not with the 'multi-lingual 
miracle.' As Paul warned the Corinthians, it 
would make the umo'Tcu say that they
were mad (1 Cor 14:23). Moreover, Luke himself 
connects the gift of the spirit at Pentecost with 
the phenomenon of tongues: 'Can any one forbid
water for baptising these people who have received 
the Holy Spirit just as we have?' asks Peter at 
the end of the Cornelius story. (10:46)
There is too a striking similarity to the 
language used by Philo to describe the voice of God 
on Sinai: 'A voice sounded forth out of the midst
of the fire which had flowed from heaven, a most 
marvellous and awful voice, the flame being endowed 
with an articulate speech in a language familiar to 
the hearers, which expressed its. words with such 
clearness that the people seemed jso be seeing it 
rather than hearing it.' But, this , notable 
linguistic parallel not-withstanding, the closest 
affinity of the Pentecost story is with the account
*of the tower of Babel. Pentecost is Babel in reverse.
* References in Beg. 5:114-115 10I> parallels in 
the writings of Philo, Josephus, and the Testament 
of the Twelve Patriarchs'. On any view, there is 
some community of ideas.
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"Luke used a source in which men of all nations 
received a new language on the Day of Pentecost, 
in which they were able to praise God with one 
voice....a most impressive case of speaking with 
tongues, no doubt the first of all, was, in 
Luke's source, interpreted in the light of two Old 
Testament passages. Cur author, who wished to 
show the universality of the Christian mission, was 
at pains to emphasize the differences between this 
event, over half a century old, and the glossolaty 
which he knew in his own surroundings."* He also 
added Peter's speech (2:22-36) the list of nations 
in 2:7-11, and the idea of foreign languages in 
2:6b ( IJPtj / ^ ). As for the
baffling list of nations present, it could be 
explained as a list of the Jewish synagogues which 
existed at Antioch. This would explain why the 
nations come from a zone in which Antioch forms the 
centre, why Syria and Cilicia are missing, and why 
Judaea occurs between Mesopotamia and Cappadocia.
In the 'dark backward and abysm of time' which 
forms the New Testament period, one hypothesis is 
often as good as another! Why should the author 
have applied a list of expatriate Jewish synagogues
/
* Trocme p 204.
in Antioch to the history of the church in 
Jerusalem?* Haenchen, on the other hand, deletes 
'Judaea' along with the 'Cretans and Arabians' and 
so is left with exactly 12 peoples. Trocme/ 
replies that correct method requires us to retain 
'iou o 1 (T. p.204)&
It is time to leave these arguments over 
detail and form some kind of estimate of the story 
which Luke tells in Acts 1-5•
Firstly, as is obvious, he was less well 
informed about what happened in the earliest church 
than he was, for example, about what happened 
when Paul was brought before Gallio at Corinth.
But he did discover traditions which originated in 
Palestine and must - so we deduce from the Aramaic 
'Akaldama' - have reached him at least partly in 
written form.
Haenchen insists that we must begin with the 
question 'Was wollte Lukas?' - 'what was Luke 
trying to do?. We suspect that ohe thing he 
wanted to do was to give an account of what actually 
happened. There is a huge 'non-sequitur' in the 
view that seeks to explain everything in the book ■ 
by the author's desire to impress and inspiir-e his 
own generation. 'The datum of the Day of Pentecost
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* H. P 1 3 2.
is in no sense an old tradition' says Haenchen 
(p 136) Why not? If Luke drew on Palestinian 
traditions for such items as the choice of 
Matthias, the fate of Judas, the healing of the 
lame man, and the fate of Ananias and Sapphira,
why should he not have done the same for Pentecost?
/We agree with frocme - 'our author has not totally 
invented any of the stories in his book.'
Amateur historian Luke may have been, but he was 
a long way from the novelletish attitude of the 
author of the A.cts of Paul and Thekla, and still 
further from that hagiographical enthusiasm that 
canonised the 'Eleven Thousand Virgins of Cologne.'* 
Haenchen declares that there was 'no old and 
uniform tradition' (keine alte und enheitliche
i (
Uberliefurung') about the coming of the Holy Spirit:
hepoints to the story in John 20 :'22, where the 
? / /risen Lord ' eveyorij g~C ' on the disciples and 
imparted the spirit to them. Again there is a 
'non-sequitur': no uniform tradition does not
entail no old tradition, though it may indicate
* What acid tests are to be applied '-asks Dom 
David Knowles -' to Charlemagne, to a place name 
or a consul who have all arrived at some kind of 
liturgical commemoration?' (Great Historical 
Enterprises - p 9)
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that the oldest tradition is hard to come by. Nor 
is it inconceivable - and we cheerfully prepare to 
face the charge of 1psychologising' - that the 
earliest church did have some kind of communal 
experience of religious ecstacy which led to an 
outburst of 'tongues' and that this corporate 
experience became in. the tradition, a kind of 
'landmark event', like - for example - Wesley's 
famous visit to the house in Aldersgate Street. 
Interpreted as a kind of reversal of the verdict of 
Babel, this first new awareness of corporate
/
fellowship was developed - by the source (Trocme) 
or by Luke himself (Wendt) into a 'multi-lingual 
miracle' which reflects the popular religious 
psychology of Luke, just as John 20:19 reflects 
the more subtle religious psychology of the fourth 
evangelist. It is not to be denied that the 
author seeing the Pentecost story as a 'landmark 
event' has written it up as a key incident in his 
history, rather like the long march of Chairman 
Mao, or the 'Storming of the Bastille'. Both 
these 'mythological' incidents, we may recall, 
actually took place.
This view is reinforced by the observation 
that a Semitic and Palestinian colouring does 
appear elsewhere in Acts 1-5« r-̂he caves at 
(¿literan were indeed a 'windfall' to students of the
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New Testament, and it was doubtless inevitable 
that all kinds of parallels should be sought between 
the Quhran community and the early church.
Certainly it is highly speculative to draw any 
detailed parallel between the communal life of the 
church and the regulations which appear in the 
'Manual of Discipline.' Haenchen writes: 'In
reality the act of Barnabas lived on in people's 
memory because it was extraordinary, an exception 
and not the rule. Thereupon, indeed, there 
disappears the 'primitive Christian communism of 
love' (Troeltsch) which is said to have reigned in 
the beginning in the Jerusalem church, and with the 
collapse of which, the financial difficulty of 
that church began.' (H.p 191) He further notes 
that Mary, the mother of John Mark, retained her 
own house, and comments, 'the total surrender of 
property is only possible, when an unmarried 
community lives partly or completely in a monastic 
way.... Family life and monastic life exclude 
each other.'*
While family life may well be impossible in a 
monastery, other forms of communal living are 
perfectly feasible. Apart from the 'kibbutz' or 
the 'collective farms', the left wing of the
* H p. 1 9 2.
reformation produced groups like the Hutterites and 
the Old Order Amish Mennonites who, to this day, 
practise a form of community living. Moreover, 
the story of Ananias and Sapphira taken at face 
value, shows that surrender of property was volunt- 
ary, and not compulsory: Peter reminded Ananias
that he could have retained his own property and 
committed no sin. Crranted that Luke has idealised 
the founding fathers, and granted that there was
no monastic community like that of- Qu mran - yet
can the tradition that 'they had all things common1 
be dismissed as a 'creation ex nihilo'? The 
stories of Barnabas, and of Ananias, do indicate 
that some people at least handed over their property 
to the new movement. Mary the mother of John Mark 
may well have retained the legal title to her house
- someone had to hold it - and yet allowed it to be
'open house' for a still small, yet closely-knit, 
community which lived in communal exultation as it 
waited for the return of its Lord. In social 
living, as indeed in matters of faith and order, 
the earliest church was, we suspect, very much 
more informal than its fellow idealists at Qumran; 
and no doubt more informal than Pharisaic Judaism 
as a whole. But inarticulate convictions are not 
less deeply felt than is thought-out theology.
As for the tradition of the double trial of
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the apostles: our verdict on this will depend on
this will depend on our estimate of the theory of 
Jeremias about Rabbinic law. Has he succeeded in 
showing that there was a legal process of warning 
followed by punishment, to which the account 
given in Acts 4-5 corresponds? Here we become 
deeply involved in the mazes of Mishnah and Talmud.
Eaenchen says flatly that 1 the warning 
referred only to murder cases and had to be given 
by two witnesses...'* Jeremias however, has 
already foreseen and attempted to forestall this 
argument: 'The indispensability of the 'warning',
he declares 'referred not only to the infliction of 
the death penalty but also flogging.'**
Evidence to decide this point lies obscurely 
hidden in the Babylonian Talmud. StracfeA- 
Billerbeck declares: (1:810) 'As an Israelite
I orak
could only be punished ifthe had explicitly 
prescribed a punishment for his misdeed, and if he 
had been warned before he acted..the theory required 
for the commandments themselves proof from the 
Torah, firstly that they had been given in the 
form of a warning - that is, as prohibitions - and
* Here he follows B. Reiche: Glauben und Lebender
U.rgemeinde p 1 0 5.
** ZNW: 36: p 2 09.
also that a punishment was prescribed with them.' 
Hence the limitation of the commandment 'Thou shalt 
not steal' at Exodus 20:15 to kidnapping, so 
that it might serve as a warning for the same 
offence as officially dealt with atüxodus 21:16.
Was the warning, however, attached to non-capital 
crimes? Bo Eeicke seems to think that the flogging 
was often inflicted along with the warning - "The 
apostles received a warning (at 5:^0) which was made 
even more memorable with the aid of a whip. "
(Reicke p 106) That was how the recalcitrant son 
was dealt with: "'They warn him before three and 
flog him. If he goes and repeats the offence, 
they judge him before twenty-three.' (Sanhedrin 
8:4) Here the warning is clearly included in the 
flogging and vice-versa." But Jeremias has 
already noticed this point and conceded it with a 
footnote (p209) • Thus in John 5 = 10 the lame man :■ 
is told that he should not carry his mattress on 
the Sabbath. 'First the warning must take place, 
and only then does the question of culpability 
arise.' (Schlatter:Sprache und Heimat p 386)
All that one can say with certainty is that 
the account given in Acts is not incompatible with 
the evidence of the Mishnah and Talmud, when we 
bear in mind, firstly, that we cannot be certain 
about the procedure followed by the Sanhedrin
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before AD70, and secondly, we cannot be sure 
whether it would be bound by its • rules or 
procedure. Luke's account is clearly legendary in 
part. Even if we rationalise the angel of 5=19 
and regard it as a human messenger, clearly the 
tradition regarded the deliverer as a supernatural 
agent*.
Nor can much guidance be got from the Jewish 
tradition itself. This is indeed extremely hostile 
to Jesus, but its evidence is legendary and 
indeed scurrilous. We are told that Jesus 
Ha-Notzri had five disciples, called Mattai, Nezer
* What is the relation of these escapes to the one 
related in Acts 12:1-17? This clearly depends on
some kind of written source, for the angel who 
'struck Peter in the side' (12:7) is much too 
'solid' a being for a Lucan angel. The latter's 
angels are heavenly creatures. It is also to be 
granted that Luke's angel indicates a 'theological'
as well as a 'historical' motive. Ke sees in the
escape a providential deliverance by God. Does 
this destroy his claim to have left a historical
record? No more than the weird, dripping figure
of the rain god, intervening to save the Roman 
army, diminishes the evidential value of the 
column of Marcus ihirelius.
Naquai, Buni and Todah. (Bab.San 43:)* All this 
proves is that Jewish tradition disliked the follow­
ers of the Nazarene as much as it did the man 
himself! And if the names given are distortions of 
Matthew, Luke, Andrew, John and Thaddaeus, then 
they could derive from knowledge of the canonical 
gospels.
So it would seem best to suspend judgement on 
the theory of the double trial. There would seem 
no reason, however, to doubt the tradition that a 
group of the believers, led by Peter, were in 
fact tried by the Sanhedrin. Luke's apologetic 
motives are clear: he wishes to present the
pioneers in a heroic light, and he artificially 
presents the dispute as one about resurrection - a 
point on which the Pharisaic party agreed with the 
followers of 'the Way'. Yet even this version of 
events may not lack historical truth. We agree 
with Reicke (p 76): 'It is not to be doubted that
the priests and Sadducees really wished to find out 
the religious basis of the case in question. They
* J. Jocz (The Jewish people and Jesus Christ) p57, 
quoting Klausner, notes that 'The Talmud authorities 
rarely allude to events which took place in the 
period of the second temple.' They do not even 
mention Judas Maccabqeus!
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were likely to stomp any messianic movement as 
politically dangerous on principle, and to suppress 
it: this can he concluded from the memories of 
Theudas and Judas the Galilean in 5 :36f. .liven the 
opposition of the Badducees to belief in the resurr­
ection ( compare 2 3 :5 ) map oe partly dependent on 
political considerations, as was in general their 
dislike of the pro hetic hooks, precisely because 
they knew from: exi erience that intensive 
eschatological im led uneasily to unrest.'*
We sum up our conclusion about Acts 1-5 in the 
words of Erich Auerbach dp53)• He is distinguishing 
between Saga and History: 'In the Sagas of the
martyrs, determined and fanatical victims of 
persecution face equally determined and fanatical 
persecutors: s very complicated - and that means 
historically true - situation, sucl as we see 
reflected in the letter concerning the Christians 
wnich the 'persecutor' Pliny sent to Irajan - this 
can never be found in saga... It is so hard to 
write history that most iiistorians ai'e compelled 
to make concessions to the'saga-technique.'(Mimesis p5 6)**
* Eeicke p . 76 - 7 7
** Our own translation. ■ e hrve not, had access to 
the him li-l edition of mrnnesis. nut see additional 
note p.5\ <7 .
We have only one reservation on these wise 
words: the urbane and humane Pliny would not have
looked so urbane and humane to the Christian 
deaconesses ('ministrae') whom he put to the 
torture. Would not their recollections of the 
event - their 'worm's eye view' - have spoken 
(rightly?) of stubborn persecutors? The women on 
the rack were in no position to appreciate Pliny's 
urbanity.
It is clear that in Acts 1-5 Luke has been 
compelled to make concessions to the saga-technique. 
But he has still presented a recognisable picture 
of what actually happened. History simplified 
need not be history falsified. *
* Auerbach p 53 Die Sage ordnet den Stoff in 
eindeutiger Weise: sie schneidet ihn aus dem 
sonstigen Weltzusammenhang aus, so dass dièse 
nicht verwirrend eingreifen kann, und sie kennt 
nur eindeutig festgelegte, von wenigen einfachen 
Motiven bestimmten Menschen....
Certainly Luke sets out his material in 
'eindeutiger Weise', but his habit of giving lists 
of names - of disciples (1;13) priests (4:6) and 
Hellenists, (6;5) surely indicates a desire to link 
his story with the contemporary world.
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CHAPTER 5 
S 'illiJr*HE ig i  Tryj HELELH 1 ETH
Luke conclude • the fifth cLa- ter of Acts witl 
one of his genexn-lisin. and 'inspirational' comments: 
'And every day in the temple and at ; ome they uid 
not cease teaching and preaching Jesus as the ohrist.' 
(5;42) After this it comes as a shoe“': to discover, 
at the start of the next chapter, that 'The 
Hellenists murmured against the Hebrews because their 
widows were neglected in the daily distribution!
'Nothing : as so far been said about either Hellenists 
or Hebrews, end now the ideal peace of the primitive 
church is shattered oy a communal dispute about 
financial and social problems.
< r \  cThe ehroncf o: ical indiestion is vague - be
— and the phrase n\^ -rCô ~Co^ may
perhaps be intended as a kind of explanation of the 
difficulty that is about to be related. One thing 
is clear: the incident, however vaguely reported, 
is not likely to have been invented op Luke. It does 
not fit in with his plan and pur-rose, and the 
'unedifyin 'fact of com unity discord does not 
serve, as did the fate of Ananias and Sa;: phira, as 
s. kind of cautionary tale of ' awful warning.'
Yet the careful reader must conclude that there 
is more in the incident than meet:- the ege. to 
deal with the problem of widows 'relief seven
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'diakonoi' are appointed. They all have Greek 
names which are given with every appearance of 
verisimilitude. They are therefore - presumably - 
'Hellenists1 while the last named, Nicolaus, is 'a 
proselyte of Antioch.' This curious detail allows 
us to assume with reasonable confidence that the 
other six were Jews by birth. Thus with the seven 
Hellenist deacons appointed to look after social 
welfare, justice will presumably be done and be 
seen to be done.
Something very different happens, however, 
for the first of the seven, Stephen - 'a man full 
of faith and of the Holy Spirit' devotes himself, 
not to social work, but to militant evangelism.
His aggressive approach - ' eJToc&i leu c
G ~ ~ r j »c y t £ v ~r<p ' _ leads to a
confrontation with the synagogue of the 'so-called' 
Freedmen, and those of the Cyrenians, and of the 
Alexandrians, and those from Cilicia and Asia.
These bring Stephen before the Council and put 
forward 'false witnesses' to accuse him of saying 
that 'Jesus of Nazareth will destroy this place.'
Stephen then makes a very long speech, at the end 
of which he is stoned: as H.J.Cadbury remarked;
the victim may have been as uncertain as we are
about the legality of the proceedings! Then there
1 7 , - r ^
follows a precise chronological note: 6V G-kcxv̂ i /1
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a great persecution arose against the church in
Jerusalem, and they were all scattered throughout
the regions of Judaea and Samaria, except the
apostles. (8;l) We have come a long way from
\the original y ^ y y w ^ r - y ^ o s which set off the 
chain of events, and if the Hellenistic widows 
were scattered with the rest they were doubtless 
unable to draw their pensions. Stephen was buried 
by ’devout men' and (the blood of the martyrs 
being the seed of the church) one of those present 
at his death was 'a young man named Saul' (7;88)
Many much-debated questions arise from this 
famous narrative: for example; who were the
Hellenists and who were the Hebrews? Were the 
Seven Deacons simply intended to care for the 
elderly, or was there a deeper split in the primi-; 
tive community? Is the figure of Stephen histor­
ical, and if so, what}if anything can be learned 
about his beliefs from the long speech which is 
attributed to him? Is there any link between the 
Hellenists - or the Hebrews - and any other known 
group within first century Judaism: the Samaritans^
the Essenes, or the covenanters of Qiimran?*
* Who may indeed be related to, if not identical 
with, the Essenes - Sir Godfrey Driver ( The 
Judaean Scrolls) dissenting.
What was the relationship between the Hellenist 
movement and the Gentile mission? Was Stephen in 
his thinking a forerunner of Paul, or an isolated 
figure whose chief point was the negative one of 
opposition to the temple? Was Saul of Tarsus 
really present at the death of Stephen, and if so, 
what effect did this, have on his life and thought? 
Lastly, how close is Luke's account to the histor­
ical course of events? Is it schematised and 
tendentious, and are its.; alleged shortcomings the 
result of the author's ignorance, or bias, or both?
The major difficulty is that, as with so much 
ancient history, we have little to go on except 
the narrative of Acts itself. The confirmation of 
archaeology is general but rarely specific. The 
letters of Paul say little - but not nothing - 
about the period in question. Jewish tradition 
replied to the victorious new movement with some 
denigration and much silence. The documents from 
the Dead Sea Caves have offered much that is great 
value, but their ambiguity is such that while 
Professor 0. Cullmann links Qu mran with the 
Hellenists, Professor M. Black connects the Lead 
Sea Community with the Hebrews! Nor do Roman 
historians offer much help, for the succinct-., 
comment of Tacitus: 'repressaque in pracfgins
exitiabilis supers' titio..rursum erumpebat, Bon
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modo per Iudaeam , originera eius mali, sed per urbem 
etiam...' (Ann.l5;44) seems to imply persecution 
in Judaea, but nothing precise can be concluded 
from it.
We therefore intend to investigate the follow­
ing questions: Who were the Hellenists and who were
the Hebrews? Who was Stephen and what was his 
message? How did Luke compose his narrative and 
what did he intend to say?
YBT^ONCE MORE, WHO WERE THE HELLENISTS?
Prof. C.P.D. Moule began an article on this
subject (Expository Times Lkx^ î S'?) with an
ironical quotation from an 18th century scholar:
'acres inter viros doctissimos sunt contentiones,
c/-~\ \ / ~qumam in Actis Apostolorum vocentur tr-'a ̂  v .
Prof. Moule himself was heard in a lecture to 
summarise the possibilities thus:
1. Greek speaking Jews.
2. Proselytes.
3. Liberal 'Gentilising’ Jews.
4. Helleres-plain Gentiles.
He concluded that the Hellenists were Jews who 
spoke Greek only, and knew no Semitic tongue; like 
Anglo-Welshmen, or Irishmen without the Gaelic, 
they were no less committed for that reason to the 
ideals of their fathers.
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H.J. Cadbury, who took the view that 
Hellenists were in fact plain Gentiles, (possibil­
ity 4 above) gave an invaluable summary of the 
evidence in 'Beginnings of Christianity,' V, Note ?•
The word, he says, should be derived from 
the verbal form ¿XXtviifo : the noun thus formed 
might be expected to mean 'one who is an enthusiast 
for Greek culture' or 'one who apes Greek manners'. 
Cadbury refers to the verbs 
X i t e X d  in the same sense.* However, , 
these words do not seem to have noun forms parallel 
to the expression 'Hellenists'. The logical 
meaning might seem to be 'Greek speaking Jews'. 
'Hebrews' and 'Hellenists' are then two parties
—p O' ^within the mass of fouocrtoc : the former 
spoke Aramaic and the latter Greek. This is the
traditional, and at first sight sensible interpre­
tation. Luke was sensitive to distinctions of 
language: Claudius Lysias was amazed to find that
Paul could speak Greek, while the apostle chose to 
address the mob in Aramaic. The Lycaonian ’back­
woodsmen’ also hailed the missionaries in their own 
vernacular, and Luke the stylist does his best to




remove or explain Latin and Semitic words where he 
can.
But in spite of this Cadbury claims that the 
Hellenists were plain Gentiles after all. The 
Greek names could have been borne by Gentiles, or 
by Palestinian or expatriate Jews.* Secondly, 
the term 'Hebrews' is not usually employed in a 
strictly linguistic sense. It more generally 
means quite simply 'Israelites'. 'In Acts 6 
Hebrews would seem to mean simply Jews spoken of 
from a Jewish standpoint and with a view to 
contrast, and 'Hellenists' would mean those who 
were not Jews at all but outsiders - Gentiles (as 
at its later occurences, or in other words it is 
a synonym for or ¿Troves . (Beg V p 65)
But if this is correct what has happened to 
Luke's account of the Gentile mission? What of
the Cornelius incident, and of the nameless men of
\ r /  J J/\ - 'Cyprus and Cyrene who eAtAovrex Oris
? ~
* Does not the exception - Nicolaus the proselyte - 
prove that the rest were Jews by birth?
K  ' • I 0 ?piqjy in crù u  v .  ‘
** And why the crucial K^- if Gentiles had in fact 
been in the church from the beginning?
Cadbury answers that the author did not intend to 
show a gradual evolution towards the Gentile 
mission, as is usually thought. ’ My own impress­
ion is that the author of Acts, for all his 
attention to lines of development,...has neverthe­
less not attempted to portray a consistent picture 
of an originally Jewish and Judaean Christianity 
systematically expanding to other lands and groups 
by definite and repeated steps, but rather to 
emphasise the acceptance of the gospel by non-Jews 
as a repeated phenomenon, which gradually broke 
down all opposition, not as one event which had a 
single beginning. 'To demonstrate this, Cadbury 
takes the events recorded in Acts in their reverse 
order.
a) 'The missionary journey of A.cts 13-14 is 
regarded as an innovation in spite of the 
conversion of Cornelius.'
b) 'A little earlier at Antioch,... the gospel... 
was ultimately preached to non-Jews by certain 
men of Cyprus and Cyrene. But it is not 
explicitly stated that Gentiles were first 
converted at A.ntioch. . the innovation both in 
Samaria and at Antioch was regarded as 
geographical rather than racial.'




d) 'Still earlier in Acts comes Philip's conver­
sion of the eunuch...Nothing is said as to 
whether he was either a Jew or a Gentile..It is
possible that Luke regarded the eunuch as a Gentile, 
and ranked him as a notable convert from heathendom".
e) Last in the list is the story of Pentecost.
This, says Cadbury, implies that both Jews 
and Gentiles were among the earliest group of 
converts: for1 the word 5Jo <Totto) should be
g rN J c  Iomitted from 2; 5 ( ^ & e-w I ep o w crô X.o v
î -rtiieovvry jlu?diet ) but retained in the list of 
nations given at 2;10. Thus both Jews and 
Gentiles were in the crowd at the Day of 
Pentecost.
It is clear that Cadbury's equation of 
'Hellenists' with 'Gentiles' depends partly on the 
deletion, made mainly on text- critical grounds, 
of the word Ioo>5V£o c in 2; 5.» Another doubt­
ful point is this: If Luke meant to refer to 
Hellenes ( rjv̂ s ) why did he not say so?
He uses this term at 11;21 - at least it seems that
c \ \he does, for several manuscripts read Er-A X /j vi «r-rvr 
instead! It looks as if the 'acres contentiones'
about the meaning of the term 'Hellenists' go right
back to the early manuscripts: for the third
corrector of the Codex SinsLticus altered the reading 
in this very place.
Yet the weight of the evidence seems to be 
strongly against Cadbury's theory. After all, 
the text as it stands tells us that the Seven 
Deacons were selected precisely to put a stop to 
discrimination against the Hellenist group. The
~ ) r-believers were told to select ' e Q
c _ ' and therefore, Stephen must have been a
Hellenist if anybody was. But he begins his
speecn with the salutation ' «sr̂ /Jpeg- ^
TFbc-Tfcrp ed ' - as Jewish an idiom as
'patres conscripti' is Roman - and proceeds to
/present a long resume of Israel's history from 
Abraham to Jesus Christ. Stephen was certainly 
no Gentile.
Moreover, if Stephen was a Jew of some kind - 
as the tone of his disputes with the various 
synagogues suggests - then he would seem to have 
been a Jew by birth: that is the commonsense
implication of the reference to 'Nicolaus a 
proselyte of Antioch' . He only, like Claud.ius 
Lysias who had paid for his Roman citizenship, was 
not an Israelite by birth.
The Hellenists, therefore, were not simply 
Gentiles: but it seems too simple to regard them
simply as 'Greek-speaking Jews'. Various attempts 
have been made to link them with specific groups cf 
'nonconformists' within Judaism.
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Marcel Simon,* who rejects Cadbury's theory 
for reasons similar to the ones given above, points 
out that in 2 Maccabees the term 'Hellenismos' has 
'a disparaging nuance'. It means 'Hellenisers' in 
the same sense as the authors of 'Tracts for the 
Times' were described as 'Romanisers': they were
deviationists, Jews, who spoke Greek indeed but 
were much more seriously unsound in their basic 
doctrines. They may be linked with the odd sect 
of the 'Hellenians' ( v^voc ) mentioned
by Justin Martyr. This group should be linked 
neither with Helen the companion of Simon Magus, 
nor with Hillel the liberal Rabbi. The Hellenians 
of Justin are none other than the Hellenists of 
Acts 6;1, for the endings - ianoi and - istai are 
closely related. It is likely that Hellenianoi is 
to be interpreted as '7‘ollowers of the Greeks' and 
consequently is just another way of expressing what 
is meant by 1Hellenistai': 'the first as well as 
the second of these terms was used to describe 
those Jews who followed, or were suspected of 
following the ways of the Greeks: i.e. of the
heathen. ' (Simon p 18)
Simon concludes: 'About the specifically Greek
origin of this heresy we must not be too
* St. Stephen and the Hellenists p.12.
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categorical. It may, of course, have been 
brought forth, at least in part, by Greek 
influence, but it is not to be excluded that the 
word had a less precise connotation, and meant, 
in the mouths of those who coined ft and applied it 
to their adversaries, simply 'godless'. Whoever 
strayed from the paths of Pharisaic orthodoxy and. 
normal Judaism would be suspected of following the 
Greeks, that is to say the pagans: what exactly
the heresy of Stephen did consist in will appear 
more closely from an analysis of his speech' - 
(p 18-19)
The view that the Hellenists were a group of 
'left-wing' or dissenting Jews had much to command 
it. This theory was worked out in detail by Prof. 
0. Cullmann who attempted to establish a 'triangu­
lar' relationship between Stephen's group, non­
conformist Judaism as evidenced at Qurnran, and 
the group which produced the author of the fourth 
gospel. All these people had one thing in common: 
they wrere opposed in principle to the Jerusalem 
temple. The mysterious Hellenists are referred to 
in John 4:38, where it is said that 'other men 
( c ) laboured, and you have entered into
their labours.'
Before turning to Stephen's speech however, 
we will consider the view of Prof. Moule, that
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the Hellenists were Jews who spoke Greek only.
'The Acts story can make sense as it stands, on
V  \ \ ^ c —the assumption that and fc.jjpociisi
mean, in this particular context, what I have 
proposed. ' Professor Moule rejects the view - as 
old as Salmasius - that the Hellenists were prosel­
ytes. The reference to Nicolaus as a proselyte is 
decisive against this. He rejects the theory of 
Cadbury as well: 'To accept this means not only
postulating the synonymity of two distinct words 
but also rewriting the Acts narrative, which as it 
stands, has scarcely room for Gentiles at this 
stage.'
Professor Moule thinks that the theory which 
regards the Hellenists as Jewish 'modernists' or 
'Hellenisers' as 'highly speculative'. Stephen 
may have been a member of some such Jewish sect 
before conversion to Christianity, but 'I doubt 
whether purely philological considerations are as 
weighty as considerations of context.... the only 
clear datum is that, in the Acts rp and
are contrasted All I am asking
is whether it is not reasonable here, with refer­
ence to the situation in Jerusalem, to define ' 
'Greek-speaking' as meaning 'speaking (only) Greek', 
in contrast to Jews who also spoke a Semitic 
language; and whether, on this showing, the story
in the Acts after all requires very little reading 
between the lines, and very little rewriting.'
Professor Moule argues - we think rightly -
that there is nothing inherently unlikely in the
story of friction between two language groups,
culminating in the dispute about the support of
widows. 'It seems, to me intelligible that this
should have been met by the appointment of seven
men all with Greek names and all probably ' £\\ov 
s *
'^<rTsxl ' to organise the dole. Either the
entire Christian community made the generous
gesture of trusting these seven, although drawn
from the wronged seetioionlŷ to deal fairly with the
Hebraic group as well: or it was assumed that the
'Hebrews' needed no special attention and would go
on smoothly as before. In either case, the Twelve
would be relieved of the distraction that had begun
to threaten their proper vocation.* (6;2-4)
One of the oddest points in the narrative of 
Acts is the statement that when persecution broke 
out after the death of Stephen, all the believers 
fled 'except the apostles'. (8;1) It has been
suggested that Luke Is less than candid here: in
fact, the heretical Hellenists were expelled, 
while the Hebrew Christian community, who were 
pro-temple and prepared to accept the Torah, were 
left in peace. Professor Houle tries to vindicate
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the text as it stands: 'the apostles, coining
from Galilee and never having begun to live in 
Jerusalem till after the resurrection, may have 
been the only male Jews never to have joined a 
synagogue in the city. Diaspora Jews, even as 
Christians, may well have found it easier to be 
accepted into one or another of the synagogues than 
Galileans - too local to be genuine diaspora 
members, yet too alien to fit in elsewhere. And 
if they did not belong to any synagogue, they may 
well have been the only Christians who escaped the 
peculiarly bitter attacks which are directed against 
renegades within a community... all the other local 
Christians - even the EE|?pouoi - may well have been 
attacked when the Galilean twelve escaped for the t. 
time being.'
This attempt to save the credit of the narra­
tive of Acts seems to overlook the fact that it was 
precisely the apostles who were under fire in .Acts 
1-5* They were marked men who had made the 
Sanhedrin look ridiculous, and so it is a priori 
improbable that they would have been allowed to 
'lie low' simply because the persecution was 
carried on from within Greek-speaking synagogues.
Professor Moule makes two further points: 
Firstly, if we can suppose that Stephen was 
connected with the group who received the Epistle
to the Hebrews, then he may be one of the 'leaders' 
referred to in 13;7 in that epistle. But even if 
the tradition that the readers of the letter were 
'Hebrews' is wrong, it is clear that they were 
thought to speak a Semitic language - i.e. the term 
was understood in a linguistic sense.
More weighty is the reference to Chrysostom, 
who in Horn:14, refers to the Hellenists as ' toj; 
EA\/jvi<3-T4 •. and in Horn«25, comments on
Acts 11;21 that the hearers of the gospel did not 
El/?p »a a—ri ' . furthermore
Chrysostom refers to the Hebrews as ' o' ĵ oc 
£̂ p>7oi '-the real Hebrews- 'implying again that it 
was possible to apply £ ( £ -  even if in a shall­
ower sense - to the Hellenists.'
Professor Moule rests his case on a common- 
sense interpretation of the text. 'The context is 
the surest guide to the meaning, and in any case 
M. Simon admits that the term 'Hellenists' as used 
by Luke, includes all Greek-speaking Jews,' and 
that 'to the author of Acts, the word apparently 
had no other meaning.'
But if the Hellenists differed from their 
brethren in nothing save language, why did the 
appointment of the seven social workers lead to a 
religious pogrom? Lid the Hellenist crisis have 
profounder implications than even Luke perceived?
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'./cts there more bo i fc cu 0 iibj • ■’ ?
:< ne - L . 1 11 : —  0 e i’i e c e s s c r 7 ’ c o
look r..ore closely r.t ti e speech of step! ex:.
Cx. •: ny view ii.i j speed is a puzzle. It is extremely 
i°n Vi ;2-53) , m u d  .os' it do« s i t s :em very relevant 
to the question at issue, ana it rep . sps be 
si ipped . .  e coi t? a a; if i. iudici
* TJ ! views " : G if rge Bernard 1 oi : e : : ’ly 
chapters of Acts are also worth recordin : 'One of the
r ■ vi ings the apostles did. with their miraculous
power was to strike dead a wretched men. and his wife 
who hac •sfrauded them by holding some money back 
from ti e common t >cl . I . str .... c le ’ li]
without remorse, judging bee tl bet d .
1 : ; r  - - 1: ’ine ii 1 no t con tail 3. ray - f  i t 1 Lgl t " 
which reveals Jesus as one of the redeerers of sen 
from folly and error.' . b d  intolerable 
sPei \ ■" eliver an oration to the council, in which
he first inflicted on them a tedious si:etcli of tl
history of Israel, 1 ith w! icl tb ... were ; re ui bl; ee
well acquainted as he, and then reviled them i tl
' insulting terms as * stiff-necked end uncircumci eed' 
1 ; 1-ly 5 ' fter 1 orii thei ■ a ■ : . sp d  ' ' r. ..
me it bearable extremity, he look« e said thai
saw t:b ! e s • ope] < d . Cl d  stanc i oi th<
~ - bt hand of God. This was too much. The; tl rew him 
out of the city and stoned him to death. It was a 
severe way of dealing with a tactless and conceited 
^ore, 1 was pardonable and human in comparison to 
-• slaughter of nanias and Sap hira.'
(irefscc to .indir-ocles aid the lir.r; p.LXXIV) 
hj is is : a ;nificent but it is not criticism, 
neader will have no difficulty in picl in; out tl
tious epithets employed. One critical point is 
orthy of notice: Shaw has perceived that little i 
id in the '] ery ma' about the tradition of tl e words 
of oesus.
rather like some of the dated dialogue in the 
Waverley novels. Such was certainly not the 
intention of Luke, for ancient readers enjoyed a 
'set-piece speech' for its rhetorical entertain­
ment value!
We must ask several questions about 'this 
tedious sketch of the history of Israel' (as George
Bernard Shaw described it). firstly, was it a
/free composition by Luke, or did he have sourcei, 
written or oral? Secondly, did these sources go 
back to Stephen himself, or his followers, or to 
some entirely unrelated group? Thirdly, (if we 
give a positive answer to questions 1 and 2), what 
can we conclude from this about the beliefs of 
Stephen and the Hellenists?
It seems to be generally admitted that here at 
least Luke was usingua written source of some kind. 
This is indeed disputed by Loisy, who ascribes the 
entire speech to his editor ('redacteur'). 'The
editor has not even troubled to add a touch which 
corresponds to the situation, as he did previously 
for the speeches of Peter, and as he will do again 
for the other speeches which he will interpolate in 
his book.'* 'The editor has conceived of this 
(concluding) invective not only as a conclusion
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* Les Actes des Apôtres: p 3^7*
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suited to the speech which it brings to an end, 
but also as the incident most likely to provoke 
the furious riot in which Stephen will perish.'*
These views, however, depend on Loisy's 'conspir­
acy theory' about the composition of Acts as a 
whole: 'the first form (of the book), which we
owe to Luke, was an exact narration, devoid of 
any apologetic intent. This was unfortunately 
mutilated by an incompetent editor, who was 
anxious, not to defend historical truth, but to 
prove that Christianity was the sole true Judaism'.** 
Loisy's theory was thus the reverse of that 
favoured by many source-critics: instead of a 
historian of debateable competence using sources 
of varying value, he presented an original pris­
tine Luke whose work, without spot or wrinkle, \ 
was ruined by a tendentious redactor. But Loisy 
saw clearly one point, that the views expressed 
in Stephen's speech are at,variance with much else 
in the book: in particular with the question of
the rightness or wrongness of the building of the 
temple:
'It is in the passage about David that the 
editor has concealed all the artifice of his
* Loisy p 3̂ 7.
** Loisy p 341,344.
e x e g e s i s ... what is said about him is intended to 
conceal the approval given by God himself to the 
idea of building a temple, and the divine promise 
which assured the perpetual future of the temple 
just as much as that of the Davidic dynasty: (but)
the violent peroration, which follows the quota­
tion from Isaiah, evidently classified the 
building of the temple as one of the acts of infid­
elity of which Israel has been guilty from the 
beginning!*
Loisy then proceeds to criticise the critics 
who have tried to minimise the "condemnation of the 
temple by saying that the speech only intended to 
point out its relative value." The author (in 
Loisy's view the editor) had no such moderate 
intentions. "He considers that the tabernacle was 
sufficient.... What he really believes, and what he 
wishes to prove, is that Solomon was of another 
mind than was David, and that he erred in not 
holding fast to the 'place of encampment' which 
David found for the tabernacle on Mount Zion."
Loisy has certainly shown that there is more in 
Stephen's speech than met the eye of Bernard Shaw! 
Hostility to the temple is certainly one of its 
major topics. If we regard Loisy's theory of an
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* Loisy p 341,344.
original Acts disgracefully mutilated by a bia.S..ed
\
editor as a 'hypothese gratuite et arbitraire' (to 
use his own words) then we may well wonder whether 
the anti-temple view expressed in the speech go 
back to pre-Lucan times, and perhaps to Stephen 
himself.*
It may be helpful to make a summary of the 
speech. It is curiously unbalanced in its treat­
ment of Israel's history, and in this reminds us 
of the writer to the Hebrews, who runs out of time 
to 'tell of Gideon, Barak, Samson, Jephiiah, of 
David and the prophets.' (Heb.l2;32). Could 
there be a not very skilful abridgement in Stephen's 
speech as well?
* After all the Third Gospel is not anti-temple.
It begins and ends in the temple, with the discip­
les 'blessing God' (24-57) just as Zechariak 
'served as a priest before God' (1-8) Could this 
be the work of an unscrupulous Judaising redactor? 
But Occam's razor applies also in the field of 
literary criticism: hypothetical editors should
not be postulated unless absolutely necessary. 
Loisy's theory of an original entirely impartial 
Luke has the same motivation as those Shakespearean 
critics who ascribed all the bard's less inspired 









■8 Abraham: God tells him of the promised
land-though he did not himself posess it 
- he had no 'inheritance - not even a 
foot's length. 'After his father died 
Abraham left Haran.
■15 Joseph: He was sold into Egypt, but 'God
gave him favour and wisdom before Baraoh.1 
He died, and was buried in Schechem.
■29 Moses: A new Pharaoh persecuted the people.
Moses, who was 'instructed in all the 
wisdom of the Egyptians' killed an Egyptian 
and fled to the land of Midian.
■3A God appeared to Moses 'in a flame of fire 
in a bush' - and declared, 'I am the God 
of your fathers.'
•41 The people rebelled against Moses and made 
a golden calf.
■43 God abandoned the people to the worship of 
the host of heaven. This is backed up by 
a quotation from Amos 5:25-27, which seems 
to be based on the LXX but which reads 
'beyond Babylon' for 'beyond Damascus'.
■47 Tabernacle and Temple: The tabernacle was
made at God's direction and accompanied the
promised land. It lasted until the time of
David who 'asked leave to find a habitation 
/( ) for the God of Jacob.'
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'But it was Solomon who built a house for 
him.1
v 48-49 God does not dwell in houses made with
hands: This assertion is supported by a
quotation from Isaa©|k 61>: 1, which agrees in 
wording with a similar quotation in the 
Epistle of Barnabas, 
v 51-53 You stiff-necked people! The hearers have 
done as their fathers did, who killed the 
prophets who foretold the coming of the 
Righteous One, whom they in turn have 
betrayed and murdered. They 'received the 
Law as delivered by angels and did not keep 
it.'
All kinds of theories have been put forward 
about this speech. It is clear at least that it 
definitely culminates in an attack on the temple 
as such. 'What house will you build for me? says
the Lord, or what is my place of rest?' The 
implication seems clear, that God never approved 
of the temple at all. Whether this revolutionary 
idea derives from Loisy's redactor or from Stephen 
remains to be seen.
Haenchen's summary of the problem is, as 
often, very penetrating. The speech has, he 
remarks, led to the 'breaking of heads'
(Kopfzerbrechen) among critics - and primarily
because the speech makes to attempt to answer the 
charges properly at all! Some argued that Stephen 
did try to answer the charge: E.G. Baur, for
example, saw in the speech an exposition of God's 
mighty works and Israel's constant ingratitude, 
Since this explanation (and others) did not seem 
very adequate, various critics sought to explain 
the problem thus: the-original speech did in fact 
answer the charge, but was altered by the author 
of Acts who misunderstood his source. For example: 
'W. Foerster (1953) tried to solve the problem like 
this: only the part about Moses goes back to
Stephen. For the rest Luke repeats thoughts going 
back to Stephen's circle, which he learnt from 
Philip the evangelist.'
The second solution is to suppose that the 
speech is. a unity, but that Stephen made no 
attempt to answer the charges against him. Thus 
Lake thought that religious and political pioneers
t
never try to refute charges against themselves, 
but rather to present their own case at every 
opportunity. On the other hand Wellhausen 
supposed that the speech was 'a learned elabora­
tion based on the LXX', while Preuschen followed 
Overbeck with the theory that 'proving that Israel 
was always ungrateful, the author prepares the way 
for the Gentile mission.' "All these scholars,"
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concludes Haenchen*, " no longer understand the 
speech from the situation of Stephen (and thereby 
from tradition, but from the situation of the 
author of Acts (and thereby from its composition)."
The latter solution Haenchen finds congenial. 
Here, as often, he follows Martin Dibelius, who 
declared that 'Luke.has inserted the speech into the 
story of the martyrdom of Stephen.' ;Like many 
others Dibelius was baffled by the apparent irrele­
vance of much of the speech:1 ‘There cannot and need 
not be any question of an Aramaic original...' he 
declared, 'but we may well wonder whether the recitdl 
of facts was compiled by Luke; as in the case of 
the missionary speeches, so here also we would not 
wish to exclude the possibility of dependence on an 
older text, at least for that section which con­
sists solely of a recital of facts: this would be 
the best explanation of it£ impartial tone. The 
polemic passages may be ascribed to Luke, who 
would of course have worked over the whole!** The 
inclusion of this long speech Dibelius sought to 
explain in terms of the author's literary purpose.. 
'It needs to be appreciated not within the setting 
of martyrdom, but of the book as a whole.' It
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* H. p 239.
** Essays p 169.
shows how far, inwardly, the speaker is from 
Judaism, but does so by means of devices, which 
are themselves borrowed from Judaism. That too is 
typical of the conflict between Christianity and 
Judaism which is introduced by this speech. It is 
not only Paul who has taken from the arsenal of 
Hellenistic Judaism, the weapons which he directs 
against Judaism. The author of Acts does the same 
thing, and so introduces the conflict between 
Christianity and Judaism in a characteristic manner 
appropriate to the circumstances.*
* literary and historical interests are not 
mutually exclusive. Luke may well have included 
the speech for literary reasons - to show the 
growth of conflict with Judaism - as he included 
the speeches at Athens and at Pisidian Antioch as 
typical examples of mission preaching in different 
circumstances. Indeed, a genuinely historical 
source, or summary of what Stephen or Paul said, 
would make his point even more clear if it was 
available. Bultmann's dictum holds good: 'Proof
of the unity of a composition d.ecides nothing about 
the possible use of sources.' (Mit der Nachweis
i »derStileinheit einer Komposition nichts uber die 
etwaige verwendung von Quellerc. entschieden 1st.' 
(N.T. Essays ed A.J.B. Higgins p 173)
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Haenchen follows Dibelius in his own evalua­
tion of the speech, and as so often, he pushes 
the ideas of Dibelius to extremes. The speech is 
a sermon from the Hellenistic synagogue - an edify­
ing re-telling of the history of Israel's relations 
with God.* This, with the exception of a few 
verses ('mit Ausnahme weniger Verse'T_ Luke took over 
en bloc, and made fit the situation of Stephen's 
trial with some additions and possibly abridgements. 
'As long as we suppose that Luke recorded here the 
preaching of Stephen and his circle simply out of 
historical interest, we do not see the problem... 
whether Stephen really Ctiu IjiU ke a speech at that 
time was irrelevant; the educated reader did not 
expect to have a speech in the original passed on 
to him..,' 'At the time when Luke is writing his 
book, the Jews are the mighty and irreconcilable 
enemies of the Christians.' The anti-Jewish 
polemic found in the speech does not go back to the 
historical Stephen at all. 'What Luke describes 
here was an experience familiar to himself and to 
his church...It is the Jews who loose persecution 
after persecution against the Christians...Thus 
there appear the two pictures of Israel, which are 
never systematically reconciled by Luke: Israel
* H. p 239
with its role in the history of salvation, the 
people of the patriarchs, of Moses and the 
prophets, and Israel, the people always prone 
to worship idols and to slay the prophets.'*
Haenchen therefore thinks that nothing at 
all can be inferred about the beliefs of Stephen 
and the Hellenists from the speech as recorded in 
Acts. Once again we are confronted with too 
extreme an 'either -or' situation. Granted that 
Luke did not record the speech simply out of 
historical interest ('einfach aus historischem 
Interesee') - this need not mean that he had no 
historical interest at all. Granted too that the 
educated reader did not expect, a speech to be a 
'Hansard' or verbatim report, but it seems clear 
that he did expect a speech to give some idea of 
the views of the original speaker. * * And the fatal 
flaw in Haenchen's argument appears in the phrase 
'with the exception of a few words.' Having cast 
out the mote from the eye of Baur, Spitta, Wendt
and the rest, he is left with a beam in his own.
Bor his explanation seems as subjective as anyone
* H. p 241
** So much implied by Thucydides, 1:22 'I adhered 




else' s! ('To sum up, v 3 5 , 3 7, 39-^3, and 48-53 
appear to be additions') Moreover verses 5 1 - 5 3  
the climactic attack on the Jewish leaders -' 
clearly come from the hand of Luke, who was truly 
not inexperienced in rhetoric.'
One has only to mark these verses with a pencil 
to see how subjective this is: v 3 7 is excluded 
because 'it stresses explicitly the conformity 
between Moses and the coming prophet like unto him.' 
Certainly it is a foreign body in any 'neutral' 
account of Israel's history, but it could also be 
an expression of Stephen's distinctive theology, 
and is the very verse which has been used, as v/e 
shall see, to link him with Samaritans! So too 
v 39-43j reproach Israel with idolatry by means of 
a quotation from the LXX. Since nobody would quote 
the Greek Bible to the Sanhedrin this must be 
deleted too. Again the non-sequitur.
If Hellenists spoke Greek only they would have 
had to quote the LXX, and if we suppose that the 
speech is not a transcript of court procedings, 
but a general statement of what Stephen thought, 
then the problem disappears. As for the crucial 
verses 48-50, with their explicit claim that God 
never intended the Jews to build a temple at all- 
here Haenchen relies on Overbeck's claim that there 
are 'seams' between verses 43 and 44, which show
that Luke was making insertions into a synagogue 
sermon. This too is subjective, for anti- 
orthodox bias can be detected earlier on, in vl6, 
with its reference to Shechem.
Granted that Luke had literary motives for* 
stressing the hostility of Judaism, one must still 
ask the question: why does he place his polemic
against the temple in the mouth of Stephen and of
nobody else? The reasonable answer would seem to
be that he genuinely believed that Stephen had held 
such views. And if he did, then he was not alone 
in the Judaism of the first century. Scholars 
have sought to link both him and the Hellenists 
with various groups of Jewish dissenters, such as 
the Samaritans and the sectaries of Qalmran.
THh HELLLLISTS ¿HD THE QHHRAN COMMUNITY
In two articles entitled 'A new approach to 
the interpretation of the Fourth Gospel' * Prof.JO. 
Cullmann argued that 'Palestinian Judaism of the
time of the New Testament was not so homogeneous 
as we are tempted to believe. 'At the end of the 
first century there existed in Palestine on the one 
hand the official Judaism, and on the other hand 
a more or less nonconformist Judaism which already
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included Hellenistic elements. 'It is therefore 
incorrect to distinguish only Palestinian Judaism 
and the Hellenistic Judaism. Palestinian Judaism 
itself was not the homogeneous entity it had been 
thought to be. The two types of primitive 
Christianity in Palestine correspond to the two 
types of Palestinian Judaism. 'This 'nonconform­
ist' Judaism is linked by Professor Cullmann with 
the cirle that produced the fourth gospel, with 
the Hellenists of Acts and with the community of 
Qu■mran.
Cullmann has long maintained that there was a 
Jewish Gnostic movement in Palestine itself at the 
beginning of the Christian era. This movement - 
of which the pseudo-Clementine writings give evidence 
- was itself the 'cradle of Christianity'. To 
this circle Stephen and his fellow-Hellenists belon­
ged..They were more than Greek-speaking Jews: the
to live after the manner of the Greeks. The
essential characteristic of this group is not the 
fact that several of its members originated from 
the Dispersion or that they were proselytes." The 
reference to Nicolaus proves that they were not 
simply proselytes and the fact that Barnabas - a 
typical Diaspora Jew - was not a Hellenist shows 
that this was not their distinctive feature either.
verb Mdoes not mean to speak Greek, but
"These Hellenists must have existed already as a 
group and formed part of a group within Judaism.I;
But what did they believe? Cullmann states frankly: 
'Unfortunately Stephen did not leave behind any 
writing. It is therefore difficult to form a 
precise idea of the theological conceptions of this 
group which was so important for the primitive 
community. be have only the speech of Stephen in 
Acts, and in the speeches of Acts we find inevit­
ably the ideas of Luke, who did not belong to this 
group. However the speech of Stephen contains 
such distinctive ideas which are different from the 
other ideas of the book of Acts, that we must admit 
that the author is using a direct source coming from 
that group! (our emphasis) Cullmann argued that the 
Hellenists must have agreed with v^umran over 
opposition to the temple, though the grounds of 
their opposition differed. But they were also 
linked with the Johannine circle, and a solution 
is suggested for the famous puzzle John 4;3S: 'ocXXac.
lc fr\< u  t t l  Ok x,o<_c T O 'v ’ hce >/< o y
o ( . \ j t o j v  G rCsr G rX r j X  \j (croCTfc- -
VAnd who were the mysterious «¿XW who laboured in 
Samaria before the apostles? 'It can only be a 
question of missionaries, 'says Cullmann -' who 
cleared the way for the apostles in Samaria. I
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am convinced that the Book of Acts gives the answer. 
Chapter 8 recounts... that the missionary work in 
Samaria was begun by the Hellenists, in particular 
by Philip, one of the Seven, after their persecu­
tion, and that only afterwards the apostles Peter 
and John literally entered their field of work..... 
The real work had already been accomplished by 
these , partisans of Stephen, for the most
part anonymous.1
To sustain this interesting thesis Cullmann 
has to show that Stephen, the fourth evangelist 
and the community at Qu mran held similar views 
about the Temple. Stephen 'puts the construction 
of the temple on the same level of Israel's 
unfaithfulness in resisting the Holy Spirit as the 
making of the golden calf!1 (Thus the very point 
which Cullmann finds to be a clue to the attitude 
of .Stephen, is regarded by Eaenchen as an inter­
polation made by Luke!)
But is such a polemic against the temple found 
at Qumran? The answer is not quite clear. 'The 
Damascus document condemns only sacrifices offered 
in a state of impurity. 'The Manual of Dicipline 
(9:3) seems to say that valid sacrifices are 
necessary in principle, while the 'War of the Sons 
c(~ Light and the Sons of Darkness (2;9-8) appears 
to prescribe both dress and ritual for the offering
of sacrifice. Temple and sacrifice, therefore, 
had a place, for them, in the world to come.
They were not against the temple on principle, but 
only against the usurping priesthood of Jerusalem, 
whose orders were invalid and whose personal life 
was a poor example. Now we see how our tantalis­
ing and fragmentary, evidence can be interpreted in 
opposite ways. Eaenchen declares that .Stephen's 
alleged polemic against the temple had 'nothing at 
all to do with the 'no' which was the reply of the 
QiUmran to the service of the Jerusalem temple...1 
Qidmran objected to an incorrect calender and 
unworthy priests. Stephen - and that means Luke - 
attacked the temple with the arguments of the
IfHellenistic Enlightenment (Kellenistische Aufklarung) 
Cullmann on the other hand agrees that Stephen and 
Qw<-mran do not speak with one voice, but 'the long 
abstention from sacrifices, must sooner or later 
have given birth to the idea that sacrifices were 
not at all pleasing to God. 'In other words, the 
Dead Sea Community could well have provided a home 
for a man like Stephen. He appears as a kind of 
first century George Eox pushing the ideas of more 
moderate men to their apparently logical conclusion.
Cullmann seeks to find the missing link 
between Stephen and Qvxmran in the pseudo-Clementine 
literature. These documents 'actually much more
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Jewish than Christian' - declare that 'the very 
purpose of the coming of Jesus the true prophet 
was...to put an end through baptism to the cult of 
sacrifices in Jerusalem.' The water of baptism 
was to put out the fire lit by the high priest.
On the other hand the pseudo-Clementines regard 
Aaron as a principle of evil, in opposition to 
hoses, whereas A.aron was venerated by the men of 
Qumran. Here there is a link with Stephen's 
speech, for the golden calf was made by Aaron 
(Acts 7; 14) ; it was ^etpo Trbf̂ Tĉ  and so was the 
temple (7;48). 'It would be difficult to push 
this radicalism any further 'says Cullmann, who 
speculates that it may be in tune with the thought 
of Jesus, who himself referred to a 'temple not 
made with hands'. (Mk. 14;5 8)
Lastly there is a link with the Samaritans; 
it is no accident that the mysterious eO\\<u appear 
in the very chapter of the fourth gospel that deals 
with the woman of Samaria. 'The inhabitants of 
this country, which had strongly undergone the 
influence of psgmism and syncretistic Hellenism, 
were half-Jews, who recognised the five books of 
Moses but rejected above all the temple of 
Jerusalem, in favour of their own place of worship
- the sacred mount Gerizim According to the
church fathers, there was a Simonian religion in
Samaria, which appealed to the authority of Simon 
the magician. The role of Simon must have been 
more important than the Book of Ants indicates. 
According to the Pseudo-Clementines, he was the 
actual founder of a Gnostic sect, in which Hellen­
istic and Jewish elements were combined in a 
characteristic fashion which recalls certain aspect 
of the syncretistic Judaism which we are now 
studying...' Cullmann concludes: 'The Christians
who were expelled from Jerusalem because of their 
rejection of the temple turned to preach the gospel 
among precisely those Jews of Samaria who had also 
long rejected (of course for other reasons) the 
cult of the temple of Jerusalem.1*
Cullmann then proceeds to argue for a link 
between the Jewish 'spirituals' and the fourth 
gospel, as well as with the Epistle to the Hebrews 
Stephen went further than the fourth evangelist, 
however. 'Por him the construction of the temple 
represented an infidelity already within the
* Thus the thinkers behind these groups 'spirit­
ualised' the temple much as seventeenth century 
radicals 'spiritualised' the sacraments. We may 
be sure that an underground stream links the 
thought of Boehme with that of George Fox, but it 
is feasible to plot its course?
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history of Israel, while for the fourth gospel it
is doubtless only after the coming of Christ that 
the cult of the temple was abolished. 'But we 
may conclude that 'The Johnannine community was 
recruited especially from the circle of John the 
Baptist, and is clearly related too, if not 
identical with, the followers of Stephen called 
Hellenists'.
If the Hellenists were in fact a group of
non-conformist Jews opposed to the temple, who
existed already in the lifetime of Jesus, what 
then was his attitude to them? "let us say th&t 
Jesus not only cleansed the temple, but he also 
uttered words about the temple which played an 
important role in his trial. In the form 'I shall 
destroy this temple and I will rebuild it' - it is 
a question of false testimony, according to the 
synoptists, which false witnesses, as Mark says, 
ascribed to him. But it is certain that Jesus 
said something else. On the one hand (Mk. 13;2) 
'these shall not be left stone upon another, that 
shall not be thrown down', and on the other hand, 
(Mk. 14;58) I will build another temple made with­
out hands' (= the community of disciples). In 
John 2 these two affirmations are combined together 
in the declaration that we read there in v 1 9: 
'Destroy this temple, and I will rebuild it.'"
JJesus himself, says Cullmann, was 'above' both 
the synoptic and the Johannine types of Christianity, 
And it is curious that the accusation about the 
temple is precisely the one which Luke does not 
bring up at the trial of Jesus, but transfers - or 
at any rate makes use of - in the story of the death 
of Stephen: here it is (Acts 7;13) that the false
witnesses declare that 'We have heard, him say that 
Jesus of Nazareth will destroy this pldce, and 
change the customs which Moses delivered to us.'
It is brilliant work, but will it stand up in 
court? A reasonable verdict must be 'There is 
probably something in it' . But how' fragmentary and 
diverse is the evidence on which this edifice of 
theory is constructed! The history and dating of 
the pseudo-Clementines is as debateable as are the 
documents from the Bead Sea Caves! This uncertain 
-ty is characteristic of much ancient history and 
should not lead to exaggerated scepticism. We are 
not studying Neanderthal man, the graves of whose 
dead can tell us nothing precise about the intui­
tions of his religious pioneers. Cullmann's 
theory of a link between the Hellenists and sectar­
ian Jud.aism'bmore likely than a view which would 
ascribe the whole story to the literary creativity 
of Luke, but his circumstantial evidence must fall 
short of definite proof. And meanwhile other
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scholars have taken a different road, and sought 
to link Stephen not with the caves and community 
of Qtmiran, but with the city and holy mountain of 
Samaria.
STLPHEH AND THi SAMARITANS
hoting the local tradition that Stephen was a 
Samaritan, Dr. Abram Spiro has tried to show that 
the arguments used in his speech depend on a use of 
the Samaritan Pentateuch.*
a) Stephen says that Abram left Haran after his 
father's death. This agrees with the Samaritan 
text which makes Terah, Abram's father, live fox" 
145 years, while the Massoretic text allows him 205 
years. Here, as elsewhere, the statistics of 
the Samaritan Pentateuch differ considerably from 
the M.T. Thus Kittel's Biblia Hebraica thinks 
that 145 years at Genesis 11; 52 is 'forte rectius' 
and compares Acts 7;^*
b) Stephen remarks that God promised Abraham the
land but 'gave him no inheritance' (7;5y ^
€ < b  lO W C Q rv* ' C13XV <£rv U T / j  ^
This agrees with the Samaritan text of Deut 2;5b.
The M.T. includes the word 'inheritance' at 11;5b
only.
* Acts: Anchor Bible, p 265-500»
c) God said to Hoses: 'I am the God of your
fathers. 'This version of Exodus 3;6 agrees with
i>
the Samaritan text which reads 71 -r| i V  as against 
the r| — ik of the M.T. (once again B.H. thinks that 
the Samaritan version is right.)
d) 'Stephen's history from Abraham through Moses 
depends on Genesis and Exodus. Eence 7;37, 
mentioning a future prophet like Moses, is based 
not on Deut 18;IS, which would be an intrusion, 
but on the Samaritan book of Exodus which contains 
a pericope (after 2 0;1 7) composed of passages from 
Deut. and called by the Samaritans the tenth comman­
dment.' (The passage in the Samaritan text 
resembles Deut 27;4-7: reference to the 'prophet 
like unto Moses' occurs in v21b of Von Gall's 
edition of the Samaritan Pentateuch.)
e) 'The six times repeated demonstrative 'this' 
(Acts 7; 35-4-0) is a Samaritan formulary construc­
tion. A Samaritan liturgical poem has survived
in which dozens of lines begin 'This is he' and end 
with 'This is Moses the son of Amram.' Stephen's 
identification of Palestine as 'this land in which 
you are now living', inapplicable in Jerusalem to 
the Sanhedrin, shows that Stephen composed this 
tract for use among newcomers, that is for the men 
of the Diaspora synagogues in Jerusalem.'
Neither of these points is strong. The
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Sanhedrin could be contrasted (now living) with the 
Patriarchs - and even if Dr. Spiro is right, he has 
conceded at least that the tract was not composed 
for Stephen's trial. We also have difficulty in 
finding the six-fold 'this'. ' i) rov M  u> u cr •ij'v (y 35)
2 )  T O  J r o y  O t?C:OC Q, 3£J (jf )  U W T  6 c r  V  I V  H  W  V CT f j " l  ( v  1
4) o»7 Tes &T-Tt'S' o y £ v oyjirv c _r . , < (v J ("̂ ) O y^¿ p 
nd)v;cr>ĵ  o^T o_f (v 4-©̂
Even vr these expressions are thought to be paral­
lel they are only five in number,
Apart from these linguistic points, Spiro 
attempts to show that the whole speech by Stephen' 
'glorified the Samaritans and denounced the Jews.'
Twice, (Acts 7;2 and 7;H) he mentions Karan - a 
central point itt Samaritan lore; the only other 
city he mentions is Shechem (7;16) the Samaritan 
counterpart of Jerusalem; and in the same verse he 
implies (?) that Abraham himself was buried in 
Shechem. He also used the term 'place' (Jo'TAr =
"Q̂ pf)) at 7 '7, and the use of Place = shrine is 
’standard Samaritan usage1. The Holy Place is in 
fact Mount Gerizim (=Shechem). So too the 
puzzling misquotation from Amos 5;27? where exile 
'beyond. Damascus' is changed to 'beyond Babylon'.
This is the work of a Samaritan hand, who substi­
tuted the exile of southern Judah to Babylon for 
that of the northerners 'beyond. Damascus'.
Dr. Spiro also traces Samaritan ideas in the
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last part of the speech, here his argument seems
rather involved: David 'found favour in the sight
of God and asked leave to find a habitation for the 
God of Jacob1. This depends on Psalm 182;4 where 
David swears not to rest ’until I find a place 
('Maqom') for the Dol'd, a dwelling place for the 
mighty one of Jacob. 'Since it was in Samaritan 
opinion heretical to hold that Jerusalem was the 
'place' 'Stephen followed Samaritan tradition by 
only using the second half of the verse and chang - 
ing it; instead of the 'Mighty One' (i.e. God) of 
Jacob he has 'The house of Jacob.*
Br. Spiro further argues that the 'Hebrews' of 
6;1 were not Aramaic - speaking Jews but Samaritans. 
'The Samaritans called themselves Hebrews for 
centuries. By contrast the Jews of the first 
century C.j_j. did not call themselves Hebrews.
(Some writers when they wanted to archaise or use 
elevated style occasionally employed 'Hebrews' in 
literary compositions - but Hebrews as a synonym 
for Jews came into use only with the second century 
C.B., and then only in Christian writers).1 Paul 
is therefore attacking Samaritan Christian mission-
This is not quite right; 7;46 reads K xa ^t /j
aries when he writes: 'Are they Hebrews? So am I.
Are they Israelites? So am I.’ (2 Cor. 11;22)
The synagogue of the Hebrews at Corinth - which is 
attested by archaological evidence - was according 
to Dr. Spiro, a Samaritan synagogue. 'Not only 
were 'Hebrews' Paul's enemies, but also the allies 
of the 'Hebrews', namely the 'Hellenists' who 
disputed with Paul and sought to kill him.
(Acts 9;29)
G.S. Mann thinks that Dr. Spiro's material has 
put beyond question the interpretation of 'Hebraioi' 
as 'Samaritans' or 'Samaritan Christians'. He 
therefore raises against the question of the ident­
ity of the Hellenists, end decides in favour of 
the meaning 'Hellenised Jews' - 'it is likely,' he 
declares - 'that the charge of being a 'Hellenist' 
is first century Judaism was equivalent to the 
charge of being a foreign agent.' 'The Hellenised 
Jews' and the 'Samaritan Christians' formed 'the 
two most significant minority groups in the 
Jerusalem church'. He concludes (p.80 ) that 'it 
is important that we do not exaggerate the dimen­
sions of the quarrel between the Hellenist and 
Samaritan Christians in Jerusalem. United in 
their confession of Jesus as the Messiah, it was 
the very minority status which provoked the dispute 
which Luke reveals.'
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Yet with due respect to Dr. Spiro's learning 
in the lore of the Samaritans, it must be quest­
ioned whether the identification of the Hebrews 
with the Samaritans is 'beyond all doubt'. The 
chief difficulty is that his view contradicts the 
plain statement of Acts itself. As so often,
Luke is more lucid than his commentators.
Firstly, Acts 6;1 implies, not that Hebrews 
and Hellenists were two minority groups, but two 
sections into which the believers were divided.
The twelve clearly belong to the Hebrew section, 
and can hardly be Samaritans, since Lk. 9;5d 
presents two of them as being in favour of calling 
fire down on a Samaritan village! Moreover, Luke 
is quite clear about the Samaritans in Acts. 8.
He calls them by their usual name, and mentions 
their religious leader Simon, 'that power of God 
which is called great' (8;10). If Luke thought 
that the Hebrews of Acts 6;1 were Samaritans, why 
did he not say so? Finally the text of Acts 
clearly implies that Stephen was a Hellenist and 
not a Hebrew. Whatever was the truth about the 
'widows' aid 'dispute, it clearly involved a 
complaint made by the Hellenist party. To appoint 
officials from the opposite group would make no 
sense at all.
The points made by Dr. Spiro are ©P very
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unequal value, the strongest of them being that 
Stephen’s speech agrees with trie Samaritan version 
about Terah's age, ana offers a reading corres­
ponding to the Samaritan text of Exodus 3;6 . The 
points, nowevex, will hardly suffice no prove the 
mysterious martyr a Samaritan! The more fragment­
ary is the evidence, the :.ore fruitful is the field 
for thegrowth of hy; otreses! Yet the opposite 
view, that all the polemical touches are the work 
of Luke himself - is just as unsatisfactory. For if, 
as naei chen argues, the anti-temple polemic 
represents the anti-Jewish feeling of the persecuted 
church in Luke's own time, the 'question remains: why 
insert it precisely at this point? khy foist it onto 
Stephen? certainly it is strange that the two false 
witnesses who nave disappeared from Luke's account 
of the passion of Jesus (ink. 1451) seer to nave 
turned up in nis version of the death of Stephen 
(Acts 7; 15) he may well have wished to show the 
pro'b-martjr as a grand example, conformed in his death 
to the pasio; of his Lord, nut this only makes 
sense if Stepnen really was, in Historical fact, 
s. proto-martyr. ‘me outline story of .cts is 
perfectly credible, hr. Spiro is surely right 
to contrast the atmosphere of Acts 6 - b with 
that of 1 - 5 . 'Our interest is in t! e mood which 
permeates the recollections of the early Christians.
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They did nor remember large-scale persecutions, 
continuous harassment, or a hostile population... 
Luke has not created texts in his Acts; he wrote 
like other Hellenistic writers who had texts at 
their disposal. When he found a text that was too 
unorthodox he left it out of his account. If the 
text could be salvaged by minor alterations, he 
edited and made use of it.'
Having said this, do we come any closer to the 
'singular saint'? A detailed study of Stephen, 
by Martin H. Scharlemann,* covers ground very 
similar to that occupied by Dr. Spiro. There 
seems to be echoes of Samaritan thought in the 
speech. Yet Scharlemann agrees that Stephen was 
not himself a Samaritan - if he was 'It was 
inconceivable that Luke would not have mentioned 
it.' (p 19) Equally he was not a Hellenist.
This is by no means implied by the story of the 
appointment of the Seven. 'An arrangement based 
on the appointment of fellow-Hellenists might well 
have created a serious imbalance, aggravating 
rather than rectifying the situation which the
* Stephen - a Singular Saint: by M.E. Scharlemann-:
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1968.
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twelve moved to rectify.'* There was in fact 
'ethnic balancing' in the earliest church!
Scharlemann's Stephen turns out to be lonely figure, 
deeply interested in Samaritan ideas, and anxious 
to heal the rift between Jew and Samaritan. He 
was not, however, a pioneer of the Gentile mission 
or a Paulinist before Paul.
Scharlemann agrees with Spiro, however, in 
finding 'major Samaritan echoes' in Stephen's 
speech. 'It is remarkable that Stephen quotes 
Deuteronomy 18;15 in connection with the giving of 
the law' - so remarkable that Haenchen (p 246) 
regards it as a gloss. It fits in, however, 
with the Samaritan 'tenth commandment'* * which 
contains the words ; _ < __ . _ ,
2m  p;a o n )  u ) M* hi
1} 23 H  1 n  I n  n  ji ~-j h d  i  7i > n m
How old is this passage? It occurs in Greek 
form in Origen's Hexapla and, according to Moses 
Gaster, belongs to 'a very high antiquity'.
* Surely the account of the appointment of the 
Seven cannot be taken simply at its face value! 
Grounds for regarding Stephen as a Hellenist, 
together with the rest of the seven, are the Greek
names they bear, and Stephen's appearance in dial­
ogue with synagogue of the Diaspora Jews. (6;9)
** Text in Moses Gaster; The Samaritans, pl88-190 ,
Ancient tradition is also indictaed by the 'belief 
in, or dogma of the Taheb so fully developed 
already before the beginning of the Christian era 
(c.f. John 4 ;25)' *
Scharlemann concludes: 'There can be little
d ou b t.... that Stephen is here echoing a Samaritan 
context dealing with the revelation on Fount Sinai, 
he must also add here the notice that certain frag­
ments of a Samaritan recension were found among the 
Dead Sea Scrolls. They contain the same kind of 
transpositions as we have already noted including 
the expansion at Exodus 20:21.'**
Scharlemann, following the same line of 
argument as Dr. Spiro, notes 15 points of affinity 
between Stephen and the Samaritans. Notably he 
regards the reference to 'a prophet like unto Moses' 
as 'explained best in the light of the fact that 
the Samaritans thought of the coming Messiah as a 
great teacher... The likelihood of this Samaritan
* Gaster p. 187- 
See P.h'. Skehan in JBL, LXXIV, 1955 P* 182. It
does not appear, however, from this article, 
that the actual expanded text of Exodus 20;18EF 
has been found at Qtimran. The antiquity of the 




association is increased, by Stephen's obvious 
interest in the days of the tabernacle and Joshua'.
The true source of Stephen's ideas, accord­
ing to Scharlemann, may well have been Jesus him­
self. 'Stephen came to the conclusion that Jesus 
was the Taheb, the prophet like Moses, and gave 
special thought to the temple sayings of Jesus as 
they applied to the responsibilites of the early 
Christian community towards the Samaritans, in 
whom their Lord had shown special interest.' He 
was not a Hellenist. 'It is extremely doubtful 
that Stephen had any kind of direct following.' 
(Scharlemann p. 54). His originality lay in his 
Old Testament interpretation: he was 'a theolog­
ical genius who had grasped the divisive effect of 
the temple in Jerusalem, and v/ho had background - 
opportunity to provide a unique, understanding of 
the Old Testament as it related to the coming of
God's Righteous One' (p 56)
To analyse the original theology of Stephen, 
Scharlemann has, of course, only the speech in 
Acts to go on; 'the discourse ascribed to Stephen 
is an authentic statement of his theology as he 
articulated it in his synagogue discussions (Acts
;8) and as he spoke in defence of his position
when he was accused before the Sanhedrin of under­
mining the traditional beliefs and practises of the
Jewish people.'
.Scharlemann analyses Stephen's speech and in 
particular his treatment of Abraham, Joseph, 
hoses, and the tabernacle. This is contrasted 
with the presentation of these figures in contem­
porary or near-contemporary Jewish writers like 
Philo and Josephus. Consider1 'our father Abraham' 
for example. Philo allegorises him:* he is the 
'wise man made perfect by instruction.' The 
blessing promised by God was 'the aquisition of 
that wisdom which is not taught by the outward 
sense but it comprehended by the pure mind.'
Josephus on the other hand 'had a greater apprecia­
tion of history than that demonstrated by Philo.' 
But he embellishes his history with legendary 
anecdotes; Abraham taught the Egyptians arith­
metic and astronomy.** He opposed the astrology 
of the Chaldeans. The Book of Jubilees goes 
further and sees in Abraham the founder of the 
Feast of Tabernacles (16;20-3l)<- Rabbinic piety was 
ready to supply more details; 'Abraham saw himself 
seated at the left hand of God, while the Messiah 
occupied the place of greater prominence, on his
* Philo: 'On who is the heir of divine things'
Loeb Ed.XX p96, cited by Scharlemann p 60.
** Ant. 1; vll; 1 and 1; vlll; 2
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right. when he demurred at this arrangement,
God reminded Abraham that after all, He Himself,
God, was sitting at the right hand of the patria­
rchs. At another time Abraham was shown four 
things: Gehenna, the kingdoms that would tyrannise
over his descendants, the giving of the law and the 
sanctuary on Mount Moriah.'*
.Scharlemann argues - as he does fox’ Joseph and 
Moses - 'There can be little doubt that materials 
such as these were entant in the days of Stephen.
It is of paramount importance to notice that he 
used none of them'...'Iii Stephen's discourse 
Abraham is discussed according to the empkases and 
interests of the Old Testament, whose accounts of 
and r-eferences to the Father of Israel were written 
to exalt God r-ather than to glorify Abraham.'
Scharlemann's Stephen turns out to be a Biblic­
al theologian, a kind of first century Von Rad this 
time, who 'felt that the significance of the Old 
Testament was to be found in the thrust of its 
central theme: God's dealings with his people in
terms of promise and judgement.' Hot for him 
was the tortuous and unhistorical exegesis of 
Cofmran. The latter took the apocalyptic view 
of revelation: one man received a mystery ( 3'R )
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from God, and another the ability to give the 
interpretation (pesher). For Quxmran the great 
interpreter of doctrine was the Teacher of Right­
eousness himself. Thus says the commentary of 
Habkkuk 2;1: 'As to the phrase' that he who runs
may read, 'this refers to the teacher who expounds 
the law aright, for God has made his au courant 
with all the deeper implications of the words of 
his servants the prophets.'*
But in fact the Commentary on Habakkuk was 
simply wrong. The Old Testament text was not 
intended to refer to the Teacher of Righteousness 
at all. 'Such interpretative procedures... deprive 
the Old Testament documents of their historical 
significance. The original context remains a 
matter of indifference. For the mystery was given 
in code language, so to speak, and only the 
Teacher of Righteousness was given the key to the 
riddle...the original setting was ignored, on the 
principle that whatever Moses and the prophets had 
been told was meant to be fully understood only at
* ocharlemann (p 84) quotes Gaster: The Dead Sea
Scrolls: p. 2 5 1.
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the end of time.' *
Stephen's thought, however, was free from 
this kind of 'type-hunting' exegesis. He saw the 
Old Testament story in its historical context, but 
also understood 'the inner connections' given within 
the Old Testament account of God's dealing with his 
people. 'Where the a . did he learn to understand 
the Old Testament in such a uhiquely dynamic way, 
if not under the influence of the teaching of Jesus,' 
'with which..he may have first come in contact in 
his home territory of Ephrjsrn?'
Thus Stephen emerges from Scharlemann's 
analysis as a "singular saint" indeed, a much 
misunderstood martyr who had few followers, and 
cannot easily be classified as a Hellenist, a 
Samaritan, or a forerunner of Paul, He was 'a 
towering theological genius endowed with prophetic 
insights that turned out to be too revolutionary 
for general acceptance..... Therefore Luke's 
inclusion of the figure^of the discourse of Stephen— I'V
bears eloquent testimony to the evangelists sense >
* In the same way Justin Martyr argued, with Trypho 
the Jew about proofs texts^and the latter was nearer’ 
the mark than Justin in claiming that Isaiah 7; 14 
'was spoken of Hezekiah'. (Dial;77)
of history as it relates to tie primitive church.'*
Here is yet another fascinating reconstruct 
tion, but again one doubts if the foundation of 
ascertainable fact is strong enough to support the 
edifice of theory. Firstly we must assume that 
the speech in Acts 7 gives us reliable evidence for 
the views of Stephen. If this not impossible 
point is granted, we must then try to prove a neg­
ative - that Stephen's methods of Biblical inter­
pretation were not like those of Philo, Josephus, 
the writers of apocalyptic, and the covenanters of 
Qumran. Any such proof must of necessity fall 
short of demonstration: the speech may well give
us the historical Stephen - but does it give us the 
whole Stephen and nothing but Stephen?
Dr. Scharlemann's theory meets with one 
serious difficulty. In Acts 7;22 we are told that 
'Moses was instructed in all the wisdom of the 
Egyptians.1 Is not this precisely one of those 
fictional embellishments to be found in Josephus 
and in 'edifying' Jewish literature generally? 
that then becomes of Stephen, the sternly histor­
ical exegete? Scharlemann is obliged to concede 
that 'At times Stephen goes somewhat beyond the 
Old Testament account of Moses. He uses such
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extra-Biblical items as the reference to the widdom 
of Moses, the notice that he v/as forty years old
at the time of his flight into hidian, and that he
stayed there forty years. Stephen's assertion 
that Moses was strong not only in deeds but in
words seems to run counter to the statement in
Exodus 4;10. According to Stephen the law was 
given by angels; this kind of mediation is not 
mentioned at all in the New Testament!* Both 
Philo and Josephus, however, ascribe to angels 
the task of transmitting to Moses the tablets of 
the law; so do the pseudepigraphical works known 
as the Book of Jubilees and the Testaments of the
Patriarchs........
....Despite some minor embellishments, there­
fore, Stephen's account of Moses is deeply rooted
in the Old Testament...' **
The author's 'therefore' is surely out of 
place! If the 'minor embellishments' he mentions 
prove anything, they surely show, not that he had 
a unique line in Biblical interpretation, but he 
shared the‘romantic novel' interests of Josephus, 
Jubilees, and Rabbinic Judaism as well!
Lacking any first hand document by btephen,
* It is expressly condemned in Gal. 5;19!
** Scharlemann p. 75*
or any information about him outside Acts 6-8, we 
would be unwise to draw too detailed conclusions 
about the martyr's thoughts and theology. V/hat 
would we think of Paul if we had the Acts story and 
speeches only? But two points do emerge with 
reasonable clarity, however: Stephen's speech
displays hostility to the temple, and its Biblical 
quotations are related to the Samaritan Pentateuch. 
It would be entirely contrary to Luke's method to 
invent the figure of Stephen, and it is unsatis­
factory to suppose that the polemic against the 
temple reflects only the controversies of Luke's 
day. Thus Stephen may well have been a dissenting 
thinker who had links with unorthodox Judaism and 
the Samaritan faith: such a view, after all,
makes sense of his untimely end. Surely, too he 
was a 'Hellenist', as the text of Acts 6;1-6 
implies. He was the first of the seven Deacons, 
who were appointed precisely to meet charges of 
discrimination against the Hellenistic community.
One further theory remains to be considered: 
While Cullmann sought to link the Hellenists with 
Qumrari, and Spiro tried to prove a connection 
between Stephen and. the Samaritans, Prof. Matthew 
Black has attempted to find a link between the 
Bead Sea Community and the 'Hebrew's' . Taking as 
his starting point the theory that Christianity
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was rooted in 'non-conformist' Judaism, Prof.
Black declares that 'Cullmann's theory would have 
been more convincing if the link with fXumran had 
been through the party of the 'Hebrews' or the 
'Hebraists' rather than with the Hellenists. 'For 
the context shows that the Seven were 'a group of 
Greek-speaking Jews from the Diaspora, probably 
only temporarily at Jerusalem, who had accepted
the Christian faith...... ' Cullmann has given us
no valid reason to doubt the view of Ii.J. Cadbury: 
'It is natural to suppose that the Seven were 
'Hellenists' and that Stephen's opponents were of 
the same class.' But what positive evidence is 
there to connect the term 'Hebrews' of Acts 6;1 
with QvAmran? Prof. Black argues that 'the term
c D t .-s was an archaic form of speech. Josephus 
employs it when speaking of the Hebrews of the 
patriarchal age. 'It later cane to mean' Jewish 
Christians' and the way was prepared.... for its 
special Christian use by the revival of the expres­
sion as a term for certain members of the Hebrew 
race in the last tw'O centuries B.C. It came
increasingly to describe loyal Jews, especially in 
the Maccabaean period, who displayed the tradit­
ional virtues of their patriarchal forefathers.' 
(e.g. 2 Iiacc 7 ; 3 1 ,11; 13, IB ; 37) It also occurs 
in the Sibylline Oracles as a term meaning the
'faithful elect1 (e.g. Sib ;69, where we are told
( £>that Beliar shall lead astray both TT/ctt-o o s ~  eicb\tkrrô
I € /  ̂ ^  _ >. v ^0 g- ‘vl «=*.̂ o  ̂  —re oO/'fcpCs<-P
In view of such as usage, it is possible that the 
description of synagogues of the 'Hebrews' in the 
diaspora means more than synagogues of Aramaic- 
speaking Jews, and that the reference is rather to 
Jews of the Hasidaean tradition - that is of the 
Essene type....we would have an even closer link 
between the 'Hebrews' of Acts and the non-conformist 
tradition of the scrolls.*
There seems little solid evidence to support 
this conjecture. There is nothing unusual in the 
association of positive virtues like loyalty and 
courage with one's own nationality, and the oppos­
ite characteristics with the other fellow's: thus
we have un-American activities, Dutch courage,"
British justice, African hospitality and French 
leave. The Franks are renowned for their frank­
ness , and the Vandals notorious for their vandal­
ism. Dr, Black's references certainly show that 
'Hebrew' could mean 'staunch, loyal, faithful 
Hebrew par excellence' in the books of Maccabees 
and the Sibylline oracles. But we know too little
H. Black: The Scrolls and Christian origins:
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about the every day language of first century 
Judaism to asset that the term 'Febraios' could 
never mean ’Jew1 or 'Aramaic-speaking Jew.'; the 
inscription found at Corinth, referring to-a 
'synagogue of the Hebrews' is a clear indication 
of this.* Moreover., it is a bold leap indeed 
from the pious resisters of the Maccabaean period 
to the community of unman, and from 6.umran to 
the earliest church community in Jerusalem.
I.ho then were the Hellenists after all? As 
with much ancient history, certainty in matters 
of detail can hardly be attained, and yet conver­
ging lines of evidence allow us reasonable confid­
ence as to the broad outline. In Luke's account 
of the Hellenist affair we seem to read a record 
composed by an honest recorder whose evidence was 
partly written and partly based on folk tradition. 
The linguistic explanation still seems the most 
likely - that the Hebrews habitually spoke Aramaic 
and the Hellenists spoke Greek. That there was 
tension between the two sections of the community 
is highly probable, as is the story of the 
disagreement about the care of widows, which may 
well have been the 'last straw' rather than only
* The New Bible Dictionary: Id. J.D. Douglas
P- 191.
cause of the dispute. Stephen and the Seven were 
certainly historical figures.
For the speech Luke used a written source, 
and the simplest conclusion is that it really 
reflects, however imperfectly, the ideas of the 
historical Stephen. Close analysis of the speech 
reveals links with the Samaritan scriptures and 
hostility to the temple in Jerusalem. It there­
fore follows that the martyr 's stormy career and 
untimely death were connected with his revolution - 
ary and unacceptable theology, which outraged the 
piety of the Jewish faithful.
But while it is probable enough that Stephen's 
thought had been linked, even in pre-Christian 
days, with dissenting Judaism, we are unable to 
connect him definitely with either the Samaritans 
or with the Bead Sea Community. Nor does it follow 
that his controversial views were shared by his 
fellow-Hellenists Philip, Prochorus, Nicanor,
Timon, Parmenar and Nicholaus the proselyte of 
Antioch. But if the Hellenists were Greek-speak­
ing Jews of the dispersion, who maintained semi­
permanent communities in the Holy City, then it is 
quite credible that 'left-wing' theological views 
should have dei/eloped. We know too little about 
the ferment of thought in the first century- or 
rather, our not inconsiderable information is too
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fragmentary-to link Stephen with either Mount 
Gerizim or the Dead Sea. But if the mosaic is 
fragmentary, the Stephen episode, we may he sure, 
is nevertheless a genuine section of the original 
picture. Likewise we cannot be definite as to 
whether Stephen’s opposition to the temple derived 
from his understanding - or misunderstanding - of 
Jesus of Nazareth. Like many a pious writer,
Luke has made the martyr 'conformable in his death' 
to that of his master. But he has not falsified 
the event; the one was crucified and the other 
stoned. Was Saul of Tarsus present? For this 
detail we depend on Luke only, but it corresponds 
quite well to Paul's own statement that he had 
'persecuted the church violently' (Gal 1;13)• We 
see no adequate reason to doubt the plain statement 
that 'Saul was consenting to his death.'
Quite credible, toq is Luke's statement that 
the destruction of Stephen set off a great persec­
ution and heresy hunt. His dating of this event 
('on that day' - 8;l) is precise and indicates a 
causal as well as a chronological connection. It 
is hard to take his statement at face value, How­
ever, when he says that all were scattered 'except 
the apostles'. That an underground church in 
Jerusalem 'lay low' till the storm blew over is 
likely enough, but that all fled except the twelve
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could hardly make sense. Prof. Houle's explan­
ation - that the twelve were not attacked because 
they were Galileans and therefore unrecognised - 
seems unlikely. After all the twelve were not 
the only Galilean followers of Jesus, and Peter 
had found once before that his Galilean connection 
tended to incriminate him.* Rather is it likely 
that Luke is here influenced by his presuppositions 
about the twelve; they stayed in Jerusalem, 
because that is where they, the 'apostles' ought 
to be. If odiiarn theologicum lay behind the 
dispute within the church about widows' benefit, 
then it may well have influenced a 'selective 
persecution' of Hellenist believers too. But of 
this we cannot be certain.
On this view Stephen and the Hellenist group 
played a decisive part in the spread of the faith. 
Luke has faithfully told their story, but in broad 
outline and in saga style. His story, even when 
unsupported by other corroborative evidence, can 
be used to give information about Stephen and his 
ideas, even though we have no epistles of Stephen 
to help us. Pith Paul other evidence does exist, 
and it has been argued they provide contradiction
eu ' «pci y<*io 
MK. 14;70
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instead of corroroboration. Is the Paul of the 
letters quite incompatible with the Paul of Acts 
If so, we can hardly place much confidence in 
what Luke tells us about Stephen!
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CHAPTER 6
pAUL ALIAS PAUL:__'.CHAT EVIDENCE IS ADMISSIBLE?
St. Paul,the apostle to the Gentiles, remains 
a controversial figure. Chile his teaching has 
been regarded with, veneration by generations of 
theologians, and served as an inspiration to 
Augustine, Luther, and Wesley, he is also 
frequently under fire as the one who perverted the 
pure and simple faith of the man from Nazareth into 
something deplorable: thus Bernard Shaw: 'It was
Paul who converted the religion that had raised one 
man above sin and death into a religion that 
delivered millions of men into their dominion, so 
that their own common nature became a denial to 
them, and the religious life became a denial of 
life.'* Thus also Prof. G.h. Carstairs, 'For 
(Christ) the cardinal virtue was charity; that is, 
consideration of and concern for people. It was 
his intemperate disciple, Paul, an authoritarian 
character, who introduces the concept of celibacy
* Preface to Androcles and the Lion;
P 1XXV1.
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as an essential part of Christian teaching:." *
It is not difficult to multiply examples of this 
kind of thinking, which C.S. Lewis once described 
as an oblique attack cn the king's minister which 
is really directed at the king himself. Meanwhile 
on the other side of the fence, Paul's admirers 
and defenders continue to try to interpret his mean­
ing to the modern world.**
Yet before Paul can be properly judged we must 
decide what can be brought in evidence. Saul 
alias Paul ( s.. o t<̂o. i IsuXoq Acts 13:9) must be
identified before he can be brought before any 
tribunal of enquiry. Any verdict on Paul, favour­
able, or unfavourable, can only be based 011 a 
close study of the evidence available to us about 
the Jew from Tarsus.
Assuming, of course, that he was a Jew and
* This island now: p. SO Prof. Car stair's does 
indeed put things right in a note (p57) that "it 
was after^Paul who wrote, in his first epistle to 
the Corinthians: 'And now abideth faith hope and
charity, these three: but the greatest of these
is charity.1" Yet the view of haul presented in 
his original lecture is clearly widely held.
** C.L. Dodd: The meaning of Paul for today:
• Barclay: The Mind of St. Paul.
that he in fact came from Tarsus. This takes us 
to the heart of our problem. Professor John Knox, 
for example, is convinced that he was indeed a Jew 
and 'reasonably certain' that he came from Tarsus 
in Cilicia.* 'Although then we can be fully sure 
only that Paul was a Hellenistic Jew, for this is 
all that the letters tell us, we can be reasonably 
certain also that he was Saul of Tarsus in Cilicia.'
There are two main sources of evidence about 
Paul: the letters attributed to him in the Hew 
Testament, and the Acts of the Apostles. In add­
ition there are later traditions of the church, such 
as are found in 1 Clement, and the pious apocryphal 
writings, such as that interesting predecessor of 
the novel 'Quo Vadis' - 'The Acts of Paul and 
Thekla.*
Nevertheless it is clear that our main sources 
are still the epistles and the canonical book of 
Acts. These seem to coincide at many points, and 
it has always been disputed whether both are 
reliable, or whether Acts should be preferred to 
the letters, or more usually, vice versa.
A?, good examples of coincidence is the."
'basket incident': Acts tells us
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'When many days had passed, the Jews plotted to kill 
him, but their plot became known to Saul. They were 
watching the gates day and night to kill him, but the 
disciples took him by night and let him down over the 
wall, lowering him in a basket.' Acts 9;23-25.
Paul would seen, to refer to the same incident when he 
says - solemnly calling God to witness - 'At Damascus 
the governor (ethnarch) under King Aretas guarded the 
city of Damascus in order to seize me, but I v/as let 
down in a basket throng! ; window in the wall, and 
escaped his hands.' 2 Cor. 11-33*
Commentators cieal wit! thi - incident accord­
ing to their presuppositions: There is muci spec­
ulation about the power of the etfcnareh of King 
Aretas: and while some praise Luke for his accuracy, 
others criticise him ior his scanty knowledge. It 
is possible to suppose that the Jews (Acts 9;23) 
were in lea; ue wit! the Arabian chief (whoever he 
was). But Kaenchen (p2&2) has another explana­
tion. Luke knew notning oi haul's stay in Arabia 
and so could make no sense of the ethnarch. 'It 
is not surprising n.at the eternal enemies of haul, 
'the Jews', have taken tne place of that baffling 
personality as persecutors.' The letters 
(Galatians and Corinthians) are right and Acts is 
wrong.
-  JOS -
The classic statement of a 1 harmonising' view 
of Acts and the epistles was given thus by Paley 
in his 'Horae Paulinae':
'1 The volume of Christian scriptures contains
A. Thirteen letters purporting to be written by
St. Paul.
B. Abboak professing to give the history of St. Paul
By assuming the genuineness of (A) we may 
prove the substantial truth of (B). By assuming 
the truth of (B) we may argue strongly for the 
genuineness of (A). But neither assumption is here 
made: suppose these writings lately discovered,
and destitute of any extrinsic or collateral eviden­
ce; still the argument about to be offered is 
calculated to show that a comparison of the diff­
erent writings would afford good reason to believe 
the persons and the transactions real, the letters 
authentic, and the narrative in the main true.1* 
Paley is well aware that mere coincidence 
between the Acts and the epistles proves nothing in 
itself, since either source could be dependent on 
the other. 'The argument to be offered' - and it 
is by no means unimpressive - turns out to have as 
its mainspring the following: 'In examining the
* An analysis of Paley's Horae Paulinae, ed.
J» r-orle : Ca.mbrid.ge 1667 •
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agreement between ancient writings, the character 
of truth and originality is UNDBSIGI'OTDNESS: 
obvious and explicit agreements are useless for 
our arguments: though they may, and probably
will, occur in genuine writings, yet it cannot
proved that they are peculiar to these *
The proper purpose of the following work is to 
bring together from the Acts and from the diff­
erent epistles examples of undesigned coincidence'?* 
Paley then proceeds to work through the 
Pauline epistles and to note the 'undesigned coin - 
cidences' which appear between them and the Book of 
Acts: a few examples may illustrate his method:
a) "Romans 15;23-26: 'But now I go unto Jerusalem 
to minister unto the saints: for it hath pleased 
them of Macedonia and Achaia to make a certain
f'
contribution for the poor saints which are at 
Jerusalem.'
Three distinct circumstances are here noted:
1) i A contribution in Macedonia
ii for the poor saints in Jerusalem.
2) i a contribution in Achaia 
ii for the same purpose
3) An intended journey of St. Paul to Jerusalem."
* Paley: 8:A
** Paley: p.8.
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Paley is then able to find (3) at Acts 20;3.
I (ii) he is able to discover at 24;17-19, where 
Paul tells Felix, 'I came to my people bringing 
alms and offerings. 1 Other parallels are found in 
the Corinthian letters, and Paley conclud.es: 'This 
is an instance of conformity a) beyond the power of 
random writing to produce, and (b) in the highest
degree improbable to have been the effect of design
 coincidences so circuitious answer not the
ends of forgery.' *
b) Yet Paley is after all on fairly easy ground 
here: let us follow him into that locus classicus
of New Testament studies - a comparison between 
Acts and Galatians, 1 and 2. Fis thesis is that 
the Epistles and. Acts were written 'without commun­
ication with each other', and that the epistle is 
'independent of the history in Acts, yet corrob­
orative of it.'
Paley then places side by side the accounts of 
Paul's conversion as found in Acts 9:19-24 and in 
Galatians 1 and 2 .
Besides the general difference between these 
two versions 'the journey into Arabia mentioned 
in b) (Galatians) and omitted in A (Acts), fully 
proves that there was no correspondence between
* p. 79-81.
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these writers.' Furthermore, Paul's journey to 
Jerusalem 'after 14 years' is either the same as 
the council visit in Acts 15, or is unnoticed in 
Acts. "St. Peter's visit to Antioch during which 
St. Paul rebuked him (Gal. ch. ii) is not mentioned 
in the Acts."
Paley seems to have proved that Acts and Gala­
tians are independent of each other. He goes on­
to point out that the 'epistle, by recital, 
implication, and reference, bears testimony to a 
great variety of particulars contained in the hist- 
ory". These as listed by Paley, include 
'1. St. Paul's early proficiency in, and zeal for, 
Judaism.
2. His persecution of the Christian church before 
his conversion.
3. His conversion.
4. Course of St. Paul's travels after his conver­
sion.
5. Barnabas was with St. Paul at Antioch.
6. The stated residence of the apostles was at 
J erusalem.
7. There were at Jerusalem two apostles, or a.t 
least two eminent members of the church, of 
the name of James.'
These 'undesigned coincidences' go a long way 
to show that the epistles and Acts are independent
witnesses to events which really happened. Yet 
Paley is more concerned to establish the veracity 
of Galatians than that of Acts, and he does not 
discuss the reason why two crucial visits - of 
Paul to Jerusalem and of Peter to Antioch - are, 
on his view, omitted from the account in Acts. 
Notwithstanding all the valuable 'undesigned 
coincidences,' it seems that a 'credibility gap' 
remains.
c) lastly let us observe Paley at work on an 
epistle which many more recent critics have regar­
ded as non-Pauline; the first letter to Timothy. 
He quotes 1 Tim. 1;15 - 'This is a faithful saying 
and worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus 
came into the world to save sinners, of whom I 
am chief' - and declares:* 'The whole quotation 
plainly, by reference to St. Paul's original 
enmity to the Christian name, affirms the sub­
stance of the apostle's history in the Acts,...
It may be said perhaps that an imposter may have 
put such a sentiment into a letter drawn up in St. 
Paul's name, but where is such an imposter to be 
fouhd? The piety, the truth, the benevolence 
of the thought ought to protect it from this 




great master of ancient tragedy could have given 
to his scene a sentiment so elevated, and as 
appropriate to the person delivering it, yet those 
conversant with these enquiries will acknowledge 
that to do this is beyond the ability of any author 
of fabrications which have come down to us under 
Christian names.1
Here Paley is on weaker ground. He really 
has no 'undesigned coincidence' to point out, as 
the statement in 1 Tim could be dependent on Acts. 
He is therefore obliged to appeal to more subjec­
tive literary criteria. Nobody but Paul could
have expressed himself so nobly: no forger could
have passed off such material as genuine! Paley
is also unfamiliar with the distinction made by a 
more sophisticated age: that there was nothing
morally offensive about pseudepigraphy in the first 
century A.D. *
Paley's logic is acute-.and his literary style 
is readable; he can still offer a good antid.ote 
to extreme scepticism about the factual value of 
the New Testament documents. Indeed his 'Horae
* The rights and wrongs of pseudepigraphy we do 
not consider here, but note only that 'honest 
pseudepigraphy' is not a possibility considered 
hy Paley.
Paulinae1 has stood the test of time better than 
his Natural Theology with its famous argument 
than an accidentally discovered watch implies a 
watchmaker.
At the opposite pole to Paley stands Professor 
John Knox. His work is perhaps typical of those
who regard Acts as an unreliable source of infor­
mation, and attempt to reconstruct the life of 
Paul chiefly, if not entirely, from the letters 
alone.
Knox declares that* 'of our two sources the 
letters are obviously and incomparably the more 
trustworthy. 'They are primary documents written 
by Paul himself, while Acts is a secondary source. 
The author did his best, but 'to make something 
coherent and unified out of his sources 'required 
the use of a good deal of imagination.' 'Knox 
continues: 'The truth in principle... no serious
student of Paul's life is likely to deny, but its 
meaning in practise is not so widely or so clearly 
seen.’
One might put this in another way by saying 
that Paul's letters are the raw material of 
history: in that sense they are certainly primary
documents. Luke's book is, however, an attempt
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at writing history itself, however unsuccessful. 
'Imaginative reconstruction' is, as Professor 
Knox remarks, 'involved in any historical writing1 
- from Luke to Loisy and including Professor Knox 
himself.
.e may also agree with Professor Knox when he 
claims that Paul's letter must remain our primary 
source of information about Paul's inward life.
They are his own testimony, like Cromwell's 
letters, or the meditations of Marcus Aurelius, 
or Patrick's letter to the soldiers of Coroticus. 
ouch personal documents allow us to glimpse the 
inwardness of an Oliver, a Marcus, or a Patrick. 
The latter was certainly a man of like passions 
with Paul:
'with mine own hand I have written and composed 
these words to be given and delivered to the sold­
iers of Coroticus; I do not say to my fellow- 
citizens or to fellow-citizens of the holy Romans, 
but to those who are fellow-citiznns of demons 
because of their evil deeds. Behaving like 
enemies, they are dead while they live, allies 
of the •cots and of the apostate Piets, as though 
wishing to or e themselves with blood, the blood 
of innocent Christians, whom I in countless 
numbers begot to Cod and confirmed in
Christ.' *
Yet surely a man's own words are not the whole 
truth about him. Ye do not go to the letters and 
speeches alone to find out aboufr Cromwell. Some­
thing can be discovered from the portrait painted 
by Clarendon in his History of the Great Rebellion, 
as well as in the.verses written about the Protec­
tor by his peet-secretaries, Milton and Marvell.
To learn about Marcus Aurelius we can turn to his 
triumphal column, with its grim record of his 
German wars, as well as to the meditations, To 
reject a priori all testimony by third parties 
would surely be wrong.
Such is indeed by no means the method proposed 
by Professor Knox. He distinguishes between the 
'internal' and 'external' spheres of Paul's life.
It would be quite wrong, for example, to quote 
the speech before Agrippa in the same breath with 
something from the letter to the Romans 'as 
evidence for Paul's spiritual life and personal 
thinking. 'This must certainly be conceded.
* The writings of St. Patrick: trans N.J. White 
SPCK, 1961 (p.28) Coroticus was a nominally
Christian British King who went slave-raiding on 
the Irish coast. The quest for the historical 
Patrick was undertaken by J.B. Eury, who certainly
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* footnote continued, from p.316.
had no ecclesiastical axe to grind, Irc wrote (Life 
of St.Patrick, p.vii) that his conclusions 'tended, 
to show that the Roman Catholic conception of 
St. Patrick's work is, generally, nearer to historical 
fact than the views of some anti-papal divines'! The 
whole Patrick story is of much interest to the student 
of hew Testament ori ins, as has been pointed out 
by o.0.1.eill (hew Testament Interpretation, 1861 - 
1961, p 284 - 85) Bury's remarks of the Life by 
Muirc.hu is worth noting: 'Muirchu's life had a marked 
influence on all subsequent Patrician biographies.
It established a framework of narrative which later 
compilers adopted, fitting in material from other 
sources.' Clearly Acts played a similar part in 
the tellin of the history of Paul.
We follow the Paley method and noteone'undesigned 
coincidence' in the not very factual hymn of 
St. Sechnall:
' From twofold slavery he doth set captives free 
Very many hath he redeemed from slavery to men 
Countless numbers he released from the devil's 
thrall.' (Newport White; p.41.)
Mere, as in the letter to Coroticus, release 
from slavery and conversion so tl : 51 ris ;i; i £i : si. 
are closely connected.
V.'e may leave on one side the complicated question 
of the 'internal' and 'external' Paul. The former 
is obviously of more interest to Professor Knox:
'the real source for Paul, that is for Paul's 
personality and thought, is Paul.' That then of t 
the apostle's 'external' career - his upbringing - 
his Jewish name, his missionary travels and his 
friends and companions? Is not the narrative of 
Acts primary here? Knox writes that 'while we tend 
to harmonise Acts with the letters as regards the 
inner facts of Paul's life, we tend to harmonise 
the letters with Acts as regards the outer.'
This method, says Knox, is fundamentally wrong. 
"The letters remains our only first hand source for 
the outer facts too, even though they happen not 
to say as much about them as Acts does, and so 
important is the distinction in this case that we 
can justly say that a fact only suggested in the 
letter's has a status which even the most unequi­
vocal statement of Acts, if not otherwise 
supported, cannot confer. T;e may, with proper 
caution, use Acts to supplement the autobiograph­
ical data of the letters, but never to correct 
them." ouch is the grand interpretative principle 
of Professor Knox.*
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This principle it is necessary to contest: 
the question of the relative value of Acts and the 
epistles is more comp>licated than is here suggested.
Firstly one must decide which letters are in 
fact by Paul: Knox reckons with, 'Romans, 1 and
2 Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, Coloss-
ians, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, and Philemon  of
these 2 Thessalonians and Colossians are the most 
questionable„' * Now this view, valid as it may 
be, depends on a previous critical analysis,
B.C. Baur in the 19th century, and a.Q. Morton's 
computer in the twentieth, are still more radical, 
and leave us with only four letters to go on. 
Meanwhile other critics continue to claim authen­
ticity for Ephesians and even the Pastorals, and 
one of the most moving and interesting of all the 
'autobiographical' fragments in Paul's letters 
occurs in 2 Tim 4;9~22. Here we learn of the 
desertion of Demas and of the presence of the still 
faithful Luke: the passage is one of those accept­
ed as genuine by P.M. Harrison on the basis of his 
'fragment theory'. **
Secondly when the corpus of Paul's letters has
* p. 20
** P.P. Harrison: The problem of the pastoral
epistles; p. 115-136.
been decided the question of their interpretation 
remains. Knox's axiom that the data of Acts 
should never be allowed to contradict those of the 
epistles is in logic fallacious for the following 
reasons:
1) Paul could be mistaken as to facts. He might 
have left his cloak at Miletus and not at Troas. 
Crescens might have gone to Dalmatia and Titus to 
Galatia. duel: slips of the pen or the memory are 
very simply made.
2) Paul could be lying: unless we assume the 
entire sanctification of the apostle on a priori 
grounds, we cannot simply assert that he could 
never tell an untruth.
3) Paul might, through emotional bias or personal
prejudice, give an unclear account of his doings
or one that was less than impartial. he have no
doubt that the apostle would oppose his character-
\ ristic/ 'God forbid' ( yevorro ) to any thought 
of 'suggestio falsi', but he might still fall 
into the trap of 'suppressio veri'. All of which 
is of paramount importance in the study of highly 
controversial documents like Galatians and the
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latter part of 2 Corinthians, for example. *
4) Our estimate of the value of Acts will also 
depend on our general view of its contruction and 
authorship. If written by a contemporary and 
companion of Paul, its value will be considerably 
higher as a source for 'external' events than if it 
were a second or third-hand account. To say this 
is not to make a fetish out of 'eye-witness' test­
imony, which is indeed subject to frequent human 
error.
5) Again, if the author of Acts, while not a 
companion of Paul, used a document which did come 
from Paul's immediate circle, we have here another 
source of value for 'external' events. Hence the 
search for a 'we-source', 'travel-diary' or 
'itinerary' in all its various forms.
6) Finally, when we are forced to 'compare and 
contrast' the data of Acts with those of the letters, 
we must maintain a judicious balance in comparing
* Consider the famous conundrum: was Titus
circumcised? The apostle's ambiguity of grammar
?  ̂ —|—v f a f A—- \ \on this point ( I i t o s  o o-on̂7 < v . »
^  V j IT £ i. T rj  ̂v 'XA . Gel. 2 ■ 4)
betrays his profound embarassment. On this see 
Munck: Paul and the Salvation of mankind.
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and contrasting. So fragmentary are the documents, 
and so vast the silence of the past from which all 
critics and historians will be obliged at times to
argue, that we must beware of jumping to conclu­
sions based on silence or conjecture.
Knox carefully studies the testimony of Acts 
as to Paul's life: he notes firstly the claim that
Paul was a ¿Few named Saul. This is likely enough, 
as Paul was of the tribe of Benjamin, to which the 
Old Testament Saul belonged (Phil 3;5)«Luke had no 
motive to invent such a name and so 'we are justi­
fied in accepting this item from Acts as supplement­
ing the Pauline letter1 data. ' *
So too with Paul's alleged birth at Tarsus in 
Cilicia. Luke had no grounds to invent this: he
would have preferred to have his hero born in 
Jerusalem. It fits in too with Paul's claim that 
Cilicia was one of his early mission fields.
(Gal. 1 ;2) 'Although, then, we can be fully sure 
only that Paul was a Hellenistic Jew, for this is 
all that the letters tell us, we can, be reason­
ably certain that he was Saul from Tarsus in 
Cilicia.'
What of Paul's education in Jerusalem at the 
feet of Gamaliel? This is doubted by Knox for
-  322 -
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two reasons; firstly Paul frequently refers to his 
authentic training in orthodox Judaism. 'V/hy then 
does he say nothing of his education in Jerusalem 
at the feet of this distinguished Rabbi?' What is 
more: if Paul was in fact a pupil of Gamaliel,
that fact wonderfully suited the purposes of Luke. 
'It suited him to .have his hero trained in Jerusa­
lem, when one of his main concerns was to show 
Christianity as the authentic fulfilment of the 
Jewish hope.' Paul could quite well have studied 
Rabbinics elsewhere. 'This is one of a class of 
items which we are not justified in denying, but 
of which we must be gravely doubtful.'
One may also have doubts about the doubts of 
Professor Knox. The argument from the letters is 
from silence. There seems no valid reason why 
Paul ought to have mentioned Gamaliel in bis 
letters. He claims to have been advanced in 
Judaism at Gal. 1;1H, to be a Hebrew of the
\ / I r-.Hebrews at Phil 3;5> as well as 
all of which fits in satisfactorily with a period 
of study under Gamaliel. The second point - that 
the story of Paul's studies in Jerusalem fits in- 
well with Luke's apologetic purpose-raises a 
crucial question: Lid Luke select material which
suited his preconceived ideas, or did he invent 
it? Qr ¿icl he 'write up' incidents which he
regarded as crucial to his story: the Cornelius
incident, for example, or the Council of Jerusa­
lem? It is possible, even probable, that he 
'wrote up' events which really happened because he 
saw that they played a symbolic part in the story 
he wanted to tell: but as to Luke's'fertile
imagination' we agree with Trocrne: 'Luke has not
completely invented any of the stories in his book'.* 
Knox reinforces his doubts, however, by 
reference to two more alleged episodes in Paul's 
Career ; his persecution of the church in Judaea 
and his conversion on the road to Damascus. 'Here 
we are forced to recognise a real conflict between 
the Acts story and the clear meaning of Paul's own 
words, and therefore must reject the Acts story 
out of hand'. Paul, had certainly persecuted the 
church but not in Judaea; they only heard it said, 
'He who once persecuted us is now preaching the 
faith he once tried to destroy'. (Gal. 1;22)
Moreover, 'the whole passage' (Gal 1;11-24) 
'not only suggests but demands the view that Paul 
was living, not in Jerusalem, but elsewhere- 
probably at Damascus - immediately before, at the 
time of, and for at least three years after his 
conversion. Paul says, 'I returned to Damascus
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* Trocme: p. 199*
(v.l?) as one might say 'I returned home'. Then 
he continues, 'After three I went up to
Jerusalem to visit Cephas, and remained with him 
fifteen days: (v.18) a statement hardly applicable
to the city where he lived.'
If Knox is right about this and Acts wrong, 
why then did Luke .come to make such a mistake?
'The detail on which the two accounts agree is that 
the experience of Paul which changed the persecutor 
into the believer took place near Damascus.' Luke 
learned this from his sources, but the idea that 
Paul had lived in Jerusalem is an enterprising 
conjecture of his own. 'The author's problem here 
was quite similar to the problem he faced at the 
beginning: that of Jesus' birth. There he had to
account for the fact that Jesus, who he knew must 
have been born in Bethlehem of Judaea, was repre­
sented by his sources, or at least some of them, 
as being from Kazareth; here he must explain why 
Paul, who he knew must have had his residence and 
headquarters at Jerusalem, was known from his 
sources to have begun his Christian career in 
Damascus. In each case he makes what seems to him 
to be «.reasonable surmise - a census in Luke and 
letters of extradition in Acts.' *
* Knox p.3 8.
Thus argues Knox, following Loisy, and gives his
verdict that 'the Acts story in 9;1-2, while not
of being a skilful way of accounting for a strange 
fact-the conversion of a Jerusalemite in Damascus.
The author ventures to take some liberty with the 
datum of his sources about Damascus itself: Paul's
conversion took place as he approached Damascus.' * 
'Belief' said Bernard Shaw in the preface to 
'Androcles, ' is literally a matter of taste.'
‘This epigrammatic half-truth must not beguile us 
into a quick decision between the Lucan and Knoxian 
accounts of Paul's conversion. The Galatians story 
does not require us to suppose that Paul's convers­
ion took place in Damascus itself. The crucial 
verse states: ' oj ̂  drij J . e p o » ' p o i
V y  ̂ ~7r> /\  ̂ \  ̂  ̂ v r \ ^
Tous ITpo e o AOVJ ̂ ol\\
A  j p d  ^ >. 7 7  ° O s » v  e  6 - < j
does the claim that he 'conferred not with flesh 
and blood', in the polemical context of Galatians 
exclude the meeting with Ananias described in Acts
incredible, is improbable. 'it has 'every mark
(Gal. 1:1?)
All this need mean is that Paul went from 
Damascus to Arabia and then came back again. Nor
9; 17* Paul is concerned to maintain his
* Knox p.3 9.
theological independence of the Jerusalem leaders, 
out since Romans 6 implies that ne was baptised, 
then he must nave oeen oaptised by somebody: unless 
we are to assume that he Daptised hirself like 
John Smith the Anabaptist, or, like Kagawa, stood 
in the rain and prayed for the holy Spirit.
The faithful Ananias seems a more likely hypotnesis.
The real problems with the Galatians story are 
twofold: firstly, what are we to think of the
Secondly, why does Luke not mention the visit to 
Arabia? How seriously does this damage his 
credibility?
As to haul's regaining 'unknown uy face to the 
Christian churches of Judaea', this is held oy some 
to ue coi: petiole with the sense 'unknown since I 
became a Christian': it is so taken by G.S.Duncan 
in the i:oflatt worn..entary on Galatians: 'There 
were, of course, many in the Judaean churches who 
naa known him in bis earlier days and still remem­
bered aim: but haul's point is rather that ne 
never went back among them. This oeinj his 
meaning, there is no need to say, with Lightfoot, 
that Judaea, in the country districts ox which 
haul was not known, is nere used in contra-
statement: v c> 6
distinction to Jerusalem, where he was known'.
This middle of the road position* is thus 
summarised by Duncan: The differences (between
Luke and Acts) are not fundamental, and if we had 
a fuller account we might find an explanation of 
them. They may usefully remind, us that not every 
statement regarding Paul in Acts 1-15 is to be 
accepted without criticism. But on the other hand 
they provide no justification for the all too 
common assumption of critics... that Acts aupplies a 
quite insecure basis to the reconstruction of the 
early ministry of Paul.**
Our own conclusion is, that in the polemical
> icontext of Galatians, the statement ' y |̂Uuevo/
p r "''TP"-''i *-0 n O i l ^ J  /saUJ (rt-fci A / Sjj you C
is not incompatible with a previous career as a 
persecutor in Jerusalem, or with Paul's presence 
at the death of Stephen. It could well bear the 
sense: 'After becoming a Christian I did not pay
a personal visit to Jerusalem - they never even saw 
me' - this of course with the exception of the
* Against this compare Hans Lietzmann in HITT on 
Galatians: 'This clear assertion conflicts with
the assumption of Acts 7 22;3> 26*,4and 5> that
Paul had lived previously in Jerusalem.'




visit msde in order to l . Indeed
one can argue, on linguistic grounds, that 'he 
who persecuted us is now preaching the faith he 
once tried to destroy ' (Gal. 1;23) implies that it 
was precisely the Judaean churches which Paul had 
formerly harassed. To refer 'us' to 'believers 
generally and therefore those in Damascus in part­
icular' is just as forced a rendering as the one we 
propose, that <xy j rw n need not
exclude a previous persecution, if Galatians is as 
partial in its polemical statements as Acts is in 
its eirenic story-telling.
The real problem is the missing visit to Arabia.7 
and the only way to deal with this is to fit it in- 
between Acts 9, verses 25 and 26. Luke gives no 
chronological link at this point, and he certain­
ly does not imply a gap of three years. Duncan 
suggests that he went to Arabia for a short period 
of prayer and meditation, while others have conjec­
tured a first and unsuccessful attempt at mission­
ary work, which succeeded only in antagonising the 
tabataean Arabs. * This would explain the attempts 
by agents of King Aretas to catch the subversive
* Such is the theory of Conzelmann; see Fanson
in loc, p.116.
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missionary. * (2 Cor. 11:22)
Knox supposes that the story of i-'aul's conver­
sion while en route from Jerusalem to Damascus is a
hold conjecture by Luke, in the same way as he 
assumed that Jesus must have been born at Bethlehem 
because that was what the pro; bets had foretold.
Not all will agree, that the story of the birth of 
Jesus in Bethlehem is oi necessity legendary, a nd 
the apologetic motive for ma ing Paul grov up in 
Jerusalem is even slighter. No Old Testament test­
imony required it. The obstinate feet (conceded 
by Knox) that Paul was born in Tarsus was against 
it. li Luke was so much the victim of his own pre­
suppositions that he must needs send Paul unhidori- 
cally to e educated in Jerusalem, why not go
further end suppress the reference to Tarsus
altogether? In fact Luke makes Paul employ it as 
a trump card: 'I am a Jew, from Tarsus in Cilicia,'
- he says, in order to put the Roman tribune in his 
place (21;39). So too with the opening of his
* 'So far' - writes Duncan - 'there is nothing in 
Paul's account that essentially contradicts the 
narrative of Acts 9, except that one would not 
naturally gather from Acts that his stay in Damascus 
end neighbourhood was prolonged for three years'.
(op cit p.3 0)
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address to the crowd at 22;3: 'I am a Jew, born
at Tarsus in Cilicia, but brought up in this city 
at the feet of Gamaliel.' Here the Lucan Paul is 
concerned to maintain his own staunch Jewish Ortho- 
doxoy - which fits in perfectly with his own claim 
in Gal 1; U  that he T T p o G '^ r r 'T oy €rV t o  Low o 
and that of Philippians 3 ;5 that he was kc<-r<x
e<rotL /j \ O X  ~T*| y EkctuX'j ¿A
Theological motivation here is in the eye of the
theological critics and not in that of Luke, whose
main interest at this point is biographical.
Acts 22;3 is regarded as valid evidence for
Paul's youth by V.. C. Van Unnik in his interesting
essay: 'Tarsus or Jerusalem; the city of Paul's
youth.' He discusses with a wealth of philolo-
/ _gical detail the key words y&y&vvn
_T |̂- \ '■  ̂ „ ' J J  7 /J c
M f  “' - ' / “t T t  krcK O O  G rv  T P ] Ov eXe-v
t   \  ̂ /<> v  \ ' \ _g\ W t
I ' K ^ T / j  / J c y p o C  'T V O J  ¡70 o \ X  l \  'T T t r / lc r o O  0  ^  Vi |_A_fr-v'U f
h “ C T=<. ¿U|C_ |X  iT k ^ v  — i>U TToCTi? CjO \/ o '^  t>U .
Chile numerous critics allowed Paul to spend 
his teenage years in Tarsus, Van Unnik argues that 
the words can only mean that he was brought to 
Jerusalem in infancy and brought up there. The 
Greeks employed three terms to describe the process 
of birth and developement: yfcvfca"i/ (birth) Tpo(̂ '/j 
(nurture) and~*>-\VfciC. (education). "hen mention 
is made of (Jo/o)-rpojiuo it is always the sphere of 
the parental home that is in view....' Lake/Cadburys
f zdescription of the difference between and
f77ej;Wye as the difference between physical and 
mental training is insufficient, because that 
would make it possible for the two to take place at 
the same time, whereas from the texts it is 
apparent that these words indicate stages on life's 
way that follow one another, first a stage in the 
home and after that another stage under the guidance 
of teachers: the first is translated by 'upbring­
ing' and the second by 'education'. *
Van Unnik then shows that Luke was familiar




e threefold terminology: yeveo-ts : ow«orpe$.-j
. for it occurs in Stephen's speech about 
) /,Loses, who was born - - and was brought up
-4tgrpCj,^ - in pis father's house, as well as by 
Pharach's daughter : finally he was
y  r \  y  rlearned - e 4 b |  _ in all the wisdom of the 
Egyptians. Van Unnik concludes as follows:
a) Luke here describes the course and development 
of Paul's life in a terminology that was familiar to 
Hellenistic readers and which suited the Jewish 
situation.
b) In this context can refer only
to Paul's upbringing in the home of his parents
the earliest years of his child-hood until he
his
* Van Unnik p. 3'
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he was of school s ge : 7Te7rpa ¿ 6-̂  0̂ -fcVor refers to
the instruction which he received in accordance with
eastern custom 'at the feet of Gamaliel'  From
the contrast between Tarsus as the place of birth 
and Jerusalem as the city of the o<̂ j (upbring­
ing in horne-circle) and the VfckSVic*. (study under 
Gamaliel) it is clear that according to this text 
Pau 1 spent the years of his youth completely in 
Jerusalem. '
So much for the Lucan Paul: Van Unnik's close
linguistic arguments seem unshakeable. But is the 
Lucan Paul speaking the historical truth, or is the 
author of Acts engaging in a conjecture?
Van Unnik comments that 'no other texts are at 
our disposal' and. that 'we cannot see for what 
reasons Luke would have invented this report, and 
why he should so readily have constructed a close 
connection between Paul at the outset of his life an 
and Judaism...It is not clear....on the ground of vh 
what texts anyone would be prepared to nullify the 
clear statement of Acts 22;3 and 26;4-5.'* This is 
surely right. Luke is a writer concerned, within 
the limits of his presuppositions, to 'stick to the 
facts' - It is one thing to conjecture that he 
gave the Cornelius episode, for example, greater
* Van Unnik p.52 and 53*
importance in his story than its historical position 
deserved, in order to stress the importance of the 
gentile mission: it is quite another to suppose
that he simply conjectured that Paul was born in 
Tarsus and brought up in Jerusalem, and then turned 
bis speculations into assertions of fact in a 
Pauline speech, which, while not intended to con­
vey the apostle's exact words, was nevertheless 
expected to give a fair summary of his ideas.
Van Unnik draws two important conclusions from 
his study: firstly, it is not at all unreasonable
to think that Paul may have known the historical 
Jesus, and secondly the apostle's acquaintance 
with Hellenistic culture must be dated after his
conversion to Christianity and not before, as to
? \ * xthe famous text 2 Cor. 5; 16: ¿i i<sA,t eyvuikujxt-v
V w V 7 X\V ( _koCTv=*v Xp icrroNg \ X 5*- v^ v OCKfcu y j
this could well mean - not that Paul had never 
known the Jesus of history, but that he had known 
him - and misjudged him - all too well. 'It seems 
to me unlawful procedure to turn down with a doubt­
ful text of this kind a statement which is as clear 
as crystal. One ought rather to argue that Acts 
22;3 provides support for the view that in 2 Cor.
5; 16 Paul does in fact allude to an acquaintance
with Jesus in the time of his earthly life.' *
Here Van Unnik's method comes into direct 
opposition to that of Knox. The latter tries to 
write the life of Paul - or some chapters in it - 
on the basis of the letters only, and reyards the 
statements of Acts, not corroborated by the letters 
as of very doubtful value. The former regards 
specific assertions of historical fact in Acts-such 
as the claim that Paul was brought up in Jerusalem- 
as trustworthy and not to be overthrown by a contro­
versial interpretation of a text in the letters.
One reason for this different approach is that 
Van Unnik 'sees no reason to doubt...that the author 
of Acts was a travelling companion of the apostle... 
(and) very probably had good information at his
disposal about Paul's history since the details
he gives cannot have been derived from the epistles.'
Knox, on the other hand, does not seem to think 
that Luke was a contemporary or acquaintance. As 
so often, the destination arrived at depends on 
the departure.
Our verdict will tend to depend on the general 
literary impression which we form of Luke as writer 
and scholar. Knox thinks that his account of Paul 
is 'on the whole, no less and no more trustworthy 
and adequate than the gospel section of the same 
author's work for the life of Jesus. To say this..
* ib.p.54
is to make not a weak or grudging concession but a 
strong affirmation of the historical value of Acts 
Yet this 'strong affirmation' is greatly qualified; 
if we had smother life of Paul to help us then our 
picture would be a lot more complicated and a lot 
more accurate. In writing Acts, the author 
probably had available only brief accounts of part­
icular episodes... or possibly, longer overlapping 
accounts written from divergent points of view from 
which the writer had to make selections.' This is 
the Dibelius view of sources: there were no
connected traditions of the apostolic age, and this 
would apply at whatever date Acts was composed, 
'whether that was between 90 and 100 or later.'** 
Knox does not appear to consider the possibility 
that it was written earlier.
But it is not necessary to concede that Luke 
was faced with precisely the same problem in 
writing the life of Paul as in writing the life of 
Jesus. Granted that he did not dare to compose 
speeches for Jesus as he did for Paul. To that 
extent he allowed himself a freer hand. But it is 
precisely in the later chapters of Acts that we 
find those circumstantial details which convinced
336 -
* Knox p.22
** ib. p.2 5.
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duard Meyer, for example, that we are close to 
the real course of events. Not on the careful
passion narrative do we find the God-fearing Titius 
Justus whose house was next to the synagogue, or 
the lecture hall of Tyrannus, or Philip's four 
unmarried daughters who prophesied. Luke wrote 
his gospel as a careful and reverent recorder end 
interpreter of tradition; he writes in Acts with 
greater freedom as to speeches, but in the latter 
part of the hook at least, in closer proximity to 
the actual course of events. If he writes 'con 
amore', that could he because he had himself been 
caught up in part of tjie story at least.
To Knox must be conceded, certainly, that the 
division of Paul's career into 'three missionary 
journeys' would have amazed the apostle himself.
'If you had stopped Paul on the streets of Ephesus 
and said to him, 1 Paul, which of your missionary 
journeys are you on now? 'he would have looked at
you blankly without the remotest idea, of what was 
in your mind....that he saw his career as character­
ised by a series of movements from Jerusalem and 
back again is surely very unlikely.'
Unlikely indeed - but as unlikely to Luke as 
to Paul; the 'three missionary journeys' are an
* Knox. p.42.
invention of examiners and text-book writers. The 
'first journey' (Acts 13-14) is indeed represented 
as a tour of evangelism, but it sets out from, 
returns to, and is sponsored by the church at 
Antioch, and not that of Jerusalem. from 15; 34- 
41, when Paul and Barnabas part company, there is 
no indication of missionary journeys based on 
Jerusalem. The 'second journey' (as those who have 
taught Acts for the General Certificate of Educa­
tion will be aware) comes quite inconclusively to an 
end at 1S;22: ' 'her he had landed at Caesarea, he
went up, (presumably to Jerusalem) and greeted the 
church and then went down to Antioch l,Paul in his 
letters", writes * Knox, "never 'goes back' to 
Jerusalem. He always 'goes up'"; precisely the 
term that is used here!
One wonders why, if Luke's theological view 
of Jerusalem so dominates his plan, he is so casual 
in his reference to the holy city at 16;22.
Antioch, and not Jerusalem, seems to be the centre 
point of Paul's journeys; (which might be an argument 
in favour of an Antioch source.)
Knox allows, with some reservations, that 
Paul was a Roman citizen and exercised his right of 
appeal to Caesar; 'it does fit in nicely with
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Luke's conception of the political innocuousness on 
Christianity and the cosmopolitan character and 
interests of Paul.1* This surely is a very strong 
reason for accepting Paul's Roman citizenship as 
historical fact! Tould Luke have dared to invent 
that citizenship, which is decisively claimed at 
crucial moments in his story? It was a grave crime 
to impersonate a Roman citizen, and the emperor 
Claudius had those who did so executed in the 
Jsquiline field.* *
Yet visits to Jerusalem, however interpreted, 
remain crucial for our understanding of Paul. It 
is well known that Acts mentions five visits and the 
letters of Paul refer to three. The relation between 
these visits has been one of the most keenly disputed 
problems in New Testament study. Knox claims that 
there were the three visits and three only. This is 
the plain evidence of the letters and Luke's five 
visits are influenced by his own apologetic motives.
The various accounts may be set out as follows 
Acts_ Letters
A first visit 9>26-27 X first visit Gal"1;18
* Knox p. 42
** Civitatem Romanam usurpantes in Campo Esquilino 
securi percussit. Suet. 2553»
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B 'Famine relief' 11;29,
visit 12;25 Y Visit after
G 'Council' visit 15;1-29 14 years Gal 2;1-10
D Visit to greet
the church 18 ; 22
B Final visit Z 'Collection
(and arrest) 21;15 visit Romans 15;25
All possible permutations and combinations have been 
tried to fit these various visits together; it is 
clear, to start with, that E=Z; the forebodings 
expressed in Romans 15;31, and Paul's fear about 
the 'unbelievers in Judaea', are in close accord 
with the story in Acts 20 and 21. ■■hat Paul foresaw 
in his letter was announced by the prophetic soul of 
Agabus, when he bound his own feet and hands with 
Paul's girdle.*
* The fact that Paul was not in fact tied up and 
handed over to the heathen is surely an argument for 
the factuality of the story. ’ Te agree with Haenchen 
(p 535) that Luke is heightening; the tension for 
dramatic and literary reasons, but this need not aJe. 0iJr 
the historicity of his account. lor is the story 
obviously conformed to the passion of Jesus, except 
in so far as both Jesus and Paul were martyrs. The 
Agabus incident has no parallel in the story of Jesus.
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It is also fuiil.y obvious that we should make 
the equation *i=X. nets tells us that Paul was 
regarded as suspect after his conversion and was 
only accepted at Jerusalem as a result of the inter­
vention of Barnabas. Paul in Galatians says that he
of the other apostles except James the Lord's- brother, 
Barnabas is not mentioned, but it is clear elsewhere 
in Galatians that Paul felt especially close to Barn­
abas is thought and in affection. The right hand
and when the crisis came Paul was shocked to find
that even Barnabas would not stand by him: ' u>ctt4
It is quite reasonable to assume that the same 
incident is referred to here-in one account from a 
committed and passionate standpoint and in the other 
from an eirenic and to that extent 'edifying' point 
of view.
hhile identifying the two 'first visits' Knox 
insists on the 'utterly different and quite irrecon­
cilable conception of what happened on that occasion.
1 \ ^ f  r~. }Paul took a solemn oath ( lOo^ erviadrmw tou
) that he saw none but Peter, end James.
Luke declares that initial suspicion was overcome by 
Barnabas 'who brought him to the apostles.' Knox 
suggests that Paul took an oath because he had a
went to Jerusalem to
of fellowship was offered v (Gal 2;9)
premonition that later ages would not believe him 
and that his biographers would rely not on his own 
version but on that of ^cts!
A discrepancy must be admitted, but it need 
not be described as 'utterly different and quite 
irreconcilable. ' Luke speaks of initial suspicion 
overcome with difficulty. Paul gives the impression 
of a visit surrounded by misunderstanding and cont­
roversy. His own honour had been impugned-hence the 
oath-and he felt that his motives and teachings were 
misrepresented by his opponents. Luke may well have 
gone too far in str-essing Paul's agreement with the 
Jerusalem church, but at least he never gave away 
Paul's main principle - that circumcision should not 
be imposed on Gentile converts.
But if A-Xand E=Z, what about B.C. and P? The 
neatest solution is to identify B and Y. Paul 
declares that he went up 'by revelation' (Gal 2;2) 
and this revelation can then be identified with the 
prophecy of Agabus about the great famine (Acts 11; 
28). Such a view obliges us to think that Galatians 
is the earliest extant letter of Paul and was 
written before the peace-making Council of Jerusalem 
described in Acts 15. The letter, being written 
at the height of the circumcision controversy, was 
therefore violent and controversial in tone. ' e 
are then required to adopt the 'South Galatian
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theory' - that the recipients of the letter were 
not tribal Galatians (Celtic-speakers who had 
migrated from Gaul to Asia Minor) but inhabitants 
of the Roman Province of Galatia, ’-Mich included 
the cities of Iconium, lystra, and Derbe visited 
by Paul and Barnabas in Acts 13 and 1A.
This question has been endlessly debated and 
with little positive result. Some-like Professor 
Knox- base their reconstruction on the letters only 
and discount the reliability of Acts. Others seek 
to harmonise the two versions. The South Galatian 
theory is a good example of this approach. Such 
disagreement among experts may make us think that h 
the problem is insoluable in the light of our 
present knowledge, and that the solution preferred 
reflects the psychology of the critic as much as 
anything else.*
A good example of a 'radical' view is that of 
Professor Knox himself. He argues that the Acts 
account is not reliable: 'The principle governing
the use of sources which we have adopted would
require that we accept even a clear hint in the
letters as having mox’e value thah the most explicit 
statement in Acts which contradicts it.' He
* The various theories are clearly summarised by
C.o.C. illiams: Acts; pp 22-52.
further maintains that when Acts mentions five 
visits to Jerusalem and the letters three, Acts 
is simply wrong. Paul made three visits to 
Jerusalem and three only.
Knox's theory, briefly summarised, is this: 
according to Galatians, the only condition accepted 
by Paul in his discussion with the 'pillars' in 
Jerusalem was that he should 'remember the poor'
(Gal 2;10) 'The poor' were the poor of the Jerus­
alem church, and the reference is to the great 
collection which Paul was to undertake and which 
is referred to in Romans nd Corinthians. The 
Apostolic Conference visit, however, has been 
muddled bg Luke. It did not really take place at 
'G' - Council visit - but must be equated with the 
briefly indicated 'D ' - 'visit to greet the church.' 
Thus the Jerusalem Council took place much later 
in Paul's career than is usually supposed - and 
this is because Luke has wrongly concluded that the 
'Gentile question' was settled quite early on in 
the missionary story. This is his own theory, 
derived from his pious and post - apostolic point 
of view: the Council visit (C) never tool: place at
all. Luke was either unaware t>f the real purpose 
of the great collection - an almost desperate attempt 
to keep the peace between the Jewish and Gentile 
wings of Christianity - or he deliberately played it
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down in the reference to 'alms and offerings' in 
Acts 24;17-18.
■that then of 'B' - the 'famine relief visit'. 
Knox writes: 'virtually everyone agrees that it
could not have taken place. After all, Paul 
explicitly excludes the possibility of any visit 
between the 'acquaintance visit' and the conference 
visit.' * Knox does not, however, offer a defini 
ite explanation of how the story of the (fictitious) 
famine relief visit arose. 'tome scholars' - he 
writes, 1 have sought to account for the discrepancy 
by arguing that the conference visit was also a 
relief visit - a visit with two purposes was mistak­
enly taken for two visits. Some of these scholars 
have conceived of this double-purpose visit as 
happening at the point indicated by Acts 15;1. But 
however the error is accounted for, the error 
itself is not denied.'
Knox's* theory is closely linked with his view 
of the Pauline chronology. There simply is not 
enough time to fit in everything presupposed by the 
Acts version of events.- ''If the conference visit 
occurred only a few years before the final visit, 
it is not necessary to suppose a 'silent' period of 
fourteen to seventeen years, or even more, before
* Knox p. 69.
Paul was launched on the work with which alone 
either Acts or his letters is concex’iied, for it is 
not necessary to crov/d that work into a period too 
short for it. It was from Ephesus, not from 
Antioch, that Paul made his trip to Jerusalem 'after 
fourteen years.'
Like all other reconstructions this one is open 
to objections. Firstly, it is not explicitly 
stated that the injunction to 'remember the poor', 
referred to in Galatians, was a contract to under­
take a great once-for-all collection on behalf of 
the Jerusalem church. Other explanationa ere 
possible. Knox here follows his method of prefer­
ring ' a clear hint' in the letters to the most 
explicit statement in Acts. But how clear is the 
hint, after all) 'Remember the poor' could, 
after all, he an injunction to care for poor people 
in general. * Tor can we assume (e silentio !) 
that the great collection was the one and only
* .P.P.. Hall argues (The Expository Times, LXX11, 
■July» 1971) that Gal 2:10 refers to the Famine
relief effort. The apostles asked Paul to remember
t- < Ntrie poor, and his reply in the ■aonsl. - o
 ̂ ? \  r*   —\4orrov; 0 olut o  to \)T<> ti oiij - means f which was
the very thing I had made it my business to do'
- see F.F.B. margin.
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occasion on which Paul sent an offering to the 
Jerusalem church. If - as the evidence of Josephus 
would seem to indicate - there really was serious 
famine in Judaea, then there may well have been 
other aid programmes, unknown to us. Fraternal 
delegates from one church to another, in the 
ancient world, could hardly go empty handed, and 
Paul himself expresses disappointment that no churci 
except Philippi entered into partnership with him 
in giving and receiving. (Phil 4;15) *
Equally it seems arbitrary to dismiss the story 
of the Antioch famine relief effort (Visit B. 11;
29 and 12;25) as entirely fictitious. There is a 
parallel account in Josephus (Ant. 20;49~5l) of the 
visit of Helena, Queen of Adiabene, to Jerusalem 
for 'she had conceived a desire to go to the city
* This text indicates the need for caution in 
accepting the claim made by Knox that the letters of 
Paul 'reveal not the slightest awareness on his part 
that he is engaged in great journeys'. (p 40) '/hat
about 'In the beginning of the gospel, when I left 
Macedonia...'? (Phil 4;15) or Romans 15;19' From 
Jerusalem as far round as Illyricum I have fully 
preached the gospel of Christ.' The Jerusalem-Home 
axis is a theme of Paul's letter, of Acts and of 
the hostile Tacitus.
of Jerusalem and to worship at the temple of God, 
which was famous throughout the world, and to make 
thank-offerings there.' ( loc-«-
p ia- < piovs (gv/cnou u pc<j£v£-y ic£i.</ ) Finding the food 
situation was critical, she sent to Alexandria for 
grain and to Cyprus for dried figs. Her son Izates 
followed this up by sending a great sum of money to 
the 'leaders of the Jerusalemites' for distribution 
to the needy.
Luke declares that the famine was foretold by 
Agabus and that it was to affect the whole world.
The veracity of both Luke and Agabus have been 
criticised on the grounds that the whole world was 
not affected: but this is surely splitting hairs -
the Acts story (as is noted in the Loeb edition of 
Josephus, Vol 9, p 416) implies that the famine 
was in any case much worse in Jerusalem than in 
Antioch.* Queen Helena's special shipment of food 
from Cyprus and Alexandria - details hardly invented 
- indicates a real crisis situation which she only 
discovered on reaching the Holy City. This
* C.C. Torrey conjectured that Luke misunderstood 
the Aramaic meaning 'the land' - that is, the
land of Palestine -, and thought it meant 'the 




corroborates the story in Acts of an emergency 
effort by the church in Antioch: the Jerusalem 
poor, who lived permanently on the danger line, 
were pushed below it by a sudden economic crisis.
In sue!' a context the 'famine relief' visit makes 
perfect sense, and need not be identified with the 
'great collection', whici clearly had symbolic 
meaning, took time to repare and required a special 
representative delegation to carry it.
Thu- , in contrast to ¿.nox, we are prepared 
to accept the 'plain statement of Acts' about the 
famine relief effort by the Antioch church, ‘rhe 
corroboration by Josephus is surely of considerable 
weight. It is indeed possible that some of the 
details are wrong, and that Paul himself did not 
carry the. offering (presumably cash?) to the brethren 
in Jerusalem.
Thus the radio 1 theory of Knox, that there 
were three visits only and that Acts is wrong - 
contrasts with the '.South Galatian' theory of Sir 
V'illiam Ramsay. . Supposing that Galatians is 
the earliest extant letter, written before the 
apostolic council, end the Visit B=X, : allows
us to retain all five visits mentioned in Acts.
But can Galatians, with its close affinities of
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of thought to Romans, really be the earliest 
letter?
Now for a 'middle of the road' position?that 
of J. Jeremias, himself a strong champion of the 
'Antioch source'. His theory*is that the 'famine 
relief visit 'B' - is a doublet of the Council Visit 
1C'. 'It is almost universally agreed that Acts 
1 1;50-1 2;2 5, and 15,1-35» describe from diff erent 
angles, one and the same journey to Jerusalem by 
Paul. Once it is recognised that Gal 2;1-10 and 
Acts 15;1-33 describe the same event (the Apostolic 
Council) then the conclusion is unavoidable. for 
in Gal 1;10 ff Paul declares most solemnly (1;20 
'upon oath') that he had visited Jerusalem only once; 
since his conversion, and the account given in Acts 
is irreconcilable with this, for it refers to a 
second stay by Paul in Jerusalem before the Apostolic 
Council (9;26-30,11^30/ 12;5). The difficulty 
disappears if the two journeys (.Acts 11; 15/12;5 end 
15; 1-33) are recognised as doublets. This conclu­
sion is supported by considerations of chronology; 
the famine referred to in Acts 11;27-30 occurred in 
the period c. A.D. 46-48....However if we reckon 
the 17 years of Gal 1;8 and 2;1, and no matter 
whether we allow Gallic to begin his term of office 
in the early summer of A.D. 51 or 52, we must place 
the Apostolic Council in the very same period or at
* gVW : Vol. 39 (1937) :p.21SÊf
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least admit that it could have taken place at the 
same time as the famine.' *
Notice the method followed by Jeremias. He 
regards the narrative of Acts as substantially 
accurate - indeed it is here following a very reli­
able source - but he is prepared to correct the 
author's apparent mistakes in the light of Paul's 
letter and the further evidence of Acts itself.
Not that a 'clear hint' from the letters is able to 
prevail over plain statements of Acts - rather are 
all sources available - including those of archaeo­
logy and rabbinic Judaism - employed to reach a 
reasonable solution. Is not this a valid histori­
cal method?
According to the theory of Jeremias lets 15;1- 
44 is one of the insertions made into the Antioch 
source: Firstly Paul learns about the Apostolic
Decree in Acts 21;24 as something new. Secondly 
the word d rr0cr-roi05 is used in chapters 15 and 1G; 4
* This story is part of the hypothetical 'Antioch 
source' in which 1 1 ;2 9 and 12 ;2 5 are separated by 
the account of Peter's escape. It is noteworthy 
that the order is 'Barnabas and Saul' which hardly 
indicates an overriding concern to glorify the 
latter!
in a narrower sense than in 14 ;4 and 14} I hr, (In 
chapter 14 Paul and Barnabas are called apostles, 
while in 15 the apostles, with the elders, are the 
church authorities in Jerusalem) Thirdly, the 
Apostolic Decree is directed to believers in Antioch 
Syria, and Cilicia, and does not refer to areas 
evangelised in the 'first missionary journey'. 
Fourthly, according to 15;35 Silas has returned to 
Jerusalem, while in 15;40 he is apparently in 
Antioch and joins wit!' Paul in a new missionary 
venture, Jeremias concludes: The original form
of the text becomes clear, as has often been noted, 
when it is seen that the c u e T p t o f  14;28 is 
repeated at 15;35* Verse 16;4 (the publication of 
the Apostolic Decree) is an editorial link made 
necessary by the insertion.'
The conclusion to be drawn from this is that b 
the first missionary journey1 to Asia iinor took 
place after the .Apostolic Council, and that the 
decree was directed, to Syria and Cilicia because 
there were no churches at that time anywhere else.
The theory that the ’first missionary journey’ 
took place after the council has commended itself 
to various scholars: it was accepted, for example,
hy Kirsopp Lo.ke, who however, proceed to combine
the ’first' and 'second' journeys into one long
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trek across Asia Minor.* The really strong reason 
for accepting the view of Jeremias is th.e 'hard 
fact' that the Decree is limited to Syria and 
Cilicia - a point which cannot be put down to the 
creative imagination of Luke. In the critical study 
of Acts, we must stick to whatever herd ., facts 
there are! But the same point tells against'Lake' s 
attempt to combine the first end second Journeys; 
evidence for an itinerary ~ in the sense of a list 
of places visited recorded without edifying comment- 
occurs at the end of the 'first Journey1 (Perga- 
Attalia-Antioch) Just as it does at the beginning 
(Paphos-Perga-Antioch in Pisidia: Acts 13;13tl^)
and there are no valid grounds for rejecting one 
piece^for some-thing that happened and accepting 
another.
h’hile Knox does not rule out the evidence of 
Acts entirely, he seems to allow it little weight. 
Consider his analysis of two other questions: Paul's
apostleship and his conversion.
Knox recognises that the word apostle has two 
meanings: 'It could be used in a loose way to mean
anyone 'sent out' as an evangelist or missionary - 
it is regularly so used in the Didache, for1 
example. It appears that Paul also used it in this
* Beg. v.p 237 ff.
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sense.1* But this is not his customary use of the 
term;i<\ that use 'apostle' always means one who saw 
the lord and was commissioned directly by him. 
‘Certainly when Paul refers to himself as an 'apostle' 
he invariably has the higher meaning in mind. Now 
it is noteworthy that Luke prefers to use the word 
in the same limited sense...This is clearly indicat­
ed as early as the first chapter of Acts, where, 
having named the eleven apostles, the author tells 
us that Peter raised the question with 'the brethren' 
(about one hundred and twenty of them) as to who 
should take the twelfth, or Judas' place....One of 
the men who has accompanied us during all the time 
that the Lord Jesus went in and out among us.... 
must become with us a witness to his resurrection.'
Knox concludes that 'apostle' means: (l) one
who was a witness because he had been with the Lord. 
(2) a missionary. Paul claimed to be an apostle 
in both senses, because he too had 'seen the Lord', 
but Luke regarded Paul as an apostle only in sense 
2., while for him the foundation apostles were the 
twelve, minus Judas Iscariot, and plus Matthias.
Here there is certainly a difference between 
Paul and Luke, but it is one of theology and not 
of history. Agreement is discovered between Luke
* Knox (p.117) refers to 2 Cor. 8;23•
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and Paul as to the two uses of the term 'apostle'; 
the disagreement is theological, and is stressed 
by Knox because he agrees, on theological grounds, 
with Paul and against Luke: Paul's apostleship and
theology was a matter of debate and concern in the 
early church - this can be discovered from Paul's 
own letters, from Acts, and from the epistle of 
James. Paul himself, in his highly polemical 
Galatians, concedes that he 'laid before them (but 
privately before those who were of repute), the 
gospel which I preach among the gentiles, lest 
somehow I should be running, or had run, in vain' 
(Gal 2;4) So too Paul received the right hand of 
fellowship from James and Cephas and John (Gal 2;9) 
and clearly conceded some sort of 'primacy of 
honour' to the 'so-called pillars' who were apostles 
before him. Luke used the word 'apostle' in the 
same double sense as Paul, and if he does not 
regard Pau}. as an apostle in the primary sense, it 
is because of his different view of the resurrection, 
Knox has no difficulty in showing that Luke 
and Paul understood the appearances of the risen 
Lord in different ways. 'be have only to compare 
the risen Jesus' appearance to his disciples as 
described or alluded to in Luke 24;lp - Acts l;,r 
to see that Luke thinks of the latter as being of 
an entirely different order. Indeed, as we have
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already had occasion to observe, the interposition 
of the ascension is enough to indicate Luke’s under­
standing that appearances of the kind which could 
properly thought of as bearing witness to the 
resurrection were limited to the brief period of the 
'forty days' (Acts 1;3) immediately following the 
crucifixion. But Paul knows nothin-; of any ascen­
ción - that is as distinct from the resurrection, 
which was itself exaltation (©f Phil 2;9), and 
clearly implies that the appearance to him was of 
the same order as those to the other apostles (1 Cor 
15;1-9) He too was an apostle, he too had been a 
witness to the resurrection; he too had seen the 
Lord.1 *
Knox also 'clearly implies' that he personally 
finds the Pauline account of the resurrection more 
congenial than the Lucan one - and proceeds to 
argue, that Luke, like the later evangelists in 
general, tended to 'materialise' his account of the 
risen Lord in answer to gnostic and. sceptical 
denials. No doubt this is indeed one of Luke's 
motives - it is explicitly stated: at1 Luke 2A;;9; 
where the risen Lord says 'a spirit has not flesh 
and bones as you see that I have.'
Yet once more the wedge driven between Lul.ce
* Knox p.119.
and Paul does not go as deep as might appc or; '.'tile 
it is true that the former regards the Twelve as 
being the Apostles * par excellence', it by no means 
follows that he regards the experience of Faul on 
the Damascus road as being 1 of an entirely different 
order.' That impression does the general reader 
gain from Acts? Is it not the book in which Saul 
also called Paul saw a vision (heard a, voice) and 
was converted on the road to Damascus? How can it 
be thought that Paul plays down Luke's encounter 
with the living Christ when in fact he gives no 
fewer than three accounts of it in his book? It is 
explicitly linked with Paul's vocation to the gent­
iles at 26;17; indeed the whole book of Acts is 
dominated by the Damascus road.
Secondly, Luke was himself a believing Christ­
ian, 'and his own. religous awareness, however 
crudely expressed, is not unworthy of considera­
tion. He does not tell us that he had entered the 
third heaven and seen 1 things that cannot be told, 
which man may not utter' (2 Cor 12;3-/0 * He Had no 
gift for the poetic presentation of religious exper­
ience; he was not a John of the Cross or a Henry 
Vaughan, concerned to make his readers aware of 
'God's silent, searching flight,
Alien my Lord' s head i& fill'd with dew, and all 
His locks are wet with the clear drops of night.
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Eis still, soft call....'
Luke's interest in this field of study is pre­
cisely that he shares the common presuppositions of 
his time in the presentation of faith and religious 
experience. Vision and dream are the categories . 
he understands; the angel Gabriel appears to Mary, 
and a man of Macedonia appears to Paul in a vision 
by night. An angel also appears to Paul during 
the sea-storrn to tell him that he must stand before 
Caesar. Naturally Luke could only give a second­
hand account of Paul's conversion and personal 
faith, and since such experiences, whether regarded 
as genuine or not, are by definition ineffable, 
second hand is of necessity second best. Yet how­
ever Luke may have differed from Paul, and no mat­
ter how crude his own understanding of the psycho­
logy of religion may have been, it does not appear 
that his view of Paul's vision of the Lord differed 
greatly from that taken by Paul himself. *
Again it is to be noted that Paul's claim to ha 
have 'seen the Lord' is not made without qualifica-
tion. He declares that o e-
C V -> / Pj /\ /Oocnrepei -rw & fĉ Tpu>p̂ Krr( ̂ (p a»| icjx̂ a-c>w . 1 Cor IS; 8
ihatever is meant by 'ektroma' the word clearly 
implies that there was something unusual about the
* footnote on page 359*
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* footnote from page 358.
Luke's portrayal of religious awareness is not 
as crude as some: his angelic appearances, apart
from the appearance of the risen Lord, are made 
to individuals, and not to groups. Contrast the 
downfall of Mark Antony, when 'of a sudden was 
heard the sound of all sorts of instruments, and 
voices singing in tune, and the cry of people 
shouting and dancing, like a troop of bacchanals 
on its way....People who reflected considered this 
to signify that Bacchus, the God whom Antony had 
always made it his study to copy and imitate, had 
now forsaken him.' (Plutarch: Life of Mark Antory
Trans A.IT. Clough, in Vol. viii of 'Lives' p 228- 
229«) The men who travelled with Paul to Damascus, 
'stood speechless, hearing the voice but seeing 
no/bne' (Acts 9;8) They stand, as it were, on the
threshold of Paul's experience. We have compared 
Luke's presentation of religious awareness with that 
of certain Jewish writers in Ch. 3*
appearance to Paul. Johannes Murick in an interest­
ing discussion concluded that two meanings were 
possible: 'If we are to assume 'E' to refer to the
statement in v. 9 that Paul has persecuted the
C b /church of God, tocrAtptx t w  must be talcer:
as expressing that Paul is the most wretched of men,
only to be compared to a stillborn child...In
using the word 'S' Paul ranks himself with Judas
Iscariot.'.. 'The other possible interpretation is
to be found in the fourth significance of 'E' as
something embryonic, that needs to be formed...
Paul as he was when Christ met him on the road to
Damascus.' *
One thing is clear about this obscure and emotive 
expression: Paul is distinguishing himself from the
others who saw the Lord: Cephas, the twelve, the
five hundred- brethren at once, and James. ’Chile 
he claimed apostleship by virtue of the Lords appear­
ance to him, he also recognised that he stood apart 
from the other witnesses to the resurrection.
Paul's view of the resurrection is more congenial 
to Knox precisely because it is less 'crude' or 
'primitive' than that of Luke; it is more easy to 
make sense of in the post-scientific age. tuch a
* Pauius tamquam abortivus : N.T. Essays ed.
A . t . E . H i g g i n s ,  p . 1 9 0 «
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judgement is however a philosophical or theological 
and not a historical one. It could be argued 
Luke's account is valuable precisely because it 
gives us a second opinion from a humane person who 
shared the general mental outlook of his own day.
If Paul indeed 'felt his heart strangely warmed', 
how else could. Luke has portrayed that experience 
other than he has done in Acts?
Thus the objections raised by Knox against 
Luke's account of Paul turn out to be theological 
rather than historical. Knox seems to agree that 
Paul was an apostle in the primary sense because he 
had 'seen the Lord'. Luke's account of the ascen­
sion is rejected and his graphic and thrice repeated 
description of Paul's conversion is found wanting. 
But no historian can say whether or not Paul was an 
apostle - his right to the title has been contested 
from his own day to this! In the same way Haencheh 
brings against Luke the gravest of charges from a 
Lutheran standpoint. He has propounded a theology 
of glory instead' of the cross; or in the terminol­
ogy of 'another gospel' influential in the twentieth 
century, he has 'indulged in the cult of personal­
ity' and turned Paul into a fearless wonder-worker 
who was successful at every step. That Luke 
admired Paul must be admitted by all; that he fail­
ed to grasp the complexities of his thought is not
to be denied; that . e gave only a partial' account of 
his career must also be conceded, “ut what he tells us 
could well come from a contemporary, or even an erst­
while companion of the apostle, for the 'outer facts' 
of Paul's career, then, if not for his inner psycholo, y 
Acts remains a primary and not a secondary source. To 
the dictum of Knox: 'a fact only suggested* in the 
letters has a status which the most unequivocal state­
ment of Acts, if not otherwise supported, cannot 
confer,' we oppose our own ; 'Unequivocal assertions 
of historical fact in Acts, should, on thegrounds of 
the authors general credibility, be accepted as true 
unle s they are clearly contradicted by unambiguous 
statements in the epistles or by extra-Biblical 
evidence.' Luke the historian may only have been a 
gifted amateur, a country parson among historians, but 
his account of Christian beginnings cannot be ruled out 
of court on the basis of a brilliant and one-sided 
interpretation of the fragmentary correspondence of 
S au 1 o f T ar su s. * *
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* p.33: This ambiguity is apparent. T os? do you know 
it is a fact if it is only suggested?
* -See pages 509 and 5IChadditional note 2.
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The author of Acts raust have had sources of some 
kind. Even a historical novel is not entirely a work of 
fiction, for the author leaves his story around ficures 
of the past whom he oelieves really existed. His thoughts 
- coloured indeed oy his own education and study - are 
allowed to dwell on characters whose career and person­
ality has caught. hi. interest, until, by the 'shaping 
spirit of imagination' fact and fiction are woven into one.
An element of imaginative reconstruction is in­
separable from any historical writing that goes beyond 
the compilation of annals ox’ the assembling of archaeo­
logical data. The account which Tacitus gives of imperial 
home tells us a good deal about Tacitus, and Sir Ronald 
Syrne's study oi Tacitus also tells us something about 
Sir Ronald 3yme.
Since all but the most sceptical agree that Luke 
was not a mere fox-ger of a writer of imaginative 
fiction* it seemed good to many to attempt to identify
* A valuable study of the relation between creativity 
and historical research is provided oy C. V .h'ed:. ewood: 
in Truth and Opinion, p.62-81 'Literature and the
Historian', 'it cannot be denied that the literary 
historians are open to criticism ior failures of per­
ception and fa.ilur'es of scholarship which can at times 
be tract a dir'ectly no their literary technique.
Macaulay’s denunciation of Strafford is noble...but 
by striking off so splendid a phrase as 'the Satan 
of the apostasy' Macaulay introduced a Miltonic grandeur 
into our vision of the man end the epoch, which makes 
it hard to bring.; the mind down again to the...level 
on which alone historical enquiry can be se.iely pursued.'
the sources he used, as a preliminary task in uhe 
reconstruction oi Christian origins: sue! was the 
motivation for source criticism. Thus in 1895 
Johannes oungst prefaced his work with a quotation 
from J. eiss: 'Above all the source criticism of 
Acts must be placed on a firm footing' as soon as 
possible, and uy common effort. ’That pious hope 
vías not to be fulfilled, nai a century later Dorn 
Jacques Dupont was to sum up the results in his 
succint study: The sources of Acts. 'The predominant 
impression' - he wrote -'is certainly very negative.'
Several scholars have divided the critical study 
of Acts into epochs, a . frocm^, for example, nas spoken 
of:
1) Early Researches 1800 - 1840
2) 'The age of Tubingen' 1840 - 1880
(This was the classic period or 'Tendenzkritik')
3) 'The pilgrimage to the sources' 1881 - 1905
This was tie time of critical dissection in many 
fields of literary study from Homer to the Renfateuch. 
Its more extreme manifestations may be illustrated by 
the complaint which Jungst made against Clemen.♦'But 
how could there oe time for these eight layers, (HH, 
Hpe,Redaktor, Rfa, E, Rj, Ra, Zwischenreuaktor) to 
be included in the Acts?.' How indeed?
364
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4) 'The age of Ilarnack' 1905 - 1930
In this period, writes Trocme, the reputation of 
Luke the beloved physician was somewhat unexpectedly 
rehabilitated by the greatest New Testament scholar of 
the day.* Karnack showed that there was no difference 
in vocabulary between the so-called 'we passages' and 
the rest of the book. The use of medical terminology 
was held to show that the author could have been a 
doctor (here Karnack followed Hobart: 'The medical 
language of St. Duke - Dublin, 1882) and so the ancient 
church tradition was vindicated after all.
Harnack saw no problem about sources in the later 
part of Acts, since this part of the work was written 
by a companion of Paul from his own recollections, who 
used the pronoun 'we' in places, to indicate 'I was 
there'. In the earlier part of the book, however,
Harnack claimed to distinguish two parallel sources:
'A' - of considerable historical value, and 'B' - 
which was largely legendary.
Thus for example:
Chapter 2: Recension B of the history of the outporing
r*\
of the Holy Spirit and its consequences.
Chapter 3: 1-5:16: Recension A of the more intelligible 
history of the outpouring of the Holy Spirit and its




A third source postulated by Harnacl was that of 
Antioch, which he traced in 6:1-6:4,9*31-11:18,11:19- 
JO, and 12:25 - 15:35. This 1 Antioch source’ has 
indeed proved to have more staying power than many 
other critical theories, and we shall return to it 
later.
4) ’The contemporary period’, (1930 - )
The ’assured reults’ of source criticism were 
soon under attack, and in Lucan studies the theories 
of Harnack never commanded such wide acceptance as did, 
for example, the Four Document hypothesis of Streeter 
in the field of Synoptic studies. Moreover, the rise 
of Form-criticism led to increasing scepticism about 
the existence of extended written sources behind the 
Gospels and Acts. So much so, that as Trocme writes, 
’critics have more and more abandoned the idea of 
lengthy sources and have tended to prefer the hypoth­
esis that the author to Theophilus used isolated stories 
often very brief, which he may have received in written 
or oral form. The only source v/hicl rises, by virtue 
of length or content, above the level of popular story 
telling is the ’travel-diary’ of the second part.’
This travel document is in fact the ’Itinerary’
* See chapter A.
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which Kartin Dibelius, in a series of influential 
articles, claimed to discern behind the later chapters 
of Acts.
1Kb IfIKrPi'LY.
As a pioneer form-critic, I .Dibelius was sceptical 
about the results of source criticism. But form-critical 
techniques could not be applied to Acts in the same way 
as to the synoptic writers: in the Gospels 'authors 
preserve the forms created by tradition.1* This,however, 
was not so in Acts, where Luke 'employed a much higher 
standard of writing than in the gospel'. In other words, 
the author was not bound, in Acts, by a tradition of 
holy words which had to be respected, he had the right 
and indeed the duty to recast his material in the 
manner required by Hellenistic historiography: and so, 
unless and until the extent of Luke's editorial work 
has been determined 'we must consider as hopeless every 
attempt to divide entirely into different sources the 
text of Acts as a whole.'**
It has been thought that one sure sign of a source 
was the presence of the first person plural and the 
famous 'we-passages'. This idea goes back as far as 
Schleiermacher, and so radical a critic as Overbeck 
could speak of 'the memoir, written by Paul's companion,
* Essays p.A.
** ibid p. 2-p.
which is betrayed by the - sections.'* hot
so, answers Dibslius: the appearance of 'we* ¡u ed not 
of necessity be che sign of a source. In the story of 
the shipwreck, for example, 'the author introduced his 
'we' in1o an account which he had, in order to indicate 
when he was present. The 'we', would then be, not as 
was once thought, an original element, but an addition.' 
However, since Dibelius believed on other grounds, 
that Acts was written by a companio. of Paul, he still 
regarded the appearance of 'we' as an indieat ion of 
the author's presence.
Dibelius replaced the 'we-source' theory with that 
of the 'itinerary'. He elaborated this suggestion at 
several points in his essays. 'Everywhere it seems 
that there underlies the account of the journeys an 
itinerary of stations where Paul stopped, an itinerary 
which we ma\ suppose to have been provided with the 
notes of his journeys, of the founding of communities 
and of the results of evangelising.'**
ghat did this itinerary include? Such documents 
certainly existed in the ancient world for the guidance 
of travellers, pilgrims, imperial messengers, and later 
on, of pilgrims.*** Thus the Itinerarium Burgidaler>&e
* Acts:by Zeller and Overbeck Vol.1.p.43.
jk T ' _ r—assays p.5.
**¥ See Corpus Christianorum:Series Latina(LXEV)
Itineraria et alia Geographies.
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takes bhe traveller from Gaul to Jerusalem. It- remains 
a mere list of mileages until it reaches the Holy Land, 
where it becomes much more loquacious, mentioning for 
example, at Caesarea the ' balneus Cornelii centurionis, 
qui multas elymosunas faciebat.1 On arrival at Jerusalem 
it details all the pious attractions with great care.
On the other hand the Ttinerarium Egeriae is written in 
a much more voluble style. Etheria was a well to do end 
pious lady who narrated her travels in the first person. 
The object of her writing seems to have been to inform 
and edify her 'dominae sorores' who cannot go on 
pilgrimage, rather than to provide a guidebook for those 
who can.*
the Itinerarium Antonini, on the other hand, has 
been thought to offer a kind of general guide to the 
roads of the Empire. ‘But this view is rejected by the 
1 Lictiopnaire d1Archaeologie Chretienne1, which claims
that this Itinerary too was a pilgrim document, in 
which all roads led to Jerusalem.
But did such material exist in the Hew Testament? 
■a.--, hock was prepared to agree that it possibly did. 
he noted Plutarch's criticism of those who 'gather 
from an official journal (ephemerio) statistics about 
'how often I had a meeting with either Hedeia or
* 7he pilgrimage of Stheria: ed. HcClure and Peltoe.
¿PCK Etheria's travels have been assigned to the reign 
ox falens-or Justinian.
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Leontion', or where I drank Thasian wine', or 'on 
what twelfth of the month I haci the most sumptuous 
dinner.'* But granting the possibility of some such 
document as Dibelius suggests, is there any strong 
internal evidence - external there is none - for 
assuming that it existed?**
Firstly the itinerary theory is founded on the 
observation that in Acts, as from chapter IB, there 
are relatively detailed accounts of the travels of 
the missionaries. A good example is 17;1. 'how when 
they had passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia, 
they came to Thessalonica, where there was a synagogue 
of the Jews.' Dibelius claimed that Luke had no poss­
ible motive for inventing dry details of this kind.
'An itinerary seems to have formed the skeleton for 
the central part of Acts.' (chs 13-21) The most precise
definition which nibelius gave of the contents of the
* * *Itinerary is found in the essay 'Paul oli the Areopagus.' 
Dibelius speaks of 'information about the stations on
* Plutejcn: Loeb ed. XIV p. 37-
** The itineraries of illiam of Y/orcestre includes 
caily mileages in note iorm, 'we passages' and detailed, 
records for the History of Britain which he planned, tie 





the journey, the hosts, the preaching and the results 
of preaching, the founding o; communities, disputes, 
and whether voluntary or forced departures. 'The 
reason for the preservation of such documents was, 
in the view of Dibelius, 'to give guidance for mission­
aries who might travel that road again.'
Dibelius argued strongly that Luke did not have 
extended written sources at his disposal. Instead he 
inserted traditional - and probably oral - tales 
about the doings of the apostles into his itinerary 
framework as best he could. The locus classicus for 
this idea is the Lystra incident. The apostles reach 
'Lystra and Derbe, cities of Lycaonia,' at 14;6.
The story of how they were mistaken for gods is then 
recounted, (vv 8-19), and then, after being stoned, 
Paul goes on to Derbe - which he had already reached 
at 14;6! The plausible suggestion is that the 
'apotheiosis' tale has been inserted into the brief 
and uninformative itinerary whici was all that reached 
the writer in written form. The same suggestion has 
been made about the 'Philippian jailer' incident, 
where verses 25 - 34 of ch. 16 can be removed neatly 
from the narrative, and with them the embarrassment 
of the miraculous earthquake.'Both here and at Lystra^ 
wrote Dibelius,'the D text covers up a seam, in this
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case a se air between two narrative units.'*
What does the itinerary theory do, if accepted, 
to the reputation of Luke the historian? It surely 
-ho s him as a writer who made a serious attempt to 
find out and record what actually happened, and to 
a considerable extent succeeded.** In the early 
chapters of Acts, Luke had, according to Dibelius, 
no such 'guiding thread1. 'We are left with traditional 
separate stories of very unequal value, they are mainly 
in the style of legend: that is, the emphasis lies on 
the miraculous element and the pious character of the 
people involved in the stories.*** Dibelius therefore 
allowed for no written sources in the Acts except for 
the Itinerary in 13-21. The sea-voyage then was, he 
thought, a literary piece take over oy Luke and written 
up with the 'we' addition, in order to indicate his 
own presence.
Luke as seen by Dibelius was therefore a historian 
with a strong claim to be trusted.'His only 'Tendenz',
* Codex nezae (IJ) says that the magistrates had been 
frightened by the earthquake, which according to 
other manuscripts they had not noticed.
** Dibelius worked out the implications ox the 
itinerary theory for the life of Paul in a sma! .1 book, 
'Faulus' completed after his death by ■.. 0. numnel.
*** Essays p.106.
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if we wish to speak of such a thing, was to represent 
Paul's missionary road from Antioch to Rome as the 
divinely-willed path of the Christian faith from Syria 
to the centre of the pagan world. This attitude 
oDviously persuaded him to omit all detailed circumst­
ances of the journey, and to rely only on the leading 
of the spirit, in describing tne important move from 
Asia Minor to Macedonia and Greece. He also handled 
the apostle's last journey through Greece in a quite 
summary manner, obviously because it did not carry the 
gospel further into the world (20:1-16)' The sea voyage 
on the other hand, was recorded in detail because it 
represented 'Christ's triumphal procession to the 
capital of the world.'*
As for Paul's career as a whole; luibelius thought 
that we could trust the itinerary, but that the tales 
of Paul's life which Luke collected - including that 
of his conversion - pr> sented material on which the 
historian would find it hard to give a decisive verdict 
Historical reliability would vary in inverse proportion 
to 'the number of motifs fro; popular folk tales.'**
The worl of Dibelius on the Itinerary theory was 
not to remain unchallenged. While A.I).Hock, in an
Paulus p.14 
** Paulus p . 13
extended review,* suggested that there might nave been 
several such documents from different peoule ** E. 
Haenchen has come to reject the itinerary theory in 
its 'classical' formulation by Sibelius, and G.Schille 
has argued that it is doubtful whether any such 
itinerary ever existed.***
Scnille identified 5 'foundation pillars'
(Grundpfeiler) of the itinerary theory:
1. The doublet Acts 14;6 and 14;20,('ehat is?the 
repetition of the statement that Paul went to Perbe, 
with the Lystra episode in between), Schille thought 
that this need not imply an extended itinerary, but 
only a short account of the visit to Lycaonia.
2. The insertion of the Philippi tradition into the 
narrative (that is, the miraculous escape of Paul and 
Silas has beei, added to the itinerary.)
3. Unevenness in the framework of some speeches. For
example, uibelius wrote: 'After the Areopagus address
/ ^and after raul has gone S-tc ju-e<xow , a few
conve^vs are mentioned at 1 7;3 .̂ The source is beginn­
ing again.'
* In Gnomo», 1953*
** E. Haenchen: 'Das ' wlr' in der Apg.und Das Itinerar. ' 
Z.Th.K.36 (19 6 1) -





4. Uniform treatment of stopping places, thus, 
for example, we read names of stopping pieces in
'railway timetable' fashion: Splamis 15:35, Derbe 
14;21, and Perga, 14;2 5.
5 . Stylistic difference between 13-21 and 1-12;
22 L-C- •
Schille then puts forward four objections 01 
his own to the theory of Dibelius.
1. Uniformity (Einlinigkeit) in the arrangement 
of material. Paul's travels were more complicated 
than Acts suggests. 2 Cor. reveals ' a lively 
missionary activity by the apostle between Macedonia 
Achaia, Illyria and Asia. 'Luke on the other hand 
places traditions about Philip before those of 
Peter, and stories about Antioch only after those
of the mission to Israel. This step-by-step method 
is, says Schille, a 'law of popular literary art.'
2. Signs of a vanished arrangement of individual 
traditions. There were, for example, two 'foundation 
legends' about the church at Philippi: the story of 
Lydia and the story of the jailer. 1 fhessalonians 
tells us that Silas took part in the foundation of 
the Philippian church, while the fact that 
'originally only Paul speaks to Lydia.... speaks
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against the Philippian origin o± v I3-I5 .'* So too 
Paul's hurried departure from Thessalonica (I7:5ff) 
and Corinth (18;14-17).haul could not have aroused 
bitter opposition in a short1 stopover' visit, and he 
was forbidden to stay longer by the rules of hidache 
1 1;4-6.
3• narrative links and freedom of composition (Bindung 
und_ Preizu, 'iwkeit)
The lists of stopping places referred to by 
Uibelius do not go so far towards demonstrating the 
existence of an itinerary as he supposed. Luke knew 
an old tradition about a mission to Lycaonia which he 
followed in ch If; the same tradition is mentioned in 
2 Tim p;11. The route through Macedonia and Achaea he 
could have put together himself from 'foundation trad­
itions' which he gathered from local churches, or 
deduced, from the Pauline epistles. As for the stoxcping 
places pure and simple (blosse Reisestationen) these 
are either towns where churches existed, like Ptolemais 
(2 1;7) or Sidon (2 7;3) or else harbours and islands.
The former group appear towards the end of Acts in
* J. Dupont (Sources p. 133-133)dea:; s severely with these 
suggestions, claiming that the detail of the text has 
little interest for Schille. There are two ha±tin 
places - Amphipolis and Apollonia, in Acts 17;1> whereas 
Schille mentions only the first.
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order to give the reader 'a general picture of vhat has 
already been achieved'. This could also have an 
apologetic motive, to counteract the charge that the 
Christians were a tiny minority.
4. 'List of stooping places' as a literary form (Grttunp.J 
Schille'a last objection is that Dibelius cannot 
point to any parallel list of stopping pjlaces to set 
beside his supposed itinerary. One could hardly follow 
in Paul's footsteps with the aid of the information 
given in Acts. Moreover, Paul and his generation 
expected the imminent return of the Lord; they never 
considered the possibility of successors, and the itin­
erary theory presupposes a 'Lucan' view of ongoing miss­
ion in the present world, finally Dibelius cannot point 
to a single example of an 'Itinerary'; the later guides 
for pilgrims, like that of Etheria, presuppose a 
continuing sacred history and are nothing to the point. 
The itinerary theory is nothing but the last remnant 
of those source critical theories which Dibe.ius so 
sharply criticised. Schille, concluded, 'Reference to 
the literary creativity of Luke may explain more than 
even L. Dibelius supposed.'
Dorn Jacques Dupont ren; rked that 'the most devast­
ating treatment that can be given to (Schille's theories) 
is to examine them closely.'* ft is clear that he starts
* Dupont Sources p. 1^>6.
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from form-critical presuppositions, and that certain 
hi hly questionable assumptions are made, low do we 
know that Paul rear the Didache for example? Does 
Lydia, the seller' of purple, look like a 'foundation 
legend'? Is it not too simplistic a view of human 
nature that none of the earliest Christians, with 
their intense adventist hope, would ever keep a diary? 
Their Master himself, even if he thought that the end 
of the world was at hand, still found time to consider 
the lilies of the field. Might not some simple soul 
have hoped to present his diary to the " oro. at his 
appearing? The fact that we cannot isolate the written 
sources t at underlie Acts does not, repeat not, 
entail that there were none.
The strong point in favour of the itinerary theory 
is the list of specific towns and stopping places that 
appear in Acts 13ff. -chille's attempt to explain this 
by reference to Luke's apologetic motives will not do: 
why did not Luke then follow this method all the way 
through his book? L'hy did he not specify ’all the towns' 
in which Philip preached between Azotus and Caesarea 
(Acts 9;A O ) I f  he wants to add credibility to his 
narrative, why does he so lamely write that 'as Peter 
went here and there among them all'(9 ;52) he finally 
got to Lydda? Schille claims that the presence of these 
,precise travel indications in the later part of Acts 
is intended to impress the reader by 'the introduction
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of new material ncl by repetition'. But Acts aims to 
impress the reader all the way through. There was 
'much joy' in the (unnamed) city of Samaria in which 
Philip performed signs, (8;8), and the result of the 
healing of Aeneas, according to the claim of 9;35, 
is that’all the residents of Lydda and Sharon .. 
turned to the Lord.' The fact is that the later part 
of Acts does not display the characteristics of a 
popular folk tele at all; it looks like the work of 
a writer who is trying to handle source material of 
various :ind.s as a historian and a literary man.
Schille is certainly right to point out tha,t the 
itinerary theory is an exercise in source criticism; 
but it is none the worse for that. Ee is correct, too, 
to point out that there could have been more than one 
record - the lyaonia mission might be recorded separ­
ately from that to Macedonia. Lastly there is force 
in the argument that any 'Itinerary' could not have 
been a 'guide-book' like the Pilgrimage of Ltheria. 
Nobody in the first century would have thought of 
anticipating h.V.Morton and following 'In the steps 
of St. Paul'. Or the other hand, some of the 
missionaries could well have kept 'ephemerides' like 
their contemporaries. One cannot dispute the sober 
judgement of A.D.Nock: 'It is clear that records or 
unusually detailed memories existed for parts of the 
missionaries' journeys. '
ucn ci view is accepted by haenchen. * He con iders 
that there was no travel document behind the 'first 
missionary journey' of Acts 13-14. On the other hand 
the 'second journey' (15;36-18;22) was based on the 
reminiscences of one of Paul's companions; possibly 
Timothy. So too in the'third journey' (It;23-21;17)
Luke freely rewrote some written source, as he did for 
the account of the voyage to Rome anc: the shipwreck.
There was, however, no 'Itinerary' in the sense which 
Dibelius presupposed.
nut does not this theory take us back to the idea 
of a 'we' source once again? Eaenchen regards the use 
of 'we' as a literary device by Luke. . or example, it 
appears at 16;10 at the crucial point when the mission 
moves into Europe: 'in order to guarantee the histor­
icity of a decisive moment in the Pauline mission by 
reference to the eyewitness role of his source of 
information.'** It ] pears again in the story of the 
fatal journey to Rome so that the reader -'©an feel 
personally involved, as it does on the voyage to Rome,
* Da;: ir in dor Apg und Das Itinerar' 6. T. .h. (58)1961.
** 'Lukas in 16;10 einen entscheidenenden Augenblick 
der Paulinischen Rission durch die Hindeutung auf die 
Augenzeugenschaft seines Gewährsmannes historisch sichert.'
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which liuice has rewritten with ' sovereign freedom'.*
But would ancient readers have understood that 
they were meant to feel personally involved at these 
points? Nhy not add a. 'we' are other crucial moments 
such as the conversion of Cornelius or the Council of 
Jerusalem? Would not ancient readers have assumed that 
here the author himself appeared on the scene as a mem­
ber of the party? Such: was the conclusion of A. D. Nock:
' I know of only one possible parallel for the emphatic 
use of a. questionable 'we' outside literature which is 
palpably fictional.' Nock was prepared to think of 
'several distinct travel diaries covering separate 
periods: e. . that of the collection for the saints at
Jerusalem (of 20:5), while he regarded the story of 
the sea-voyaqe as 'an authentic transcript of the 
recollections of an eyewitness, with the confusion and 
the colouring which so easily attach themselves to 
recollections... one can be unduly exigent in consider­
ing the consistency of a narrative.' Thus hock concluded 
that the 'I' who addressed Theophilus and the 'we' of 
Acts were one and the seme.
Which brings us back finally to the prologue and
* 'Der Leser...sich unmittelbar mit dem Leben des
tfNaulus verbunden fühlen kann.'
not mean'to investigate, research,' but to follow as 
an eyewitness or with contemporary knowledge'.*
There is here a real claim to < * y > ~ r o < b which, if 
conventional in ancient works, must still be taken 
seriously: 'the claim of contemporary acquaintance 
may be attributed to the participle as a certainty; 
the claim of actua] presence is at least a possibility.' 
Ha eric hen seeks to refute this: He discussed Cadbury's 
claim that r r v p / j m e a n s  'to be directly 
involved in the events', (an den Ereignissen unmittel­
bar beteiligt sein). 'It is beyond question that the 
verb has this meaning in many places. It seems equally 
clear to me that it do s not have this meaning here, 
because cannot be connected with the word
in this sense.’ (Derm mit diesem Sinn lamst sich w>ij?Co.r
nicht verbinden.; So too the word stands in the
way of Cadbury's theory, ne could perhaps take mxmiv
? °  -in connection with co<-pi p , and translate;'It
seemed good to me, having for long been personally 
involved, mo write everything: correctly and in order 
lor you,'; on the other Sand <j .n.Creed claimed that 'the
* H.J.Cadbury: The knowledge cla imed in Luke- .cts. 
Expositor, vol.GCIV p.401. ahe texts in which 
4>f̂ Kokŵ tc-jl occurs are Demosthenes we Corona. 172,Adv.
Olymp.s.40 p.357,me Falsa Leg.257 P^15 (Loeb ed.)Also 
Epictetus • 2;16 and 33-
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rhythm and balance of the sentence require that e=*-i=-p‘̂ wJ 
should be taken with Tjoi-prjV̂kKuw t . 1 *
If certainty as to this precise linguistic point 
remains out of reach, we are driven back on general 
literary considerations, and notably on the claim by 
Rock that the use of means what it appears to mean 
- the personal presence of the author - 'outside 
literature which is palpably fictional.' What in facu 
is palpably fictional? Dibelius noted that 'It is not 
Mark's gospel but Peter's, that claims first person 
reporting.1** A valid point - but Luke's gospel does not 
include 'first person reporting' either! The author did 
not add an exciting ' w ' to the passion narrative! 
Haenchen, who holes that Luke was 'no novelist, but a 
historian', regards the ’we' passages as genuine in that 
they indicate the presence of an eye-witness in the 
source. But would ancient readers, knowin; that they 
hadbefore them g work 'not palpably fictional' - have 
understood them in this sense? Would they rot have 
assumed that the 'I' of Acts 1;1 was the same as the 
'we' of Acts 16;10? Do not the linguistic arguments 
of Cadbury about the precise meaning of r n * p ^ ko-h 
then gain added wei ;ht?
Dupont is ri ;ht when he claims that refusal to
* J.H. '.reed Tg... gospel accordin'' to St.Luke p.A.
** Essays p.204.
regard Luke—Acts as the work of a companion — not 
necessarily a very close companion - of haul, 'is 
essentially founded on. considerations not oi a 
literary, but a theological order.' The linguistic 
evidence points in the opposite direction, ’/hile 
the format of a precise ’Itinerary’ or travel diary 
cannot bo exactly defined, some such record clearly 
existed. If Eaenchen’s explanation of the ’we’ is 
too subtle for ancient as for modern readers, then we 
are left with two possibilities: either Acts is a 
work of fiction like the Acts of Raul and Thekla, 
or Aristeas, or the life of Apollonius of Tyana, 
or it must be by someone who had personally taken 
part in the later events of his sto3?y. The theological 
objections we discuss elsewhere, hut apply them in 
another field: the triumphal column of Marcus Aurelius, 
here is 1 theeiogia gloriae ’ with a vengeance! The marcus 
who appears here, serene amid the storm 01 war, for 
whose sake the rain god sheds his blessing on the hard 
pressed Romans, before whose face a German siege engine 
is struck by lightning, who contemplates the severed 
heads of enemy soldiers paraded in triumph; such a 
i.arcus cannot be the same person as the author of the 
confessions, non can the sculptors who portrayed this 
v^vjp have been his contemporaries I *
* Marcus Aurelius, by Anthony rsirley,London 1966.p242-3.
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But if in fact the column was erected by contemp­
oraries of Marcus after all, why should not Acts have 
been written - as the linguistic evidence seems to 
indicate - by a sometime companion of Paul?
O R i~iir T LR £3
AlOiliLR LOv K Jr.'.I oCiECLS (2): A3 aKTIOCI SOURCE ?
Source criticism of Acts is less sure of itself 
now than it was in the days of Johannes Jungst, who 
was able to divide the book confidently between 
soui'ces A, B and Redaktor. L Lie he himself protested 
against the excessive confidence displayed by cctier 
critics, he felt able to determine in detail the 
contributions made by each source: Thus R wrote 1;1-3, 
while A supplied verses 6-8, anc B, 9-11»verse 12, 
however, ('Then they rctu_„._u. uo Jerusalem...') v/ss 
divided between the two. Such happy certainty about 
the indentification of sources has now, for better or 
worse, rjassed away. Thus E.K.Chambers quoted S.T.
Coleridge, who said 'I think I could point out to 
half a line what is really Shakespeare's in''Love's 
Labours Lost' and some other of the not entirely genuine 
plays.' Chambers commented, 'Colerid; e being Coleridge, 
it is needless to say that he never performed that task.'*
Lew Testament Scholars were made of sterner stuff 
than S.T.C., however, and if they failed, it was not 
for want of trying.
i) EA,--RACK: A notable contribution was made to the 
study of Acts b. A. von Earnack, whose books 'Luke the 
Physician' and 'The Acts of the Apostles' still c.iier
Aspects of Shakespeare? Chambers p.26.
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fcli© s tuaent s. mine cf irxoxxistion e.nd are s. pisc sups 
to read. Harn&ck put for- ard two theories as to the 
earlier part of Acts: firstly that in chapters 1-3 
there was a report in duplicate of events in the early 
church, ana secondly that a written source, composed 
from the point of view of Antioch, was used 1 the 
author in the central sectio of the book. The 'Antioch 
source' has proved to posess more staying power than 
many other critical theories. Jt was ably supported 
by J. Jereraias in 1937 (ZKW Vol 36 p205-22l) and has 
since been accepted by E. Bultmann.*
As defined by Karnack the 'Jerusalem-Antiochene 
source' included the following:
1) 6;1-6;4. The Hellenists and the Stephen incident: 
persecution of the church.
2) 1 1 ;19-30. Preaching to Gentiles at Antioch - 
return of Saul to Tarsus. Famine foretold by Agabus. 
famine relief delegation from Antioch to Jerusalem.
3) 12;25-15;33• Return of the delegation to Antioch. 
Establishment of the 'Antioch mission'. 'First Mission­
ary journey.' Controversy over gentile church membership 
and circumcision. Council of Jerusalem and a compromise 
settlement.
(It will be noted that Karnack's Antioch source 
is already overlapping the area in which Dibelius found
* few Testament Essays ed a .J.B.Higgins p.79*
traces of an itinerary - i.e. Acts 15-1 4.!)
Harnack sought to show that the 'Jerusalem- 
Antioch source1, as he called it, care to Juke in 
written form. (He conjectured that it might he the 
work of oilas — AA p 202).
He noted first a verbal connection between 8;4 and
c v 9-. <r-   a
1 1;1 9* Ihe former reads ov. ouv o c-rv-ntA
^ ^ \  O-ov" G u G y y  A - X e g o <= e 7X1V \OynV
This, thought Harnack, was a sign of a digression that
, c v 71 7 __ /
was concluded at 1 1 ; 1 9. 0 i O' /10̂ p tG
iyro t?X1 UOaoI yevof-uevrji G m  5fre^viv
Xt 9X O tV  G ^ S  WOCv 1 K.nS k(o7Tpc;o/ klc*: c A v T I  i>V GrXXbU \ \ x ^ 1  x \ ^ > \ ( a jlp. /
yr jOAvi  ^ v1 AS / ov \cryov 6r( ynj p-ovov ix>uow.(oi|
This, indeed, is not conclusive, so it was further 
noted by Harnack that only in the suggested source were 
the believers called u‘ , while the apostles
were called cX Moreover, the detailed lists of
names found in 6 ;1 9 and 1 3 ; 1 were without parallel in 
the rest of the book, and indicated a written source, 
as did 11;19-20, the preaching to the Gentiles by the 
nameless evangelists from Cyprus and Cyrene.
Harnack offered a further argument to prove that 
the tradition which speaks of i 1 <p 1 u rsx /4vn<y&e<.
(6;4) was in written form. This concerns the accusations 
made against Stephen. His speech against the temple had 
also included an attack on the law as such, and had in 
fact been toned down by Luke. It originally concluded
with a peroration in which the enthusiastic Hellenist 
had actually declared that 'Jesus of razareth will 
destroy this temple and change the customs which Hoses 
handed down to us.' (7;14) Such an argument, which is 
really making a conjecture to support a conjecture, 
may save the credit of the Antioch source while of 
course leaving Stephen ' uilty as charged'.
2) WENDT: Harnack was not indeed the'only begetter'
of the Antioch source theory, .cmething very similar 
had already seen suggested by V;. W.Wendt. *
In opwosition to Ed.; eyer he regarded the 'we' 
passages as the sign of a source, and not merely of 
the presence of the author. Turnin to the earlier part 
of the book, vendt declared, for example, that the 
'first missionary journey1 (13-14) was the 'direct 
continuation' of the story of the Antioch church(11;19) 
which, in itself continued the history of Stephen and 
the Hellenists (6;1-8;4). Relying partly on the 
assumption that the western text 'we' of 11;28 was 
original**, Wendt was able to carry his source - 
modified and adapted by the editor - right to the end 
of the book.
he summarised his theory thus:'The author of Acts
* (ZRW,1925,vol.24. p.29H-303)
** 'There was great rejoicing: and while we were present 
one of them named Agabus foretold.......etc.'
took the 'we' passages from a source. But to this 
source belonged also the main component of the whole 
story of Paul's missionary work and his imprisonment.
And this source, revised in the second half of Acts, 
was the same as the one from which, the author had already 
in the first part, created the story of Stephen.(6;1-8 
;4) the founding of the Antioch church (11;19-28) and 
the first missionary journey of Paul which began at 
Antioch 1 *
Such a view, ar, ued Wendt, was not the 'mere 
caprice of an unbridled criticism', and his theory was 
to be given a distinguished defence by J.Jeremias in 
1937-
3) JnlihhlAS: * * Jeremias attempts to demolish the 
double-source theory of Harnack, as applied to Acts 1-5- 
He maintains that the only source which can be re­
constructed with any probability is in fact the Antioch 
source, which he defines as follows:
1) 6;1-8;4 Stephen and the Hellenists: (first insert­
ion - the Philip story - 8;5-40)
2) 9;1-30 The conversion of Saul:(which Harnack had 
derived from a separate source), (second insertion: the 
story of Peter and Cornelius; 9;31 - 11;18)
3) 11;19-30 Preaching to Gentiles at Antioch: famine 
relief delegation to Jerusalem.
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* Pie Hauptquellen der Apostelgeschichte:2.. :1925,vol.24.
** ZNW 1937 Vo1.36.
(Third insertion: arrest and escape oi Peter: the 
death of Herod Agrippa I. 12;1-24).
4) 1 2;25-1^;28: Pcundin of the Antioch mission: first
missionary journey.(fourth insertion:The Council of 
Jerusalem; 15;1-33)*
5) 15;35fi* 'Second missionary journey'. - Jeremias 
is prepared to 'leave open the question' as to whether 
the 'Antioch source' continued through to the end of 
the book. But he seems to suggest that Pendt might have 
been right in thinking that it did.
The 'Antioch source' theory i certainly attractive 
in the form in which Jeremias presents it. Pe are 
offered a reasonably objective and coherent story: 'The 
oldest missionary history of the Christian church'. This 
has been interpolated by the author of Acts with other 
material - the Acts of Philip and the Acts of Peter 
(including an account of the decisive Test Case of 
Cornelius), the Escape of Peter, and the Council of 
Jerusalem.
One important corollary, remains: Jeremias regarded 
the 'Council visit' to Jerusalem (15;1-5) as a doublet 
of the 'famine relief' visit of 1 1 ;3 0- Ohus he seeks 
to resolve the famous conflict of evidence between Acts 
and Galatians, and if the historicity of the Council as 
such is impaired, that cf the Apostolic decree is 
defended, for on this view the 'first missionary journey' 
took piact after the Council, and thus the address of
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the apostolic decree (to Antioch, -yi/ia and Cilicia) 
makes perfectly good sense, i;he:e bein. • the areas in 
which the church was est;bli hed at the time.
As evidence of the Antioch source Jeremias sees 
the use of the ter: cpfe -n*-A to describe believers.
The sudden appearance of the Hellenists at 6 ;1 is also 
taken to be an indication of a source, as we11 as the 
'exactitude of the report'itself. nevertheless, the 
arguments for the existence of this scarce arenas is 
inevitable, largely subjective, and depend rather more 
on isolating the insertions thru on defining the source 
iself. Thus there is held to ue a contradiction 
between the 'Acts of Philip'(8 ;p-^C) snd the statement 
that the scattered Hellenists preached only to Jews: 
for Philip preached to bamaritans and to an Ethiopian!
Th. Damascus road story, on the other hand, belongs to
? X /the Antioch source. Por the *Saul who eAcy^uvfcTO m
> / > \ r- \
6 ;3 is the same man who is still eyuv-rvê ov rren*y\s ¡<~o
0ovoo at 9 ; i. Anci the Saul who is left at Tarsus at 
9;30 is fetched back to Antioch by rarnabss at 11;26.
* We have discussed in chapter. . the interesting 
suggestion that the word c<7Tb\^ refers to the technical 
rabbinic term for a 'warning to \ non; doers' . Such a 
meaning hardly appears likely in this verse and 
certainly does not seem to be implied by Luke.
But the ’Acts of Peter' (9;31-11;18) have nothin- to 
do with the Antioch source, They interrupt the story 
of the Hellenist diaspora:
I Tr «TV I tg O <E <0 ( e- crT7ck p rj 0~~<iCV 6 ; 1
 ̂  ̂ ^  p  I |
O  I jlA_ t _ V  u  J  V  i) it i .  £rV/ T  ¿ rU  j '
(b 1 u o rtf a î  TnTc*. p & y t£-j 1 1 ", 19)
Neither have the incidents of Peter's escape and 
Herod's death anything to do with the Antioch source. 
They merely separate the ar: ival of Paul and Barnabas 
in Jerusalem at 11;30 fro: their return to Antioch at
12;25. Chronology also comes to our aid, for the famine 
occurred — according to eosephus - during the administ­
ration of li’adus and Tiberius Alexander. This gives us 
a date in the region of A. 1).46-48, whereas Herod Agrippa 
had died in A.D.A4 . The 'Peter's escape' incident is 
out of place, and is therefore an insertion.
The fourth and last insertion is none other than 
the famous account of the Council of Jerusalem. The 
'Council visit' is taken by Jeremias to be a doublet 
of the 'famine relief visit', and partly on chronolog­
ical grounds.* Since Gallio was certainly proconsul 
of Achaia in A.P. 51 or 32, and Paul was at Corinth 
during his administration (Acts 18;A) the Council must 
have taken at approximately the same time as the famine.
* Sabbathyahr und keubestamentliche Chronoloreie.: ZNW,
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Moreover, it is hardly likely t. at the conservative
Jewish Christians allowed suspected heresy to flourish
unchecked at Antioch for five years (from 11;20 to 15;l)
And since the same event is reported twice, of necessity
the account in ch. 15 must be the insertion, because the
apostolic decree as reported refers only to Syria and
Cilicia, and what is more, Paul is to learn about it
■> / .once more at 21; 25- The word in 15; 2
refers to the Jerusalem leadership, and not as in the 
Antioch source generally, to Paul and Barnabas as well. 
Lastly, 15;33 sends Silas back to Jerusalem, while 15;
AO sees him back in Antioch. The link verb in the 
Antioch source is ; which occurs at 14; 28
and 15;35» while 16; 4 (Paul and Silas promulgate the 
apostolic decree) is an editorial addition.
Jeremias left open the question of the continuation 
of the Antioch source, but was ready to speculate, with 
Wendt, that it continued on far into the latter half 
of the book. His reconstruction, supported as always 
by profound knowledge of Rabbinic custom and contemp­
orary history, is attractive and persuasive. He considers 
that Luke has used the Antioch source in much the same 
way as he used Mark, keepin its order intact, hut in­
serting: other material of varying length, moreover, it 
is extremely likely that he posessed the Antioch source 
in written form, and this historical record therefore 
forms the kernel of the Acts of the Apostles.
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4) hn.-f.Gnhh : AT . J I TED jj-i-,OLITIOi. Ur TH3 _ ANTIOCH ¿C U RGE :
A radically different approach to Acts and its
sources has been taken by Prof.; .Haenchen.* He subjects
the theory of the Antioch source to drastic criticism.
He begins by observing that the driving force behind 
source criticism was the question: 'What actually happ­
ened?'**, and until the rise of form criticism the 
Biblical documents were wrongly handled. He know first 
of all that Hark could not be reconstructed, out of 
Luke's gospel, and no sources can be identified in 
Acts on stylistic grounds, ioreover, the missionaries 
had no interest in recording their own activities: their 
business was to proclaim the Lord Jesus. There was no 
synoptic tradition about Paul! Horeover, the speeches 
in Acts are careful co. .positions by the author; here 
he wa.s not bound, as in the gospel, to hand on the words 
of the Lord Jesus in definitive form. All of which does 
not of course prove the negative: that written sources 
existed,.
nut Haenchen seeks to open a 'credibility gap' in 
the Antioch source itself, and he starts witb the
* Die Apostelgeschichbe; (Meyer Kommentar) he refer
to the 1965 edition.
** And why not? Particularly in the study 01 a book 
that purports to be an accurate ?
martyrdom of Stephen. Acco. ding to 7;¿8 Saul was 
present at t..e stonin . Sut Paul himself never 
mentions the martyrdo: of Stephen! Luke knew, as
every Christian knew, that Paul had persecuted the 
church, and for him this could only mean the church 
in Jerusalem. The statement that Paul looked after 
the garments of the killers of Stephen has been added 
by Luke himself! Luke also jumped to the conclusion 
that Stephen1s death - he was in fact the only victim- 
was followed by violent mass persecution. Having gone 
so far he further concluded that Paul acted as judge 
in mock trials and always voted for the death penalty.
Haenchen concludes: 'He see that Luke does not 
have here a continuous written source at his disposal 
(It is just the same in chapters 1 - 5 ). He seeks to 
make up for this lack by drawing conclusions and from 
making additions to the pieces of information which 
were already available. In this he is guided by 
definite suppositions about the course and the constr­
uction of early Christian history.'*
Haenchen further criticises the theories of Wendt 
and'. Jerernias: What could have made the early Christians 
at Antioch want to chronicle their history anyway?
'The generation which thinks it is the last does not 
write for a. coming one.' The most plausible explanation
-  ¿96  -
* H. p.75.
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has been that the Antiochene Christians wished to 
justify their position towards Jerusalem and the 
circumcision party. This however, will not do, for 
the Jerusalem church cared little about a far-off 
Gentile Christian community until the concrete issue 
of circumcision arose. Moreover it is incomprehensible 
that Luke could nave taken the story of the 'Seven 
Deacons' from a written source. Re has developed it 
in accordance with his own preconceived idea.s in a 
way that would be unthinkable if the written evidence 
of an eyewitness lay before him! (Thus Stephen, 
commissioned as a social worker, turns out to be a 
militant evangelist: 6;10.)
Eas haenchen damaged the Antioch source beyond 
repair? It received fresh support in 1953 from 
R. Bultmann who was prepared to say 'I believe in ah
Antioch source.1* Bultmann objected that Haenchen's 
method was wrong: style criticism could be as one­
sided as source criticism: Eaenchen 'treats the 
question of written sources too l i g h t l y T h e n  the 
unity of a composition is proved, nothing is decided 
about the possible use of sources.'
As a positive indication of written sources
* 'Ich glaube an eine Antiocbenische Quelle:'...in
* ew Testament Assays - ed. A.J.B.Hi- ins, p.79*
Bultmann pointed, fir-t of sll to the lists of names: 
the record of the seven eacons, for example, could
Bultmann also emphasises the appearance of 'we' in 
the D text at 11;28. This could well be original - 
and he further conjectured that another 'we' origin-
Lox'u. and fasting, the holy Spirit said 'Set apart fir 
me Barnabas and Saul...) Thus Bultmann concluded in 
favour of the Antioch source, which he thought was 
written in the 'we' style, as well as of the Itinerary 
for the latter part of the book.
Some further criticisms could be made of Haenchen's 
views: the suggestion that Luke was affected by pre­
suppositions about early Christian history, might 
recoil upon its maker, and when we are told that Luke 
'ventured upon a bold leap' in linking Paul with the 
death of Stephen, we may wonder whether the 'bold leap' 
is not being made by Haenchen himself. I or the argument 
against Paul's presence at the stoning of Stephen is 
the dangerous one of silence! Whereas, and this was 
noted by Paley in his Horae Paulinae as well as by 
Earnack*y Paul mentions his work as a persecutor at
hardly have oee. handed down in purely oral form.





Is it more likely that Paul's presence at the death 
of Stephen was guesswork by Luke, or that it was 
something too appalling to be mentioned directly by 
the apostle? '7ho does not have some memories too 
embarrassing to be publicly mentioned? Paul may have 
found it as difficult to come to terms with the 
enigmatic figure of Stephen, as have scholars and 
critics ever since.
Thus one major objection to the Antioch source 
seems hardly decisive. But what of a further criticism 
- that comparison with the third gospel is invalid, 
and that nobody would have been interested in writing 
the 'earliest missionary history of the Christian 
church' because all were expecting the Lord's return 
at any moment? And. what of the contention that there 
was no tradition of the words and deeds of the apostles 
to match those of Jesus?*
Here we enter the realm of the 'a priori', and 
one 'a priori' view is often much as good as another.
It certainly seems 'a priori' to assume that there 
simply could, not have been any church historian before
* 'Von einem blockweisen hebeneinaTüiiarstellen der 
Quellen ist keine Rede.' (Haenchen p 73 footnote).
Luke, and that t! oughts of an imminent return of the 
Lord prevented any attempt at a Christian chronicle.
If Conzelmann is correct in holding that Luke freouen-- j.
tly tones down the primitive futuristic eschatology 
of the early tradition*, could there not have been 
some Antiochene predecessor who had a similar idea?
A compulsive diarist might exist even among enthusiasts 
for the Lord's return, and there might be among the 
adventists some spirit who retained a kindly interest 
in the present age as well as in the age to come.**
Yet this too is only a hypothesis, and it is
* See Luke's eschatology In Conzelmann,T.S.L.p93~136- 
'The main motif in the recasting to which Luke subjects 
his source, proves to be the delay in the parousia, which 
leads to a comprehensive consideration of the nature and 
course of the last things. Thereas originally the immin­
ence of the end was the most important factor, now other 
factors enter. The delay has to be explained, and this is 
done by means of the idea of God's plan which underlies 
the whole structure of Luke's account.'(pl31-132).
Luke's source here is Mark.
** There is indeed a curious double interest to be found 
in the sayings of Jesus himself: solemn references to 
the End alternate with a very human interest in everyday 
living. This is the problem that Schweitzer's 
Tnterimsethik' attempted to solve.
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certainly true that the Christian communities as v;e 
glimpse them in the rew Testament were not wise 
according to the flesh. Analogies v/iti other mission­
ary situations might suggest that few would be interes­
ted in compiling s daily chronicle of events. All too 
often the oldest files at Church or mission headquar­
ters turn out to be missing or eaten by termites. The 
memories of aged pioneers may be fallible and their 
persons inaccessible. That this was so in apostolic 
times can be deduced from Acts itself, in which, on 
any view of its historical reliability, the earlier 
chapters are much vaguer than the later ones. Thus 
Philip went down to 'a city of »Samaria1, and did 
mighty works (8;5)* No detailed itinerary here! Again, 
the 'villages of the Samaritans', in which Philip 
preached are 'many' but nameless.(8 ;25)*
Since the development of forrn-criticism it has 
been the predominant view that no detailed and connected 
tradition about the apostles existed.
5) J. J'EhVELL
If Pibelius and his followers are right about this, 
tnea the theory of an Antioch source can hardly survive. 
A contrary view has been argued by Professor <Jacob 
Jervell who selects 1925 send 1958 as decisive dates in
- 401 -
* See page 511* additional note 3.
the history of the study of Acts.* The former years saw 
the publication of the essay by Dibelius: '.Style 
criticism of the nook of Acts' and the latter witnessed 
the appearance of Haenchen's commentary. The effect of 
their work, says Prof Jervell, i to turn Luke into 'a 
theologian with a pronounced p r o f i l e 1 The Book of 
Acts is, 'by and large, to be attributed to Luke him­
self.' He had nothing to work with except ' a few
miracle stories of the apostles and other pioneer
\
Christian missionaries, like 3;1-10' (the healing at 
the Beautiful Gate): 'stories of isolated events..for 
example 6;8ff' (the preaching of Stephen) and in the 
second part of the book the travel document1(Reiseber- 
icht). The arguments of Dibelius and Haenchen are 'at 
first sight convincing, and enlightening, but they 
rest on nothing but probabilities.'
Jervell seeks to show 'a more excellent way' and 
to demonstrate that there was, after all, a tradition 
about the apostles in the early church. He begins with 
Romans 1;8 rj tt'^ij e-v A w
A  .The word belongs, says Jervell
to 'the precise vocabulary of Paul's kerygma' (strenge 
kerygmaterminologie) 'The very fact that a church is 
founded or exists is trie subject-matter of proclamation. '
* IhAic.Prage der Traditions grundlage der Apostelgfe - 
chichteiStudia Theologica T V  - TVI,1981 - 62
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('Allein die Tatsache, dass eine Gemeinde entsteht oder 
besteht, ist Gegenstand der Verkündigung.')
Further statements oi this kind are sou hi el se— 
where in the Pauline letters: for example, the Thessal- 
onians ha.ve Decome //tun—i_ t og tt-ter'Uuou,s~(.v
T / J  O  < P v / {  «J .  Q^sJ — q  I T h a ^ o - ,  I -  7
The apostles have no need t-- speak of the faith of the 
Thessalonians, for the news of that faith is it-self 
proclamation; the key word is *v
i^7i^i.yyQ^^<iJ<r"/ <3T7̂ «'^-v 6-ccröS~ov TTp'oj'
C ~ ; and what is proclaimed is Jesus ’who saves us
from the wrath to come1 - a most un-Pauline summary
which may veil represent Paul's popular style of
missionary preaching, and which resembles remarkably
what we find in Acts.**
Jervell turns next to 2 Cor 3;1-3* The Corinthia: s
are themselves Paul's letter of recommendation, read
over by all men. In other words news of the foundation
of the church has been widely spread, and furthermore
? ^Paul's testimonial turns out to be an ht-t w (v3) •
/> /* Jervell notes also that ̂ 77̂ yyt>Pwis a typically Lucan, 
not a Pauline word.
** Jervell quotes Dibelius on this passage: 'Bei der 
Missionisierung eines Ortes scheint er mehr gemeinchrist­
liche Gedanken und Begriffe verwendet... als wir aus den 
vier Hauptbriefen vernefernen können.'
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Tradition about the founding of the church is in 
itself pert of the gospel message.
So too elsewhere in the letters: Epaphras is an
example to the Colossians (Col;1-7) and Paul himself
i • 4- —  \ it)proudly claims uo n e n  A y p o «, to . His
missionary work from Jerusalem to Illyricum is itself
part of the proclamation. Jervell concludesStories
of the activities of the apostles and of the faith of
the churches had their place in the life and even in
the proclamation of the church, and it is important to
notice that the decisive motives were not those of
myth-making, or of historical biography: they were
kerygmatic.'
Jervell proceeds to give other examples which, 
he claims, shov that Paul had an interest in the history 
of his churches. Just as the Thessalonians are an 
example to others, so they must imitate the sufferings
r. , - ,  , _r  ,  ,  e/ V.oi the churches m  Juaaea, «-v -r̂  »cj
utvo -rJ3 s/ < V'.tO v ff o (1 Thess2; 14)
Likewise Corinth sho Id follow, in financial matters, 
the godly example of Macedonia. (2 Cor $;l) As for 
relations between the Aegean churches ahd Jerusalem, 
'shades of the prison house1 be, in to close at Romans 
15;31, where Paul asks for prayer that he may be 
delivered from the unbelievers and that his offering 
may be to rrjpo ŜfricTof oLyicni • Paul presupposes
that local churches do in fact know something about
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each other's affairs.
i.creover, while he never mentions the primitive 
Jerusalem church directly, he presupposes knowledge 
of it in the Galatians - they know who 'Cephas' and 
the 'pillars' are, just as the churches in Judaea 
know that their former persecutor is now a Christian
Xmissionary. (Gal, 2; 24; to which we ma; add t
tv ttw fefeov - which implies that
missionary history is worth remembering. Furthermore
n/ ' 'nhaul claims to perform 
(2Cor la; 12- corn) t-\oo
t O V -T  € r c p  V / o C e v G n  ¿ - V  V p V i - W  ( g y
— • cr- ~~r<i ktoc r
Voô vtcr-c
'From this it is clear that the 'signs of an 
apostle' were a known and fixed quantity, i'he church 
knows of the signs which legitimate the work of the 
original apostles: those very signs of which the Acts 
of the Apostles make mention.'
Jervell thus concludes that it is wrong to suppose 
that there was no tradition about the earliest church, 
teople were interested in stories of the deeds of men 
like Paul because such stories were of value in their 
missionary preaching. There is no decisive difference 
between the Third Gospel and Acts in this respect.
Luke had a tradition at his disposal - but how did he 
make use of it ? And hov much, in fact, has Professor 
Jervell proved?
urru u ovj 
k_c*u.
He has shown from the Pauline letters that details 
of the church life 01 one community could indeed be of 
in teres t bo cr.notj.ier , uncL that the sca.ttered did
feel themselves part of a common fellowship that trans­
cended, however imperfectly, the fundamental division 
between lew and Gentile. Thus - and here we remain an 
always in the realm of conjecture and opinion - there 
may have been more interest in 'church history' than 
Dibelius and Haenchen allowed. But if that interest was 
'kerygmatic' then it would be church history of a 
particular kind. One would expect positive aspects of 
church life to be emphasised, with stress upon signs and 
wonders, blessings received, and great numbers added 
to the faith.* And it is all too easy for the zealous 
to delude themselves in such matters. Our problem is 
to think ourselves sympathetically into the position 
of the early Christians, living in a world without mass 
media of com. unication, and in which the postal services 
ran only for the benefit of the state. Analogies with 
the church behind the iron curtain, or in regions 
isolated by war, mi ht be of some value. One would think 
that they might be hungry for news of their co-religion­
ists elsewhere, that not only Paul rejoiced at the arr­
ival of itephcgnas and Portunatus and Ach&i cus, (ICor 16 
;1 7) and that the Colossians (4;7-8) retained some 
memory of what Tychicus and Onesimus told them about Paul.
* See note at end of this chapter.
— A06 —
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But what verdict does this lead us to pronounce 
upon the theory of an Antioch source? Any answer will 
depend on whether or not we thinh Luke had any lengthy 
written sources at his disposal when he wrote Acts.
The source as reconstructed by Jeremias presents a 
connected, coherent and interesting narrative. If we 
can believe that Luke worked here as he did with his 
gospel, inserting material from other sources into his 
main narrative, then we must regard the Antioch source 
as the most likely explanation of the Book of Acts as 
we have it. V/e cannot rule out 'a priori' the idea 
that someone in the Antioch church played the part of 
a 'proto-Luke' and set down on papyrus the acts of 
God performed through Stephen, Paul, Barnabas and the 
unknown men of Cyprus and Cyrene. As Bultmann has 
concluded; 'The main question should be the relation­
ship betv.een the Itinerary (which underlies the narrat­
ive from ch.16 on) and the 'Antioch' source. It is not 
very probable that they both formed a literary unity. 
Rather we should suppose that Paul's companion or 
companions (there could have been several, one after 
the other) came from the Antioch church. The author, 
who was perhaps an Antiochene himself, may have been 
able to use both the Itinerary and the Antioch source 
from the archives of the church.'*
* NT ASSAYS, ed A.J.B.Higgins p79*
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Laenchen, however, is unimpressed, and seeks to
discredit the 1 Harnackian wishful thinking*(HnrnakscLe 
Wunschtraum) of an Antioch source bp pointin' to the
indicate that we.are tracing here the creative hand of 
Luke himself. Harnack's exercise in wish-fulfilment 
being thus disposed of, Haenchen ventures on some 
conjectures of his own: among 'those who were scattered 
abroad' there were Cypriots, and the person who really 
started the Gentile mission was Barnabas, 'who acted 
as a missionary agent and not as a Jerusalem agent.' 
Barnabas never introduced the unwelcome Haul to the 
Jerusalem authorities at all, as is claimed at 9:27- 
Here once again Luke was the victim of his own pre­
conceived ideas. He did not know about maul's unsucc­
essful mission to Arabia and so wrongly supposed that 
he had gone up to Jerusalem, do this natural mistake 
he added the incorrect assumption that Barnabas played 
the role of mediator and introduced Paul to the 
Jerusalem leadership.*
* Haenchen p524,282.Harnack’s'wish-fulfilment' refers to 
the wish to find out what actually happened.Haonchen's 
use of the term 'In Wiklichkeit' shows that he is not 
immune to that wish himself! The tendency oi his work is 
to play down coincidences between Acts and the Pauline 
epistles. Thus, over Paul's escape from Pamascus in a 
basket, he stresses that in Acts 9;25 Paul is on the run 
from'the Jews', but in 2Cor 11;52 from the Ithnarch of 
King Aretas. See chapter 4 of the present work, and 
Dupont's protest against this method.(Sources-pl57footnote)
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Thus the existence of the Antioch source continues 
to be disputed, and much turns on the question: did 
extended writ en sources exist or not? If ti o,; aid, 
then the Antioch source, v.ith characteristics out­
lined by Jeremias, remains as probable a theory s.; any. 
It has received some recent support from an unexpected 
quarter. M. pilcox's study 'The Semitisms of Acts' 
concludes that 'It happens that the parts of Luke-Acts 
in which we may have the greatest confidence in 
postulating sources are found in that section which 
Earnack on quite different grounds assigned to his 
'Antioch'source... this means that the strongest cases 
appear in those sections which are or appear to be 
closely connected with Antioch.' These include the story 
of Paul and Bar-Jesus at Paphos, and of Paul at Pisidian 
Antioch*,both of which occur in the course of the 
missionary journey which is represented as sponsored 
by the church at Antioch in Syria (Acts 15;1-3) 
reporting back latter at the clo-e of the journey.
(Acts 15: 25ff)...Prom the so-called 'kerygmatic' or 
'credal' elements in the speeches, we have found a 
number of elements of tradition shared wit) Ignatius 
of Antioch or Polyca.rp of Smyrna... and Luke-Acts...
The church of Antioch... began...with a Gentile element 
from the outset...It is this ori inally happy end
* See Chapter 9*
* 3ee page 512 Additional note 4.
missionary—minded churci. wnose peace is disturbed by 
the Judaizing element from Judaea (Acts lp;l)...It may 
well oe said that this defence of the Gentile mission 
and of the resultant breach with Judaism is - if not 
the purpose of Acts - at least one of the major reasons 
for its composition. That is, it seems arguable that 
this Antiochene section is one of the really key«/ tj
sections in Acts...On the other hand, from the large 
amount of Lukan style and vocabulary found throughout 
it may be seer that even if Luke did have some kind of 
material at his disposal, he has not - apart from cert­
ain exceptions - been content to leave it untouched. 
This fact, of course, nay only serve to throw into 
greater relief those passa, es where he in s not made 
alterations, and heighten their value as marks of the 
ori inal and authentic tradition transmitted... the 
well-known tradition connecting Luke with Antioch, 
traceable to Eusebius at least, certainly does not seem 
to weigh against the view outlined above, although we 
must be careful not to attach too much weight to it.'* 
This study by Wilcox has certainly given new life 
to the idea of an Antioch source. If over-confidence 
in the dissection of sourc s led to a reaction in 
which the idea of continuous sources was largely dis­
credited, then it could be time for a further 'swing of
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* Wilcox p.1 7 9*
the critical pendulum'. The fact that Luke has covered 
his tracks, so that \;e cannot precisely identify his 
sources, does not imply that he never had any. Some 
weight must be given to the prepond ranee of Semitisms 
in Acts 1 - lp: this surely indicates use of Semitic 
source material of some kind. Again, the literary 
interest shorn in Antioch (see 6:5,11:26,l;:l) gives 
grounds for thinking that the author of his sources 
(or both) had a special interest in that city. On the 
other hand the list of Semitisms compiled by Wilcox 
(see pi?) does not seem to support the precise re­
constructions of the Antioch source either according 
to Larnack or according to Jeremias. One may conclude 
wit.' confidence that Luke made use of traditions 
deriving from Antioch, and, less certainly, that he 
employed a written narrative composed to serve as an 
apology for the missionary policies of that c’ urch.
The circumcision controversy must have led to the 
production of other pamphlets beside Galatians, for, 
to quote Prof A. .Chadwick, 'Controversial divinity is 
still divinity, and preferable to a dumb and vegetative 
ignorance.' If Luke was the first to rethink the 
problem of eschatology, as Conzelmann suggests, he was 





herygmatic history in the 'Brotherly Kerala1 
The following quotation fct>m the Brothei P Herald, 
(Bratsk.) y vestnik), puolished oy the All Union Con ress 
oi Evangelical Christians-Baptists in the USSR, may be 
oi interest to ^undents of Acts:
Jan.1961."Prom the report of K.S.Veliseichuk,.Senior 
Presbyter of the AUECB in Belcrussia.
In Slutsk commune there took place the retirement 
of Brother it.i .Bykovsky at his own request, on account 
of his advanced age. Brother Bykvosky had fulfilled his 
duties with much blessing. The new elder, elected unan­
imously, is also beloved: the kind and modest Brother 
i.B.Shelkun. Peace and order reigns in the church. Most 
of the believers work in the collective farms and live 
culturally and prosperously.
In Berezinsky Commune, which I visited in Au ust, 
election of the church leadership took pla.ce in frat­
ernal peace and love. Brothers were enrolled in the
* Chadwick's reference (Pelican History of the Church, 
Vol.3,p 303 ) is to the controversy between the
Protestant Centuriators of Magdeburg and the PLoman 
Catholic Bollandists. Their rival account of Christian 
origins, if mutually one-sided, helped in the growth
oi genuine historical knowledge.
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leadership of the church who warmly love their task 
and work industriously in the collective farms and 
factories...'
Here we have facts of church life reported in a 
highly 'edifying 1 style, but presumably nonetheless 
facts for that. The style is presumably 'language of 
Canaan' and to some extent based on Acts. The real 
and independent parallel is in the apologetic note: 
the reader must understand that believers in general 
and their leaders in particular ere not social parasites 
but work industriously in collective farms. Since 1961 
the believers in the Soviet Union have been most pain­
fully confronted by the moral dilemmas implicit in the 
distinction between 'religio licita' and 'religio illicita'. 
Luke in his generation faced it too.
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' ABOUT v.kCk lu TI-B- BKUPhkT --AYIHG TKIo?1 
THU jI'AIjCI....S IH ACT'S
Consideration of the speeches in Acts may begin 
with a well known anecdote about Dr.Johnson. Discussion 
was in progress about the reporting of parliamentary 
debates, when Johnson remarked: 'That speech I wrote 
in a garrett in Exeter St. eet. I have never been in the 
gallery of the House of Commons but once. Cave hâ d 
interest with the doorkeepers. Heyi and the persons 
employed by him, gained admittance: they brought away 
the subject of discussion, the names ox the speakers, 
the sides they took and the order in which they spoke, 
together with notes of the arguments advanced in the 
course of the debate...I composed the speeches in the 
form which they now have in the parliamentary debates1.* 
On this historic piece of ghost-writing; Boswell 
commented:1 As soon as he found that the speeches were 
thought genuine, he wrote no more of them: 'for he 
would not be accessory to the propagation of false­
hood' . And such was the tenderness of his concience 
that shortly before his death he expressed his regret 
for having been the author of fictions, which tad. 
passed for realities.'
* These were the debates in which Johnson ' tool ; ooo. 
care that the Hhig dogs should not have the best of it.'
0 - i S vc\j\\ ; cl -U r . ScrU. V>e_U Hy Vo I 0 f S'uif ' ̂
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"dKe regrets that the scrupulous Johnson expressed were 
a sign that in his own lifetime conventions about speech 
reporting were changing.* In historical writing nowadays 
it is no longer permissible to attribute to historical 
figures, words which they did not actually speak. The 
tape recorder and the television camera have brought 
new possibilities of accuracy which were impossible in 
ancient times, as well as new opportunities for 'slan­
ting' and misrepresentation.
The claim 'I was misquoted' could have little 
meaning in the ancient world, at least outside the world 
of senators and kin :s, and there can be no doubt that 
speeches served purposes in ancient history books which 
would not be tolerable today, deference is often made 
to the famous dictum of Thucydides: 'As to the speeches 
that were made bj different men, either when they were 
about to begin the war or were already engaged therein, 
it has been difficult to recall with strict accuracy 
the words actually spoken, both fox' me as regards that 
which I myself heard, and for those who from various 
other sources uave Drought me reports. Therefore the 
speeches are given in the language in which, as it 
seemeu to me, the several speakers would express, on 
the subject under consideration, the sentiments most 
befitting the occasion, though at the same time I have
* See Additional note, number ; . pages ; 15 •
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adhered as closely as possible to the general sense of 
what was actually said'.*
On this Ii.J. Cadbury commented: ' It is evident 
that ancient writers considered the speeches more as 
editorial and dramatic comment than as historical 
tradition.' Yet the problem of the speeches in Acts 
remains: granted that they are compositions by the 
author in the form in which we have them, do they convey 
anything of the actual teaching of Peter, Paul and 
Stephen, or simply reflect the authors own ideas? Can 
we detect traditional source material in them or are 
they simply free compositions of the author? If the 
former is true, we may be able to deduce something from 
them about the theology of the earliest church. If the 
latter, then that theology may remain perhaps for ever 
within the veil of time past.
*Kistory of the Peloponnesian 'Car: 1;22.It is worth not­
ing that Thucydides makes a distinction between speech 
and event:'(As to the facts r«. Stpyx -¡Cv Trp̂ Ofevrwv) . . .I have 
thought it my duty to give them..only after investigating 
with the greatest possible accuracy each detail.'He also 
defends' the absence of the fabulous1 in his narrative
(  ^  O 'V J 'l v  IO-1-OS TO v o f o - W  TTeo-Tfcp »V  « - 0
g.C.Jebb, in Hellenica,(1898)was prepared to find a good
deal of the historical Pericles in the speeches as Thucy­
dides records them (Hellenica, ed. . Abbott, 2po-g61)
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Verbatim re- orts? It may seem unlikely that speeches 
in Acts could be word for word records of what was 
actually said, but such notes were in fact made of 
the teachings of a near-contemporary of Paul and Jesus.
The philosopher Epictetus, a former slave of one 
of Nero's freedmen, was held in sucl high regard that 
his lectures were recorded verbatim: indeed Arrian his 
editor was at pains to disclaim any credit for himself: 
to Lucius Gellius he wrote: 'I have not composed these 
Words of Epictetus as one might oe said to 'compose' 
books of this kind, nor have I of my own act published 
them to the world; indeed I acknowledge that I have not 
composed them at all. But whatever I heard him say I 
used to write down, word for word, as best I could, 
endeavouring to preserve it as a memorial, for my own 
future use, of his way of thinking and the frankness of 
his speech.'*
'There can be no doubt' - wrote .D. Oldfather - 
'that Arrian's report is a stenographic record of the
~' ) , -> J \ ' • ; * Oo-^ hcovJOW CW-rCU- AtyOyT I ol. V TO. ^
/  r I  > „ - • ? /  r c •
‘ 1 • < - *> r
n v y  ^  ^ \/ rj cl (nj p o
l* y I \ ~ 7Tv|f betrWOo»
 ̂ v /  O  TT" ̂  f f I ̂  L ° J' ' i  -* ' Like Paul,
his contemporary,Epictetus was distinguished lor his 
(Epictetus ed. ..A.Oldfather Loeb ed.vol l:p5)
sCh
ipsis. ima verba of the master...His own compositicns 
are in Attic , while these works are in the koine... 
vie have accordingly in Arrian's discourses a work which 
..is really unique in literature, the actual words of an 
extraordinary gifted teacher upon scores, not to say 
hundreds of occasions in his own classroom.'
It is very unlikely that the speeches in Acts could 
be verbatim reports in this sense. Firstly, the author, 
unlike Arrian makes no such claim in his preface.
Secondly the circumstances of mission work would make 
the detailed preservation of sermon or lecture notes 
hi' hly unlikely, '/ho translated for Paul and narnabas 
in Lycaonia? (Acts 14:15-1?) Obviously we are not to 
suppjose that they both spoke simultaneously, and equally 
obviously the author intends to give their general 
meaning; rather than their precise words. I oreover, to 
judge from tie.history of missions elsewhere, notes 
from the earliest days would have little chance of sur­
viving. Time, damp and insects soon take their toll.
nevertheless, records of speeches might be preser­
ved if there was some special motive for doing; so; some 
might wish to 'set the record straight' for posterity, 
as with the Res Gestae of Auustus. Others might wish 
to vindicate their own orthodoxy ox’ reject misrepresen­
tation. 'Why not indeed do evil that good nay come? - 
as some libellously report me as saying.' Raul's protest 
in Romans 3:8 shows a desire to 'put the record straight;
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lastly, the teaching 01 great figures like Stephen,
Peter and Raul might be preserved in order to assist 
in teaching and in pastoral work. It is likely that 
Luke was restricted in his speeches, as elsewhere in 
his use of sources by the unevenness of the material 
which he was able to obtain. Thus Paul's farewell 
speech at Miletus seems to contain more verbal echoes 
of the language of Paul's letters than do his sermon 
at Athens and risidian Antioch: it hssjbeen thought 
that here, if nowhere else, we catch an echo of the 
ipsissima verba Pauli.* Thus each of the speeches 
must be considered on its merits, out they give the 
general impression that they cannot reasonably be reg­
arded as verbatim reports of what the speakers origin- 
ally said..
fihxj TO uIC An uALkOloLo r
On the other hand the speeches in Acts certainly escape 
the censure of Diodorus Siculus who wrote: 'Authors who 
insert long-winded set speeches in historical works, or
* '2 Tim 4: 1-8 as a whole is reminiscent of the Pauline 
farewell in Acts 10 :17ff, and the reference to presbyter- 
episcopi in the Pastorals generally is like Acts 20; but 
of course it might be said that this is only because 
both passages are Pauline, not because botl are Lucan.' 
d.E.D.Louie: The Birth of the Lew Testament p 220.
who introduce perpetual declamations, are deserving 
01 censure. . . Joine writers have carried the insertion 
of declamatory passages to such lengths that they have 
made the whole history a mere appendage to the speeches 
...Consequently the readers of such works either skip 
the declamations, however maste ly they may be consider­
ed to be, or else their spirit is so utterly broken by 
the writer's prolixity and irrelevance that they abandon 
the attempt to read him alto ether)*
This heart-cry from the ancient world might perhaps 
refer nowadays to lengthy footnotes or technical jargon 
rather than to set speeches, for there are few greaterI
differences between ancient and modern taste than over 
the question of rhetoric: the ancients enjoyed declam­
atory public speaking and valued it as an art: Diodorus 
himself was anxious to make clear that he had no 
objection to it in principle: 'Whenever the situation 
demands a diplomatic note verbalê , a parliamentary 
oration, and so on, the historian who has not the cour­
age to descend into the rhetorical arena is equally open 
to criticism. There are indeed a considerable number 
of occasions which will be found to render a resort to 
declamation essential. Full, able and pointed speeches 
may have been delivered as a historical fact...or a air.,
the subject matter may possess such brilliance that the
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* Diodorus: mk.29:l*
word - s 1,0ken cannot Ids allowed to appear inadequate 
to the actions performed*-. Sometimes, again, a 
denouement may be so surprising that we may find 
ourselves compelled to employ speeches...in order to 
offer a solution to the puzzle.'**
As to date and literary ability Diodorus Siculus 
stands nearer to Luke than to Thucydides * Polybius was 
also against the inclusion of unlikely speeches: 'The 
Romans did not assuredly hold a debate on the question 
of the war, as some authors allege, even setting; down 
the speeches made on both sides - a most absurd 
proceeding!' Polybius also dealt sternly with the 
failings of his fellow-professionals. 'When once one 
or two misstatements have been detected in an histor­
ical work, and these misstatements have been made 
deliberately, it is evident that no further reliance 
or confidence can be placed in the assertions of such 
a writer'. The feet that Timaeus has falsified, and 
deliberately falsified, the speeches included in his 
works, can hardly have escaped his readers* instead
* A point relevant to Luke's reporting of Paul's speeches 
before Felix, Festus and Agrippa. 'This thing was not 
done in a corner'. If Luke has portrayed an eloquent 
Paul his motive need not be a theological one.
** Toynbee:Greek historical Thought p.218.
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oí' reproducing the speech«.s in their actual form, he 
determines what ought to have been said end then proceeds 
to cl0 tail whicit purport *co 1)g ttiG spGGckiBs» 1 *
Clearly the speeches of Acts are not rhetorical 
firework displays, which may imply that the book was 
not intended for,public recitation. h.J.Cadbury1s ver­
dict was favouraole,: 'In brevity, variety, appropriat­
eness and force they compare favourably with the similar 
productions of contemporary writers, such as the inter­
minable harangues of Dionysius of halicarnassus, or the 
ill-placed moralisings and. vapid biblical paraphrases 
of Josephus, or the monotonous monologues of the gospel 
of John.'**
ViiOi'.Do Ox1' inn W1 Si)?
One other possibility remains to be considered: 
are we here dealing with a tradition of sayings Ox 
wise and learned men, such as we find in Rabbinic 
Judaism, and (it would seem) in the synoptic tradition 
of the words of desús?.
A classic example of such a tradition is the Jewish 
work 'Ethics of the lathers' (Piroe Aboth.) A tradition 
is traced from Moses to the men of the' reat Synagogue1 
who 'said three things: Be deliberate in judgement, 
raise up many disciples and make a fence around the Lew'. 
All tijree concerns are manifested in the Ethics of the
* Polybius XXXVI' ch. 1.quoted by Toynbee, Greek Historical
Thought p.215. * * Beg.V p.405•
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Fathers: 'Killel said ' e. brutish man ¿Ireah.s not sin,
%nd an ignorant mar car.not be saintly, ' * while 
R. Tar ion declared, that 'The clay is short and the 
task is great and the labourers are idle and the wage 
is abundant and the master of the house is urgent..It 
is not thy part to finish the ta.sk, yet thou art not 
free to desist from it. If thou hast studied much in 
the law much reward wil] be given thee.'(Aboth 2:7 and 
15). Clearly the obita dicta of the sages were valued 
for their own sake and for their importance in 
interpreting the law which was the giver of life.
Attempts have been made to compare and contrast 
the synoptic tradition of the words of Jesus with the 
Jewish tradition as represented in Aboth. ome have 
argued that Christian believers had sayings of their 
master by heart, as was done in Rabbinic and Koranic 
schools.** Others again have argued that they felt 
themselves in fellowship with a living Lord, and looked 
upward as well as backward, so that the inspired 
utterance of a prophet might be injected into the 
tradition and win acceptance as a word of the historical 
Jesus. This means in human terms that we me;, expect more 
'ben trovato' sayings of Jesus than aphorisms of Hillel.
* That is an y 1 n by cannot be .Jesus thought
differently.
** e.;:.u.Gerhardsson:Memory and Manuscript.
But this much is clear on either view: there was a 
sayings-tradition 01 Jesus , and Luke used, it in his 
gospel, and it differed quite notably from his treat­
ment of the speeches in Acts.
Tnus we draw a different conclusion from 1.orton 
S.Lnslin who has written: 'The results of synoptic
criticism on Luke has made all too clear Luke's read­
iness to modify or transform his sources...he mu. t be 
seen as an author who, while utilising sources stood 
in no awe of them but felt perfectly free to modify 
and change them...Luke has not scrupled to rewrite 
Mark and : atthew.'* Our o\ n impression 01 the results 
of the synoptic criticism is the opposite: in dealing
with the sayings of Jesus, Luke felt bound for the
sake of reverence to hand them on much as he received 
them. Changes of vocabulary there might be, but he 
hesitated to rewrite his master.
This point was well dealt with by . L. Knox, who 
indeed discounted Luke's claim to be a historian. 'He 
is simply a compiler, who had at his disposal a 
peculiarly Semitic infancy story, Mark Q, a large 
block of material peculiar to himself, some additional 
material about the passion from another1 source than 
Mark (or invented by himself) a narrative of the 
resurrection experiences, a story of the church in
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* ZL:w Vol 61 jection 3-4 p255*
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Jerusalem from a very emitic source, an account of St. 
Paul's missionary activities written on the whole in 
much better Greek, and his own travel diary, conflated 
with the Pauline story at the appropriate poi ¡ts. Like 
many other ancient writers he is mainly concerned with 
the amalgamation of pre-existing materials.'*
Only one public statement attributed to Jesus in 
Luke's gospel, looks like a speech from Acts: this is 
the 'ke; note speech' of 4:1-28. Here Luke would seem 
to have taken over the Marcan story of the rejection 
in Lazareth (IIk 6:1-8), placed it at. the beginning 
of his account of the Lord's ministry, and developed 
it as a theme-study of one of his major interests: 
the transfer of the good news from Israel to the Gentiles 
thus the provocative statement of Ik 4:27 'there were 
many lepers in Israel in the time .of the prophet 
.dlijah, and. none of them was cle&nsed, but only Ha?mam 
the Syrian' is complemented by-the fine.! doom pronoun­
ced by raul at Acts 2c:28. 'This Salvation of God has
* .L.Knox Some Hellenistic Elements, p.58. It' will be
noted tnat this remark begs the literary question: 
what kind of an amalga.i lation mid ohe aut: om jjiocuce: 
Shakespeare's Hamlet is an amalgamation of existing 
materials, and Luke, if no Shakespeare, w&s more than 
a scissors - and - paste man. See ..dormen:Antike 
dunstprosa: p.482 - 493-
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been sent to the Gentiles: they will listen'.*
This 'keynote speech' apart, it would seei that 
Luke is concerned to hand on a reliable tradition 
of the teaching of Jesus;' In the first book ox 
Theophilus, I have dealt with all that Jesus began 
both to do and to teach'(Acts 1:1): the whole basis 
of synoptic studies is, after all, that the first 
three gospels offer much material that is verbally
* Are the references to Elijah and Elisha words of 
Jesxis or Lucan composition? The parallelism is 
Semitic, and Wellhausen thought he could detect an 
Aramaic source at 4:26: the word ’widow’ - Aramaic 
'armelah' - was a misreading of the word 'Arami' - 
that is Aramaean or 'heathen'. This speculation is 
dismissed by Creed (Luke p69) on the grounds that 
the text as it stands recalls 1 Chron 27:9* On the 
other hand the thought closely resembles that whicl is 
so pessimistically Littered in the ' woes on the cities 
of Galilee' (Matt 11:20-24 and Luke 10:13-15) Thus 
it is not likely that Luke composed these sayings 
but as to their present context, Greed is right when 
he comments; 'The implied analogy between the in­
habitants of Capernahm, the heathen widow oi !arepta 
fnd baaman is too remote to be original.'(Creed p66)
h on
almost identical.*
GHearly Lul . allowed. ’.J: -elf r-ri ■ ; •
* tome oi Luke s motives in editin " the v.’or ds of Jesus 
may be distinguished:
a) reverence: he omits the hard saying ’Who are mg 
mother: and my brethren'.(kk 3 :33=Lk 6:20-21)
b) urban mentality: The mustard seed is sowed in a 
garden (Vc/jttoO Lk.13:19 and not in the earth (Mk 4:31) 
or in the field (Matt 13:31) On this see Cadbury:MLA
p.249.
c) artistic desire for realism: It is Luke only who 
portrays Legion, the Gadarene demoniac, ’sitting at 
the feet of Jesus’ - no doubt because lie saw it thus 
in his mind's eye as he wrote.
d) Theological presuppositions: Thus in the parabfe .
of the wicked husbandman, the master left his vine-
yard 'for a long while' ( >Cfcvc°-i ). This seems
to indicate a deferred eschatology.
e) Desire for intelligibility; Jesus went to Capernaum
' a city of Galilee' (Lk 1:31.) Again, John the Baptist 
is not Elijah, but will 'go before....in the spirit 
and power of Elijah' (1:17) This could be an example 
of (d) theological interest as well.
f) Attempts at stylistic improvement. These are noted 
by W.L.Khox, p.S.'he has made a truly gallant attempt 
to get rid of the barbaric word 'Amen' in the sense of 
'truly': Matthew has it AO times, which Luke has reduced 
to seven.
Acts than he did in the gospel. His primary rnrpose 
in Acts was not simply to record precisely all that 
Peter and Paul began both to do and to teach. He did
W r, | C"\Snot cherish their words of wisdom as Jewish^cherished 
those of Eillel or Judah the Prince. To what extent, 
then, did he put his own words into their mouths? 
fid he record what they specifically said, or what 
they thought and usually said, or simply what he 
supposed they might have said?
The principal speakers in Acts are as follows:
Peter (8 speeches), Janies (2), Stephen (l), Paul (9), 
and among non-Christians Gamaliel (5:35-39), the town 
clerk at Ephesus (19:35-40), the lawyer Tertullus 
(24:2-8) and Pestus (his remarks to Agrippa:25:14-21 
and 24-27)*
How we know little of the views of any of these 
people except Paul, whose letters put us in direct 
touch with his life and thought. Ve know nothing of 
Stephen's ideas except what is attributed to him in 
Acts.** The views expressed by Gamaliel, the Town Clerk, 
Tertullus and Pestus are, with the possible exception 
of the first-named, so short as to make enquiry 
pointless.***
* Beg. V.p 403
* *And his message and martyrdom are discussed separately 
in ch.5 *
*** Gamaliel, according to Bruce(pl4f-)is Gamaliel!^whom 
even Jewish tradition confuses wit; 1'is ; isnoson, elll»
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Both . eter ai Jares have letters attributed to 
them in the New Testament. It is unfortunate, however, 
that the authenticity of these documents is in dispute. 
Mar; deny that the letter of James was written by the 
Lord's brother - indeed it does not claim as much - 
though its account of faith and works (James 2:14-2 ), 
if compared with that given by Fan], in ho runs 4, reads 
like a classic example of two serious men arguing from 
different premises.Few would attribute the second 
letter of Peter to the Big Fisherman, for it was disp­
uted even in the ancient world: and as for 1 Peter, 
while some treat it as a baptismal liturgy, others 
date it in the reign of Domitian, while others again 
continue to maintain that it was written on the eve 
of the killing times under hero, by the reat apostle , 
who had Silvanus to help him with his Greek.
It is obvious then that we are almost totally 
dependent on Acts for our knowledge of Peter, James 
and Stephen, and that much will depend on whether we 
decide that their speeches convey any reliable infor­
mation about their views. As so often in New Testament 
and in ancient studies generally, we find ourselves in 
a bafflin 'so near and yet so far' position. Is 
Peter's Pentecost ad _ress an expression of the ideas 
of Peter in A.D.3 5 or of Luke in A.D.90? The only 
reliable full-scale report we have i T that of Acts, 
and with what can we compare it? Moreover, Luke's
zi.29 -
concerns were not ours. He allows the men whom many 
believe was the first Pope to slip out of his story 
at 1 2:2 0, to make a final decisive appearance in ch.
15. *
In chapter 3 re have attempted some comparison 
of the relative reliability of Acts and Jewish
* At 12:17 Peter went 'to another place' (<=”> erepoynrnv̂ , 
This abrupt departure is, according to Karnack, the 
sign of Luke's employment of a source which broke off 
at this point. On the other hand i.G.I.Brandon believes 
that Luke deliberately suppressev . the name of the 
'other 1lace'. It was Alexandria, the home of unsound 
christology, as is evidenced by the Apollos incident 
in 18:24-26, where the Alexandrian missionary is put 
ri ht by Aquilla and Priscilla. 'Obviously' writes 
Brandon, 'nothing like demonstration can be expected 
in such a matter as this', but wonders 'whether Luke's 
vagueness here is merely due to unconcern about literary 
completeness in his narrative or is the result of an 
intention to suppress some fact which he regarded as 
inconvenient to his purpose. ' (The Pall o 1' Jej?u  ?a 1 em:p 
210-212) V’hat of a third possibility - genuine i norance? 
She author did not know, just as he did not know the 
name ox the village of Mary and Martha (Lk.10:36).
It may be noted once more that the very solid angel 
who 'struck Peter in the side'(12:?)is quite un-Lucan 
and strong evidence for a source.
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missionary literature. Turning no-.: to the speeches of 
Paul we find that the first - to the Jews at Lystra, 
concludes with a rough and ready summary of the doctrine 
of justification by faith ('by him everyone who believes 
is freed from everything from which you could not be 
freed bp the Taw of Moses' 1 :39)* It could pass as an 
attempt to present Paul's views by a not profoundly 
theological writer: equally the address at Miletus, 
with its sombre personal forebodings, seems to be the 
speech most closely linked with the Pauline letters.
Here, if anywhere we hear the echo of the personal 
voice of the apostle to the Gentiles.*
A reasonable working hypothesis would seem to be 
that of .h.Knox: 'The speeches suggest that we have 
occasional reminiscences of genuine Pauline utterances, 
worked into free compositions of the sort of thing 
which Luke regarded as appropriate to the occasion.
These compositions may of cour :e include reminiscences 
of speeches heard on other occasions, but it is more 
probable that the greater part is Luke's own composition, 
which is, on the whole, remarkably successful.'**
This tentative judgement ap] lias to the speeches 
by Paul: can we go any further a.,..d win a p c. rdpkviy 
about those attributed to Peter?
* See additional note number 6. pages ^ 1 6 ,917,a1£•
** Knox: Some Hellenistic elements:p29.
pliiTP 1 2  rjl ĵxjQnJj.o
ollowing tt- -1 i:r; (!■-■■.. V.l'ToU XXXII p.402ff) we 
list the speeches of Peter as follows:
1) To the other disciples on the choice of a twelfth 
man to replace Judas. (1:1 -22)
2) To the multitude at Pentecost (2:14-36)
3) To the multitude at Solomon's porch (3:12-36)
4) To the Sanhedrin (5:8-12)
5) With the apostles to the Sanhedrin again.(5:29b-32)
6) To Cornelius and others. (10:36-43)
7) To the church authorities at Jerusalem (11:0-1?)
8) To the Council at Jerusalem. (10:7-11)
Clearly Peter's speeches are of immense importance 
in the first part of Acts, and that they constitute our 
major source of information about the.first of the 
disciples.*
Clearly too the Peter of Acts is a somewhat larger 
than life figure. We are dealing here with a tradition 
that is at least partly saga. As Auerbach has written:** 
'Even where the saga form does not betray itself at once 
through such things as elements of the miraculous, the 
repitition of familiar motives, and the omission of 
details of time and place, it may usually be quickly 
recognised from its construction. The saga form moves
* See pages ?P >519* Addi f a2 note numt r 7.
**See pages 519*520,521. Additional note number
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with extreme smoothness...it arranges its material 
unambiguously, civ ting it loose from the world it 
large, so that the latter cannot break in to cause 
confusion, it knows only characters who ore unambiguo­
usly determined, and controlled by a few simple motives 
in the unbroken firmness of their feelin ; and action 
they cannot be called in question.. .'Luke certainly 
tries to relate his material to the world at large by 
such devices as lists of names (1:ly, 4 , C ), and 
:is account of Christian beginnings in the early part 
of Acts seems to be on the borderline between saga and 
history. His source material - as perhaps in his gospel 
retched him in saga form, but he tries to deal with it 
as an historian.
The Peter of Acts appears as a figure of heroic 
simplification. There is no sign of his mother-in-law, 
mentioned in Hk.l :J>0 (and by Luke himself in the gospel 
4:38). I\or do we meet Peter' r wife, who seems to be 
referred to by Paul at 1 Cor. 9:5, when he a sited why he 
also should not be allowed to ĉTc-Â ’ <jv nu-p)
On the other hand what looks l.ike local colour appears 
in the story of Peter's escape at 12:1-17? where Rhoda 
the maidservant is too overjoyed to open the door. Thus 
might a second-generation*Methodist record the exploits 
of Lesley without finding it necessary to say muci 
about his unfortunate marriage to krs. Vaseille.
Amain, Peter does most of the talking in the early
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chapters of Acts. John, who accompanies him at the 
Beautiful Gate of the Temple is a mere shadow (3:4): 
he may even he an editorial addition! he have no 
means of knowing what were the distinctive theological 
emphases of James the Son of Alphaeus, Simon the Zealot, 
or Matthias: views put forward by Peter in his speeches 
may be as much theirs as his. The Peter of Acts is one 
who 'in the unbroken firmness of...feeling and action 
...cannot he called in question.'
Yet the heroic stature of Peter, in Luke's account, 
shows the importance which the author attached to him. 
Peter1s speeches play such a large part in the early 
chapters that the author clearly regarded them as highly 
important. Has he recorded anything of the genuine 
thought of Peter and the church from which he came?
It has long been a commonplace that the speeches 
of Peter are rather sterotyped in form. Certain key 
ideas reappear in each of them, noting this, Cadbury 
wrote that 'The speeches... share with eact other some 
elements of likeness that go beyond mere style and 
vocabulary into the subject matter itself. This again 
aggies their common origin in the mind of. the editor. 1 *
Cadbury's argument might be thought at first 
glance a 'non-sequitur'. Why should not the similarity 
in subject matter derive not from the mind of the
* Beg V p 407.
-  ^35  ~
editor but from that of Feter or Stephen? This was how 
in fact they told the 'old old story' ■* at that date 
sensationally new. As Paul says, '.Aether it was I or 
they, thus we preached and thus you believed.'(1 Corl5:ll) 
However, Cadbury ar ues, firstly that different 
speakers use the same proof texts: 'Thou wilt not 
abandon my soul to Hades' - a quotation from psalm 16- 
is used by Feter in Jerusalem end by Paul at F'isidian 
Antioch.*' This too is obviously not decisive, so 
Cadbury points out that the speeches are interdependent.
On the use of O.T.proof texts he writes: 'The logical 
steps may be listed thus:
A. Scripture says thus and so.
B. This must apply to the speaker or to another.
C. It can be proved not to apply to the speaker.
D. Therefore since it was fulfilled in Jesus, it may
be applied to him. Howhere in Acts are all four steps
given in a single passage, but the scheme is clear.
That tie author of Acts gives in one passage steps which 
he omits in another confirms our impression that the
Acts 2:27 and lg:35•
scheme belongs to him.1*
Cadbury therefore concludes that the Petrine 
speeches owe more to Luke than Peter. Similarly he 
argues that the Gentile addresses later in the book, 
at Lystra and at Athens, also supplement each other. 
'The latter, as it stands, is s^topated. Beginning 
with the inscription 'To the unknown God,' the author 
turns to God's provision for man's welfare. What is the 
connexion?... The speech at Lystra is a close parallel 
to that at Athens. The God whom Paul and Barnabas came 
to proclaim 'in past generations allowed all nations 
to go their own ways' - that is, he was to them an 
unknown God as he was to the Athenians. And. yet - the 
speech continues -'he did not leave himself without 
witness, in that he did good...' The unknown God, then, 
is evidenced by his good works...Thus the short address 
at Lystra supplies - in the Lucan litotes - o k
tj p0v - the connecting link that was missed in
* Bec, V p 4QS-9. Thus, for example, ' 2:25-32 (Peter's 
speech) B is not explicitly stated. C on the contrary 
is emphasised in 29: 'The patriarch David is both dead 
and buried and his tomb is among us until this day'... 
8:30-35 includes A and 3 (this is Philip's speech) 
while C and D are at most implied in the briefly 
described, episode. B is most explicitly stated in ;4. 




the Athenian speech...The general parallelism becomes 
clearer than ever.1
Cadbury came to a negative conclusion: 'Even though 
devoid of historical bams in gc-i.rirn I---, i Lion fit 
speeches have nevertheless considerable theological 
value. They attest the simple theological outlook con­
ceived to have been original by at least one. Christian 
in the obscure period at which Acts was written.'*
Much of Cadbury's argument is clearly correct. 
Everything was against the precise reproduction of 
speeches - even the inadequacy of ancient punctuation.** 
But was the 'simple theological outlook' entirely that 
of Luke himself, or did he succeed in recording any­
thin.; of the thoughts and message of the apostles?
One clue that has been eagerly followed up is that 
of Semitic sources. Luke's Greek is clearly extremely 
Semitic at times. He moves from the balanced clauses 
of his preface (Lk.1:1-4) to the Hebrew story-teller' s 
style of the infancy narrative. Does this indicate the 
use of a Semitic source, or is it the self-conscious 
effort of s literary artist, or does it simply reflect 
the Biblical idiom of the early church, which was as 
influenced by the Greek Old Testament as was John Bunyan
* Beg V p. . 427-
** Whici makes it 1 ard to indicate where a speech prec­
isely be gins and ends — £ notable problem in the fourth 
gospel.
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by the King James vei sion?*
ihe hunt s.02? .emi .-isms in Acts has been long and.
&j_duous. j.lie CloiSsic statement of the Aramaic docum— 
entaiy theory•..was the work of C.C.fpppey of Yale'** 
who argued that Acts 1-13 was in fact a translation of 
t : rle /.ramaic source. This Torres reft Ted tc as 
’ 1 Acts ' while in ' II Acts' (chs.16-28) Luke 
composed freely in his own style.***
Three of Torrey's alleged outcrops of Semitism 1 
have been accepted as probable, by many scholars: 
hilcox lists them**** as <~tt  ̂to in Acts 2:47,
and the obscure passages 3:16 and 4:25. It will, be 
noted that trie first of these occurs in a summe.ry, the 
second in a speech by Peter and the third in the Church's 
prayer of thanksgiving after the apostles' release.
* Knox says that the vocabulary of the early church 
was 'often vilely Semitic'(Some Hellenistic 'dements p8) 
Vile no doubt to the Atticist, but v/e must beware of 
such value judgements in linguistic matters. It seems 
that ,.L.Knox lays too much stress on Luke's stylistic 
incompetence.The difference between the Pro]c ue and
the Infancy narrative, however accounted for, shows that 
he had some idea of style.
** So says 1 f,'llcox:The Sei ibiaras of Acts, pC, on whose 
work we depend for much of this section.
* * * C. G.Torrey: The Composition and date of Acts.(1916)
**** hilcox p8.
Torrey listed these three points as 'especially 
striking examples of Semitism' 2:47 ex o oh
/,«   W P  / . f <r X> v. y7TpOG’€:Tt tr£n iQvjs <Tvi g o oTf yj pvXrjnô V £-771 Tc
T1 •' eaning ox this‘•especially the last three words - 
is far from clear: as early as the time when Codex D
J> \ 3 /was copied , it was glossed by the reading £7r< to 
7 —  7 k . irl the LXX the phrase represents
the I: ebrew ^  ̂  * meaning ' torethej while** I •
the Aramaic eouiv;-lent is M  n S : thi = also me a] 
'together', but, concludes Torrey triumphantly and in
Italics, 'In the Judaean dialects of Aramaic the usual
f ,vi n 5
i ; —
is precisely what is needed in the place of grn to 
in Acts 2:47. 'Luke mistrai slated bec&i e he /as unfam­
iliar with the Judaean dialect of Aramaic.
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meaning o A ]7 is 'greatly', 'exceedingly', and this*-
Secondly there is the very obscure sentence in
\  ̂ •"> -VPeter's speech at J:16. kt-c 6-Vn ~r'\ 'Pia-Ttt too^ / ")  ̂ / lr-* v
O Voyo>oc T o  S ( x u r o G  To u uo T  c o  €rt < 6 0 ( d oL~ fc
Z ' s — T S r - p ^ v o  a ~ G  e v o f v A = A  rj  M e  a — r t f  q
T -O T oO  T O V  6 X  V) It'XqffUbcV' ̂  ̂ ' I f r-, I M
T^vrej,/ ¿.Tu-V AVT ( nuvrwo'
This seems to imply that the name of Jesus itself 
performed a miracle( T o o t *-*- .... G o-'c-p c- u^re
\  7 T  S— oevfo 4 )jPorre’
however, attempts a literal retranslation back into 
Aramaic and seeks to explain the confusion t y means of 
a 'jot': the original was H  ^  H 1?JT1 (from the
5
root TL' y/ ) and. it was misread as i7] /i ̂  'H j?. Jpi :
<;
'the name has stengthened him'. The letter ' sin' ( ^  ) 
was confused with 'shin' ( KJS ).
Dorrey's third likely example of mistranslated 
Arai £ic occurs at 4:24 where the community of believers
c - _  Aprays: ' 6\ ecrxtotv — too 11 os i poy 0 po ô v/ o i
y C  / '  /   ̂  ̂ ^
1 iveopv <30—0̂  Ayi oU m rô LAaTaj <LA<v.̂ to JToûctf <rOo' 0-¡ 7T <AX/
Tl e words underlined really make no sense at all, 
and Torrey argues that in the absence of textual variants 
there is no justification for amending or deleting them. 
This time he claims that there was misreading, not of
\ j  )  7a 'jot', but a 'tittle': the word A was i xstaken
for A*) n . • The source of the confusion lay in a 
relative clause beginning: —I A 1 ) ] ,\/ } 71 ('that
'which our father') which was misread as .VhJhdK -n X ) j i
c **■ s C t—- the scarcely meaningful' s 7*0 tt^oj .'As soon
as the  ̂ of Nnnwas lengthened into 1 (perhaps the 
most common of a!1 accidents in Hebrew—Aramaic manus­
cripts) ... the 'pole passa e was ruined.'*
Has Torrey .ade out a case for Aramaic sources 
behind all or part of Acts 1-15? If so, does this allow 
us to draw any conclusions about the faith and life of 
the earliest church? Here the amateur student of Aramaic 
must defer to the professionals. Powerful criticisms 




that many of the Torrey's aEegecL mistranslations are 
en to question: he is proceeding from the unk own to 
the still more unknown. Moreover Seritisms are found 
elsewhere, 'namely in Paul's lettexs, or Eerrnas. 'His 
observation of this fact led Cadbury to ask wl ether it 
would not have been possible for a Christian or a 
Hellenistic Jew to write a narrative 'as Semitic as 
that of Luke'; without being a translator. Again E.T.D. 
Sparks, noted that 'the Semitisms of Acts could well be 
'Septuagintalisms' - the expression of a mind grounded 
in the Greek Old Testament much as English-speaking 
Christians used to be grounded in 'the language of Canaan.'
V/ilcox then makes an important point: 'those who 
give support - though admittedly qualified support' - 
to Torrey's position approach the material with a view
t  O o. S  S  e  S  j. .1 t  le e  i. cri. V U  X Q , o  .a. o O* * 0 , c ■. xXO- X u  e 1 .  x S  X- O
(historical) worth of suci source materia] as Luke may 
have used...: the other group makes its approach rather 
from the standpoint that Acts represents a literary 
whole: it is in the true sense not so much a compilation 
as a genuinely literary composition.'** This divergence 
of approach is crucial to the present study, and if we 
wish to contend for the legitimacy of the first approach 
we have no desire to be unfair to exponents of the 
second: thus Sparks sees in Luke a 'Christian historical
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* JTS (x:3) 1:1950.
** bilcox pll.
dramatist.' whose septuagintalisms are one element in 
his total dramatic scheme. They are 'pieces of literary 
scenery', 'deliberately devised and cunningly conceived 
to provide the ri ht background for the action.'*
We must reiterate however that Luke's literary and 
historical concerns are not mutually exclusive. He was 
no more a compiler of an early Christian scrapbook, than 
a composer of 'cunningly devised fables.' If he had 
obtained some Aramaic source document about Peter he 
could have used it for literary purposes, and employed 
its Semitic phraseology for dramatic and literary effect.
Wilcox concludes an exhaustive study of Semitisms by 
suggesting that 'the parts of Acts in vhich v:e r., heve
the greatest confidence in postulating sources are
found in that section which Harnack on quite different 
grounds assigned to his 'Antioch source'** Semitisms 
proper of a 'hard core' type he identifies in particular 
in the speech of Stephen and that of Paul at Pisidian 
Antioch.
What of Peter’s s; eeches? Wilcox notes the idiom 
<P\cXdyecr(̂ eue which occurs in his address to tl
Jerusalem Council.^ (15 = 7^ ^ ̂
tv 7- ® 7' too c
0\-t i i Tot. £ 0 v/j T v v ^ ̂  y  T c S'-» y e X low)
* Sparks in JTS 1:1970
** h'ilcox p. 11.
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This awkward Greek doe s not see: to be explicable as a
eptuagintalisi ai the very same idiom has turned up 
in the Manual of Discipline at Qumran.* The use of this 
abnormal form at this point map sugpest that Luke was 
'incorporating- a piece of earlier tradition.' However 
hi]cox is not impressed by Torrey's alleged mistrans­
lation at 3-16. ' here are, he says, no textual variants 
here: ancient writers did not feel the difficulty noted 
by Ton ey, and in any event, 'tin nai. o' ( l! UP \~] ) is 
not infrequently found in Jewish writings as s. 
periphrasis for God.
Is anj kind of certai conclusion possible?
Wilcox himself notes that 'there has been i c] ar 
trend away from theories attempting to analyse Acts 
into sources. . Oth: r influences hi u been th« 1 encp , 
following; Dibelius, to regard the bool:, and the 
speeches especially as due to Luke's own literary
-  44-5 -
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( and perhaps also theological) bent.* His own most 
careful search for Semitisms leads to s somewhat 
less pessimistic viev: 'first...there are C.T. 
quotations and allusions in Acts which contain 
Targumic and otl er Set itic readings not found in the 
LXX: secondly, there are indications that even some 
of the 1septuagintalisms1 owe their presence in Acts 
to some liturgical or apologetics! influence: finally, 
tint there are in addition a number of instances where 
the Semitic nature of the text cannot be traced to the 
Septu-agint. '
Sources of some hind, than, lie under tl e surface 
of Acts, even if we cannot identify thei recisely. If 
Torres ' s attempts to discover Semitic mistransl; 1 ; n; 
in Peter’s speeches have not succeeded, we are left 
with the probability that Luke was using, for the early 
part of Acts, written sources which existed at some
* Possible links betweei Stephen and the Samaritan 
are discussed in ch.3* Wilcox also notes in i-aul's 
speech at isidian Antioch1 traces of Targumic 
textual tradition' - the reference is to 1 Bara.13:14; 
whe Paul calls David ' a man according to my heart' 
he agrees with the Targum against MT and the LXX.
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stage in a Semitic dress.*
The lin ui tic ev ence en, oa 5 not 
a verdict of more than 'not proven': what of i ol< i- 
cal study? no the ideas expressed in Peter's speeches 
S i . o -  auon cUx Liqii.i. Ly nd originality that we cannot 
attribute them simply to Luke's artistic imagination?
-kodd argued that 'negatively, there are few, 
ii any, ideas or expressions introduced which might 
arouse suspicion because of their resemblance to writings 
err ating, lik acts, from the Gentile church in the 
late first century 'and' positively, the speeches in 
qu< tions as well as parts of the narrative in wl ich 
'W-'L :--'t, embedded, 1 nve been shown to contain e large
element of ..e. if ism: we may with so: e confidence take
da \ ? \* T: o notorious to *<«-». o of gets 1 ;1 3 , 2;44 and
2;47 is exhaustively discussed by Wilcox.(p93-100) he 
concludes that it may represent the Hebrew i m  in the 
semi-technical sense of 'religious community'. Thus 
in Qumran's Manual of Discipline, (1 QS 6; 14), _J~() > 71 5> 
a m i  meant 'to belong to tie community.'
I ?of. I.. Aire1: concludes that 'the Qumran usage seems
conclusive for the sense 'to be united in the (Christian) 
fellowship.' ( An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and 
Actc, p.. 10, footnote.) This means we ; ave ancient 
Palestinian material in close proximity to Peter's early 
speeches.
these speeches tc represent, not indeed what ]c 
said on this or that occasion, but the kerygma of the 
cl uj? s t t. erusal em at an early period. 1 *
Dodd's famous idea of the 'kerygma' or 'proclama­
tion' has been summarised under five he-din ;
1) she a e of fulfilment has dawned.
2) This has taken pi? c< thrc t! e ri i i;r; , de; i h
and resurrection of Jesus.
3) By virtue of the resurrection, Jesus has been exalted
at the right hand of God, as Messianic head of tl e
Hew Israel.
4} The Holy Spirit in the church is tl , sign of Christ's 
present power and glory.
3) The Messianic age will shortly reach its consummation 
in the return of Christ.
Finally, the kerygma closes wit) an appeal for 
repentance, the offer of forgiveness and of the Holy 
Spirit.
Comparing the kerygma according to 1 ; ul \ itl 1}e 
'Jerusalem' kerygma of lets, Dodd claimed to identify 
three important differences of emphasis.
1) In the Jerusalem theology Jesus is not 'called Son 
of God'. Instead his titles are taken from Jd e prophe­
cies of Deutero-Isaiah. Fe is the Holy and Righteous




2) "The Jerusalem kerygma does not assert that Christ 
died 'for our sins’. The result of the life, death 
and resurrection of Christ is the forgiveness of sins, 
but this forgiveness is not specifically connected 
with his death.1**
The distinctive positive element in the Jerusalem 
version of the good news is, according to Dodd., its 
servant (Greek: 'pais'} christology. But does this
crucial feature of the Fetrine speeches indicate a true 
historical appreciation of the views which '-.ere held 
in Jerusalem, and even by Feter? Or is it a'creative' 
conjecture by Luke?
Prof. 0. Cullmann has strongly defended the first 
position: 'The Acts of the Apostles' he wrote - offers 
us the strongest proofs that in the most ancient period 
of early Chri ti nity there existed an 'ebed lahweh' 
christology - or more accurately a ’paidology1..This
* &FD p21ff.
** APD p25. Dodd makes the interesting sug estion that 
Paul did not invent this idea himself. Since the 
Jerusalem kerygma applies to Christ the Isaianic imea 
of servant, the way was at least open to interpret his 
death on the lines of Isaiah 33*Acts 8:32-33 r:-ey suggest 
the possibility that this "rev. was ti men by the school 
of Stephen and Philip.1
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is probeoly tl e oldest known solution to the christ-
ological problem. The account of the conversion of
I he . it liiopian eunuch. . . shows that in the first century
Jesus was explicitly identified with tin Ebed Yahweh.'*
Cullmann then notes that the title -rr*m &£ which
is used in the LXX to translate the 'Ebed Yahweh' of
Isaiah Eg — occurs four times in Acts 3 and 4 'and in
no other book of the lew Testament.'
The first of these references is found in Peter's
speech after the healing of the lame man: 'The God of
our fathers glorified his servant ( T^r ) Jesus.' (3:15) .
J-he seconu, la.ter in the sane spsGC^j tells us that
  <~\'God, having raised up his servant ( y 1 ̂ *S ) sent him 
to you first,'The other two references are found in the 
believers' hymn of praise after the release of Peter 
and John: 'Truly in this city there were gathered to­
gether against the holy servant (pais) Jesus...both 
Eerod and Pontius Pilate...(4:27) and 'signs and wonders 
are performed thro* oh the name of thy holy servant (pais) 
Jesus.'(4:30)
The tern thus occurs in Peter's speech and in the 
hymn of thanksgiving: Cullmann comments,' is used
almost as a terminus technicus which has a tendency to 
become a proper name - as did happen in the case of 
(Christ'. This confirms the existence of a very old
- 448 -
* Cullmann: Christology of the hew TesJ ament p73-
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Christology on the basis of which Jesus was callec. "the 
3d. Yahv/eh . This chris'cology later disappears, but 
_Lu must extend back to the ver̂  ea.r 1ic. st period, since 
the authoi ox Acts preserved, its traces precisely in 
the first part of his book.'*
Can we attach the 'pais-christolo; y' to the name 
of Peter? Noting that the four references occur 'in a 
speech attributed, to Peter' and 'in prayers of the 
Cv urci in the presence of Peter, ' Cullmann conclud.es :
'It is probably not venturing too much to draw the con­
clusion that (!) it was the apostle Peter who by prefer­
ence designated Jesus ’the suffering servant of God1... 
'Are we not perhaps unjust to Peter when we place him 
in the shadow of Paul?'**
* ibid.
** Christology p 7 4-5 . Cullmann makes the sane point 
in ' I step : Apostle -Pis ciple-Ifartyr .'n. 'g -99 .He also notes 
that the servant-christology occurs in the 1st epistle 
of Peter, 2:21ff: 'Even if it w- s not written by Peter, 
the anonymous writer who ascribed it to him would never­
theless have known just as did the author of Acts that 
Peter preferred to speak of Jesus in terms of the suff­
ering servant of God.' If this i;- too dogmatic a con­
clusion, the appearance of the 'servant' idea botl in 
the Petrine part of Acts and in 1 Peter may at least 
rank as an 'undesigned coincidence' of thought.
- 4-5 0 -
Here our problem is that we lact other evidence. 
Paul overshadows Peter because we posess his letters: 
few would ascrioe 2 Peter to the apostle: its authent­
icity was contested even in antiquity, and even the 
impressive 1 Peter is variously assessed as a baptis­
mal liturgy and a non-Petrine work atire from the 
persecution under Domitian. If it were certainly written 
La Cephas himself, perhaps with the help of Silvanus - 
one could use it to make comparisons with the Peter of 
,_cts. ho used, it can only be .'aid to he 'not incompat­
ible'. If written by Peter, the epistle was presumably 
composed some time after the span of history whici Acts 
covers, and furthermore, its references to persons and 
events are of uncertain interpretation* 'Babylon! cculd 
mean 'Pome', and 'my son Park' and 'Silvanus' could well 
be the John, Mark end Silas of Acts. But we cat not 
point to the 'undesigned coincidences' that link Acts 
with the Pauline letters.*
Nevertheless, as with Stephen, there would seem 
to be a prima facie case for concluding that Luke 
recorded genuine traditiong about'the work, word and 
ideas of Peter: if he ma nified and simplified, lie did 
not falsify the greatest of the Founding Fathers.
This conclusion has, however, been denied by 
U.Wilckens, whose conclusion is uncompromising: 'Luke
* 1 Peter 5:12-13
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includes everything which ne says, inclue in.- the mater­
ial which he derived from various tradition , within 
the framework of his general conception 01 Salvation- 
history. To jiresent this is the aim of Luke the theo­
logian, which he consistently ('konsequent') carried 
out in his two-volume work: the latter must therefore 
be understood and evaluated entirely as his own work.
Tie apostolic speecnes in Acts, however, are principally 
sum aries of this lucan tneoloyical conception: trey are 
not; to be re arded as testimonies to ancient or even or­
iginal primitive Christian theology, uut a- lucan theol­
ogy at the turn of the f'ixnst century1.* (author's italics)
V/ilckens: Lie ITissionsreden der Apostelgeschichte:p. 186. 
'Lukas spannt alles, was er sagt,einschliesslich dessen,
n
was er aus verschiedenen Traditionen übernommen hat,in 
den Rahmen seines beilsgeshichtlichen Gesamtkonzeption 
ein. Sie darzustellen ist das Ziel des Theologen Lukas, 
das er mit seinem Doppelwerk konsequent verfolgt und 
das von daher ganz und gar als sein Werk zu verstehen 
und zu verwerten ist.Die Apostel reden der Acta sind in 
hervorragendem Sinne dummarien dieser seiner theologischen 
Konzeption:sie sind nicht als Zeugnisse alter oder gar 
ältester urchristlicher Theologie,sondern Lukanischer 
Theologie des ausgehenden ersten Jahrhunderts zu werten.'
Uilckens cei'tainly works out his own theory wit] the
same consistency which we see in Luke. Any work in which
A describes B will tell us something about A. What it
tells us about B will depend on our critical estimate
of i-.' s aim, ability and trustworthiness. Wilckens
discovers in the speeches of Acts much of A and next
go nothing of B; much of Luke and little of Peter: which
is another way of saying that Luke was a very poor 
historian.
A presupposition is noticeable at once: Luke is 
referi'ed to as a theologian (Lie Gesamtkonzeption des 
Leologen Lukas) But clearly Luke's interests were not 
purely theological, his method,wrote U.K.Barrett, 'is 
that of historical biography1.* 'The twelve were with 
him, and Mary called Magdalene, from whom seven demons 
had gone out, and Joanna, the wife of Chuza, Herod's 
steward, and many other, who provided for him out of 
their means.'(Luke 8:3) 'Some of the disciples from 
Caesarea went with us, bringing us to the house of' Mnason 
of Cyprus with: whom we should lodge' (Acts 21:16). 
Statements like this indicate an author as interested 
in people and places as in theology; and once more we 
must ask whether the 'self-denying ordinance' of Conzel- 
mann and Wilckens is valid, and whether it is possible
* C.K. Barrett: Luke the historian i/ recent study.
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p. 61.
to elucidate Luke1s theology without reference to his 
other concerns.
One of these concerns was, accordin ' to lis own 
manifesto, historical, he claimed to have recorded what 
Jesus 'began to do and teach' (Acts 1:1) and in his 
second book he clearly tried to do the same for his 
disciples. Literary study makes clear that he did not 
have a sayings-tradition of the apostles as he did 
about Jesus, and that he was permitted, by the con­
vention of his time, to compose speeches for his char­
acters: this does nor mean, however, that he would not 
have used traditional material if it wa available.
Furthermore, the quest for sources in Acts, while 
failing to reach precise conclusions, has certainly 
shown that written sources of some kind existed. 
Stephen's speech in particular would seen to oe fatal 
to iilcktans ' theory that the mission addressee, of Acts 
are Lucan compositions pure and simple. He disposes of 
it thus: 'Stephen's speech (7:Iff) must be left out of 
account because of its special character. Only the con­
clusion (7 : pHi) is of interest for our special study.'* 
It can hardly be regarded as 'Lucan theology at the 
turn of the first century.'!
How then does Wilckens dispose of the two arguments 
in favour of'retrine' speeci.es by Peter: the alleged
* Wilckens p yOff.
Semit isms embedded, in them and their 'servant christ-
originai ending of the story of the lame man: 'This 
would then have ended at 3:16. i-eter holds the healed 
man by the hand, the crowd runs together in amazement 
(a typical trait in miracle stories; and the apostle 
gives the explanation of the miracle which has taken 
place in a concluding short sentence' (3:1b;**
Such an explanation must mean that the story of 
the lame man existed in written form a^a that there 
was a tradition of words - or at least one word - of 
Perer. It makes no sense to assume that the healing 
story came to Luke in the form of oral tradition, that 
he memorised the clumsy Greek of 3:16, and then included 
it in the speech he had composed for the apostle.
Another alleged Semitism in the Petrine speeches
Prominent among possible Sen.itisms is the crux
at Acts 3:16: 'And his name, by faith in his name, has
made this man strong. ' Y/ilckens admits that this can 
hardly be ascribed to Luke.* It was he suggests, the
* 'Der Satz ist so umständlich und ungeschickt form- 
uliert,dass mann ihn schwerlich als lukanische Porm- 
ulierung hinnehmen kann!
** Y/ilckens p41.
> \The redundant ¡xvtw c< rtainly looks Semitic enough, 
and the previous sentence, vv.36 and 37, is notoriously 
obscure. Dibelius concluded that the primitive Jerusalem 
kerygma had been 'written up' and enlarged by Luke.* 
Wilckens on tire other hand disposes oi the problem by 
treating 36a as an anacoluthon, while rejecting the the­
ory of mistranslation from Aramaic proposed by Torrey.** 
Lor is v bile kens impressed by the theological 
arguments for a Petrine or at least Palestinian 'servant
- christology' : 'Y/hether or not there was an old 
Palestinian pais-Christology cannot be decided positiv­
ely or1 negatively from the texts which lie before us.'*** 
be are dealing witi a liturgical formula quoted by Luke: 
'The claim that in Acts 31f we are dealing with ' a 
layer of Palestinian tradition which is distinguished 
for its antiquity' does not carry conviction as a counter
- argument for we have shown tha": the speech in Acts
3:IJff was conceived by Luke himself.'**** The argument 
put forward by bilckens fails to deal with one 
obvious question: why cid Luke, in conceiving and com­
posing his speeches, attribute a 'pais-christology' to 
Peter and to nobody else? Why, likewise, did he attribute
* Essays p98.
** Torrey p. 35*
*** Wilckens p.164-165.
**** Wilckens p.166.
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anti-temple views to Stephen? The only reasons1:' le 
conclusion is that he genuinely believed that he was 
correctly presenting the ideas of Peter aM Stephen.
No literary analysis of the speeches will satisfy 
everybody, out this need not prevent us from concl— 
udiri. that the author did use traditional material 
(as the alleged emitisms indicate) and that when he 
included the 'servant christology' he was attempting 
to convey the ideas of Peter as he did those of Paul 
in the speech at Pisidian Antioch. He stood closer 
to Paul than he did to Peter, who was certainly much 
more complicated both in thought and personality than 
the record of Acts would indicate, put if Luke was 
right in thinking that Stephen opposed the temple, then 
he was probably right in ascribing a 'servant christ­
ology' to Peter. In Luke-Acts Peter appears with the 
grand simplicity of folk-memory, recorded by a writer 
of the second generation, fnat does not make him a 
figure of fiction, 
n i. U Tj-j ON LPl w TL TO o t
The sayings of Epictetus are worth comparing with 
those of Jesus as to their transmission and preservation. 
A conscious academic purpose informed the mind of Arrian, 
but he also had 'edificatory1 intentions. He recorded 
the masters words as precisely as possible in 03?der to 
'incite the minds of his hearers to the best things'
( kii y nc-oo y v T V ' W  o<.cov"OV'rui>y "Tr̂Di t k̂ o~ru. .’1 :1: 0) •
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In addition, some of his logia have more 'Sitz im 
Leben' than others. Like Jesus, Epictetus is addressed 
by unnamed questioners. 'There came in to visit Epic­
tetus one day a man who was on his way to Rome, where 
he was engaged in a lawsuit involvin. an honour to be 
bestowed upon him.(Ill:IX:I) 'Then an official came 
to see him, Epictetus, after making some special enqu­
iries about other matters asked him if he had children 
and a wife.' (I:XI:I) 'Row when someone asked him...'
( P L ; <EVdO <5e T/i/oS I:XIII:I - this formula 
also occurs at ¥I:VI:I) 'The procurator of Epirus took 
the side in an undignified manner of a comic actor...' 
III :IV:I. Neither he nor the imperial bailiff ( S'lop&aiTfcf) 
who also visits Epictetus (III:VII:l) are named.
he have here the same influence whici form critical 
study has observed in the teaching of Jesus - that of 
’rounding-down' of the tradition by leaving: out in­
essential points as to date, place, tine and dramatis 
personae. It is noteworthy that tiis appears not only 
in folk-tradition, but also in the work of Arrian, a 
devoted disciple who was concerned to make a verbatim 
record. One could not reconstruct the life of Epictetus 
from the Discourses, detailed as they are, and all we 
need to knov about him, according to Oleisuher, is that 
he had been a slave and came irom rhrygia, the home of 
religious enthusiasm: 'Besides these two illuminating 
facts, the other details of his life are of relatively
little importance.'*
One other parar̂ ĵ. to the teaching of Jesus is the 
collection of ' sea ttered sayings' ( T'vvu.
in Books III, VI, XI, XIII. These resemble the scattered 
sayings of Jesus, like those about salt preserved in Mk. 
9:4-9-50. The motive of preserving the master's words for 
the benefit of posterity seems to be the same for Arrian 
as for1 the evangelists, though their intellectual and 
social background differs greatly.
Perhaps an ever closer parallel - certainly as to 
teaching method , is between Epictetus and Paul. The
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dialogue technique of the diatribe was common to both:
, / s' A O J N /° / *~
ii oj v TTocn &q=n g 7 /J)cr'-i’ ToO
i - - 31 vV-TOf I irJ O V T I  IcjsLi i!Q>vov /ox l.XXll.Ti) '
The two thinkers answered that question very
differently, but they used a similar vocabulary and
methods of ar;aiment.
PAUL'd oPEECHXS
Paul's speeches are summarised by Cadbury as follows:**
1) Address in the synagogue at Antioch in Psidia.(13;16-41)
2) Address at Lystra (15;15-1?)
3) Address at Athens (l/jf̂ - 51̂
4) Address to the Ephesian elders at I.iletus (¿0;lc--3p)
5) Defence on the barrack stairs at Jerusalem(22;1 —34)
* Epictetus: Loeb Ed. Vol.l.p lf.ll •
** Beg V. p.403-
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6) Defence before the Sanhedrin
7) Defence before Felix
8) Defence before Agrippa




Eis speeches therefore include two mission addresses 
to Gentiles (Lystra and Athens) end one to Jews (Pisidian 
Antioch) It seems clear from the general literary 
structure of the book that these are intended as sample 
piec. s, to give us an idea of how Paul approached diff­
erent kinds of audience; this is skilfully and satisfac­
torily done. From I.iletus onward the personality of Paul 
begins to loom larger in the story, and is built up by 
means of the eloquent defences which Paul makes before 
kings and governors. Thus is created the popular picture 
of Paul, which, in spite of the protests of purists like 
Professor John Knox, is likely to hold the field? :As 
Cadbury noted, 'The speeches having once become famous, 
men naturally prefer to accept them as authentic 
utterances of the actors.'
* See ch.6 'Saul alias Paul'. In the popular‘ladybird' 
series of children's books, for example, the life of 
Paul is an illustrated version of the Acts story,
Damascus Road, speech to Agrippa, shipwreck and all.
One young reader declared that she preferred the Lady­
bird to the Biblical account 'because it tells you how 
Paul got his head cut off.'
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Even if the speeches in their present form can 
hardly be verbatim reports, one must still ash whether 
they represent the author's own idea or whether he had 
any traditional source material, deriving perhaps from 
the original speaker himself. 1:Tith Paul's speeches we 
can after all what can hardly be done with any of the 
other leading characters, and compare them with Paul's 
own letters.
The address at Antioch in Pisidia 'is given in 
extenso ' - wrote P.P.Bruce, 'probably to give the 
reader a sample of Paul's synagogue addressed..' *This 
seems fairly certain, but is it a record of the kind 
of thing Paul said, or of what Luke thought he might 
have said?
The address begins with a summary of the history 
of Israel, addressed to both Jews and God-fearers. It 
describes the providence of God to Israel, culminating 
in the gift of 'a saviour, Jesus, as he promised.' The 
story of the death and resurrection of Jesus is suppor­
ted with favourite proof texts: notably Psalm 2;7? 
Isaiah 65;3 and Psalm 16;10. Of 'the first reported 
sermon of Paul' I.F.Bruce claimed 'Its theology is 
definitely Pauline, though not so developed as his 
later teaching. It forms a bridge between '-he primitive 
ore,- china of the early chapters ol Acts a no the mature
* Bruce p.262.
doctrine of the epistles.'*
A contrary view is taken by Ilaenchen: ' There is no 
trace here of popular tradition or of an itinerary 
such as appears in later chapters. Here Luke has crea­
ted, not indeed out of nothin ; out of the Christian 
preaching of his own time, and his experiences with 
Jews and Gentiles he has composed a. summary of the 
history of the Pauline mission...'Luke has selected 
only what was edifying for his o 11 time: 'The daily 
task of the missionary, the long journeys with their 
weariness and danger, the pastoral conversations with 
new converts... all this was not 'inspirational'(erbau- 
lich) in the understanding of Luke and his own time..'** 
Against this e must note that Sibelius, the great 
champion of the itinerary theory, was able to detect 
traces of a travel record in Acts 13-14. 'The Itinerary
* Bruce p.262.
** Haenchen p 3 6 6: Do s not this otherwise acute comment 
precisely miss the pjoint of the Miletus address? Luke 
could not possibly record pastoral conversations at 
every place in the itinerary; is it not precisely in 
the Farewell Address at Miletus that he makes the reader 
aware of what Paul endured? 'For three years 1 did not 
cease night and day to admonish every one 01 you with 
tears.'(20:31). Is not this the equivalent of 2 Cor.11; 
23-26? Also, the shipwreck incident , ives some impress­
ion of the toil and danger of the missionary's career.
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first becomes noticeable in 13;4...the first mention 
of Paul by name in the itinerary comes...inl3;13 with
f  ̂  ̂   • r' Vthe words Trfcf‘ 'r°v . . throu, hout the itinerary
appears as the oasis of the composition.'* There seems, 
moreover, to be no 1apolo: etical' motive which could 
lead the author to construct such a curious route for 
the missionaries if he had not believed that this was 
the course they actually followed.**
But if the frame was not constructed by the author, 
what of the picture he placed in it? Can we decide bet­
ween the genuine exposition of Pauline theology prop­
osed by Bruce, and the Lucan reconstruction favoured 
by Haenchen?
In the useful table of parallels which C.B.Dodd 
included in his book 'The Apostolic Preaching and its 
Developments', most of the features of the kerygma are 
found to appear in the speech at Pisidian Antioch; one 
point looks typically Lucan - the reference to the 
post-resurrection period: 'for many days he appeared 
to those who came up with him from Galilee and Jerusalem,
* Dibelius : Essays p6.
** John Mark deserts the missionary party at 13;13, in 
the middle of the journey Paphos-Perga-Pisidian Antioch. 
This information was hardly'inspirational' and its 
inclusion cannot be put down to motives of piety.
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who are now his witnesses to the people.1(1 3 ;31).The 
claim that the Lord was seen by his disciples over a 
fixed period of time (many days = 40 days: Acts 1;3) 
seems to be a characteristic idea of Luke's.* On the 
other hand v39 ("by him everyone that believes is fx’eed 
from everything from which you could not be freed by 
the law of hoses') looks like a fair layman's attempt 
to sum up haul's teaching on justification by faith.
Perhaps then the risidian Antioch speech might 
best be regarded as a Lucan composition - a 'keynote 
speech' like that of Jesus in the synagogue in- 
Nazareth - intended to represent Paul's general approach 
to Jews: however, it is here, perhaps unexpectedly, that 
M. Tilcox claims to have discovered traces of Semitic 
source material. Paul's quotation from the '01c' Testament: 
'I have found in David the son of Jesse a man after my 
heart, who shall do all my will' seems to combine thr e 
texts: Psalm 89:21 ('I found David the son of Jesse'
1 Sam 13;14 ('a man according to my heart') and - appar­
ently - Isaiah 44:28. But the reference is to the 
Aramaic Tar. urn of 1 Sam 13; 14-, which reads 'a man doing
* 'The most important topographical point...is the tra­
nsfer of the resurrection appearances to Jerusalem...
The journey to C-alilee, of which Lark 14; 28 and lb;V 
s^eak, is replaced by a prophecy spoken in Galilee 
concerning what will take place in Jerusalem.' Gonzel- 
mann TSL p.93•
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his will.'* The suggestion is that - e have here a 
'testimonium fragment' or collection of proof texts, 
of a kind w.ich was in use in the early church and 
indeed among the covenanters of Qur.ran. The very same 
combination of texts also occurs in 1 Clement 18 ;1. 
Wilcox also notices a parallel between Paul's words 
to Elymas the sorcerer - 'you shall be blind and un­
able to see the sun for a time' - with the Aramaic 
Taryum of Psalm 8o;9.**
If all this seems very hypothetical , it is 
somewhat strengthened by the observation of references
* The Aramaic isiliTY^D ”"] 'g which replaces
the Hebrew fl H U  S E) CL'AS/ . Why then do both phrases ('a 
man according to my heart'representing <l>1 ,v )
turn up here? Wilcox suggests that the phrase ’who 
shall do all my will' (' os ')
represents, not Isaiah 44:28, which refers to Cyrus and 
not to David, but the Tax*gum tradition of 1 Sam.13;14 
combined here with th t of the Hebrew and h.T.
** 'Like the untimely born and the mole, who are blind 
and do not see the sun.' ) >\ 7  I ~ j  I ¡~1
pi A n  nS i ] ” ^t> >n
'We may have here a second instance of 'community of 
tradition' between the words of Paul, as cited in Acts, 
and a Targum.' (Wilcox p24)
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to Targumic tradition in the speech of Stephen, which, 
as we have seen requires us to suppose a written source 
of some kind. Thus, at Acts 7*3? Stephen's quotation of 
Genesis 12-, 1 agrees with the version of Tar,yum presudo- 
Jonathan: 'Go out from your land...go into the land 
which I shall show you.1* Pointing out that 'this speech 
begins with a resume of Israel's history', T:Tilcox adds 
that 'in precisely the earlier section of the speech 
are points of contact with Stephen observed above. 
Further, this 'summary' ends exactly at v22 in which... 
the Targum reading is located. Fro. hereon.... the speech 
(includes) not only material found in Lark and Luke, but 
also certain elements which may be traces of a kerygmatic 
or credal nature.'
Thus there is a prirna facie case for supposing that 
traditional material was used in the composition of the 
Pisidian Antioch speech. Luke has 'written this up' in 
his own style, adding to the plain credal confession of 
vyO ('God raised him from the dead.') his own under­
standing of the appearances of the Lord. Me concluded 
with a fair summary of maul's teaching on salvation 
through faith. ’ hether it was Paul who was familiar with 
the Aramaic Targum of 1 Samuel we have no means of tell­
ing: but this much credit may be given to Luke the
*  J  V cr>iL 0 i  ’1  M ~l d  t  On  1 )
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historian: where he has used a source, it is likely 
that the source really had somethin, to do with the 
events and the actors described.
rAuL OL: AltLGrAGUS
haul's Areopagus speech is something of a classic; 
hex’e for the first time Athens encountered Jerusalem 
and made an attempt at dialogue, not for the last time, 
it seems, they failed to communicate. In the somewhat 
sentimental painting by the French artist Andre Bida 
(1605 - 1895)*5 Paul stands with uplifted hand at the 
top of a classical staircase, while the philosophers, 
elegantly d.raped and posed, express various attitudes 
of dissent and boredom. Ho doubt it was not really 
like that at all! But was it as Luke describes it? Bid 
Paul really make an appearance on Mars Hill - or before 
the court of the Areopagus, for the term is ambiguous - 
and. did he express the viev s that Luke attributes to 
him?
Marti: Dibelius, is a famous essay,** noted that 
the Areopagus scene 'denotes and is intended to denote, 
a climax of the book...The speech is the only sermon 
reported by the author which is preached to the Gentiles 
by the Apostle to the Gentiles. 'Dibelius went on to
* The Apostles in Art: ".Shaw Spe-rrov;:p.;:9• 
** Paul on the Arapagus - Assays. ¡-'.'9-
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claim that previous debate had been impeded because 
scholars had axes to grind: on the one hand Harnack 
and Ld.o.eyer, for instance, wanted to 'rove that Paul 
could have made the speech and did in fact: make it, 
wnile i'! or den and Alfred Loisy sought to prove the 
exact opposite. Dibelius proposed a reverse method; to 
look first at the meaning and then at historicity and 
the importance of the speech in the book of Acts.
As analysed by Dibelius the speech turns out to 
possess the classical sermon form of an introduction, 
three main headings and a conclusion. From the topical 
reference to the ’Altar to the Unknown God1 the speaker 
proceeds to argue that:
1) God, creator and Lord of the world, needs no temples, 
for he does not stand in need of anything. (v24-2U)
2) Goc created ell men in order that they should seek 
after him. (v 26-27)
3) 'The relationship of men with God - they are 'offspring 
of God' - should exclude all worship of pagan images.
(v 28-29)
Then follows the conclusion: God now ordains that 
repentance be preached to men becau e the Day of Judge­
ment lies ahead. Then Goo will judge the world by a man 
'whom he has caused to rise from the dead.' (vgO-3 1)
Dibelius noticed that the main theme of the speech 
was general monotheism: 'only at the end do we find any 
reference to Jesus and his resurrection...the speciiically
Christian content of the speech is presented onl; in 
the last two verses. 'The firsv to ic of the address 
- that God ciO' S not need any human worship - rests upon 
'Old Testament ideas expressed in Hellenistic language.* 
The word -xneuut as applied to worship (v24) is 
quite unscriptural but familiar from Xenophon and 
Plato.* God, who 'needs nothin and gives us everything' 
...has created human seines in order that tl e; may 
inhabit the earth, and has made it possible for them 
to have dwellings, .see. sons, and nones of habitation, 
in order that the; should seek after him.1
S NGod is said to have obtained for men >.
7^5 Oferiw-S knxT O h i<k h ok Cst̂ vJ .
That are the ? pre they historical epochs,
of the great world-empires? Or are they the seasons 
of the year? Sibelius chose the latter sense**, and 
thus preferred a 'philosophical' interpretation of tne 
speech to an 'Old Testament' one. The are then
the two inhabitable zones of the globe - north and 
south temperate as opposed to the uninhabited arctic 
and tropical zones. God's relation to man is stated by
means of quotations from two Greek Poets;the second is
* Essays p.42.
** This view was queried by a .In hoc (Gnomon,1955,p505)
.Accordihg to j ock, the pas .a e i eans: 'Goo has fixed 
the when and the where.'
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. - / 7the o"boic Ars-tus: ~y^cy> i<rw.\. s tcrjĤ -Y/ »The
first — 'In hi::: we live and move tui. have our being1 -
, /would seem to derive from that , that
; V  hwi r s* Epimenides the Cretan. Past times were 
times of ignorance - this approach excuses the heathen 
as much as possible - end now, (here is si: indirect 
reference to Jesus) God will judge the world by means 
of s man whom he has raised from the dead. Dibelius 
concluded that if anything was missing, it was intent­
ionally missing. 1 The composition of the speech makes 
clear that it forms an intended whole, which reaches 
an intended ending.1
And what is missing is in fact the typical Pauline 
doctrine of salvation through Christ. The speech 'has 
a rational character which is foreign to the hew 
Testament.1 The author of the passionate denunciation 
of the pagan vices in Romans 1-2 would never have rated 
natural knowledge of God so highly. The speech is a
Lucan composition, written about A.D.90 as a guide to
sevangelists of the authors own time.**
There are certainly no Aramaisms in the Areopagu
* Bruce p.338
** Dibelius rejected, the idea that the speech was a 
later interpolation, and noted that it was set in the 
franework of the 'itinerary'.Compare,for example,the 
matter of fact details about the movements of Silas 
and Timothy in 17;14-13»
address, or any traces of pre-Lucan source material.
Much of the argument about authenticity has therefore 
turned on the question: could Paul have r abe this 
speech:' Are its ideas so incompatible with his own 
that we cannot attribute it to him? After a close study 
of the literary form of the speech Dibelius answered 
in the negative, as have other recent critics.* A 
notable attempt to prove the contrary is that of E.Gar­
tner in his monograph, 'The Areopagus speech and
IINatural Revelation.' Gartner argues that the speech is 
related not only to Hellenistic Greek pi ilosophy, but 
also to religious ideas common in the Jewish dispersion, 
and in particular with Wisdom 16-15. Paul was, after 
all, a Jew of the Dispersion himself! 'Foolish are they 
who live in ignorance of God...they had not power to
rknow him that is ( © f neither by giving heed
to the works did they recognise the artificer (T9\'/'7T/jU ) • 
"The way in which chapter 16 of the ' isdor. of Solomon 
conceives the visible world as £1 work of art and God 
as its artificer is pure Greek, whereas the application 
of the theory of natural revelation is Old Testament 
Jewish.'* *
* 1 otably P.Vielhauer: Zum Paulinismus der Apg./ufsatze





Gartner cone] uded his study with s. discussion 
of the historicity of the speech, hhile no altar 
specifically inscribed 'To an Unknown God' has yet 
been found, that is no reason to deny that one 
existed.* As to the ideas of the speech: 'Till it 
can be shown that the theology 01 the speech directly 
conflicts with that of the epistles, we cannot dismiss 
its Pauline character.' Paul's letters contain ideas 
which have their counterparts in the wisdom ofI
Soldmon: this is particularly true of Romans, where 
we see the same structure of ideas as is found in 
Wisdom 13-15 and Acts 1 7...This tradition can be class­
ified as Jewish Diaspora propaganda.'** Thus Gartner 
was able to re. erd the speech as Pauline in origin,
but when it comes to the actual terminology and literary
form, Lucan influence must be allowed for.'***
Certainly Gartner has succeeded in shot in ; that 
the Areopagus speech has eewish as well as nellenistic 
overtones. As to the rauli ie epistles, however, he 
seer..s to have shown only that they are 'not incompatible' . 
Of course Paul must have adapted his message to his 
audience and could, have quoted Greek poets to Athenian
* Inscriptions are on record to 'Unknown ••.-oc.s' (pluizsL) , 
in particular at Athens. (Bruce p 355 - 536;
** Gartner p 249-
* * * Gar tne r p. 25-2. p. 250.
intellectuals, uut in the absence of any definite 
signs of pre-Lucan source material, and in view of the 
impressive literary unity of the speech itself, any 
argument as to historicity must depend on a general 
consideration of this part of Acts as a whole. It 
occurs in a section where there is a good deal of 
'unedifying' information about people and places; the 
famous references to Claudius and Gallio occur at 18;2 
and 18;12. There is also considerable, though not 
complete, agreement with the data provided by the 
epistles.* But most important of all is the fact that 
the Areopagus address was something of a flop: 'Some 
mocked and others said, we will hear you again about 
this.' Would Luke have invented, for the glorification 
of Paul, an incident which showed him as unsuccessful? 
Would he have created 'ex nihilo' an example of how to
* R.P.O.Hanson: Acts of the Apostles, p.175•'According
to this account Paul journeyed on to Athens, leaving 
Silas and Timothy behind; they were to join him later . 
In 1 Thess 3;1-6 it is made clear that Timothy accomp­
anied Paul to Athens, that from there he was sent back 
to Salonika, and that Timothy later returned to him, 
(presumably but not certainly at Athens) with the good 
news of the Christians at Thessalonica. rut these are 
precisely the small differences which one would expect 
between a generally reliable account given later to a 
third party and a letter written in the midst of the
ievents themselves.
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present the gospel to Gentile intellectuals and then 
concluded with the lame admission that hardly any 
intellectuals were converted? If he invented Dionysius 
and Damaris, why not a few more distinguished converts? 
Much the most reasonable conclusion is that Paul did 
attempt a dialogue with Stoic and Epicurean philosophers 
at Athens, and that he tried to approach them in terms 
of the Hellenistic Jewish theology which Gartner has 
here described.*
Yet the Areopagus speech must, in its present form, 
be regarded as a Lucan composition: for it is not a 
mere sermon outline, a skeleton of Paul's main headings, 
it is, a ■ Dibelius showed, a remarkable literary creat­
ion in its own right. Indeed, Gartner himself has con­
ceded this as to 'actual terminology and literary form'. 
Ye need not doubt that the apostle who sought to be all 
things to all men, 'in addressing unconverted pagans 
would...have tried to meet them halfway'**, but must 
leave open the question as to how much of his precise 
thought Luke has preserved here, i’hus we regard the 
Areopagus encounter, with all rateful respect to 
Dibelius, as both historical and symbolical. As only 
a Pericles would merit the Funeral Oracion, so ohe 
Areopagus ad ress was worthy only 01 a Paul.
* See additional note number 9
** Nock p.506.
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1 WHAT I TELL YOU THREE TIMES IS TRUE1 (PAUL1 3 DEFENCE) 
The author oT lets must have attached reet 
importance to the story of iaul's conversion. It is 
related, three times, in chapters 9,22 and 2.6 .Throe 
times also before the mob, before helix and before 
L : xippa - doe. Faul defend his life and work.* Clearly 
Luke intended to make a profound impression on his 
readers by this repetition. But did haul in fact make 
these ¿great historical speeches? Did he say anything; 
like the words which Luke attributes to nim, and are 
the important statements about his life story, v.hicl 
Luke attributes to him, worthy of credit?**
Chief among sceptics is Eaencheri: of Faulks speech 
before Agrippa he writes: 'In reality we are dealing 
here not with the historical trial of Paul, but with 
the conflict between Judaism anc: Christianity on 
account of the Christian mission, which certainly found
* In chapters 22,24,26.
** The value of threefold repetition, familiar in the 
teaching of Jesus was noted by Lewis Carroll in° j
'The Hunting of the Shark'
'Just the place for a Shark!I have sa.io. it tv/ice: 
That alone should encourage the crew.
Just the place for a. Snark!Ihave said it thrice: 
What I tell you three times is true.’
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in Paul its victorious advocate. ' * The onlg fact that 
Haenchen will &J iov; us is that Paul really did appeal 
to Caesar: 'V.e do not know what the command of Pestus 
really was, against which Paul appealed to Caesar. 
Possibly Luke d.id not know either, and therefore in­
ferred, from the fact of the appeal and his own ideal 
picture of the Roman official, that hypothetical 
situation , which he portrayed with all his literary 
art.'** Thus ilaenchen sees Luke as a literary artist 
spinning an exciting yarn with the minimum of material, 
in the other hand, Sherwin-l/hite finds Luke's version 
of Paul's appeal quite credible. 'The account of the 
trial before Pestus and Pelix is sufficiently accurate 
in all its details...Paul is objecting not to the 
jurisdiction of Festus, but to his apparent intention 
of giving the Jewish clergy excessive influence in his
court by transferring the hearing to Jerusalem, even
f> gthough it is to be ' ' - i.e.before
Pestus. Pestus could not hand over his capital juris­
diction... to a provincial tribunal such as the Sanhedrin 
...but nothin, prevented him from using the Sanhedrin, 
or members of it, as his own consilium. That is what
* 1-1 p. 617.
** H p.598-
Paul .feared. ' * Sherwin- 1 'hide also compares bl e case 
of Dio of rrusa, which Pliny transferred to i.icaea 
because the accusers complained that Dio had. too many 
f r i end s in Prusa.
In the absence of any second source for this 
part of the story, our judgement wil. depend, on our 
estimate of Tuke's veracity as a whole. As a general 
principle we hold that he has not invented his ' dramatis 
personae', and there is therefore no need to doubt the 
existence of Claudius Lysias the Tribune, the son of 
Paul's sister, the conspiracy to kill Paul, Ananias the 
High Priest**, and Tertullus the lawyer. Paul's speeches, 
however, contain no Aramaisms and show no signs of 
source- material. They may therefore be compositions 
by Luke. Clearly too the author sought to exjiress his 
admiration for Paul. The eloquent defence before Agrippa 
is a climax to the Pauline story: 'This was not done 
in a corner' (26;26). It is not necessary, however, to 
accuse Luke of substituting a 'theologia gloriae1 for 
a 'theologia crucis'. Simple admiration for his hero
* SUp6c, p67.: also Pliny Ep.X,81;5-4.A.E.H.Jones also 
regards the appeal before Pestus as fact, not fiction. 
(Studies in Roman government and law p.64)
** Ananias the High priest appears in Josephus.Accord­
ing to .dJ . ii; 1?; 9, he was killed by the insurgents at t e 
outbreak of the war wit! Pome.
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is motive enough.
'.'ith little to go on except the te> ts themselves, 
it might be thought hopeless to attempt to analyse 
iurther. One who tried was Kirsopp Lake. 'In ch.9 
(Ananias) speaks in the accents of a Hellenistic ohri- 
stian ox the Lucan type. In ch22 he speaks as a Jewish 
Christian of the most primitive type...The most 
probable guess is that Ananias was an original Christian 
of the most primitive Jewish type...22 is nearer to 
the source, which has been Hellenised by Luke...In 
ch 26...he omitted this episode either because he knew 
that Paul himself refused to accept it or from a correct 
and artistic sense that it was unnecessary in a speech 
before herod Agrippa.'*
The use of Jewish idiom by Ananias in 22;14 might 
well seem to off ex’ a clue to a primitive soui'ce, but, 
alas, as i-.unck points out, it could also 'be shown that 
Ananias' words in chapter 22:: were given a more Jewish 
turn in view of Pawl's Jewish audience - • matter 
about which Luke must have been clear.' Here again is 
the typical dilemma of Lucan studies - are variations 
in style signs of the use of sources, or evidence of 
the literary skill of the author?
frustrated in this dir-, ction, we can proceed to 
distinguish the wording of the speeches from the
- 477 -
* Beg v.p.ldl.
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informs tier corm ineu ir. ih n-... ...C.Vr-n Irr il; prvi :
correctly that 1 it cacfinot be deduced, from the mere
fact that, like ancient historiographers generally, he
puts into the mouths of his characters speeches which
they were thought to nave delivered cm various
occasions, that in matters of fact the content of these
speeches has been invented.1* Van Unnik analysed the
claim made by the Lucan Paul in Acts 22;p.'I am a Jew
born at Tarsus in Cilicia, but brought up in this city
at the feet of Gamaliel, educated according to the
strict manner of the law of our fathers. 1 Van Unnik
showed convincingly that there was in the ancient world
/
a threefold formula: yeveui (birth), nurture or
upbringing ( wp c q ) and education ( )  
and that Paul's words mean that he had been brought to 
Jerusalem from Tarsus in infancy. He offers a wealth 
of literary parallels to prove that this was indeed 
the Hellenistic formula, but this very proof also tells 
decisively against the speech being ang kind of verbat­
im report, for Paul is supposed to be speaking in 
. ramaic.(2 1 ;2).
If we accept the factual assertions made in the 
speeches as reliable, but ascribe the wording to Luke, 
can we go further as to thought and literary allusion? 
Johannes Jure}: sought to identify, in the story of Paul's
* 'Tarsus of Jerusalem' p.3 5 * -ec clnyter 6 .
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conversion as given both in Acts and the Epistles, echoes 
of the .ijufierin. Servant passages in Isaian and the story 
oi the call oi Jeremiah. Thus Paul's statement in Gal.
1 ; 15 that he had been called Or it fcotX r ja rp-jUQ-r 
reminds us of Isaiah 49;1 and Jeremiah 1;4.Punch claimed 
to go further and find allusions to these texts in the 
Acts account as well, 'and it is interesting that they 
remind one of these texts, but not of the same express­
ions in them. There seems to have existed a trdaition 
of applying to Paul those Old Testament texts about a 
call: but taken in detail, they were not applied in the 
same way.'*
Thus for example, at 26;17, Christ promises Paul
g 7- /• / ■>
to be with him: & c , » ^ o j p o u c r  £ 6 l<o 'ou
(ivcg o o V_ £ ic. T  1X1 v
The Pestle t,ext here employs heavy type and indic­
ates a reference to Jeremiah 1;17> while in the next 
verse the command to 'open their eyes' is related in 
the same way to the task of the Servant as stated in 
Isaiah 42;6.
Likewise the conversion account given in Acts 9;15 
(not of course in a speech) contains the command to
C -  _ .
r v
17 -N _> / 7 __ ^
p ,u c r ~ c^<3~onv iT o  p -O J  d v i A  ' u o h  <- £ bt\/oo\i
I t 0 i O/O OO'h it \ ̂ jP c*- .
which can be related to Jeremiah 1; 10
r' ' N (\ x > p> \ ^cr€ s' n ^  cgPT' v-v^ t m  poocroXorvcô  t
* Munck 26,27*
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Moreover, in the shorter account in ch.22 Paul is 
told that e is to knov God's will and be a witness - 
the text assumes here that Christ announced to Paul i is 
will towards him, and therefore said something 
corresponding to his call to him in 26;16 -18'.
Munck felt able to conclude that 'the accounts in Acts 
go back to Paul, as they show a close connexion with 
the description in Galatians, not only in the narration 
of the previous history but also in the explanatory 
words. It is the apostle himself who shaped the story 
of his conversion and call as the churches were able 
to hear it.'*
Unfortunately tie close reference to Jeremiah occurs
only i ch 26, for the alleged parallel between 9 ;1 5  
and Jeremiah 1;10 is hardly close enough to prove any­
thing. nut the parallel at 2;.'; 1? is certainly striking, 
and since Luke takes the trouble to tell the story of 
Paul's conversion three times, we ray assume that he 
thought it oi importance as a historical fact. Thus we 
may regard Paul's speeches to tire mob (ch.22) and before 
Agrippa (26) as honest attempt* by Luke to represent 
the line of defence that paul adopted. Put ho\ close 
was he to fact in matters of detail? Any answer will 
depend to some extent on whether Lulre is '.regarded as a
* ibid.p.29*
con temporary observer or a writer of the econcl 
generation. The speech before Felix, however, raises 
two of the most bafflin,. problems of Acts: v/hat 
happened bo the reat collection, and what was the 
dispute about the resurrection of the dead?
UI■ Al\ovixjILuD QU11üTlOlito :
a) 'hith respect to the resurrection of the dead I am 
on trial before you this day.1(24;21)
haul is represented as pursuing this line of 
argument before Felix, and somewhat cleverly, before 
the Sanhédrin at 23 ; 6 - though he would certainly have 
been justified in employing his debating skills in so 
hostile an assembly. Did Paul really reason like this, 
or was he mispresented by Luke for apologetic purposes? 
V.-as not the real dispute about the stumbling block of 
the cross- Christ Jesus and him crucified? has the 
non-theological Festus right when he summed up the 
dispute as being about ' one Jesus, who was dead but 
whom Paul asserted to be alive?' (25;19)
Stress on the resurrection of the dead is certainly 
a Lucan emphasis, with some apologetic motive. It 
reappears in the speech before Agrippa; 1 V/hy is it 
thought incredible by any of you that God should raise 
the dead?' (26;6). We feel no difficulty in supposing 
that Paul, Hebrew of the Hebrews, could have stood 
before the Sanhédrin and claimed to be a Pharisee,
- 4SI -
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(23;6)* No doubt too the resurrection faith was a key 
point in his messa e. But it is curious that in the 
Sreat apologetic speeches, as indeed in the Areopagus 
address, there is reference to Christ risen and none 
to Christ crucified. Yet if, on the other hand, Luke 
wished to avoid stressing the 'scandal of the cross' 
why has he left it out here and retained it in the 
'kerygmatic' parts of the earlier mission speeches?
We are unable to decide how far Luke has departed from 
the real situation on this question; a possible motive 
could be the author-'s desire to show that the new faith 
was simply authentic Judaism and not a subversive 
movement. Such a motive could indicate personal involv­
ement as well as second generation curiosity,
b) 'I came to my people bringing alms and offerings.'
(24;17)
Thus says Paul to Felix, and Acts does not ansv/er 
the question: what happened to the offerings he was 
bringing? Romans 15 reveals a Paul confident yet anxious:
'I am going to Jerusalem with aid for the saints... strive 
together with me in your prayers to God on my behalf, 
that I may be delivered from the unbelievers in Judaea, 
and that my service to God may be acceptable to the 
saints, so that by God's will I may come to you with 
joy.'(Romans 15;25>31-32) That hope was not to be
* H.Chadwick: 'All things to all men' (NTS 1,1955,p255ff) 
notes that Paul was attacked from both sides as. a 'trimmer'.
fulfilled.
'..hat lies behind the guarded reference to the great 
collection 01 Acts 24:17-for such no doubt it is? './hen 
two sources agree as closely as do Romans 15 and-Acts 
at this point, there can be little doubt. Taken ixi 
the context of the arrest of Paul, the silence of Acts 
must indicate that the ’offering of the saints' was a 
failure, Precisely what happened to it we cannot say: 
the very discretion with which Luke refers to it may 
indicate that he thought it a subject better left alone.*
* In 'St. Luke and the Church of Jerusalem' Prof ♦ C. . .E.
Lam pie doubts ' if Luke mentions the real r auline collec­
tion at all...raul's statement before Pelix that he had 
come to Jerusalem to give alms to his nation and offer­
ings (Acts 24;17) may only refer to his Acts of Jewish 
piety in the temple .'..It seems likely, as Kaenchen 
suggests, that Luke has-transferred into this setting..
(an approaching famine, predicted by Agabus) the material 
he found..in Pis sources about the rent Pauline collection 
for J eru sal era. ' (p. 24 )
Re have argued that it is unreasonable to dismiss 
the 'famine relief effort in view of the close corrob­
oration provided by Jewi h sources, moreover, Romans 15 
corresponds so closely to Acts 20, and Luke seems so 
well informed in the last eight chapters of rets, trab 
it is hard to believe that he really knew next to nothing 
about the great collection, it seems more likely that 
he knew more than he was prepared to say.
Ihus we ere glad to agree with Haenchen: ’The guard 
of honour v. pany ul at 20;4 ( opater,
Aristarchus, Gains, Timothy and Trophimus) were 
really intended to guard and deliver the collection,
'but as .uuke is silent about the collection here a.s 
well, the reader must re ;ard these men ss followers 
who travel with such a succe: sful i issionary as Paul.'* 
i/use's tactful silence, however, could as well indicate 
an author who had been painfully and personally 
involved in the collection affair himself, as <- 
poorly-informed chronicler of a later age. After all, 
the 'guard of honour' included 'we'.
Does this adi ission open the door once again to 
'Tubingen theories' both ancient and modern?: Is Luke 
found out to be a tendentious reconciler of impossibles 
sifter all? Has he told the truth but not the whole truth? 
Or shall we with Loisy imagine a pure and primitive 
Luke whose work was ruined by the unscrupulous Redaktor? 
None of these extreme views are forced on us. It is n&t 
necessary to suppose that Paul's offering was spurned
* Bruce (0428) accepts Acts 24; 17 as a reference to the 
collection. C. ..G. illjams remarks (p255) ’It is striking 
that Acts does not say more about this collection for 
the saints, which was constantly in Paul's heart.' here 
surely is one occasion on which the argument from silence 
is valid.
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by James and the Jewish Christian elders, or tl c they 
bctre.yea him to the Temple authorities: Luke's silence 
indicates only that the great collection did not 
succeed in cancelling the debt between Jewish and 
Gentile Christians: that was tragedy enough,
c)'Let rt be knovr to you that this salvation has been
sent to the Gentiles: obey will listen.1 (2t;tt)_
One further unanswered problem remains: it can 
hardly be doubted that the last words spoken by Paul 
in . cts repre ent a Lucan emphasis, if not a Lucan 
invention. The theme 'we turn to the Gentiles' occurs 
at 15;46,16;5 and 15;9- This last word from Paul, 
together with the last word from Luke - that Paul stayed 
in Home 'quite openly and unhindered'* - surely indicates 
that the book as we have it is in finished form. If 
Luke ever planned a part 5 it would have been a separate 
work! But the comparative vagueness about Paul's stay 
in Rome is certainly curious. We need not doubt that 
here, as elsewhere, he sought to meet his fellow-Jews.. 
The rejection of Israel was a problem for Paul as for 
Luke, but for the former it was far more of a personal 
tragedy,as bis passionate argument in Romans 5-11 
illustrates. Paul was prepared to wish that he was under
* B eng el got the emphasis right: ' 5 ictoria veni uei. 
Paulus Romae, e.pex evagelii , actorum ini? . ( _uo;.ed 
by Bruce p 481)
God's curse, and separated iron Chri t, so that Israel 
might live. (Romans 9;3) The author to Theophilus 
would hardly have said that, he was no Riemoller, 
no Bruckner de Villiers, wrestling personally witl the 
stran ;e destiny of the German or the Afrikaner people. 
Thus the historic.-'1 Paul could hardly have spoken with 
the blunt finality of Acts 26;28. 'The Gentiles will 
listen' might have been his cry of desperation, but 
hardly his last word.
As to Luke's silence about haul's death, Kaenchen 
seems to be right once again. 'Paul an_ the other 
Christians had been put to death by hero, and hero's 
memory was condemned. A heronian verdict did not bind 
the Roman state. The attempt...to point out the earlier 
attitude of the state...was not a futile one.1* But does 
the acute observation require us to imagine a Luke who 
had never known Paul, but wrote at the turn of the 
first century? Uould not this line of apology be even 
more suited to a Luke who had been with Paul as a 
young man, and who wrote - or perhaps - planned - his 
narrative as early as the reign of Vespasian?
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CLrl Tlir 10 
Cli.Ci.U.Pfi-i. : A VPLY hÜPAE rüCld.-̂ T 
Any literary v;ork offers us information of two 
kinds; about the ostensible subject - matter and about 
the author- himself. To disentangle one from the other 
is the task of perceptive readers as well as of the 
professional critic. The writings of the New Testament 
are no exception to this obvious rule, and it need 
surprise nobody that the first historian of Christian­
ity [ ve us a picture coloured in part by his own 
personality. Complete objectivity is, no doubt, an 
idee 1 beyond human attainment. But a large and perhaps 
unique cloud has always hun over the study of Christian 
origins. On these documents depends the vast fabric 
of a historical religion; for centuries they i eve carr­
ied (as Prof L'.G.Kupp said happily of the Book of 
Common Prayer) 'the heavy burden of a people's prayers.'
If they turn out to be unreliable, does the whole edifice 
collapse? What then of 'the believers of Naro-Fominsk.. 
for forty years the people of this town have had no 
church, but they still live in hope...they are Orthodox, 
the same people as those who have found a spiritual 
stronghold in the church since time immemorial the
* *
authorities, in disre. ard of the law, refuse their petitions.1
* M.'ka.rs fct- £Tix5W-tL gj.\ Cov.| P sx .
**Letter from V.N.Chalidze to Metropolitan Pir.cn of Moscow,
26 Pet.1971,quoted in the 'Tablet' 22 bay 1??1.
Certainly bias is not confined, to tl e believers, 
and ii the people of Naro—Eominsk have managed v/iti . • 
a church for forty years, they are not likely to be 
convey-red i-o aihersm the Biblical Criticism of the 
Soviet Encyclopedia, based on nothing better than the 
Chi 'is t-myth theory of Arthur Drews. Agaii , it is not 
only the study of Christian origins that is bedevilled 
bj ideological commitment. One such contemporary issue 
is the. racial and colonial question. Professor Hugh 
Prevor-uoper, ior example, was dismayed to think that 
'we may neglect our own history and amuse ourselves 
with the unrewarding gyrations of barbarous tribes in 
picturesque but irrelevant corners of the globe... 
Perhaps in the future there will be some African 
history to teach. But at present there is none, or very 
little . There is only the history of the Europeans in 
Africa...'* When Professor Trevor-Poper first uttered 
these remarks publicly in 1963, schools in West Africa 
were in tbs process of changing from sy]J ah • . 
textbooks in which the Britd 1 Empire was ’ finitely 
re arded as a 'good thing' to syllabus am' in.xtboo'W; 
in which pre-colonial Africa was a good thin anc the
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British Empire a brief and perhaps regrettable interlude.* 
Again, the racial question has now become so explosive 
that sexual rude words are permitted on the mass media,
racial rude words are banned. Dickens would be lucky 
to get away with Fagin nowadays, and Shakespeare, if it
was Shakespeare, would certainly not get away with
Aaron the Moor in 'Titus Andronicus'.* *
No doubt a balanced view on the colonial epoch 
will be established in the end. No corner of the globe 
is ultimately irrelevant: 'very little' history is not 
the same as 'none', and historians may gyrate as well 
as tribesmen. We are glad to agree with Prof.Trevor- 
Roper's dictum that 'Historians... should study the
* On the question of school history books see 'The 
Historian's Contribution to Anglo-American Misunders­
tanding, ' ed. R.A.Billington. This amusing analysis of 
textbooks both in the U.S.A. and in England and Wales, 
reveals many and subtle kinds of bias: sins both of 
omission and commission. The American textbook writers 
do not get very far in the Quest for the Historical 
George III, while an English writer who calls George 
Washington 'unbeatable' is less generous than he seems.
If George Washington was unbeatable that explains why 
the usually invincible British failed to win.
** Shakespeare was, as usual, ahead oi his time on the 
race question. See 'Othello's Countrymen' by J.Eldred 
Jones.
proceo s of history and not merely the detail 01 the 
- . o\ 5ector in which, ] erforce, thej e X lise: 
iX this means that they must occasionally trespass into 
less familiar sectors, they must be prepared for the 
consequences.’* This comment seems relevant to New 
Testament studies, and so we have attempted to look at 
the Acts of the Apostles in the broader context of 
ancient literature, it ere have been persistent gyrations 
in the reputation of Acts; it has i sen regarded as a 
work of the highest veracity and dismissed as a distor­
tion by an unscrupulous Redaktor. Its author has been 
pictured as a layman with little interest■in theology, 
and then notably in recent years, presented as a 
theologian of original genius, Since that author was 
also the first to attempt an account of Christian beg­
innings it is worth asking where, on the graph of 
historical time past, his work may reasonably be placed.
Our study has suggested two traps for the wayfaring 
student to avoid. The first is the short cut of over­
confident reconstruction. Our sources are so fragmentary, 
the gaps in our knowledge are so great, that any too 
dogmatic attempt at finality is likely to come to grief. 
IroX. John hnox has written with poignancy about 
X.J.Goodspeed1s theory concerning Ephesians:1(Goodspeed)
believed that he was presenting virtual proof of his
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hypothesis. He was literally full of his idea, con­
vinced both of its validity and of its great import­
ance i 01 the im- ersta: ding of how early Christian 
liuerature developed...:h; was quite sure at the time 
that he Lad made a significant discovery, and that 
hew Testament studies would thenceforth be different 
oecciu -e of it., it be Ion; 3 to the ; athos of life and 
history that in fact this idea of his-had little 
continuing influence.'*
The sat e fate has overtaken many -another confident 
account of the careers of Paul, Peter and the rest.
Is it legitimate to assume that Paul arrived at Corinth 
humiliated by his failure to persuade-the philosophers 
at Athens, and thereupon resolved henceforth to know 
nothing but Christ and him crucified? Was the great 
collection really of eschatological significance as 
Johannes hunch suggests? What really happened at the 
Council of Jerusalem? Such conundrums may never be 
solved in this life: 'It will be a great comfort at 
the Day of Judgement to find out the truth about 
the Gowrie Conspiracy.'
It must therefore be conceded that the first less 
than adequate reconstruction was that of Luke himself, 
and that later scholars have but followed in his 
footsteps. P. P. V/ainwright has well said: 'However pleased
♦Acts and the Pauline Letter Corpus:Join rt.or .h. .
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vie are with some of our syntheses, we should do well 
to remember the t we cannot at best achieve more tl an 
a rough approximation to the truth, a simjlifted version 
of events and conditions to a. great extent beyond recb.ll. 
After every conclusion we sho Id do well to write:'It 
was more complicated than that'.*
Yet while disastrous short cuts must be shunned 
on the one hand, there is no need to fall into the 
Hough of respond of undue scepticism either. Professor 
¥ainwri ;-i has himself cast much light on an obscure 
subject in editing 1 Th Problem of the Piet:,1, am 
combines documentary and archaeological information in 
elucidating the story of that elusive Dark Age people.
'An excursion into conjecture is perhaps the best way 
to erg he use the fundamental importance of establishing 
reliable equations between historical, linguistic and 
other conception-.1 To say that the Piets are mysterious 
is not to say that they were non-existent ox- entirely 
beyond rediscovery.
?ix£2.E£_-:- gamemnon?
Yet one cannot equate the study of Christian 
origins with the problem of the Piets. Per the latter 
there i hardly any documentary evidence at all. Prof. 
Wainwright has written of King Brude that his 'successors, 
like himself, ar mentioned from time to time in the 
Irish chronicles, which puts their historicity beyond
* Approaches to '• .j meg g ed.H.P.. .Pinber; , p220-.?21.
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a doubt...We must for the present regard both section 
1 and 2 of the Pictish Chronicle as fictitious and 
legendary. Section 3 seems to be historical in respect 
of the last 30 or so of its 60 kings, that is from 
about Brude Mac Maelchon whose name appears halfway 
down this section of the list.*
But the history which begins with King Brude 
(or thereabouts) is slight enough. All that historicity 
amounts to is the acceptance that monarchs bearing the 
names listed once existed. For the rest the Piets, and 
still more the clans who preceded them, remain in the 
category memorably established by Horace, who declared, 
more generously than Professor Trevor-Roper, that 
strong men lived before Agamemnon.**
No doubt linguistics, archaeology, and the study 
of oral tradition can help to recover something of the 
personality and culture of such forgotten people. But 
the New Testament period does not come into this 
category: we are dealing, not with prehistory, but with
* P.T.Wainwright: The Problem of the Piets p.17-18.
** Vixere fortes ante Agamemn:o na 
multi:sed omnes illacrimabiles 
urgentur ignotique longa 
nocte, carent quia vate sacro.
Horace: Odes 4;9;20.
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i 21 ' r  cl - rit en and archaeological evi
provides definite if limited ii fc mation.* The problem 
oi New Testament studies is not that we are deeli] i 
remote prehistory, or that written evidence is lacking, 
but that our very definite and valuable documentary 
evidence is fragmentary; v/fct P< 1, Pil; era J.-su e;
azaretl v e ere always 'so near and yet so far1.
After Agamemnon?
hor can the Hew Teste ent material be equate with 
heroic lay ana epic song. From this in< much 
historical value can be obtained. To confine ourselves
* The value of or-: traditions among non-literate people 
is interestingly discussed b; J.Vai sin* : Or I Tr dition:
*r- ----- - -------- ------------------------------------------- —~—  
notedly with reference to the Eastern Congo. After a 
study of much relevance to the question of oral tran; -- 
mission of 1 ew Te canent material, he concludes: 'What 
the historian can do is to arrive at some approximation 
to the ultimate historical truth. He does this by- 
using calculations of probability, by interpreting the 
facts and by evaluating them in an attempt to recreate 
for I ii self th© circumstances which existed at certaii 
given moments in the pi st. tnc here the hi 3torian 
using; oral traditions finds him 3eli on ex? ctly the same 
level as historians using any other Hire of ’ : -toncal 
material. No doubt he will arrive at a lower degree oi 
probability than would otherwise be attained, but t 
does not rule cut the fact that venau re i.-> dein., is 
valid, an1 that it is history.
—  ¿iQc _
to jjUi ope an literature only, v;e encounter in ' Beowulf' 
for xjmple, numerous allusive references to military 
1 - c a 5rs of the Ger: anic Dari \ges, as be filan tc 
scl olaa s s > bh v ere o vioi s to t- o ori '"inal  ̂i. ->1 anor' 
who were familiar with the tradition. I'o reconstruct 
uhe Council of Jerusalem is no more conjectural than 
to decide the truth about the fight at Pinnesburh, 
dependent as the latter is on incidental references in 
Beowulf, and on a transcript of a single leaf, now lost, 
in the Lambeth Library. let that there w£s e fi } Jt,
tl ■ t 'sudden calamity overwhelmed the sons of Linn', 
admits of no reasonable doubt.
Again, Sir Ifor "illiems did not hesitate to 
deduce the historicity of the primal Welsh poet Aneirin 
from the collection of lays which bear his name.*
And if this be thought an act of Celtic piety by a 
scholar concerned, by publishing in Welsh, to maintain 
the cause of the Cymry against the Saxon, let it be 
noted that Prof. K.E.Jackson writes of the late sixth 
century bard: 'This testimony to the real existence 
and date of Aneirin, in an author, writing early in 
the ninth century, is of the first importance.'**
Clearly the Lew Testament evidence is not of
* Genu Aneirin: Cardiff l'?38.
* * ILL. Jackson: Gododdin: The oldest Scott W'' , o-~; ■ 
p 24-25.
this kina. Orel trs ition certainly ] ? aj ed its part in 
the transmission of the sayings of Jeus , and in the 
Acts oi the Apostles elements of the sapa-forra 
certainly appear; but the author to Theophilus did not 
ii P( se the sa~ ".-form on his material. Rather did certain 
characteristics of the saga-form, like heroic simpli­
fication, lack of circumstantial detail, and polaris­
ation of moral attitudes, remain in some of the material 
which he has attempted to deal with as a historian.
One must remember that the hew Testament deals 
neither witl pre-history nor with epic traditions, if 
the scales are to be fairly balanced when its credibi?- 
ity is considered. Apart from the f: agmentary nature 
of the evidence the major problem is one of ideological 
bias. Vast vested interests of emotion and commitment 
are bound up in the case of Jesus of Nazareth, arid t]e 
New Testament writers, who composed their accounts 
from the standpoint oi faith, were certainly one­
sided and had good grounds to play down anything unfav­
ourable to their csibo. But the argument works both ways; 
none has yet attempted to prove that the bard Anarin 
was the expression of the cult of a sacred
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broom.*’* If the early Christian tried to si ift the 
guilt for the death of Jesus frorr Romans to Je\ s, it 
turns out to "be Jewish scholars who ere concerned to 
transfer it back again.**
Consider for example the case of Pilate's 
hesitation, u.A.nur.tv.il I has criticised Sher*in-..hite1 s 
defence of the basic historicity of the gospel version 
of the trial of Jesus. 'These narratives are theological 
interpretations, s.il oi whic*( conbeiji ab ^ t  some 
details which could not have factually occurred... the
* Mythical features are certainly found in the careers 
of many folk-heroes. Some have supposed that Hengest 
and Horsa were simply, as their names imply, Stallion 
and Mare. The red-closted Sir Gawain has been thought 
to be the expression of a solar myth. Again one must 
insist that the New Testament material is not of this 
kind. Luke's account of the virgin birth, for example, 
is a. much more sober one than that which Philostratus 
gives of the birth of Apollonius of rnyana, whose mother 
was surround.ed by swans as she slept in a. meadow, an 
thereupon gave birti .
(life of Apollonius, l;j)
** Paul T'inter: On the trial os aesus.
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passion store tends to transfer guilt for the death 
of Jesus from Romans tc Jews.'*
But to concede this point is by no means to di • iss 
the story 01 dilate's reluctance to cor:.’ ei .r. Jesus as an 
apologetic invention. Bdward 1 o: ( en fe t a I 1. to vrite:
1Fontius Pilate - we mean the historicad Pilate, and 
not the ]ilcte to in the gospels is already enveloped 
in a veil of incipient and tendentious legend-proved 
himself, in the course of his term of office, an 
irritable, brusque and masterful official, who sought 
rather than avoided conflicts, but was confident and 
energetic like his master in Rome.'**
Other information we can discover about Pilate, 
outside the New Testament, is in fact the following:
1) He tried tc introduce into touu -c ]-u. ' be ni-ht and 
under cover the effigies of Caesar which are celled 
standards' (BJ:11:169) In the face of overwhelming 
Jewish opposition Pilate gave way.
2) He attempted to use money from the temple treasury 
to construct an aqueduct; tin crowd of protesters 
around his tribunal was attacked by troops in plain 
clothes and. some were killed. (BJ ii,17C)
* B Vawter quoted by T.A.Burkill, Novum Testamenturn,
Vol xii,fac.4,p J42.
** Norden: Kleine Schriften, p.244. 'Josephus und 
Tacitus iiber Christus.'
3) He set up 'gilded shields in uex,od's palace in the 
holy city.( Protest letters were sent to Tiberius, who 
ai rily ordered Pilate to take the shield back to 
Caesarea. (According to Hilo; i H r u:y to Gaius:?0 
(299-306).*
I-1 each of "...use three incidents we meet a colon­
ial official in conflict with the native population, 
and in the first ana the third at least he is compelled 
to give way. This is precisely the situation presented 
by the gospels. Pilate may well have been quite ready 
to say 'Off with his head1 - but not necessarily as 
soon as he was requested to do so ’ey the Sanhedrin.
The whole psychology of the colonial situation, the 
requirements of military security, " well the 
prestige of Rome, would require that he should take 
time to look into the ca e himself, and tl check the 
exces :cs of the corrupt and irrational Fetivo Ai thority. 
In theory at least Pilate's job was to 'pareere subjecti; 
et debellare superbos' and the evidence of Philo and 
Josephus tallies p e r fe c t ly  with the gospel's claim tl
* It has Lee: sin steal that M e 'shields' incident is
a doublet of the 'stancmrds' ahsir, '■ u+ d.d. d.uMJesood 
shov/s in her edition of the 'Embassy' that this is not 
likely. The point about the shield; was dm t tb 3 
carried no image of Caesar, but even so ej had to be 
withdrawn.
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he sentence Jesus as a result ox popular v.ressure•
' en appeal to Caesar is apparent in 
both bodi oi evidence. It is not clear ho’ norden 
co.ild be sure that the 'real' Pilate was 'masterful' 
when he had wo back down on two of the three occ; sions 
when he appears in the pages of Philo and Jc qhi .
But perhaps this was less obvious when Norden pub­
lished his essay in 1913, for at that time there was a
- - - -ir , p energetic ; mrr r' in >• d’in, ;
v1 3 ident Herero had been driven into the Kalahari 
desert.
Thus ? comparison of the "‘ex Testai ent Pi] . . with 
ti3 Pilate of Josepl us an Philo shows that is the 
Christian tradition 'played up' his rel ctance to 
 demi Jesus, it is most unlikely to have been invented.
A sii ilar middle-o: -' • -road critical stance seei s
to us reasonable with regard to tl Book c: Act as well. 
It could be that New Testament scholarship is in danger 
of andering Into tl e slough of despond, and that recent 
excessive emphasis on the theological side of Luke's 
rk is the result of a failure oi nerve: a kind of 
coi 5i tion for the abandonment of the quest for real 
factual!ty behind the documents. The present work, no
oubi one-sided also, has sou lr to offer i cor
tive a more optimistic estimate of the historical 
reliability of the kc nar ative. A gooc example 
such scepticism is Conzelmann's estimate of the 'we'
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passages: 'The only certainty i: that the; ei € :: end
to give the impression of an eye-witness.’* But with 
whs ■ mo ti ve ? / cts i s n<)t £ d ’ rom£ 1 i ke
those of Achille Tatius or Che itor - for all tl 
comi::on vocabulary — and a reasons! le pre rag tion would 
be that they not only give the impression of an 
v'itness, but indicate the actual presence of one. To 
quote A.33.hock: 'I know, of only one possible parall n 
for the emphatic use of a questionable 'we' outside 
literature which is palpably fictional, further, wc rc; 
in Luke 1;3> which is the foreword of the two volumeŝ  
that the writer had followed from far bad: the whole 
course of the things which have been accomplished among 
us'; this is an explicit assertion of contact with the 
Christian movement in its early days: It goes beyond 
th< cs ertion implicit ir T.r ' : rh.c' o o ’ : .tic 
grounds the hypothesis of a redal tor is excluded, I 
think we must take these statei ei ts at their face
* ’ Sicher ist nur, dass durch das 1 Wir 'der Eindruck 
d r Augenzeugenschaft erweckt werden soil. Verg. die 
Persiflage in Lucian’s Wahren .Geschichten. ' (ITT pf.) 
Surelj one must also compare the 'we' pronoun as it 
appears in other less 'palpably fictional' works 
than those of Lucian.!
value.*
It may well be that the contacts of Luke v:ith 
1 were not Ion or intimate: 'beloved' i- 
which I ci1 used freely...It was some thirty years 
after the point where 'we' starts,'and it was wl 
others had chronicled the things to do with Jesus, 
that Luke embarked on his two-volume work.1**
No doubt the identity of the author of Acts will 
continue to be disputed, and perhaps it does not 
matter very much, but if would seem necessary to main­
tain that Acts, and indeed Luke—Acts, should be recor­
ded as history first and theology second. The Lucan
* The linguistic implications of the 'I' of the preface 
and its connection with the ' we1 of Act - v.r s ncf d by 
Ci bury in 'The knowledge claimed in Luke's preface'
( Expo sitor, Vol XXIV p 401) His analysis of the part­
iciple witl parallels from Demosthenes, indicates tl ; t 
'the writer is claiming first hand contemporary knowl­
edge', With characteristic caution Cadbury refrained 
from drawing the conclusion that tl e author was a 
companion of Paul, though this would seem to be the 
implication of his precise linguistic ar u ent.
One may well ash: whether the general reader who per­
used Luke-Acts would not reasonably suppose that the 'I* 
of the preface and the 'we' of Act were one and the 
same person.
** Wool , p.502-3*
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1 - —: 31'v is certainl; a siniplifica.t ion of the ev( ts — 
i t v/s - more odii] _c< ■ t| t 1 T — i t ■ ' x*e ■ rt 
as an essay in theological 1istory, but 1 do,na has not 
overcome history' in the sense that it made the a n t i  or 
adopt a cavalier attitude in matters of fact. Analysis 
3».ova Luke to have been., within the canons of Hellenistic 
historiography , a painstaking if amateur 1 istorian.
Heixiuici rightly compared him to Dio Cassius: 'like 
the latter, Luke carefully assembles facts; and both 
honestly believe in the signs and wonders which they 
record. Dio's method also reminds us of Luke's, in that 
he describes his experiences under Commodus in the first 
person.'*
But then Eeinrici was a believer in the'non- 
theological' Luke: 'The tone of the Acts of the Apostles- 
more historical than edifying (erbaulich)--provides the 
reason why, in the patri S'tic period, it awpke less 
interest than all the other books of the he Testament.'
Cnee a pin one wonders why t) e theolo ical pro­
fundities of Luke were not perceived until the twentieth 
century, and then not by the rank and file of believers.
* Heinrici: Der litterarischu Charakter dei N.T.Sdbriften
- p 69i The com arison wii Dio is surely a. fairer one
than witt Lucian. Clearly the latter had his tongue in 
his cheek when h< ffered e 'true' his ory.
11 of« I .»•:.»i u i lie.r has analysed the favouri te texts used 
in die preaching of a Hast African church. for the Church
O— the Lord (Aladura) Acts comes 50th in the tehle of 
Biblical Books, ahead only of such minor contenders as 
2 Thessalonians, Titus, Jude, 3 Join, 2 John and Philemon. 
Professor Turner writes that 'the position of the lets 
of the Apostles almost at the bottom of the K.T.list 
is ¿h - to its nature primarily as s. historical narrative, 
with little formulated moral and religious teaching of
the kind that appeals to the Church of the Lord the
book is no more popular here than it was in the early 
Christian church...1* Thus if Acts was intended primar­
ily as an edifying discourse, it would seem that believ­
ers who enjoy edification have been very slow to 
realise- what they are mis si fag.
There is one other reason \-;hc a just appreciation 
oi Luke the historian is necessary at the present time. 
The writings of the third evangelist have often been 
recognised as the stron hold of humanitarian values ir 
the Lev/ Testament. It has often been noted that the 
third gospel emphasises the concern of Jesus for women, 
for the outcast, for Samaritans and for the poor. Hosl-ryns
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anc Davej su ested * that'Luke...did ot intend
give this humanitarian impression' , which resulted from
* .Gee Additional bote number 10.
** The Riddle of the Nei . stai ent p.95-9* •
his editorial simplifice.tioiB of Hark. 'It i: ; 
almost jntolerai le critical procedure to fix upon ' 
editorial simplification, and to annot nee t 1 •. tl ere 
we have the Jesus of history, which modern criticism 
ha ■ nc£rthfd.' This is a valid point, hut it overlooks 
tl e act £ t Luke alone has reco: two ' hoc in '
ables: 11 c Cle'v r a ;cal (16; 1-9) '- tl - Xmp< 't-
- Widow (11 ;l-8) . Per , 'teachin peculiar
to Luke' affords >ome insight into the collector' 
mind: and here we note the three parables of ch. 13-: 
the lost sheep, the lost coin, arm1 the prodigal a.
1 e a, :o ‘ 1 er witl the good Samaritan in ch.10,
us an author whose mind was humanitarian in that it
dl stayed ;u  i;.' a: ceiaa aa 'Pa- humai bej.i ? ;
' ir own sal e: the same concern, vre suggest, appears 
in the varied portrait gallery of Act . 1 
'] mi it ; i 1 not because he smoothed away the angul­
arities of Mark: he was humanitarie * becai t L: 1 ' eh
It is mor than e failure )i nerv , it i 
tra; al of tl s author's profoundest insights, to read 
Luke's narrative as an allegory or a treatise in 
s; temati< theol y. Bor the 'human interest' values of 
Luke —Acts are sorely needed both in the contemporary 
cl . c. and the secular world. 3 vo; A ic> --re: T"e ; e-f hrs 
3ed the ethos of the sex-and-vi lenc el:
'In the world of gangster-fiction there car be no happy
endings, nor any endings wl ich - r rea . , ...r ,
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atter.ij_.ts to start life by staying in the same spot...
----- pi abl( at he chef >ex—fie tioi hi evel — 
oped in the vs; illustrate 1 because our ereat cities 
have become more crowded, and because a sense of 
direction have become harder to fine 1 tl m... f i > is 
- populi r lit rature 11 .. g - ] n rid.
At s pro founder level the poet 11-. in Muir wrote in his 
Au tobio, eh. -hy: 'I discovered in Italy that Christ In
1 ed or earth an al c tl 1 things 1 1 ; "e preserve
themselves through time in the first freshness of their 
nature. 'On this fa . h-ln, C.-rln̂ r eon a ft.:-; 'If- 
primary hi torical ire ination is thai by hich we kn s 
hum n being; ai I human expierience an< contemplate them 
c nd it seriously. If this Is weal 3., at tempi
to und rstand how men once thought, ai -to r< or t< the 
pa st ii 5 tively, enerate into mere anti uariai ism 
on th . > -nr 1 ■" j .  : ,  ' v  . f s e  . n  v  :
minds to schematic v/ays of thought on the other.'*
'I cannot feel satisfied with a literary critici m 
which substitutes for the conception of the writer as 
' a man speaking to non 1 the conception of the writer 
as ai imagination weaving symbolic patterns to be 
teased out by the intellect, and in its concentration 
on the work by itself ends by finding significance in 
what the work suggests than in what it says...It is the 
first responsibility os an interpreter that
* Tie Business of Criticism; p.125-12 •
neither disregard, nor damage that first freshness 
with which things made tn Ion -dei men 
'rectly to tl mi < and 1eart.'
To the present generation the author of Luke— 
Acts 'a man speaking to men'*, has his own mes £ 
of humanity to convey.
* 'A poet...is a rric speaking to men; man, it is 
true, endowed with more lively sensibility, more 
enthusiasm and t< . c rn sss, who has - r < 1 er 1 n< \ 1 e Lg 
of human nature, and s more comprehensive soul, than 
are supposed to be common among mankind.' A fair 
description of the author to Theophilus?
(Wordsworth: Preface the 3 ricel laf: : cm in
Wordsworth’s Literary C ri t i c i sm, e d. I:. C., un i t i _,p.21)
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A^SPx-Iüij-x, I QiE l. (see :e 158)
TEL EOTIVATIOx 01 5 rACCABEnS.
Kautzsch notes the suggestion that 5 Kacc aims to 
prove the loyalty of the Jews to the ribolemaic house. 
Accordin to Ewald: 'wollte der Verfasser durch die
M t!Fassung und Ausprägung seiner Erzählung erweisen, dass
Udie Judaer in Egypten immer gute Unterthsnen waren und
Iso von den rtolemaern viele Ehren, Rechte und Freiheiten 
sich erwarben' (KautzscN: Apol ryj hen und. Pseuepigrapnen 
1;120) This would imply a similar 'political' motive 
apologetic to that of Acts. Ewald thought that the uook 
was written in connection with the attempted sacrilege* 
by Caligula in A.D.41. Certainly ike. apologetic in 5 Macc 
is not directed towards the Ptolemies!' As a, ainst the 
proposed link with Caligula's plan to desecrate the 
temple, however, we must set the 'triumphalist' tone of 
the whole book. There is none of the personal anguish 
that is heard in the writings of Philo, arc one doubts 
if the author had known persecution himself.
The motif of including all possible atrocities in 
one narrative recalls the German novelist's Grimmelsh­
ausen' s descriptions of the Tl.ir.ty Years 'car. ihe 
novelist, though he had experienced some of the incid­
ents described in his book, naturally allowed i ii self 
a certain license in the compilation o.< . is soory. One 
critic has pointed out a suspicious likeness between 
one of his scenes and. a picture lev (ballot showin; the
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same subject - the sundering of a farmhouse. Both 
of these are se u pieces in which every fori", of atrocity 
is shown nappenin at trie seme moment. There is, 
however, evidence enough to show that all these things 
happened, though not all in the same place or on the 
same day.1 G. V. Wedg woodi: The Thirty ve?.rs War; p228.
l.OTU 2. (See page 362)
GUcBxknLD ^ULGrhphTS
On the view lanen here some questions must remain 
open: these include the enrolment made when Quirinius 
was governor of Syria (Luke 2;1) as well as the precise 
truth about raul's visits to Jerusalem and the Apostolic 
Council. Certainly our picture would be more complicated 
and more accurate ii we nad more documents to study - 
out that does not mean that we should refuse to regard 
as real people, who did what Acts says the; did, Julius
oi the Augustan cohort, ruolius the Chief wan oi ¡salta,
and Philip's lour daughters wno prophesied. Likewise 
we may take it as true that Aga'.us bound himself with 
a oelt, that James the Drother of John i a - killed with 
the sword, and that the brethren came to meet Paul at
the Porum of Appius and Three Taverns.
It certainly looks as if a nistal e was made about; 
Judas anc Theudas - unless we adoj. t tl e expedient ox 
i .P.Bruce anc. suppose that there was more than one 
Theudas (x>ruce pl4-7) For this it can at least ue said
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that there was, it seems, more than one Sanuallat in 
the post-exilic period. This nas nov; become evident 
from the Samaritan papyri, about which R. Davidson 
writes: 'Of great interest is the reference to 
Sanballat as governor of Samaria, when Alexander the 
Great invaded Syria. This cannot be the Sanballat 
known to us from hehemiah's memoirs as governor of 
Samaria in the latter part of the fiftn century.(cf 
hehernias 4ff) It looks as if under the Persians more 
than one Sanballat held oflice as governor of Samaria. 
Tie name was probably, as is. common practise, handed 
down from randfather to grandson. This must lead to 
a revision of sceptical attitudes concerning a Sanballat 
as governor of Samaria when Alexander the Great invaded 
Syria. (cf.Ant.XI;302)'
Thus new documents may complicate the picture, but 
not necessarily destroy the credibility of the documents 
we nave already. Right not future historians reasonably 
conclude, for example, tr.au the Pakistan refugee relief 
effort of 1971 is a 'doublet' of the flood relief
effort of 1970?
If there was more than one Sanballat there could 
have been more than one Theudas (=Ti eonorus; . i.ut t 
mistake by Luke, not Gamaliel, seems more likely at 
Acts c;36-37; as Trocm/ remarks: 'Le petit problem©., 
n'a plus aucune importance des qu'on admet que Luc a
compose" lui-meme la harangue qu'il prete a Gamaliel.
(Trocme p.19 3) , ...(See Davidson and Leaney:The Penguin Guide to Modern
Theology. vol.3;P•89•)
i-xLi-iiichw.L x.l'j-'j,; y. (see page 401)
ILL ¿IGnli-IOnkOL Gf OIIXul-OTkiiTI.,1 HA1,-.ILS .
Our argument here may seen paradoxical, as 
though the vagueness of Luke's account may be thought 
an indication of his reliability as an historian! Yet 
this is what we go wish to maintain. Luke could have 
invented, names of Samaritan villages if he wanted to 
add. spurious verisimilitude to his narrative. The 
fact that he did not do so here may give us more 
confidence in his story when such circumstantial 
details appear - for example - the lecture hall of 
Tyrannus IS;9» It is often debated whether the 
presence of circumstantial details tends to imply 
historicity or the lack of it. Our point is that a 
literary analysis of Luke's methods shows that he was 
a sober worker who 'stuck to his last'. If you ai'e 
going' to invent vivid details you might as well invent 
them all the way through. The same argument applies 
to his gospel. ..artha and Mary lived in ’a village' 
(Lk.10;38) There was trouble in 'a village of the 
Samaritans' (9;f2) Jesus was praying in 's. certain 
glace' (11;1). If Luke lacked source material he 
does not attempt to hide it. Te are glad to agree 
with Conzelmann:(TSL pJ4) "There is no unrestrained 
symbolism in Luke: only whet is in uis opinion a 
historical event can possess genuine typological meeni 
Only Luke as we read him was more concerned witr 'hums 
interest' tnan with typology.
aD-uI'xIOI.A-l. mOlm, -0.4. (see page 409)
iXxn'iX!i!lLi,:i  ̂ xVijj a i ii'XOCh. SOUKCn.
’v'ilcox (pl57 - 1 7 9) seeks to identify a) source ;
material in the speeches, b) kerygmatic or credal
elements, end c) lemitisms proper. The speeches are
discussed in chapter 0  .As an example of 'kerygmatic'
formulae we may take Acts 10:40-41, where Peter's
claim 'that Christ appeared' to us..who ate and drank
with him after he rose from the dead,' coincides
almost verbally with Ignatius: Smyrn.3:3*•.The chances
are that both are drawing on a common piece of
tradition. 'The Semitisms proper''are practically all
found in Acts 1-15, and within these limits they are
distributed as follows:' (Here we quote kilcox and add
the abbreviations HAS= Harnack's Antioch Source
J AS = Jerernias' Antioch Source)
Acts 1 : 4 
1 : 19
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2 : 3 
2 : 14
1
7, Q: 16 JAS ) of Paul.
2
14 ??
4 : 10 
4 : 12
4 : 13
5 : 26(D.Text) ^
6 : 11 nÁS uAS )
6 : 13 HAS JAS ) Ste.
7 : 52(D) HAS JAS) 
g1 j 53 H Am J AS ) 
g ; 2 HAS JAS )
8 :10 ) Philip.
)
8': 39 ) Phi:8: 4u )
2 ) Co; \9: JASo • 3
9: 40 Jas )
10: 1910:38 (Dc) ' Pl1 3 : 6 (D) HAS J
15: 11 CO HA S J Á.O
13: 28b(D) Has T A Q U ÍT.D
13: 19b HAS <J 1-uD
13: 36 HAS JAS
1 3: 45b HAS a AS
n.1 3: 4'/ ? HAS J AO
14: 2 (D) HAS cJ AS
14 :10 ? HAS JaS
14:21 HAS JaS
15: 2(D) ? HAS J
)15: 7 HAS
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AD-L'1'fxOi.-.i-j.i i.Oix 5 (See page 415)
'llili GOKrOSITIOh 01 .dAACHjjS
It was during the eighteenth century that the 
custom of composing speeches lost its res; ¿cm ility. 
I s a a c  Voss supported the practice, while Voltaire and 
d'Alembert were opposed* The latter leclared: 'Aujourd' 
hui 1' on renverrait aus amx'lific aticns de College un 
historien qui remplirait sou ouvrage de harangues.' 
R.C.Jebb, who recorded this comment, ac t! ai 'the 
spirit of scientific criticism has now banished it 
(t) e composition cj_ speeches) from his org and he s 
relegated it to its proper sphere in the realm of 
historical romance.' He added that the insertion of 
fictional speeches 'maintaii ad it ;lf longest in Italy' 
because 'the practice was thoroughly suited to the 
Italian genius' !!! (Hellenica,ed.E.Atbott,p.289).
An interesting discussion of the ethics of speech- 
writing was pre ted by 'the most learned and ingenuous' 
(? ingenious) Jesuit Father Le Moyne, published in 
En " i J:. in 1694 , with the rather forbiddin title:
'Of the Art both of writing and judging of history, with 
reflections upon Ancient; as wgj 1 ; : ,
shewin through what defects there are so few gco< , i d 
that it is impossible that there shoulc be many so
much as Tolerable'.
The anonymous translator, vho c e<  -
tl at ' ti e translatin of t! i 3 incc ] are le 1: scoi
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out of French is not the effect of any Criminal 
Correspondence with the Enemies of the present 
government’ - used the term 'harangues' - no doubt a 
lit :rclism — to translate the chapter in which Le 
I oyne defended tl e composition of speeches:'Harangues 
are necessary in History : not contrary to truth nor 
probability.' 'Are ambassadors accused of falsehood 
that express themselves more elegantly than their 
instructions?...' 'Tis then a calumny to saa that the 
truth of history is violated by the resemblance in 
harangues.' (pl72) Yet Le Moyne (who felt the 
critical wind beginning to blow against 'harangues') 
most extraordinarily found fault with Thucydides over 
the funeral oration: 'a long Mournful Harangue made 
by Pericles at the funeral of the fifteen gentlemen 
that died in the service of the republick: was not 
this to expose the second Jupiter of the Athenians 
(so Pericles was called) to abuse his lightnin ;s ar d 
thunders, employing t). em in so mean a : ; t ;er? . . . 
However, the Funeral of the fifteen soldiers might 
have been made with less expense, ; i the mournful 
oration employed the Obsequii ■ of ti o e A iai 
lost in a icily in an m.mlsms mm - mi. m Et r
glory. But Pericles was P n ad and there never was 
another Orator to whom the Historian could lend his 
eloquence.' Such was critical taste in the age of 
Louis XIV !
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This boo.!- also lists other worts available in 
1598 'at Grays Inn Gate in Holbourn...and against the 
exchange ii nliill. 1 The Bookseller' s ■< :
Included Aesop, ;hc lei Epistle of Ignati
'Eight volumes oi leti er rit 1 ;  ! . isl spy, wh
lived For’ty-five years undiscoveret a1 ] ■ ri - n 
, Sir 1 r . I : cKenzie: 'Reeson-an Essa^ '
' T] al hisl o r cf- friigslity' . Tin auth<
I aclieu zie of P.osehaugh, the persecutor of the Lord's 
. pl< nd ' bluidy Mackenzie' of covenanting tradition. 
V.'e have followed Auerbach in nc tii t. i 1 . aga- 
form oversimplifies and re solves s complicated histor­
ical situation into an elemental elf I., between the 
I rii c :r 1... s of ood b d. T1 . e il i i L< 1 pe 
n< . t] e moi ster pictured bj his vi ;tims, 
not realise that the dragoons were set on them by 
the author of 'R on-an Es ay'. But the folk tradition 
has its own valid truth for all that, cl n ; is '
c i icj , ■ n that of ;he c v< t he repre ed,
were 'bluidy' not h, and th ¡o\ei ■ nters di not 
the chance to peruse 'The moral history of Frugality' 
before be in, ■ shot. .
Jq.Cl-.-_ l.j'.L, _ ( g  3 0  pg ^ 0  4 J 1 )
- f . -j   StOR TKivi ■ u .
«] .Bruce writes wit} confis ence (p57?) : 'The 
33 to tic Ephesian el rs i ; c! if. rent in
and coi ent from £-11 other speeches in Acts..All 
zei ■ inlü Lu] e ; eard i1 : Li self (c.f.xxi:!) 
even have taken shorthand notes. It is rich in
pai 11 Is t< the Pauline epl ties ' (Bit n : t}
hut that it i:3 not a mere cento of extracts from these 
is fairly clear from the fact that the author of Acts 
shows no sign of acquaintance with 1 aul' epi ties.'
This view contradicts that of Moi toi . Ensl L ■ (Z] ",
Vol 61,p253-27l) who argues that Luke knew Paul's 
letters after all. But the strongest argument for 
re, arclmg the I.iletu.s speed as closes o jO oLe his tor— 
ical Paul is this: if you know the Pauline corpus of 
letters and want to add verisimilitude to your narrative, 
why not introduce echoes of the style of Paul's letters 
into his speeches £..11 the way through? Why c o the ;e 
Pauline turns of phrase appear at Miletus only and not 
at I isidian Antioch? Enslin conjectures that 'Luke 
refraii ed from any mention of Paul's habit (c_ bin£
letters) because the letters were already being turned 
ko qj improper use by unorthodox opponents. This is 
to build conjecture on conjecture: much more likely 
is that Luke did not cite the letters because they were 
not. available to him. The Miletus speech is 2.1 so the
516
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only one addressed to Christians, and its 01 ■ , . 4 1 er
with Paul's reply to Agabus, (2(. ;ly) is very close 
indeed to the guarded anxiety of Roman n
J;: e Stenograph n is dis >sed b; Hi •' en:
1 Grc 1 shor 1} nd w a not ] e and of 1 i13 al ou t AI 15C 
ip39) • Ag; a.. tl is ti e Encyclopaedia Brittai ica 
(Vol 20, p576) records that a system of shorthand 
(notae) was invented in 63 P.O. by Tiro,a freedman of 
Cicero. Moreover 'an inscription 011 a marble slat from 
tl e cropolis 1 t itl sns, attributed to tl c foui 
century, indicates that a system of brief writing 
w? s practised among tie Greeks.' It seems that Tire's 
system held the field until the appearance of Pitman. 
Moreover tha Encyclopedia tantalisingly notes further: 
'With the rise of the Christian church and a dei 
for the exact utterances of the religious leaders of 
th d; ; , the teacl in 5 c2d practise of the Tironian 
rota received fresh impetus. Many of the trials cf the 
early;,. Christians were reported by shorthand writers 
who were employed by the church for that purpose.'
Tiro, however, was a Latin-speaker, and 1 ex? ' . of 
Greek shorthand are confined to a few fragmentary papyri 
and waxen tablets ranging from the 4th to tl e I tl 
century.' Thus there is no certainty about the origin 
of Greek shorthand, though the discovery of linear B 
should deter anyone from jumping to prer.c burs ccnc3 us ions I 
It is of course improbable that anyone bothered
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to ' verb; j .ul's addresses, but
8 possibility that some or e i e notes of his remarks
at Miletus cannon be rulec out. Love for the man they 
might never see again would be a su 'ficient motive.
I-or are v/e impres ed by the argument that a travel- 
diary could not have survived the shipwreck of Acts 27*
^uite apart from Julius Caesar swimmir 20C ; ards with 
notes in mouth, the text indicates that all survived 
the wreck: vital personal documents - like passports 
and ’letters of recommendation' would well survive also.
ALDIJICi:..:.- bcrlj 7 (See page 4J2)
IMfl,-. Ix. LU1 ' o CGbriL .
1 a 1 is a prominent speaker in the ospe] as 1 1 :
a) g ; from me...' on the occasion of the
2 loi os cl (5:8 - This unique to Luke's gospiel).
b) He says 'Master, tl multitudes pre c y u...' 
when the sicl woman touches the hem of the Lord's
arment (8:45). This answer is ascribed to 'the disciples' 
in Mk.5 :51, and in Luke the rendering depends on p75 andB.
c) fster confesses Jesus as Christ (9:20 - so also 
Matt 15:16 and Mark 6:29)
d) Peter proposes to build three booths after the 
transfiguration. (9:33 = -;k 9:5 and Matt. 17':4)
e) Peter asks:'Lord, are you telling this parable for 
us or for all?' (12:41 - no parallels) in reply to tie 
parable of the thief in the night.
f) Peter points out that ti e disciples ' In ve le_. t
our homes and followed you'. (18:28 - Mk 10:28 = Matt.19;27)
g) Peter says: 'Lord I am ready to go with you to
prison and death. (22:33 = Mk 14:29 and lit.26-33, with 
variations)
h) Peter denies Jesus three times (22:5 4 - 7 1 = 1  .k. 14:rr—72 
and Matt 26:57-75) Luke omits the detail given at
i.l4:71, the t 'Peter began to invoke a curse upon
himself ana bo swear', while Matt, retains it.
i Peter'. role as spokesman is nc res J;
cvi:T-̂ igPas].c,w, -v r I:...found iJ in the tradition
/
and no doubt it corresponded broadly to fact. His chief 
addition is in the word 'Depart from me.. . ' •-1 a , 
in a story which seems to be another 'keynote incident' 
ased on Mark's account of the call of the disciples. 
(Mk 1:1 6 - 2 0 )  He omits the realistic detail of Peter's 
invoking a curse on himself, no doubt for the sake 
of ecclesiastical decency.
.-iDijIi'I01.x-l. PuTP c (See page 432)
t r a p oLa t i n g au ek b a c h
The writer was able to study the English edition 
of 'Mimesis' only after the present work was completed. 
Auerbach's distinction between 'Sege' and. ' Gesifchdchte' 
we have rendered as 'saga' and 'history'. The original 
of the passage quoted on p432 reads:
'Selbst de, wo sich die Sage nicht sogleich durch 
Elemente des Wunderbaren, durch Wiederholung bekannter
n h
Motive, durch Vernachlässigung ertlichen und zeitlichen
i "Bedingungen oder ähnliches sofort verrat, ist sie doch
tl
meist an ihrem Aufbau schnell zu erkennen. Sie verlauft
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uberrnassiu~~- - glatt.
Die Sage ordnet den Stoff in eindeutiger Weise, 
sie schneidet ihn aus den sonstigen Heltzi . iej 1 
isrius, s© dass dieser nicht verwirrend eingreifen 
kann, und sie kennt nur eindeutig festgelegte, v<n
wenigen einfachen Motiven bestimmte Menschen, die in
• . . .  "uer Ui roc., nie r., ? fuilors inc Han ¡e, s nicht
t f
beeintm chtigt v/erden. (Mimesis ? .24)
This is rendered by W.E.Trask (i ii esi; -Si 1i 1 Ed, 
Princeton 1953) ns follov: •:
'Ever ere tl < legendary does not immediatel; betraj
i If :y elei en.......... Lr culous, by the repetition
of well-known standard motives, typical pattern 
the . , througi neglect of clear details of tii nd 
place and the like, it is generally quickly recognisable 
b; its composition. It runs far too smoothly...
Legend arranges its material in a simple and 
straightforward way: it detaches it from its contemp­
orary historical context so that tie 1 tter will not 
confuse it: it knows only clearly outlined men who 
act from few and simple motives and the continuity 
of whose feelings and actions remain uninterrupted.1(pl9) 
On this it may be said
1) The word 'Sage' is linked etymologically witl fcl 
word 'to Sc. ' and implies oral tin .. i oi . T: 
oldest extant Germanic poem - the Hildebrandslied - 
begins 'Ik gihorta dat seggan' (Älteste Deustsche 
Dichtungen, Insel Verlag, 1953, P-2. The sagas par
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excellence are tl e old ITorse ] pics , and i ;1 what 
they tell us really happened. Thus, whatever v 5 the 
precise truth about . ric the Red ai Leif the Duchy,
; e viidngs cer u.J.t ;ot to North . merica.
2) In English a 1 legend' is a st-ory of somethin the 
n< ver really happ ned. ' e n ar; 1 ii ! he • ntitl i -
of 'historical'. To say that King Arthur is
1 - „ ■  i :' 1° that he never1 existed, or at
least that the historical Arthur was quite unlike 
the figure presented b; fir Thomas Malory.
The term 'legend1 need not be in oral fore; 
the word in fact derives from the latin ’legend;' 
things read - via Old Trench.
5) The term ’Sage' therefore, implies both ere] 
transmission and a lesser he, ree of historicity, hut 
we do not understand Auerbach to deny all factual 
content to the category of ’Sage',. When he refers 
to 'Sagen' of martyrs in whicl 'a stiff-neck 
fanatical persecutor stands over against an equally 
stiff-necked and fanatical victim',• these are not 
'legends' in the sense that neither persecutor nor 
victim ever existed. Whether you believe in 'bonny 
Dundee' or 'bluidy Clavers' depends 01 wti ide 
you are on. But James Grahame of Claverhouse was 
a real man, and his breastplate is at Blair Castle 
to this da;. .
n (.Gee pg.ro 47o)
-..'iiuL Gi. ‘x‘1'1—i .-k_jCPAGU
! we dissent roi the view of Conzelmann: :
1 Inasmuch as Luke clrav/s upon the form of secular 
historiography, we rust interpret the Areopagus speech 
first of all as a literary speech by Luke, not a real 
sermon by Paul. We take this proceeuj e f :• ranter' 
in our interpretation of the speeches of Thucydides, 
for example... since both the setting and the speech 
are the author's work, the details related are of no 
value for the reconstruction of the individual 
historical events. The value of the description rests 
nos in the'historical worth of its details as sources 
of information about Paul's conduct, but in the fact 
that it docume bs for us how £ Chri stiur. a bo1 b ...1.100 
r cts to the pagan milieu and me«: is it from hie sit- 
ion of his faith.1 (TSL p21f)
Pirstly the position about the speeches of 
fhueyd.i; s i - no means es siiy. "a ■ ■ t. r i. (R.C.J b , 
in Hellenica, ed.E.Abbott, p.294-296) and secondly, 
if we extend the parallel we shall have to conclude 
that the v/ork of Thucydides tells us nothing about uhe 
Peloponnesian war, but is of value only in so far as 
it gives us insight info tl e mentality o: ; hor.
One could ar ue that a sermon which, leac. to 
conversions, even if only a few, can hardly be regaideu 
as a 'flop'! But Luke certainly presents it
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than a success. Gould he ! ave had a theological motive 
for this? Light he wish to show that there is no 
necessary precondition for acceptance of the :ospel?
All depen< , on fBith, ? nd tin ix c . tin s iri fc 1 lows 
where it lists! Did Luke have in mind a parallel to the 
cejec '.io: 01 Jesus in hazaretn? Peel ' went cut from 
>n them1 (17;35) Just as Jesus 'passing throu ;h 
the midst...went away' (Luke 4 ;30)?
In this question of delicate literary Juhv ment 
v;e note that the speed': occurs in a setting which is 
part of the most'historical' and. ' modifying' in the 
whole of -its. Moreover, Luke's theological interpreters 
cannot have it both ways: if Luke's mai c ncern was 
to present a Divine Man striding from victory unto 
victory, he certainly did not succeed in doin sc in 
his account of Paul at the..s.
-'.DP I PI Oh .-.P i.CiL 10. (see page 504) 
aCTS -PD THE CHURCH OP THE LORD.
H.W.Turner:'Profile through preaching' ,p.69: The ten- 
used by the Church of the Lord turn out to be a few 
ole favourites. 'If, for example, we examine the 6
pul j ic o n, es i ., . Ad... V ..   ; giia in cts £
given by Dodd, we find a total of 2; references to this 
xody of material. Of these 2;17 (x?) may be discounted., 
for this verse from Joel would be a favourite wherever 
it occurred. . . the remainix 16 ver es, eleven concern
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the cone, uding section of each address - the summons 
"k ° epen ce; ahree rt i tl e re irrecti n
ex< It tic n of J \ s, anc there . : e tc c froi the long
historical preface on Israel in the speech of 1; ;17-41.
her t] historical exposition receives scant
attention, and interest is shown only in the risen 
Christ and in the cal] to repent am believe... The e 
re u] ccord with the emphases we found in
the use of the gospels. There is little interest in 
historical narrative as such. The only part of the 
iographical and historical material on Paul to ttrcct 
,.y degree of attention is the part which may n 11
the superhistorical; the experience c; the I mai ci road
in 9;1 -19, whex ! e 1 r< Cere nee , - i 4
on the same theme in 26;14-16. Of the ten favourite 
text i . ct . si. n.lg one tie i is prii arilj ) 1. torical 
is ;30 (x6) and the story of the Ethiopian eunuch nay 
be presumed to have special interest in Africa...The 
use made of Acts is determined by the dominant interests 
of the Church of the Lord, anc serves t< cl< rif; t
where these lie....'
corres, c.idence Prof Turner mentions that 'the 
small degree of interest in Luke and Acts shown by the 
Aladurs Church occurred...in a survey of 
preaching in Leicestershire, end in two individual 
ministers' records, one Baptist, one I 3c I
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